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ABSTRACT 

Mineralisation in the Grey River Tungsten Prospect, 

Newfoundland, is contained within a swaqn of quaz:tz veins 

and fractures which traverse the contact between a sheared 

Devonian (405 ± 10 Ma) K-feldspar mega~rystic granite, and 

metamorphic rocks ~hich are typical of the g~ssic terrain 

of the Gander Zone. The mineralisation is genetically 

related to a suite of post-tectonic, highly differentiated, 

alkali-rich leucogranite dykes. 

The tungsten-bearing hydrothermal veins, dated at 330 

Ma, range from tensional fractures and~einlets to lodes 

containing several injections of qua~. The mineralisation 

is divided into four stages~ the Early Stage, characterised 

by quartz-feldspar-molybdenite veins; the Composite Stage, 

consisting of five vein types (in paragenetic order), 

quartz-bismuthi~ite, quartz-wolframite (Fe-rich), greisen, 

quartz-sulphide, and quartz-wolframite (Mn-rich) veins; the 

Sulphide Stage, characte~ised by silver-bearing quartz-galen~

sphalerite veins; and the Late Stage, composed of zoned 

fluorite-calcite-harite veins. A spatial ~ineral zonation 

from south to north matches the ·temporal sequence outlined 

above, with the exception of the Late Stage veins which 

crosscut Composite Stage veins. 

Fluid inclusion data indicate a complex evol~tionary 

history for the hydrothermal fluid. Initially a homogeneous 

supercritical fluid (Xco = 0.4) with a density of 0.65 g/cc 
2 
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iii -deposited quartz-feldspar-molybdenite veins at temperatures 

of 450-500°C and fluid pressures of 1200-1400 bars (120-140 

MPa). The simultaneous trapping of co2-ric~ and H20-rich 

fluid inclusions, as well as solid inclusions of calcite 

in quartz of the quartz-bismuthinite vein type is· evidence 

for the existence of an immiscible heteroge.neous fluid 

during this stage of mineralisation. Fluid phase· equilibria ·· 
f I 

indicate immiscibility occurred, at temperatu:r;es of 390 - 43o6 c 
·~ 

and fluid pressures of 1000-1200 bars (100.!120 MPa). Oxygen 

isotope data indicate · that ~x:~isen alt~ation halos of 
1
the 

co~posite lodes were• formed at temperatures between •350-4QO'?c. 

In these lodes quar~'-.sulphide and quartz-wolframi~ 

veins were deposited ·in open spaces created by normal faulting. 
.. . 

These movements prompted rapid decreases in fluid pressure· 

and temperature and caused retrograde boiling of the hydro

thermal fluid (at 350 bars and 300-390°C) during deposition 

of quartz-sulphide veins. Deposition of wolframite in 

quart~-wolframite veins occurred at 270-330°C and fluid 

pressures less than 350 bars, ~from an aqueous fluid of low 
• 

salinity ( < 0. 5 wU NaCl) and Co2 content~< 10 bars Pco/, 

and a'fter separation of a co2 vapour phase by retrograde 

~ling. 

·-~culateci {>18o
8 0 .values indicate a prq,g~ssive deple-

2 
tion in 18o .isotopid composition of the hydrothermal fluid 

with time (7. 3 ° /oo to 0. 5 ° /oor. The depletion is due to the 

loss of '0 mol\ co2 from the hydrothermal fluid by immis~i

bility and retrograde boiling, and subsequent fractionation 
.,. · 
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effects. The oxygen isotope data suggest that the hydro

' 
thermal fluid was dominantly of magmatic origin. 

iv 

Heavy REE enrichment 'and light REE depletion durin<:J. 

greisenisation indicate extensive REE mo~ility, and imply 

2-both that co3 was the dominant anionic species in the 

hydrothermal fluid and that mobilisation of REE occurred 

~ by REE carbonate complexing. A positive correlation between 

heavy REE enrichment an1! high tungsten concentration sug~ests 

that REE mobility is related to tungsten transport. Together 

with the fluid inclusion evidence these data suggest that 

the transport of tungsten in hydrothermal fluids might be 

due to carbonate/bicarbonate complexing. 

The fluid inclusion and isotopic data from the Grey 

River Tungsten Prospect serve to illu~trate the previously .. 
unrecognised role of co2 in the transport and deposition 

of tungsten in the hydrothermal environment. ... 
- ,'='' · 
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This thesis is dedicated to my mother, 

the late June Higgins r 

who had complete confidence i~ her children's abilities 

and encouraged us to achieve o~r highest potential. 
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"There is no necessary connection between the ,size 

of an . object and the value of a fact and ••• though the 

objects I have described are minute, the conclusions to 

be drawn are great." 

H.C. Sorby 1858 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 LOCATION, TOPOGRAPHY, AND ACCESS 

The Grey River Tungsten Prospect is located at the 

village of Grey River (Lat. 47° 35'; Long. 57° 10'), one 

kilometer from the entrance of Grey River fiord on the 

south coast of Newfoundland (Figure 1.1). 

The village of 250 people, established in the 1820's, 

is built on a small triangular alluvial fan about 150 m 

by 200 m in dimension. · It is bordered on two sides by 

cliffs, which rise steeply to 250 m above sea level, and 

on the third side by Grey River. The nearest major settle-

ment, Burgeo 1 lies about 40 km west along the coast, and 

Ramea, a minor fishing port, lies 18 km offshore to the 

southwest, on Ramea Island. 

The Grey River area is dominated topographically by 

two features - the barrens, and the Grey River fiord. The 

barrens represent an eroded peneplain (Twenhofel and 

MacClintock, 1940), and has an elevation ranging between 

250 m arld 350 m above sea level. In detail, the surface of 

the barrens is rugged', cut by many gullies and dotted with 

numerous ponds, bogs and depressions. Large lakes occur 

along _glacial valleys and depressions controlled by 

regional fault systems . Major vegetation is poorly developed 

except along portions of the Grey River fiord. 

The peneplain is dissected by overdeepened glacial 

valleys - fiord.s - which now provide egress for Grey River 

. ..., 
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to the sea coast. The fiord extehds 10 km north of the 

sea coast and branches into three arms - northwest, 

northeast and southwest. 

The area is accessible only by float plane or coastal 

ferry service from Fortune, Terrenceville, or Port-aux- · ' . I 

Basques, but access is hampered by the hostile soutb coast 

• 
climate. 

1.2. HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT 

Early in the ~950's Mr Henry Rose, a trapper from 

Grey River, dispatched several "mineral" samples to 

geologists of Buchans Mining Cd. Ltd. One or more of the 

samples contained cassiterite and silver but the sample 

locality was unkno\m. The area was prospected in 1955 by 

Buc~~~Mining co. personnel and several occurrences of 

eco~~ minerals were reported. The source of the tin and 

silver eluded the prospectors, however veins containing 

tungsten minerals were found south of Long Pond near the 

village of Grey River. 

The following years saw extensive development work 

completed on the prospect and between 19~6 and 1958 over 300 
·'-' 

veinlets were delin~ated by trenching and mapping. Soil 

geochemical prospection was useful in delinea'ting the over-

, ' 

~finding individual veins was limited primarily because of 

all dimensions of the mineralised area but its use in 

,, 
poor soil development, the lack of drainage and th·e occur-

- , 
renee of hundreds of small tungsten-bearing ·veins in the 

area. South of Long Pond a mineralised area 1 km by 1 km 

-\ 

·-? 
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trending N 20 E was outlined by this method . Anomalies 

·north of Long Pond indicate an extension of the mineralised 

" area to the North. 

The major veins Jouth of Long Pond were trenched and 

sampled in the 1956-1957 field seasons and only two appeared 

to contain economic ·gra~es (Vein 110, #6). During this time 

. the genera.l geology of the area was compilep on a; scale of 

1" to 100 feet . In 1957 1400 m of drilling was completed 

mainly to determine the behaviour of vein tlO at depth. 

Concentration tests were made on two samples of ore from 

the prospect by the Mineral Processing Division, Dept. of 

Mines, Ottawa (Mathieu, 1961). 

Numerous schee 1 i te and wolframiJ;e occurrences were also-

found in an area 15 km north of the Grey River Tungsten 

Prospect., The area was prospected in 1957 using both soil 

and stream geochemi cal sampling, but detailed geologic 

Mos t occurrences in the north-

east branch of occur as fl_oat, with in situ veins 

found sporadicall within high grade metamOrphic rocks. 

The prospect lay dormant till the late. 19§0 's when an 

adit was 

,. 
' 

excavaled to explore the largest of the veins, 

Vein 110. The portal is s i tuated on the cliffs above Grey 

River settlement ( 13 m above sea level) , and· proceeds 

horizontally underground northwarc.J,s for nearly two kilo

meters . The northern half of the total strike length of 

Vein 110 expoSed on surface (250 m above sea level) I was 

intersected at adi t ],evel and channel and chip samples were 

l 
t j 

J 
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taken for assay. Bulk samples (250 tonnes) from 26 raises 

in the adi t were shipped to Ottawa for assay and pilot 

plant tests (Mathieu and Bruce, 1970; Raicevic and Bruce, 

1971). 

At that time an overall grade for the prospect of 1. 09% 

wo
3 

was calculated from bulk samples, channel sampl~s and 

drill core intersection assays. Reserves were estimated at 

360,000 tonnes assured and probable and 160,000 tonnes 

possible. In all a total of 68 drill holes were completed 

(mainly Ex core) for a total length of 4963 m (16, 2 82 feet); 

3834 m from surface drilling and ll29 m in the adi t. 

Excavation ceased on the adi t in 1971 anq development 
/~ 

/' 
/ 

work on the prospect has been at_..a standstill since then . 
.. / 

Total expenditure on explo;:.ation from discovery to present 
/ . / ' 

day is estimated to be ·' iess than $1 million. The Grey River 

Tungsten prospect isi presently owned jointly by Abitibi-

Price Mineral Resources and ASARCO. 

A silica prospect ( orthoquartzite) occurs 2 km ~st 

of the Grey River Tungsten prospect. Recent drilling and 
\ 

evaluation by the Newfoundland Department of Mines (Butler 

and Greene, 1976) has delineated 12 million tonnes of 95.5% 

, silica. This yields an 8th quality glass (suitable for 

making brown bottles!) after a simple benefication process. 

1. 3. PREVIOUS WORI< 

Two graduate students have presented theses on the 

Grey Ri ver Tungsten prospect . Bahyrycz (1957) briefly 

described the mineralogy and structure of the prospe_ct and 

elaborated on the metamorphism of the sedimentary and vol-

~-\ 
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canic rocks of the area . . Gray (1958) dealt mainly with 

ore mineralogy and the origin of the deposit. 

The Grey River area occurs on the boundary of two 

Geological Survey of Canada maps (Riley, 1959; Williams, 

1971). A number of unpublished company reports and maps 

are available (Bahyrycz, 1956; Higgins and Swanson, 1956; 

Kadowacki, 1957), and several metallurgical reports 

(Mathieu, 1961; Mathieu and Bruce, 1970; Raicevic and Bruce, 

1971). 

1. 4. PRESENT STUDY 

This thesis is directed towards the formulation of a 

model for the genesis of the Grey River Tungsten Prospect. 

Ore formation requires a source, both of the ore-forming 

elements, and the transporting medium. Also sufficient 

energy must be a~~i1able to promote their transfer to a si t:e 

of deposition which is governed by structural and physico

chemical controls. Any model describing the genesis of an 

ore deposit must evaluate these parameters. 

The excellent underground and surface exposures of the 

mineralisation in the Grey River prospect facilitate sampling 

for a detailed study on the transfer and deposition of 

tungsten in the hydrothermal environment. Furthermore, 

underground exposures provide evidence of the chemical and 

structural development of the deposit that was unknown 

previously. This allows new exploration criteria to be 

established ·both on local and more regional scales. 

In order to fully evaluate these aspects a multi

directional research approach was sought utilising fluid 
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inclusion techniques, major and trace element geochemistry 

(including REE analysis), stable isotopes, and radiometric 

dating techniques. 

Field and laboratory work was completed during the 

period September 1976 and August 1980. 

\ 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE GEOLOGICAL AND GEOCHEMICAL FACTORS CONTROLLING 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF TUNGSTEN 

• 2.1 TUNGSTEN CHEMISTRY 

Tungsten, a member of the third transition series, 

belongs to Group VI of the Periodic Table along with 

chromium and molybdenum. There is considerable chemical 

coherence between molybdenum and tungsten resulting from 

the reduction of the 4f shell with progressive addition 

of electrons in the Lanthanides - the Lanthanide contraction. 

However, molybdenum and tungsten separate in nature because 

of the tendency of molybdenum to form MoS 2 fnd tungsten to 

form tungstates. The difference is apparent in the free 

energies of the two reactions. 

-80.6 Kcal. (1.1) 

-107.5 kcal. (1.2) 

At concentrations of oxygen and sulphur to be expected in 

hypogene environments, the first equilibrium would favour 

the sulphide and the second the oxide (Krauskopf, 1970). 

The similacity of energy levels of the Sd and 6s 

shells allows oxidation states ranging from ~6+ to w0
, however 

the higher oxidation states of tungsten' are more stable than 

lower oxidation states. A characteristic feature of tungsten 

is its ability to form a wide number of polytungstate acids 

and their salts, ·but the naturally occurring. compounds of 

tungs.ten are limited to the tungstates and hydrated tungstates. 

An ·exception is tungstenite, a rare tungsten sulphide. The 

-l .. 

I, 

J 
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complex hydrated tungstates together with russellite, 

sanmartini te and stolzi te are common as alteration. produ.cts 

after the hypogene tungstates, wolframite and scheelite. 

Limited solid solution exists between wolframite and 

scheelite (Grubb, 1967; Chang, 1967), although a broad 

I 

immisci~ility gap persists at low temperatures. Solid 

solution has been demonstrated between scheelite (cawo4 ) and 

powellite (CaMo0
4

) (Hsu and Galli, 1973). However the two 

di=fer parage~etically with powellite being formed rarely 

as an alteration product of molybdenite (Hsu, 19,77). Chang 

(1967) reports a complete solid solution in the synthetic 

system between scheelite and stolzite (PbW0 4 ). The che~istry 

of secondary alteration minerals is rather complex and 

there is a possibility that a four-way solution may exist of 
I 

the type (Pb, Ca) (W,. Mo) o
4 

(Clark and Sillitoe, 1970). · 

Complete solid solution within wolframite exists between 

the end members ferberite (FeW04 ) and huebnerite (MnW04 ) 

and variation of the ratio of Fe/Mn in wolframite has been 

related to changing thermal conditions (Hosking and 

Polkinghorne, 1954). The contradictory evidence exposed 

by Taylor and Hosking (1970) suggests that other mechanisms 

are responsible for the changing Fe/Mn ratio within deposits. 

Recently Hsu (1976) has shown experimentally that Fe/Mn 

variation of the wolframite series cannot be used to . 

evaluate such physico-chemical variables as 'Jo2 , pressure 

and temperature. Neither ) o2 nor fs2 exerts any noticeable 

influence on the composition of wolframite (Hsu, 1976), and 

the Fe/Mn ratio h probably controlled by the activities1of 

) 
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+2 :.t-2 Fe and Mn in the hydrothermal fluids (Clark, 1970). ' 

2. 2 CRUSTAL ABUNDANCE 

Data pertaining to the crustal abundance of tungsten 

are scarce due to its relatively low concentration and 

di~iculties with analytical proiJdures. Krauskopf (1970) 

• lists several tables of tungsten concentrations for 

differing rock types, and for concentrations in silicate 
• . n 

and non-silicate minerals. Generally, felsic rocks 

exhibit uniform concentrations of tungsten around 1-4 ppm. 

This has led people to suggest a Clarke concentration of 

1.5 ppm (Krauskopf, 1970). Many felsic rocks have tungsten 

concentrations much greater than the Clarke value even 

~hen not associated with ore deposits. This 1s indicative 

of the tendency of tungsten (and molybdenum) to remain in 

a residual crystallising melt (Kosals and Mazurov, 1970) and 
' ' . . . ' . . . ' 

reflects a slightly high~r· -cohcentration of the element ... . .. 
in mineral phases which crystallise late in the intrusive 

granite. Such an enrichment is predicted on crystallo-

chemical grounds, particularly the high ionic potential of 

the w-6+ ion. 

The limited data indicate a possible increase in 

Clarke values from ultramafic to felsic.rocks, and tungsten 

values are often enhanced in granites with some degree of 

alteration. This is esp!cially true of greisen alteration 

where tungsten content increases dramatically with degree 

of muscovitisation (Ivanova, 1963, 1969; Hall, 1971). 

Molybdenum does not follow this enrichment and values are 

~-.. . 
:?-~ . . ... ...... __ , 

J 

I 
J 
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close to those for unaltered rocks (Ivanova, 1?63, 1969). 

The Clarke value for arenaceous sediments is approx-

imately the same as felsic rocks, and carbonates fall 

within the narrow limits of 0. 2 ppm to 0. 7 ppm (Foster, 

1973). There is a tendency for carbon-rich sediments to 

be enriched in tungsten relative , to those that are carbon-
) 

deficient, and anomalously . high concentrations are known 

from some recent sediments. Up to 130 ppm are recorded 

from the Black Sea sedime'nts and 16-18 ppm from red clays 

- . 
of the N.E. Pacific (Krauskopf, 1970). 

Amongst the silicate minerals, feldspar and quartz 

contain qui.te large (0.1 ' - 1. 3 ppm) amounts of tungsten 

(Ivanova, 1969; Ivanova and Butuzova, 1968; Krauskopf, 1970). 

This seems unusual in light of the apparent incompatibility 

of the small, highly charged ion with silicate structures. 

It is possible that tungsten is present in fluid inclusions 

within the phases or within crystal defects. The former 

mechanism might also be applicable to the quartz associated 

with greiseAisation. Biotite and especially muscovite are 

known to contain very high c~centrations (1-70 ppm) 
J 

of tungsten, even in roc}\s devoid of mineralisation (Krauskopf, 

rl970). The. high cation-exchange properties of micas are 

well known, and the high tung~ten contents are possibly due 

to an isomorphous replacement of the octahedrally coordin-

ated aluminium (Foster, 1973). 

The w6+ ion, having a similar ionic radius ~ Fe
3
+ 

and Ti4+ readily enters such minerals as magnetite, ilmenite 

J 
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and sphene. It has been noted that th~ el~ment is readily 

leached from these accessory minerals (Lyakhovich and 

Balanova, 1969), which suggests that isomorphous substi

tution may not be the dominant mechanism (Foster, 1973). 

Extremely high concentrations of t~ngsten are found 

in manganese minerals such as psilomelane and pyrolusite. 

These minerals are known in epithermal ~eposits (with quartz 

and carbonate) as supergene alteration products of other 

primary manganese minerals or as precipitates around hot 

springs. Concentrations of up to 8.8 wt% wo 3 have been 

reported in manganiferous clays at Golconda, Nevada (Hewett 

and Fleischer, 1960). 

The mobility of tungsten in natural waters is thought 

to be slight and although the data are limited, the tungstef 

contents of waters in the vicinity of ore deposits appear 
~ . 

to be somewhat elevated (Kraynov et al., 1965); that is, 

greater than 1 ppb compared to 0.3 ppb in average river water 

(Riley and Chester, 1971). It is suggested by Kraynov et al., 

(1965) that high tungsten concentrations are possible in 

a~kaline carbonate-rich waters with a pH greater than 6. 

2.3 GEOLOGICAL OCCURRENCE OF TUNGSTEN DEPOSITS 

Both wolframite and scheelite are known to occur in a 

wide~variety of ore deposits. Most of these deposits can 

be attributed to plutonic activity, with the development 

_of skarns, veins and greisen deposits in close spatial 

relation to granitic intrusions. Recognition of syngenetic 

stratabound deposits and deposits of metamorphic origin 
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are recent developments. 

2:3.1 Pegmatites 

Pegmati tes containing scheeli t'e or wolframite or both 

have been reported in many parts of the world and are often 

closely associated with tungsten-bearing quartz veins 

near the contacts of intrusive rocks.· Considerable 

controversy surrounds deposits that have been termed 

pegmatitic, mainly as a resuLt. of the mis-identification of 

so-called pegmatites. Most, if not all, tungsten-bearing 

pegmatitic deposits are probably more correctly described 

as quartz lodes. Wolframite and scheelite have rarely 

been described as accessory minerals in igneous rocks 

(Stemprok and Sulcek, 1969) and then are not magmatic, but 

the result of hydrothermal alteration (Foster, 1973). 

However, Hsu and Galli (1973) described a scheelite-bearing 

pegmatite dyke from the Oreana Mine, Nevada, where the 

mineral is associated with quartz, oligoclase, potash 

feldspar, muscovi~e, beryl, fluorite and minor accessories. 

For the most part pegmatite deposits are small and hqve 

yielded an insignificant portion of world tungsten production 

in the past. 

2.3.2 Skarn 

These deposits are a product of high temperature 

replacement an~ recrystallisation of pure and impure lime-

stones and dolomites, at or near the contact with intrusive · 

igneous rocks. They are produced basically by two processes 

- i) a simple thermal metamorphism of impure carbonate 

strata followed by ii) an additive metasomatic event caused 

.~. , 
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by the migration of a hydrothermal ~luid generated from 

a magmatic i~trusive (Taylor and-O'Neil, 1977). Major 

features of the metasomatic process in skarn bodies involve 

the removal of carbonate components cao and co2 and 

addition of considerable quantities of Si02 , Al 2o3 and total 

iron. 

Skarns reported from gneisses of the Bindal area, 

Norway, are regarded as reaction skarns (metamorphic skarns} 

which were form~d solely by_exchange of material between 

the limestones and bordering supercrustal rocks. The skarns 

were formed during the peak of metamorphism and migmatisation, 

the granites themselves having no direct influence on their 

formation (Skaarup, 1974). 

Scheelite is essentially restricted to the skarn 

bodies rather than the calc-silicate hornfels and appears 

to be deposited during the early formation of the skarn 

silicate minerals, ·persisting to lower temperatures in cross-

cutting guartz veins (Kerrick, 1977; Taylor and O'Neil, " l977). 

Scheelit~ is seldom uniformly distributed in skarn bodies 

but in m~y mines is found in fairly well defined shoots 

or concen\rated along certain bands in the skarn. In most 

places the\ s~arns form sharply bounded bodies whose shape 

and distribution ~re cont-rolled mainly by th~ contact of 

the associated intrusive rock and the st~uctural orienta~ion 

and chemical'-. pecu!iarities of the favourable host rock. 

Deposits ran~ in size' from small isolated pods scattered 

along an intrusive contact to massive bodies comprising 
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millions of tons. Typical grades fall in the range 0.5 -

1. 5% wo
3 

with 1% wo3 being an average concentration. While 

they are the principal commercial source of tungsten in 

North America, skarns place second to quartz veins as a , 

commercial source on a worldwide basis. 

2.3.3 Quartz Veins 

Tungsten-bearing quartz veins are widely distributed 

and account for more than three quarters of the world's 

known reserves of the m~tal. Like skarn deposits they are 

generally associated spatially, and in most cases gene-

tically, with plutonic rocks of granitic composition . . 
< 

Deposits, commonly consisting of sheeted systems of veins, 

occur near the contacts of the granite either in the 

border zones of the granite or in adjacent country rocks 

or in both. Being mineralogically ~imple most tungsten-

bearing veins consist of quartz with scheelite and/?r 

wolframite and minor amounts of sphalerite, galena, 
I 

chalcopyrite, pyrite, pyrrhotite, molybd~nite, cassiterite, 

and arsenopyrite. Fluorite, feldspar and calcite may be 

present as gangue minerals. 

The metallogenic .district of south-west England provides 

excellent examples of granite-related vein systems contain-

ing tungsten (and tin) mineralisation. Lode min~alisation 

began in the late stages of the emplacement of a Permo-

Carboniferous granite batholith into a lower Paleozoic 

geosyncline (Rayment et al., 1971). The present erosion 

level has revealed several of the higher level portidns of 
··j~ 

, 
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this batholith which are associated with numerous sheeted 

vein complexes (e.g. Cligga Head, Hemerdon Bell) and 

vein-lode systems (Sth.Crofty and Geevor Mines). The 

sheeted vein complexes occupy the earliest brittle fractures 

to form in the cooling intrusion and are thus confined to 

granite cusps (Moore, 1977; Moore an<~· Jackson, 1977). The 

vein-lodes occupy .fissures in a conjugate system of normal 

faults, the fissures being produced as a part of a regional 

stress syste~ i~posed by the underlying batholith (Moore, 

1975, 1977). 

Tungsten-bearing quartz veins often have associated 

greisen alteration produced by reaction between the hydro

thermal fluid and wallrock. Greisen alteration assemblages 

are dcminated by quartz-muscovite-fluorite but a number of 

accessory minerals may or may not be present, ' tor example, 

topaz, tou~aline, arid wolframite. Greisen alteration can 

occur as an envelope to a quartz vein (Hall, 1971; Moore and 

Jackson 1977) or more pervasively (Shepherd et al., 18~6). 

ou,ring greisenisa'tion trace elements such as F, Li, Rb, Sn 

and W ar~ concentrated, while Na is decreased relative to 

unaltered rocks (Hall, 1971). 

Tungsten-bearing quartz veins are typical hydrothermal 

vein deposits, being tabular bodies that vary greatly in 

length, width, and depth. Although most sheeted vein 

systems have quite large dimensions, individual veins tend 

to be discontinuous and pinch and swell over relatively 

short distances. Within these component veins~tungsten 

., 
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minerals have a generally erratic distribution, their 

deposition from the hydrothermal fluid being controlled 

by such factors as pressure, temperature, structure, wall 

rock alteration and chemical composition of the fluid . 

Such patchy distribution is commonplace and makes explor-

ation and exploitation e~tremely difficult. While local 

concentrations of tungsten in veins can be quite high, the 

average grade from productive veins is close to 1% wo.3 . 

Not all vein deposits are genetically associated with 

igneous rocks and processes, in fact there is considerable 

evidence for the involvement of metamorphic fluids in 

hydrothermal ore depos i ts, especially those of the gol d-

tungsten association. Many vein deposits previously 

assigned an igneous-hydrothermal origin have been reclas.... 
sified as products derived from dehydration reactions during 

prograde metamorphism (Henf~ et al. , 19 76; Kerrich, 1977; 

Kerrich and Fryer, 1979) . Such fluids leach tracenmetals 

from the metamorphic rocks and are focussed in zones o f 

dislocation where t~ey m~grate to higher crustal levels 

and deposit ore-bearing lodes when certain physico-che~ical 
( 

conditions are reached. 

2.3.4 ·stockwork · and Related Deposits 

Th~re exists a number of tungsten deposits i n ~ich the 

tungsten minerals do not form bod i es of skarn nor disc~ete 

hy~othermal vein systems but occur ~s . fracture fillings 

and replacements in stockwork and breccia zones. Two types 

• 

of deposits are evident; tungsten as~ociated with molybdenite-
.. 

~ 
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bearinCJ porphyries and tungsten associated with mul.ti-metal 

porphyry (typically breccia pipe) deposits. 

Huebnerite occurs in ·small ·amounts disseminated 

through large volumes of the porphyry molybdenite ore body 

. at· Climax, Colorado. Although the grade of the tungsten 

trioxide is only a few hundredths of 1 percent, the 

huebnerite is recovered as a byproduct of the large scale 

,, mining of molybdenite and now constitutes a significant 

source of the United States supply of the metal. 

Wolframite concentrates are produced fran several 

breccia pipe-like depo!?its in Australia and elsewhere. 

These contain s_ignificant quantities of other metals, 

including bismuth, tin'· molybdenite and copper. The 

deposits occur in a subvolcanic setting in breccia pipes 

related to volcanic rocks and in most cases are thought to 

be genetically related to the host t;ock. 

A W-Mo-Bi stockwork deposit occurs at Mt Pleasant (New 

Brunswick) ·and is associated with two subvolcariic plugs of 
I 

quartz-feldspar<> porphyry {Da~ger, 1972). ·Mineralisatioo is 

intimately relate.d to the volcanic phase since volcanic 

breccia in par·t postdates the mi,neralisation. The W-Mo-Bi 

mineralisation occurs within the ·plugs on joint surfaces, and 

disseminated throughout the rock. Subeconanic tin, copper 

and zinc mineralisation oc'Cur mainly as irregullar replace

men_ts in the contact zones between volcan-ic p'lug and wall 

rock. · A distinct zoning pat\~rn is. evident,' wit.h a central 

wolframite core passing outwa}d into a cassiterite zone. 
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then a spha~erite-chalcopyrite-galena zone. )k alteration 

is centered on the two plugs and is a broadly z ned 

greisen-type alteration passing outwards into loritisati on 

with ~ilicification (Dagger, 1972). 
' · 

2. 3. 5 Stratabound Scheelite Deposits -, (\ 
- ' ~ 

In recent years a · number of stratabound' depOs.~ts have 
. -~ 

of the Europe~n been found in the early Pa).eozoic rocks '-,,~ 
~\ 

Alps (Maucher, 1965, 1976; Holl et al., 1972; Hall, 1977). ~· 

Two generations of scheelite-bearing ore occur within lower 

Paleozoic sediments consisting of graphitic schists 

alternating/with layers of metatuffs and dolomites. The 
• 

first generation cot:tsists of massive to banded streaks and 

lenses of mostly fine grained stibnite , without. gangue 

mi nerals, but · with irregu~ar, dispersed patches of scheelite. 

The ore is gen erally restricted to one bed of either graph-

itic and sericitic schist or quartzite or dolomite , above 

a metavolcanic tuff horizon. Locally synsedimentary-

diagenetic fabrics are preserved within the ore horizon, 

e.g. rhythmic bedding, glide folds etc. (Holl et al., 1972). 

The second generation consists of short fissUre veins 

which cut the ore horizon of the first generation . These 

metamorphic veins are mainh filled by quartz or calcite 

depending .on the lithology of the transected rocks. 

Scheelite and other ore minerals' within them are derived 

by remobilisation of primary ore and the veins are generally 

spatially associated wi th the primary or e horizon. Of the 

ore minerals scheeli te, cinnabar, and stibni te, scheeli te 

• 
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is remobilised the least, with increasing mobility in 

the metamorphic environment being observed for stibni te 

and cinnabar. In fact later orogenic processes have 

remobilised many stratabound cinnabar and stibnite occur-

rences, to form younger epigenetic deposits (Maucher, 

1976). -

For a variety of reasons, researchers conclude' .that the 

primary ore was deposited contemporaned'usly with its 

surrounding volcanic-sedimentary host rooks and are 

related · to deep-seated magmatic sources in a volcanic-

hydrothermal system. Similar stratabound deposits are now 

recognised aroung the world anci" range in age from Precambrian 

to Silurian (Skaarup, 1974; Stumpfl, 1976). 

2. 3. 6 Other" Deposits 

Several unusual occu~rences of high concentr,tions of 

tungsten are known from hot springs ctnd M'rines. A. small 
' 

bu't highly anomalous amount of wo3 is present in the saline 

brines of Searles Lake (Carpenter and Garrett, 1959) and 

to a lesAer extent in Owens Lake, both of which are part 

of the Pleistocene owens River interior draitr'age system in 

eastern California. Searles Lake occurs in a region of 

many small tungsten deposits from which m).lch of the tungsten 

in the brines was probab~y leached. Carpenter and Garrett 

(1959) note that one of the many springs feeding into 

. . 
Searles Lake conta~ns 240 ppb tungsten and thus may have 

contributed to the total tungsten that collected in the 

lakes. 

'l'ungsten in Searles Lake occurs as ·a solute, probably 

. ' 

-· · ~ 
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as a complex ion in the brines and concentrations vary from 

40 to ~pm wo
3

. The calculated amount of . wo3 in the brines 

is thought to be 8.5 million s.t.u. of wo3 , more than half 

the known reserves of the United States. 

Many manganese- and iron-o'xide deposits· contain signifi-

cant amounts of tungsten (Hewett et al., 1963). These 

depos.its, formed at or near the surface, comprise various 

mixtures of manganese and iron oxide in surficial alluvi~l 
material, as hotspring aprons, or as near-surface veins. 

One of the largest deposits known occurs at Galconda, 

Nevada, where tungsten-bearing oxides occur within a 

Pleistocene fanglomerate (Kerr, 1940). 

Alluvial deposits are relatively rare because of the 

extreme friability of tungsten minerals in the weathering 

environment (and during ore benefication - a curse for the 

metallurgist!). Some alluvial deposits are worked espec-

ially on the African continent (e.g. Zaire). 

2. 4 PLA'JlE TECTONICS AND TUNGSTEN MINERALISATION 

Many authors have-attempted to relate the genesis 

of mineral deposits to plate tectonics· (e.g. Mitchell and 

Garson, 1976: Pereira and Dixon, 1971). Plate tectonics 

cannot yet conclusively explain where metals in the ore 

deposits originated from, but it may explain the origin of 

rocks hosting the ore in terms of global theory. 

Generally speaking, tungsten is known to occur in 

most tectonic environments. Bolivian, Mexican, Alaskan, 

Malaysian, Indonesian, E. Australian and Western European 

i 
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deposits of tungsten are believed to bave formed at conver-

gent margins above subduction zones (Sillitoe, 1972, 1976; 

Mitchell and Garson, 1972; Mitchell, 1973) .. A model involving 

a progressive sequence of metallogenic provinces away from 

a subduction trench was devised fr~ studies of Andean and 

Western U.S.A. mineral deposits (Sillitoe, 1972). Generally 

tungsten (and tin) concentrations are believed to arise from 

the deepest part of the subduction zones. In detail however, 

the model breaks down and Clark et al. (1976) maintain that 

the ore deposits are formed as a result of igneous processes 

<;>pera~ive above subduction zones, reinforcing a persistent 

anomaly drawn on periodically from• the Paleozoic. 

Tungsten and tin deposits in intraplate environments 

where magmatism is largely related to hotspot activity, 

~ are well documented. Many tin deposits (and tungsten) are 
-

associated with crustal melting during the early stages of 

hotspot activity and are genetically related to small 

alkaline and peralkaline.granite plutons of anorogenic 

character. 

At mid-ocean ridges anomalous tungsten concentrations 

are recorded from manganife·rous cherts and other chemical 

sediments formed at, and associated with, constructive 

plate margins (Krauskopf, 1970). 

2.5 PHYSICo-CHEMICAL PARAMETERS OF TUNGSTEN DEPOSITION 

OVer the last few decades a considerable -body of . 

literature has been amassed on the spatial, temporal ~nd 

chemical parameters that govern the deposition and distri-

I 
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bution of tungsten in ore deposits. 

2.5.1 Paragenesis 

Para~netic sequences are thought to reflect a gradual . 
. decrease in temperature of the ore-forming fluid with 

time, and studies of vein paragenesis show there is 

considerable overlap in the relative times of deposition of 

wolfrarni te and scheeli te and associated minerals in any 

given deposit. commonly an association of wolfram~te, 

cassiterite and arsenopyrite represents an earlier stage 

of mineralisat'ion succeeded by deposition of base metal 

sulphides (Kelly and Turneaure, 1970: Dagger, 1972~ Groves 

et al., 1970; Hosking, 1951). Reversals of this sequence 

can be found, for. example, the Ima mine, Idaho {Anderson, 

1948), where complex silver-sulphide veins occur as 

fracture co.ntrolled veins at a margin of ;.t' graniijic body ~ 

These veins extend into the quartzitic country rock for 

over half a kilometer. Beyond this dis_tance Ure vein 

mineralogy passes from a complex sulphide assemblage to 

huebnerite and quartz which persists for another half a 

kilometer away from the intrusive contact. This paragenesis 

assumes however that the hydrothermal fluid emanated from 

this intrusive body and not some unexposed pluton. 

Repeated deposition of wolframite occurs in some 

deposits {Landis and Rye, 1'974) and may r eflect episodic 

influx of the hydrothermal fluid into a vein and/or the 

formation of a composite vein by repeated reopening of the 

vein system. 

J 
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2.5.2 Zoning 

Zonal relationships are often fairly well developed in 

vein tungsten deposits .and broadly defined tungsten and 

tin zones give way to base metal sulphides with increasing 

distance from intrusive centres (Dagger, 1972; Blake and 

Smith, 1970). Generally tungsten appears to be deposited 

closer to the emanative centre than tin, and deposits in 

Cornwall exemplify this with sheeted vein systems containing 

tungsten confined to margins of granitic cusps while cross-

cutting tin-bearing veins transect the qranite/killas 

contact (Moore and Jackson, 1977; Moore, 1977). 

Zoning can be on a district-wide scale as is the case 

for - the Herberton tin field, North Queensland (Blake and 

Smith, 1970). Vertical zoning is noted in some deposits, 

and matches lateral distribution (Hosking, 1951; Dagger, 

1972). 

Zonal arrangements appear to match the paragenetic 

sequence and although the distribution of ore minerals is 

not unique, the agreement between the paragenetic position 

of any mineral and its approximate zonal position implies 

some degree of temperature-controlled · deposition in vein 

tungsten deposits. 

2. 5. 3 Temperature and Chemistry of the Minera·lisihg 

'; Fluid .. 
'; 
~· 
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Greisen deposits generally have been accorded a 

higher tempe~ature origin than lode deposits accompan~ed by 

little alteration. However, fluid inclusion data indicate 
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"that there is a variable and wide range of crystallisation 

temperatures for greisen deposits. Table 2.1 is a compii- \ 

' ation of fluid inclusion and isotopic temperature determin-

ations and chemical data for tin and tungst~n deposits. 

No~e that greisen deposits~ record . fairly low temperatures 
. . 

of deposition (Naumov and Ivanova, 1971) even after pressure 

and s~linity corrections have been applied. 

Temperatures of deposition for wolframite generally 

fall within an upper mesothermal to epithermal range {500-

2000C). Cassiterite has a close paragenetic relationship 

to wolframite and thus has a relatively similar depositional 

temperature range. Scheelite also has a considerable 

range in d~positional temperatures, similar to wolframite. 

Howeve~ several skarn scheelite deposits have quit~ high 

homogenisation temperatures of 550-650°C (Kerrick, 1977). 

Chemical data obtained from fluid inclusion stud.iJ;!s 

emphasize that solute concentrations may vary during the 

deposition of tungsten minerals in different deposits. 

Kelly and Turneaure ( 1970) record solute concentrations 

ranging from 18.5 to 46 equivalent wtl NaCl. The·highest 

values occur in the · high tempera~ure quart~.:..cass.iter.ite 

stage and decrease to 1. 5 equiva·lent ~t\ NaCl at the end of 

the mineralisation epi~ode. Sawkins (1966) records . 

salinities up to 50 e~uivalent wt% NaCl from Cornish deposits 

and Groves et al. (1970) found an average salinity for the 

Rex Hill Mine, Tasmania, of 5.2 .. 10.6 ;; wt\ NaCl, altho'tlgh 

• 
early high temperature quartz also yielded hlgh salinities 
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(26-30 equivalent wt% NaCl). 

Landis and Rye (·1974) in a study of the Pasto-Bueno 
I 

· tungsten-basernetal deposit ·in Peru, showed _that there were 

three stages of deposition in the evolution of the deposit; 

' ini~ially greisen deposition (60-70% of deposition) , then 

vein deposition (25-35%) followed by vug deposition (5%). 

Fluid inclusions revealed that greisen and early vein 

stage fluids were very saline (40-equivalent wt% NaCl), 

high temperature solutions ( 400-500°C) . . In subsequent 

main vein stages ore fluids attained a temperature range 

6f 175-290°C and a salinity · range of 2-17 equivAl~nt wt% 

NaCl. Boiling was indicated only for early vein stages. 

Results from stable isotope studies of fluids in primary 
# 

inclusions indicated mixing of a meteoric or other water 

component with magmatically derived water. Wolframite 

~eposition was associated with episodes of meteoric water 

influx; sulphide deposition on the other hand was associated 

with water of magmatic derivation. 

Ivanova et al., (1976), from studies on many cassiterite-

tungsten deposits, found that there were two main types of 
,,· ,. 

inclusions. Firstly two-phase gas-liquid inclusions and 

secondly three-phase aqueous solution-liquid co 2-gas 

inclusions. co
2 

is a characteristic component of inclusions 

in minerals for all types of tungsten dep~its in Mongolia. 

Solid phases are less typical but are mor~common in later 

stages of mineralisation. Naumov and Ivanova (1971) record 

a maximum of 26.4 wt\ co
2 

frorq some USSR tungsten deposits 
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but 38-40 wt% co
2 

is recorded elsewhere (.Tugarinov and Naumov, 

1972). 

It is known that the solute in fluid inclusions is not 

exctusively NaCl. Ratios of Na + /K+ ranging from 0. 98 to 

7.1 were measured from inclusions from Rex hill, by G~oves 

e.t al.., (1970). Sawkins (1966) records a maximum Na+ /K+ 

ratio of 17.9, and in fact Ivanova et al., (1976) maintain 

that two types of turlgsten-bear·{ng solutions can be distin-
\ , 

guished from the composition qf inclusion solutions, 

• 1) high salt contents of Na-F-Cl composition 

and 2) medium salt conte~t of Na-Cl-bicarbonate composition. 

2.6 TRANSPORT OF TUNGSTEN IN HYDROTHERMAL SYSTEMS 

During upward movement of a crystallising magma the 

separation of an aqueous phase occurs when Ptotal is 1ess 

than Pfluid. The temperature and pres~re at which a vapour 

phase can be evolved from a graJltic melt is dependent on -

its bulk composition an~ depth of emplacement (Whitney, 1975, 

1977). 
The coexistence of magma and aque9us fluid results in 

partitioning of elements between two phases. It, is known 

that, of the major anions, Cl- is strongly concentrated 

into the vppour phase (Holland, 1972: Kilinc and Burnham, 

1972), a factor which is likely enhanced by increasing silica 

activity (Stormer and carmichael, 1971). Furthermore, ' }-

because of the "salting-out effe.ct" and lfer solubility 
/ . . 

(Burnham,~67), co
2 

readily enters a vapour phase, 9ene~ally 
before~-. · Thus a fluid phase formed at high pressure is 

• 
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likely to be co
2
-rich and halogen-poor, while lat~r and/or 

lower pressure fluids would be halogen-rich and co.2-poor 

(Burnham, 1967). On the other hand F- appears strongly 

retained by a simple albite melt in the system NaA1Si 3o8 -

NaF - H
2

0 (Koster Van Gros and ~llie, 1968). 

Foster (1973) .experimented with partitioning of 

tungsten between aqueous Na2wo 4 - KCl solutions and granitic 
...... ~ . 

melts. He found that for an adamellite melt, coeff.icients of 

the order of N x 10-2 were indicated, ·where as for a melt of 

composition Ab
30 

or
30 

Qz
40 

at 780-870°C and 1000 bars, coef

ficients of N x 101 were obtained. The reason for the 

difference in partition coeff i cients is uncertain (Foster, 

1976) but the concentration of tungsteR in a fluid separating 

from a granitic melt undoubtedly increases as the final melt 

approaches the ternary minimum of the system.Ab - Or - Qtz. 

Many transport mechanisms ·have been proposed for 

tungsten. These result from consideration of the available 

partition coefficients as well as studies on paragenesis, 

and the evidence of the composition of hydrothermal fluids 

from fluid inclusion studies. The association of fluorite 

with many tungsten deposits led to the belief that halides 

and oxyhalides were responsible for the transport of tungsten 
I 

in hydrothermal fluids (Kogarko and Ryabchikov, 1970) 

although Ivanova' s (1966) thermodynamic ev'aluation did not 

support this interpretation. 

Studenikova et al., (1970) studied the dissociation of 

tungstic acid (H
2
wo

4
) in moderately con~entrated fluoride

potassium solutions under temperatures and pressures 

ot·, 

.. 
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typical of hydrothermal conditions. In the presence of 

' l excess fluoride, tungstic acid is completely dissolved and 

on cooling precipitates complex oxyfluorotungstates that 

have low solubility in cold water. The occurrence of 

complex potassic oxyfluorotungstates in nature is limited 

• 2-because tti"e complex ion IW0
2

F 4) is immediately destroyed 

as salts of ca2+, CaF 
2 

and H
2
l'm4 are precipitated. This .. mean~ that i~ the presence of calcium ions, fluorite (CaF 2 ) 

Thus for the ~ will be formed before oxyfluorotungstates. 

latter to form there must be an excess of F~ available. It 

~~ is postulated that this is the reason for the development 

of wolframite instead of scheelite in greisen, as all 

available ca2+ is precipitated as fluorite (Studenikova 

et al., 1970). 

In nat~ral silica-bearing solutions, transportation may 

be ~rovided by tvngst~n-bearing heteropolyacids. In an 

acid environment heteropolyacids may be stable up to .300°c. 

Gundlach and Thormann (1960) showed that pure silicotungstic 
... 

acid remains cornplet~ly stable at 200°C and 20 bars and 

exhibits . no di~sociation into (sio4>
4

- and (W04 )
2

- ions in 

the presence of Fe, Mn and ca. Titration of the acid with 

NaOH results in its disso~iation, and in the presence of Fe, 

Mn and ca, the tungstates of these cations precipitate 

in order of .increylng solubility, FeW04 at pH 5.9; MnW04 at 

pH 6.7; cawo
4 

at pH 7.3. Gpndlach and Thormann (1960) stress 

the presence of Si, P and Sb as almost a precondition for 

the forma~ion of tungsten-bear.ing heterop.olyacids. The 

I 
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' scheelite occurs by the neutralisation of 

these acids and is accompanied by the formation .of quaJ;tz, 

apatite and stibnite if sulphur is present~ Trartsportation 

of tungsten in this ·way is postulated by Haucher (1976) 

and others to explain the existence of the stratabound 

" Sb-Hg-W ores of the eastern European Alps and elsewhere. 

In pure wat~r t~e solubility of tungsten compounds is 

low, in tact scheelite solubility in water posesses a 

negative temperature coefficient, decreasing from 13.3 rng/1 

at 20°C to 2.3 mg/1 at 90°C~(Bokii and Aniki~, 1956). 

However, scheelite solubility increases with addition of 

chloride (Bokii and Anikin, 1956) and recently Foster (1977) 
I 

invest,igated scheeli te solubility in dilute KCl solutions 

where the molality of t~e solution was' buffered with the 

_solid-phase assemblage quartz -feldspar-muscovite. The 

solubility of scheelite at 1000 bars increased almost 

exponentially from approximately 200 ppm at 350°C to more 

than .1000 ppm at 550°C. The solubility is a function of 

PHCl which is buffered by the silicate minerals according 

to the following reaction, which is essentially a greisen-

isation reaction. f" 
3 KA1Si

3
o

8 
+ 2H+ ~ KA1

3
Si

3
o10 (0H) 2 + 6Si02 + 2K+ (2~3) 

Maximum depo$ition of tungsten is expected at a 

temperature in:ttrv of 350-450°C provided the solution is 

saturated with t · gsten at these temperatures (which is 
.,e 

unlikely). Mo reasonably, deposition is pro9ftbly 

restricted to subcritical temperatures where ~HCl is low, 
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·HCl is partially dissociated and· ionic tungstates exist 

(Foster, 1977). 

:J:f the fluids responsible tor mineral deposition were 

rel.atively high density brines during the · early stages of 

. mineralisation (Sawkins, 1966: Landis and Rye, 1974) the 

. rol.e· of .ionic species in .transport may. be quite important. 

At temperatures· above 400°C and P
820 

gre_ater than 1000 bars 
. ' . 

-8: dilute chloride solution would be supercritical (Sourirajan 

'\ 
and Kennedy, ·1962) and molecular species aremore likely to 

pers.!st . . Tungstic ac;id (H
2
wo 

4
) . is only sl:ightly dissociated 

at low temperatures an9· will persist .as a molecular species 

at· high teDlperat:ures in dilute chloride solutions .(Foster; 

1977). For sorutions at or near -criti~al t~m~~ref · 

equjJ,ibrium might :shift to partially d1SSOC1ated 5~C1eS . . ' . 

·such as H
4 

(Si (w
3
ol(l)) (Barabanov, 1971) and at subcri.tical 

.. 
temperatures tt;te major tuQ-gsten species will ~ikely be ionic. 

'Phe stability field !,_of ionic species i _s enlarged · 1Hith increase 

-~n . solute concentration and thus high ",_density brines could . ' ' . . . . 

exhibit ~ubcritical pne~omena ·over a wide rangi!' of t~p~ra~ 
. ' t'\,lres anc:i .pH . would be buffered at v.al:ues grea·ter than 'ne'utral . . 

C' (Barnes and::Er~s-t 19.63) . . : Thus the.-;·_simp_l: ·tWlgs_tatfi! ion. w~42~ ' 
m~y have a eonsidera"Qle. range of . st:abi1ity :at high temperature 

'<Jtaater, '1977) ~ - ·· HQwever, ' unc::ertainty remains as to the · 
. ' ·1 • 

" . . ' 
· iaentity· of -tlie ionic ·or molecular speqi~s that tungsten can 

. be trahgported as :\lnder 'J'arying. conditions of temperature, 
. • . -: . 

' . ' . pressure and compofh tion . . · 
•, • ' ,. IJ 

·: . 
. . Deposition of wolframite and scheei;,ite apparently 

'· . 

t · • ,.." I 

~-:·.·-It'*·:· · ........... &0~ ............. to"+--
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t 

I , 
depends on a numbe:r of para.reters includ1.ng temperature, 

pH, fo
2 

1 Js
2 

and the ac.tivj,t\:y ratio a(Ca2+) /a (Fe
2
+ + Mn

2
+}. 

f f 2+ 2+ 2+ 
Temperature 

1 
o

2
, s

2 
and a (Ca ) /a (Fe + Mn ) are most 

important at super- and near critical temperatures whereas 

pH is important at lower, subcri tical temperatures (Foster 

et al., 1978). 
_ ... L . 

... • 
.. 
\ ... 

I 

.J 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE GENERAL GEOLOGY 

3. l INTRODUCTION 

The Appalachian structural province has been subdivided 

into five main zones based on litho logical and structural 

similarities (Williams, 1978, 1979) • Four of these zones 

are represented in Newfoundland (Figure 3. 1) and are from 

west to east; the Humber Zone (the eastern margin of early 

Paleozoic North , America}; the Dunnage zone (the remnant of 

the 'early Paleoz~ic Iapetus ocean); the Gander Zone (the 

continental rise of the Avalon microcontinent}; and the 

Avalon zone ( the· remnant of a late Precambrian and early 

Paleozoic microcontinent) . 

The study area (Figure 3.1) lies within the Gander 

zone, on the southwest limb of the Hermitage Flexure (Williams 

~·, 1970). 

3 • 1. 1 The Gander Zone 
. 

The Gander 'Zone forms a linear belt of crystalline 

. rocks bounded to the west by the Davidsville Group (Dunnage . 

Zone, Williams, 1979) and to the east along the Hermitage

DOver Fault (Blackwood and .Kennedy, 1975) by the Avalon Zone 

(Williams, 1979). 

Most work has been concentrated in the northeastern section 

of the zone where Twenhofel (1947) named interbedded sedimen-

tary and volcanic rocks in the Gander Lake area the "Gander 

~take Series• and assigned them a Silurian age. Jenness (1963) 

defined these rocks and others as the Gander Lake Group and 

' '· ~ ... -., 

; 

' ·' i 
l 

I 
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subdivided them into three units (lower, middle, and upper). 

He assigned a Middle Ordovician age to the group based on 

identification of brachiopods and graptolites in the middle 

and upper units. He interpreted the units within the 

group to be conformable and recognised an increase in 

metamorphism from west to east. 

This interpretation was challenged by Kennedy and 

McGonigal {1972) who redefined the Gander Lake Group to 

include only the . lower _ unit defined by Jenness and excluded 

most of' the gneissic rocks, to the east. Blackwood and Kennedy 

(1975) renamed these gneissic rocks the Bonavista Bay gneiss 

complex and presumed them to be a basement terrain of probable 

Precambrian age. Blackwood (1976, 1977) further subdivided 

the gneissic complex into a paragneiss unit (Square Pond 

gneiss) and a migmatite unit {Hare Bay gne~ss). Kennedy 

and McGonigal (1972) renamed the upper and middle units of 

Jenness (1963) the Davidsville Group, of Middle Ordovician 

age, and inferred a pre-Middle Ordovician age for their 

/' Gander Lake Group. 

A presumed tectonic contact between the Gander Lake 

Group and the Bonavi'sta Bay gneiss complex was regarded as 

a cover/basement relaticnship (Blackwood, 1977). In the _. 
Gull Pond area, the cqntact separates low-grade metamorphic 

rocks from paragneiss and mic;pnatites of the Square Pond 

gneiss~(Blackwood, 1976). Similar in~erpretations were made 

in the Hermitage - Bay D'Espoir area (Colman-Sadd, 1974) 
l 

and Port-aux-Basque region (Brown, 1975). Field relation-
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ships near Gambo Pond and elsewhere however,indicate a 

conformable contact between lower grade rocks of the Gander 

Group and those within the gneissic terrain, which closely 

approximates a metamorphic biotite isograd {Blackwood, 1978). 

Blackwood thus reinterprets the rocks of the Gander Group, 

Square Pond gneiss, and Hare Bay gneiss as a conformable 

sequence which underwent prograde metamorphism from west to 

east, thus confirming t~ interpretation of Jenness (1963). 

3.1.2 Igneous Rocks of the Gander Zone 

.Intrusive rocks are a dominant component of the Gander 

zone lithologies and may b~ivided into three types; micro

cline-megacrystic biotite g anite, equigranular biotite 

granite, and two-mica leuco ranite (Strong and Dickson, 1978; 

Strong, 1980). Deformed coarse megacrystic granite and 

garnetiferous leucOgranite are found within the gneissic 

terrain, the deformation being extremely marked along corttacts 

(Jayasinghe and Berger, 1976; Jayasinghe, · 1979). Their 

emplacement was . thought to postdate the gneissic banding of 

the country rocks {Kennedy and McGonigal, 1972) although 

~ ' 

recent work suggests that the emplacement and deformation 

of the granites was contemporaneous with most, if not all, 

of the deformation in the country rocks (Jayasinghe, 197"9) • 

The foliation within the granites was initially 

interpreted to have formed during the deformation of the 

Love Cove Group (Avalon Zone) (BlacfWood, 1976). This implied 
) 

a late Precambrian age for the gneissic and granitic rocks 
" 

~ . 

because t~e Love Cove deformation was presumed to predate 

.. 

j 
\ 
' I 
l 

') 
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the formation of the late Hadrynian Musgravetown Group 
\ 

(Blackwood, 1976; O'Driscoll and Hussey, 1977). Radiometric 

dating of the granites in the gneissic terrain has yieldeo 

Devonian or younger ages (Bell et al., 19-77) suggesting 

that the deformation in the Gander Zone was· dominantly 

Devonian if the contemporaneous deforntation and emplacement . 

model is valid • 
. 

Accoraing to Kennedy and McGonigal (1972) · leucocratic 

mus~ovite granites intrude the Gander Group as pretectonic, 

pre-Middle Ordovician intrusions. Data presented by 

J Jayasinghe and -Ber~er (1976) and Currie and Pajari (1977) 

show that this age connotation and interpretation conflicts 
. . 

with de~ailed observation of the geology. Radiometric 

dating of these granites also conflicts with a Precambrian 
I 

to pre-Middle ordovician age for these intrusions (Bell~·· '..J 

1977; Bell and Blenkinsop, 1977). 

Undeformed coarsely crystalline, microcline megacrystic, 

biotite granites truncate the major structural and litho

logical units of the Gander Zone. One of these, the Ackley 

City batholith, appears to truncate the Dover Fault (Strong 

et al., 1974 a,b), the boundary ~tween the Avalon and Gander 

Zones. These post-tectonic granites postdate the s 2 scnis-

. tosi ty of the metamorphic rocks, and radiometric dating has 

confirmed their late Devonian - Carboniferous ag~_ (Bell ~·, 

1977; Bell and Blen~insop, 1977). 

3.1.3 Tectonic Models- Gander Zone 

Most workers appear to a9ree that the Gander Zone 

.. 
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sediments represent an accreted continental rise· prism or 
~· . 

clastic sedimentary wedge (Williams, 1964, 1979; Colman-Sadd, 

1?74; Ken~edy, 1975) although ~uch debate continues on the 

tim~ng and n~ture of post-depositional events. Many workers 

stress the importance of a Precambrian basement, a pre-Middle 

Ordovician orogeny, and minor Acadian reworking (Kennedy 

and McGonigal, 1972; Kennedy, 1975, 1976; Blackwood, 1976, 

!977) while others propose southeastward obduction of oceanic 

crust in Lower to Middle Ordovician t~es (Pajari \et al., ... 
1979; Pickerill et al., 1978), mirroring the northwestern 

continental margin of the Appalachian system during the 

Taconic Period (Williams and Stevens, 1974). 

Subduction-related models explaining the timing and 

nature of granitoid plutonism (Strong et al., l974b;· Strong, 

1974) are constrained by subsequent field and geochronological 

studies (Bell et al., 1977; Jayasinghe, 1979). Although 
\ 

subduction ceased with the closure of Iapetus in ·the Middle 

Ordovician (Strong, 1977; Dean, 1978), compression continued 

well into the upper Paleozoic and produced significant 

crustal shortening and thickening (Dean and Strorig, 1977). 

Available geochemical and isotopic data (Bell et al., 1977; 

St~ong, 1980; Jayasinghe, 1979) suggest a crustal. origin for 

the granitoids of the Gander Zone, the most recent synthesis 

relating th~ir ' genesis and emplacement to the development / 

' l 
f 
~ 
i 

') 

. of a •megashear" environment {Strong, 1980) .• 'l'his reflects 

changing pattern~ of plate.behaviour from collision and 

compression to rotation and oblique interactions, and is 

/· t 
I 
' i 
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supported by available paleomagnetic data for the Phanerozoic 

(Morel and Irving, 1978) as well as recent structural. 

studie& (Jayasinghe, 1979; Hanmer, 1980). 

3. 2 THE GREY RIVER AREA 

The geology of the area is more complex than previously 

described (Bahyrycz, 1957; Gray, 1958; Mullins, 1958) and is 

dominated by a number of tectonic and ~nkinematic intrusive 

events followed by a complicated post-kineaatic history of 

multiple intrusion. Table 3.1 lists these events in terms 

of the various mappable units and the order of their inferred 

sequenti.al development. The varibus lithologies and their 

distributions are shown in Maps 1 and 2 (in map folder) which 

were derived mainly from maps produced by Bahyrycz (1957) 

and from Buchans Mining co. files. HoWever, this thesis 

differs markedly from previous ~orkers in the interpretation 

of the significance of units. 

The geology of the Grey River area is shown in a 

simplified form in Figure 3.1. There appear to be three 

main components of the geology of the Grey River area: The 

metamorphic snite consisting of various lithologies, namely .. 
hornblende gneisses and biotite schists; the igneous suite, 

dominated by K-feldspar megacrystic granite; and the hydro

therJDal vein systelll which postda'tes all the above lithologies .• 

3. 2. 1 . The Metamorphic S1,Ji te 

Metamorphic rocks underlie most of the_Grey River 

peninsula, extending from Long Pond to the coast. The belt 

has a width of 2.5 km and can be traced a~ong.strike at least 

· ··· -- -·.,:.. __ _.._, .. . _ .. 

) 
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Table 3. 1 

Rock Units of the G.rey · River Area 

I!DIMEIITARY 

-Calcareous achiat , 7 

-Phyllit .. 
-Mica achiat 
-Aaphi~lite gneiaa 

INTRUSIVE 

-Oiebaae dyke• 
-Leucoqranite, aplite, peqmatite 
-P~atite, diorite, alaskite 
C~poaite dyke auite. ..\. 

~K-feldapar ~eqacryatic qranite 
-Katie to intermediate dyke• 
-Peridotite 

-Leucogranite-orthoquartzite 

-Quartz diorite/diorite qnei•• 
-Tonalitic 9neiaa 

.--

DEFORMATION 

POST 

TECTONIC 

LATE 

TECTONIC 

SYNTECTONIC 

~ .· ..._;. ..... ... . . ~· ....... -. ..... - ....... - { ..... .... ~_ ...... _ .. · -!-~ 1 , . .... --..-.. - .. ....J 
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to La Hune Bay, a distance of 14, Jon. . Striking E-W ·and 

dipping at moderate angles to the north, these metamorphosed 

rocks contain zi variety ·of lithologies. which are described ~ ·. / " . 
below. Detailed petrographic notes are contained in Table 

3.2. 

3.2.1:1 Unit 1: Tonalitic Gneiss 
' 

The tonali tic gneisses occur as rafts or scre~n.s within 

quartz diorite (Unit 2) exposed along sea cliffs west ~ 

Grey River poin~ and in coastal sections to the east . The 
'I 

gneisses ' are light to dark grey, medium grained and variably 
) 

well banded on a 1-2 em scale. A discordant contact suggests 

that the quartz diorite gneisses are intrusive into the 

tonalitic gneiss unit. 

Minor xenoliths of a medium- grained1 porphyritic ·amphib

'-olite occur within the tonalitic gneiss (Plate 3.1A} and 

either represent an earlier host to the tonalitic gneiss or 

disrupted dykes. An apparent alignment of these xenoliths 

in one lo.cality might . suggest that they were boudinaged 

dykes. 

As well as being intruded by the quartz-diorite gne~s, 

the tonalitic gneiss is host to a series of late syntectonic 

4nd post-tectonic intrusives dominated _by peqmatites, aplites 

and various basic dykes. 

The gneissic banding is inconsistently developed and 

the dominant fabric is a strong foliation (S2 ) whic~ is 

defined by alignment of aafics. Rare intrafoliai folds are 

found (Plate 3.1B} within the s2 ~oliation and represent 

til·•'" - ....... ~~---

. ·j 

·: 
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Plate 3.1 

Field relationships of tonalitic and dioritic gneiss . 

3.1A 

3.1B 

3.1C 

3.10 

3.1E 

3.1F 

.. 
Porphyritic amphibolite block in banded tonalitic 

gneiss (Unit 1). The amphibolite may either be a 

xenolith or a disrupted dyke. West of Grey River 

Point. 

Intrafo~ial fold in tonalitic gneiss. West of 

Grey River Point. 

Hornbl~nde foliation transposed by biotite in 

t~nalitic gneiss ~ Sample 79-5, X 40. 

Banded quartz .diorite gneiss (Unit 2) with ~njections 

of syntectonic granite cut by post-tecton~~ pegmatite. 

West of Grey River Point. 

Diorite gneiss with injections of syntectonic granite 

parallel to F
2

, c~t by late syntectonic granite 

dyke that is folded into o
2 

folds. Grev River ·Point. 
, · .. 

Banded amohibolitic gneiss (Unit 3a) cut by leuco-

cratic granite dyke which exhibits a catac~astic 

texture. Grey River Fiord, location ~ 

, . 
: 

J 
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an earlier transposed deformation . A distinct mylonitic 

fabric (Sm) is also found in zones within the tonalitic 

gneiss. This strong Sm schistosity is· coaxial to the s 2 ~ 
'· 

schistosity . 

In thin section the non-sheared, tonalitic gneiss shows 
l., 

-~ 
a typical lepidoblastic texture with alig~nt of mafic 

minerals,as well as subparallel arrangement of quartz and 

feldspar
1

defining s
2

.- Biotite appears to overgrow hornblende 
.; ,. 

and in some sections a transposed cleavage is evident (Plate ., 

3. lC .) • 

The rnin·eralogy of the tona}-itic _gne~ss unit cons~ts of 

plagioclase (40-60'), quartz (10-30\), biotite :<•-10\) and 

hor~hlende (1-4\) w~th accessory amounts of fluorapatite, .• 

epidote, chlorite, and opaques. -

3.2.1.2 Unit 2: Quartz Diorite to Diorite Gneiss 

These rocks have' a similar distribution to Unit l and 

are found in seacliffs along the southern shoreline. The 

tonalitic gneiss is cut by these grey to dark green·, medium 

to coarse grained rocks which were probably originally' 

large sills and.dyk~s. A variability in t~e amount of mafics 

(from 10-70\l accounts for the great diversity of rock types 

in this unit which ranges frQIIl ~uartz diorit.ic to amphibolitic 

coapo~itions. The unit'is host ·to a number of post-tectonic 

intrusives including ~tites, aplites, diorites and 

diabase dykes. 

These rock• are strongly foliated (Plate 3.1D) •. the 

dcainant regional tJChistosity (S2) being 'defined by alignment · 

• 
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of mafic~. In .Places t;h·e unit is extensively migmatised 

to. proQ;uce a handed injection migmatite with individual bands 

being 1-5 em thick~ Many of the coarse grained amphibole-

rich bodies ip this unit . lack this migmatitic character. 

Granite <:lykes cut 'the migmatitic banding and are themselves 

folded into tight to open folds {Plate 3 .lE) wit~ s2 as the 

axial planar fabric. Fabric relationships in the quartz 

·· diorite unit are similar to ~hose . of the tonalitic gneiss 

.I 

UJlit. 

Tpe ~ineralO<JY of the 'fnit "is canposed of plagioclase 

(4o-so•>, quartz" (10-30\), hornblende {5-60\), and biotite 

.. {5-20\,~ith. mino~ aldbunts , of~ chl:rite, ~paqu;$, epidote, 

sphene and apatite. 

{ 3.2.1.3 Unit 3a: Amphibolitic Gneiss {Augen Gneiss) 

MJqh of the Grey Riyer area is underlain by what has 
. ' ' 

been ptevi~usly called meta.aed~ntary rock represented 

.Presen ly by amphibolitic gneiss (Unit 3a), mica schist (Unit 

3b) ana phyllites {Unit 3c). 

"J:be .CJreatest proportion of Unit 3 is composed of aaphib

,, olit~ q~eiaa (Uni~ 3a). This IW!dium to coarse grained, 
' . 

dark .. :qreen. to dai'k grey rock aay texturally be. called an auq.en 

· . gneiss for it ea.aonly displays ,:oarse augen of feldspar 

' 
withi~ a dark bornblend8-rich aatrix. Bands ,of coarse aaphib-

throughout the sequence • 

'!'he apbiboli tic gneiss is extensively aiqmatised by 
~ 

· • · · injec-ion of granitic aaterlal <.Plate 3.1F) parallel to the 

:foliation ~ of the rock producing att injection llli~tfte. X..te 

.. ., 
.... . \ 

• 

l 
t 
l 
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l 
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' 
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Plate 3. 2 

Field relationships of amphiboli tic gneiss and mica schist. 

3.2A 

3. 28 . 

3.2C 

. 3. 2D 

3.2E 

, 3.2F 

'. 

Fold hinges of isoclinally folded granitic material 

in migmatitic amphibolite gneiss. Adit level, 

location 9 3. Bar scale == 30 em. 

Sheared out limbs of isoclinally folded injected ···.~ 

granite in migmatitio amphibolitic gneiss. Note 

fold hings preserved (arrow). Adit level, location 

92 •. 

Conjugate shears developed i~ feldspar (f) porphyro

clast in amphibolitic gneiss ; One shear direction 

stronqly developed. Sample 69, x40, X-polars. 

Kinked hornblende in amphibolitic gneiss. Brittle 

deformation in.response to faulting. Sample 69, 

x40, x-polars . . 

Twinned hornblend~ crystal in amphibolitio gne~s.s. 

Sample 69, x40, X-polars. 

Bands of mica schist (m. s. ~) alternatinq with miqma

titic amphibolitic gneiss. Location 381. 

f 

·· : -. 

• 
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Syntectonic granitic dykes cut across the migmatitic banding 

and retain their igneous texture al~hough a weak mylonitic 

LS fabric is evident. 

The relationships .of these ~phi~olitic gneisses to 

Unit 2 and Unit 1 are unknown, but equivalents of Unit 2 

m~y be present within the sequence. The gneisses of Unit 3a 

are cut by a number of post-tectonic intrusives, namely 

pegmatitesJ aplites, megacrys~ic granite and basic dykes. 

The fabric of Unit 3a is dominated by the regional s 2 

schistosity, striking E-W, _dipping at intermediate angles 

to the north, and axial planar to megascopic tight to 

isoclinal folds (Plate 3.2A). These folds are emphasised by 
/: . 

the leucosome bands, although most fold limbs have been 
. 

sheared out and transposed to produce the banded gneissi-c 

fabric parallel to the axial planar schistosity. · In places 

811\all fold hinges are preserved between the migmati tic 
' 

banding (Plate 3. 2B). 

The regional s 2 foliation is poorly ,developed, but a 

relatively strong cataclaatic fabric is also evident. T~ia 

fabric (Sm) is .-phas·ised in thin section by aligruaent of 

biotite crystals (which replace hornblende) and by stretched 

recryatallised agg;r;eqates of qu~z. and in hand spect.en, 

bY aUCJen of feldspar. 

In ~ocks that have suff~ed a later brittle def~tion 

thrGugh proxiaity to ~ults, a strong conjugate· she•ring 

pa~tern is 'developed, lirith one direction· more prominent than . 

. the other. The shear irrq direction is eaphasiaed by zones .. of 

.~ 

· ·~ 

•• 
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recrystallised quartz that displace fractured plagioclase 

crystals (Plate 3.2C). Large (2-3 mm) hornblende crystals 

are commonly kinked (Plate 3.20) and where their orientation 

is coincident with the shearing direction they show simple 

twinning (Plate 3.2E). More intensive ~inking and fracturing 

results in the break-up of large hornblende crystals into 

subgrains,a relatively rarely observed phenomenon (Biermann, 

1977; Dollinger and Black, 1975; Allison and Le Tour, 1977). 

The blue-green hornblendes ' are often partially altered to 

muscovite along fractures and grain boundaries (Plate 3. 2E). 

The e,.ssential mineralogy of the amphibolite fraction 

of the migmatite is hornblende (40-50,), feldspar (30-40t), 

biotite · (3-5\) and quartz (3-5\) with accei$&Ory amounts of 
i 

opaques, chlorite, epidote and muscovite. The leucosome 

is composed of quartz (20-JOt), feldspar (S0-60t), and 

chlorite (1-2\) with minor phases such as epidote, biotite, 
) 

-aericite and opaques. 

3.2.1.4 Unit 3b: Mica Schist (Mxlonites) 

Large banda of lllica schist striking east-west can be 
~· 

mapped within the aaphibolitic~ias terrain which underlies 
l!fj. • / 

auch of the Grey River peninsula. There are no sharp 

contacts between the two units and generally a broad 

transition zone ia .. rked by increasing a.ounta of bi.otite 

within the aaphibolitJ.c gnei.aa and ~ increasing cataclastio 
\ " 

texture. sc.eti.Ma on . outcrop scale, band• of mica schist 

al~rnate with _.-phibolite 9neia• (Plate 3 ~ 2F) and there 
·, . 

tBe contacts are 110re 1 sharply -defined. 

I 
I 

I 
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Plate .3. 3 

Field and thin section·relationshi~s of mica schist and 
phyllite units. j 
3. 3A 

3. 3B 

3. 3C 

Mica schist (Unit 3h) wi~ mylonitic texture. 

Augen qJ kinked feldspar and a9gregates of quartz 

in recrystallised matrix. Sample 383, x4(), X-polars~ 

Porphyroblasts of anda!usite/cordierite in mica 

schist. Location 79-1, entrance to S.E. arm, 

Grey River Fiord. 

Crenulated porphyroblast of andalusite (a) rimmed 

by cordierite (c) overgrowing mylonitic texture in 

mica schist Samp_le 79-2, xlS,~X-polars. 

3.3D Mica schist folded into broad open o3 fol~s. 

' Location 561, Gulch Cove. 

3. 3E 

3. 3F 

Phyllite (Unit 3c). Location 136, SOuth of Long 

Pon_d.· 

Ultramylonitic texture of phyllite show1.-ng ghosts 

of recrysta1lise4 feldspar augen. Sample 142, x40, 

plane polarised light. 
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The mica schists are cut by a large sill-like body of 
I 

. \ . 
leucogranite-orthoquartzite (Unit 4} and leucogranite 

.. ~ ··. 

dykes, both of which dis~lay variably intense mylonitic 

fabrics. contacts with the s~ll-~~ body of leucogranite 

are sharp. 

The dominant fabric in the mica schist unit parallels 

the s2 foliation in the ' ~hibolitic gneiss but is 

~ characteristically a myl~i~ic. fabric with a weak stretching 

'.;. 

lineation .evident -in han~ ~ecimens. 

The mylonitic fabric ~s confirmed in thin section where 

a strongly develOped mo~ar texture is evident (Plate 3.3A) 

and phyllosilicates define a flow. stru<;ture ~clositlg 
' . 

porphyroclasts of felds~ar and quartz. The strong sehi•tosity 
i ' 

is defined by the phyll.qsilicate orientation, · and a we~k 

. lineation by the s~retc~ing . and flatteni~ of quartz .a<,Jgr,-· 

' gates in the plane of the schistQsity. . . , 

·In one locality within the G~anite Cliff She~ Zone . _ 
' ' 

(Figure 3.1) the adca schist contains porphyrpblasts of 
' • ."' ~ • • t 

andalusite !=imaed by· cordierite (Plate ). 3$ ·and Plat-e 3. lC) • . .' 

These p()rphnoblaats over<,JroW: the ayloniti:c Sa -fa);,)ric .but· are · 
•• 4 ' 

cren~atl!d by a later o3 forution . . 'the J,orphyrobla•t• were 

found very clo .. to the contaCt with tne _.eqacrystic qranita 

an~ thus uy relat• t.o CQntaCt .. t..-orphic effect• of ita 

intrusion. ·Mica-a.hiat found el..-hore in the Granite Cliff 

Shear Zone also exhibLt a ·crenulation cleavage which iilpart• 

a fi•h-•oale texture to tbe rock in band apef;blen. Near Gulch 

CoV. the mica achists ,.ri& folded into broad. open. cli11bing o3 
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-folds (Plate 3.30) with southward v~rgence. 

The essential mineralogy of the mica schist is quartz 

(20-30\), feldspar (40-50%), biotite (10-20\) , _muscovite 

(10-15\), and chlorite (1-2%) with accessory amounts of 

relict hornblende; opa~ues and _epidote. 
( 

3.2.1.5 ·unit 3c: Phyllites (Ultramylonites) 

This rock type is.most commonly found in the northern 

region of the m~tamorphic belt close to, or in, the zone 

of deformAtion represented by the Granite Cliff Shear Zone. 

These rocks lie essentially to the immediate south and north 

of Long Pond. ~revious i~terpretations of these rocks 

suggested they were 'low grade metamorphic 1ocks but ~ strong 

mylon.itic fabric, evident in hand specimen an4 thin section, 

_suqgeststhat they are the pr~uct of ~xtensive ductile . .. 
shearing and may be more correctly termed ultramylonite&. 

/ 

· The phyllites are generally gradational into mica schist and 

amphibolitic gneiss. 

The _4Qminant fabric is a ~trong but fine mylonitic 

sch~st<?sity , (Sm) that par•·llels the dominan~ s 2-sm schistosity 

o~ t" ~hiboltte gnei~~ ,CPlat~ J. JE) · and mi~a schist;. • . A 

veak to moderabe lineation is evident and. defined by 

atret~~~cJ'· and fl~t~-enl~ ~f quartz acJ~r~ates ~and f~ldspar . . . . '· 

augea (Plate ~:· 3PJ ~ . A . D3 . ~o~ti~n is a{s(lerimP<)sed on 
t:bia .aylQilitic 'r.J,~ic ·'to Pz"~ce a cr~nulated cleavage-. One . . . ' . . 

~imb oi the ctttiaulatiall is .are 'prcain~nt .and· is_ 811lphasi8ed 
• • ~ , . • J . • • . • ' ; . : . . '• . -

by bands. ·of . recryatall.iaed quartz orient.atec! at a lftOderate 
• . .' '" . . .. . . .. t7. ~ 

.. Ul'CJle to · t,~ mylohitl.c f.-bric. · 
. , •. 

. -
r , • 
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Accurate determination of the relative proport~o~s 

of the various minerals present is difficult due to the 

fine-grained and recrystallised nature of the , rock. ~he. 

essential mineralOCJY is quartz, f~ldspar, muscovite, relict 
: ~ . J 

' 

biotite, epido~e, opaques and chlorite. 
I 

3. 2. 1. 6 Unit 3d:- Metaconglomeratt:i (?) (Fault 

Breccia-cataclasite) 

Two localities from the area immediatel~ north..,.we,st ,, 

of Long Pond in the middle of the Granit~ cliff Shear Zone 
' 

have vastly different lithology and composit~on from meta-

morphic rocks exposed to the south of Long Pon~. 

What appears ~o be a deformed c~nglomer~te occurs on 

northern shores of .Long Pond and contains wh~t look like . 

rhyolitic and granitic pebbles (Plate 3. 4A.). T~in section 
I' . • 

evidence (Plate 3. 4 and 3. SA, B) revaals hpwe'lfar th~t the 
~ 

rock types and deformed congloneratic t~xtur~ may ~ave 
< . ' \ 

• 

occurfed as a result of ductile shearing, followed by . 

brit~e deformation, of an inhomogeneous or very coarse 

g~aine~ rock type. Considering its location the ~t .&y well 

be a fault breccia (cataclas·ite). formed by 14te brittle-
i 

ductile deformation along ~he Granite Cliff F•ult (Map 1). 

~his r~~ type caay have been origi~ally ihhamoqeneous 

(i.e. a conglomerate) but ext~e-ly . coarse grair~ed rocks, 

such as the leucogranite (unit 4 or Unit ~) ~hlch outcrops 
I 

on the south-wes'tern shore of Lcmg Pond, ' are possible prot;o-

liths. There a less: deformed version of \:he •con<;Jlomerate• 

is found, essentially minus the bdttle-du(:tile conj~g_ate 

J 

\ 
\ 
i 

i 
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Plate 3.4 

Field and thin section relationships of fault breccia
cataclasite (deformed conglomerate?). 

3.4A Sample (RS79-4A) of deformed conglomerate (?) 

(Unit 3d) showing two types of pebbles (?) -

rhyolitic, granitic - in a fine-grained matrix. 

Sample 9ollected from north shore of Long Pond by 

R. Smyth. c 

3. 4B View of recrystallised q\lartz showinq serrated 
nature of gr~in boundaries. Section of matrix of 

the above sample. x40, X-polars. 

3.4C Porphyroclast of quartz (•granitic pebble•) 
exhibiting deformation bands in a sericite/quartz 

matrix. Sample RS79-4A, x40, X-polars. 

3.40 Recovery of deformed quartz g~ain by polygonisation 

~d subgrain development during ductile shearing. 

Sample RS74-4A, x40, X-polars. 

3.4E 

3.4F 

'. 

"Rhyolitic pebble• in sa~~ple _RS79-4A. 'l'he •pebblt" 

contains small quartz grains within a fine-grained' 

sericite matrix. x40, x-polara. 

Small quartz gr.ains in "rhyolitic pebble• ahowing 

bri~tle deformation by conjugate ahearing. Shear• 

are filled with sericite. · ~1e RS79-4A, x40, 

X-polars. 
' I 

II I i 
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Plate 3.5 

Field and thin section relationships of fault breccia and 
leucogranite-orthoquartzite units. 

3.5A Matrix of •deformed conglomerate• showing orien

t~tion of sericite along conjugate shears. SaDPle 

RS79-4A, x40, X-polars. 

3 • . 5B Thin section of calcareous schist (?) showing ., 

3.5C 

3.50 

3.5E 

3.5F 

I lenses of carbon~e (c) alternating with fine-
- grained argillacebus material. Sample RS79-4, x40, 

x-polars. 

I9neous contact between leucogranite - Unit 4 -
(lg) and mica schist exposed on shore line of Grey 

River Fiord near entrance to S.B. arm. Location 

79-2. 

Orthoquartzite unit cutting amphibolitic gneiss 

at locality of silica prospect near Gulch cove, . 

S.E. arm,Grey River Fiord. 

Ribbon mylonite texture of orthoquartzite sample 

601, x40, X-polars. , 
Subqrain development at edge of quartz crystal in 

ribbon mylonite of previous photograph, xl60, e 
x-polars. 

. ... 

• • • 

' -! • 
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shearing which forms the pseud~~onglomeratic texture . .. 
An outcrop of calcareous schist occurs along the 

north-west shore of Long Pond in the middle of the~anite 

Cliff Mylonite Zone and· comprises irregular lenticular bands 

of almost pure whi t .e calcite and similarly• sized lenses and 

bands of fine-grained argil.laceous material (Plate 3. SB). 

The latter · are composed of well rounded to sub-rounded 

' grains of quartz, less than 1 mm in diameter, set in a 

fine grained matrix of quartz, feldspar, .cal6ite and sericite. 

Brittle fractures cutting across the schistosity are common 

and are filled with calcite and quartz . 

'fhe relationship ~tween these two unusual rock types 

and the oth.er lithologies in Unit 3 . are unknown. However, 

the conglomeratic rock appears to be a fault breccia 

(cata<;::lasite) developed from a coarse leucogranite protolith 

during late brittle deformation alon~ the Granite 
1
cliff Fault 

Zone. 

3.2.1.7 Unit 4: Leucogranite, "Orthoquartzite" 

(Mylonites, . Ribbon Mylonite) 
... 

A body of coarse grained leucogranite was emplaced 

essentially concordant to the foliation of the gneisses and 

schists in the western part of the area but cuts across the 

foliation at a shallow angle furth.er east (Map 1). It was 

formerly interpreted as a metasedimentary rock - quartz-

feldspar paragneiss, quartz-sericite schist, metaquartzite 
\ 

(Bahyrycz, 1957; Mullins, 1958; Butler and Greene, 1976), but 

in places a granitic texture is discernible and good intrusive 

' 

·-
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co~cts preserved (Plate 3. 5C). 

• The part of the unit tha~crops within the Granite 

Cliff Shear ~ne shows extensi~lonitisatior, but outcrops 

along strike to the east have a somewhat less mylonitic 

fabric. The unit is extremely variable in composition 

along strike; in the west the uni~ is more granitic although 

now a mylonite; in the east it becomes quartz-rich (ortho-

quartzite) and in fact areas near Gulch Cove, (Plate 3. 50) 

have been evaluated as a silica prospect. In that area· the 

orthoquartzite body attains a thickness of 183 m and 12 

million tons grading 95.5% Si02 (1.9% Al 2o3 ) have been out

lined by 'diamond driliing (But] er and Green, 197 6) . 

An intense mylonitic texture dominates the fabric of 

this unit and parallels the s 2-sm fabric in t.he amphiboli'tic 

g:-~eiss and mica schist units.. Orthoquartzites in the Gulch~ 
cove area show striking development of a quar~z ribbon ' 

mylonite texture (Plate 3. SE, F) which lack the aggregated 

quartz texture seen in previous units indicating that they 

have not been subjected to high temperature deformation, thus 

suggesting that they were injected after the peak of 

metamorphism. 

In the west much of the original' mineoralogy has b~n 

destroyed by mylonitisation. Peldspar has been altered to 

muscovite and quartz is thoroughly recrystallised. The 

present mineralogy of the leucogranite unit is essentially 

quartz, feldspar (both plagioclase and K-feldspar), muscovite, 

epidote and opaques. In the east impurities in the ortho

' 
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quartzite include Auscovite~ feldspar and magnetite. 

3.2.2 The Igneous Suite 
< 

,._ 

Late-tectonic and post-tectonic times were marked by 

the intrusion of a variety of igneous bodies into the 

" Metamo:rphic Suite. These igneous rocks are represented by 

Units5 to 10 which are described below. Petrographic details 

of the Igneous Suite are found ~n Table 3. 3. 

3.2.2.1 Unit 5: Peridotite 

Late . in the deformational episode a series of small 

oval (100-200 m wide) plugs or dykes of ultramafic material 

were intruded into the migmatised gneisses of Unit 3a and 

3b. A number of these outcropG mapped by Bahyrycz (1957) 

were found by this writer to b~ coarse hornblendite~ a 

vari~ of Unit 3a. However at least one dyke, that outcrops 

above the Grey River corranunity, has ultramafic affinities. 

The body has a roughly circular outline and contacts 

" with the amphibolitic gneiss and mica schist are sharp and 

cross-cutting. It ha~ a finer grained {chilled ?) margin 

which becomes coarser towards the central zone of the 

dyke. The rock weathers greenish-grey with various shades 

of brown and has a characteristic fracture pattern {Plate 

3.6A) that is a result of differential weathering of the 

serpentinised fractures that criss-cross the body. Fibrous 

serpentine (chrysolile) was found in a few fractures. 

There is a pronounced fabric in the margin of . the plug 

which parallels the s 2 foliation in the amphibolitic 

gneiss country rock. How~ver, this foliation dies out 

J 
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Plate 3.6 

Field relationships of ultramafic, mafic and intermediate 
dykes, and A<- fe l<ispar megacrystic granite. / . 

""- ' . 

3.6A 

3.6B 

3.6C 

3 . 60 

3.6E 

3.6F 

( 

Characteristic weathering feature of ultramafic 

dykes (Unit 5) resulting from differential erosion 

of serpentinised fractures. Location 404. 

Cumulate texture of peridotite dyke showing cumul

ate olivine and intercumulate augite phases. Sample 

404, x40, X-polars. 

Foliated mafic to intermediate dykes (Unit 6) 

intruding into shear zones which cut the tonalitic 

gneiss. · Dykes later offset by E-W faulting. The 

foliation in the tonalitic gneiss is emphasised by 

orientation of the hammer. Shoreline west of Grey 

River Point. 

Close up of mafic dyke of previous photograph. 

Foliation ' in the dyke is divergent to dyke wall 

and foliation in the tonalitic gneiss . Shoreli ne 

west of Grey River Point. 

K-feldspar megacrystic granite (Unit 7). Location 

556, Grey River Fiord. 

Northern contact of K-feldspar megacrystic granite 

with a biotit@-hornblende tonalite. Mouth of river 

feeding into northwest arm', ,Grey River. Fiord. 

; 
1 

--, 

J 
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' · towards the centre of the body. 

Th~ - peridotite · ts composed of oliviner hypersthene, and 

a~gite·but alteration and metamorphic effects have resulted 
•. . ( . , 

in the introduction of serpentine, talc, chlbrite and musco-
. . 

vite to the assemblage. In thin section a cumulate texture 

is preserved, ~ith orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene phases 

intercUffiulus to -olivine grains (Plate ).6B}. 

Colourless, non-pleochroic olivine originally comprised 

60-70% · of the rock. The olivine grains were 2-::3 mm long 

but are now 70% serpentinised leaving only small grains 

(.0. 2 - 0. 4 mm) as islands within a serpentine mesh. Pleo-

chroic green to colourless augite Makes up 10-15% of the 

peridotite and is much altered along cleavages to chlorite 

' and muscovite. The augite generally contains abundant small 

opaque grains. Hypersthene comprises 10-15% of the per i do-

tite but is nearly completely altered to fine grained 

talc. Some coarse (1-2 mrn)" talc crystals are also 
' 

present as an alteration of the orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene 

a!ld serpentine. They sometimes show kinked undulose 

extinction possibly as a result of the late leformational ) 

episode - o
3

. Alignment of these coarse talc grains defines 

a weak foliation in the rock. 
) 

3.2.2.~. Unit 6: Mafic to Intermediate Dykes 

A series oi dioritic to ~uartz dior ite dyke~ were 

injected into cross-cutting shear zones in the tonali t i c 

gneiss (Unit 1} and quartz diorite gneiss (Unit 2). They 

are intruded by post-tectonic peqmatites and diorites of .. . 

\ 

.. ,:~-, 
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·-:· 

· ... .: 
:'~~ 
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Unit 8 and offset by#later E-W faulting (Plate 3.6C) . 

The dykes are strongly foliated (Plate 3.60), tbe 

foliation being slightly divergent to"the orientatio~ of the 

.. ~·-· 
dyke wal-ls and to the foliation of the enclosing gn•i-es. 

· This diverg~~ce argues against the dyke foliation being 

developed by ·a ~{low mechanism but suggests that one of- two 

situations prevaileq. · Firstly, that the deformation in the 

dykes was synchronous with the deformation in the gneiss, 

the divergence resulting fr~ local modifications of the 

stress field by an anisotropy iH~. the dyke wall: or 
'• 

- -' • 
secondly that the ' dykes were intruded late in the deformation -. 
cycle along fra~ures that had some compQnent of shearing. 

The latter view. is .s~rted by textur~~ eviden:e , 

where hornblende and biotit~ do nQt have the retrogressive 

relationship typically found in the · gneisses (i :--4:.· biotite 

after hornblende) , and quartz· and felospar grai ns oc._cur in 

an equigranular almost mosaic texture indicative of defprm

ation~nder high temperature - lo~ strain conditions. 

The essential mineralogy is hornblende {30-90% )·, biotite 

(0-20%), plagioclase (5-40%), quartz (0-10%), and sphene 

i(l-3\) with opaques, apatite, sericite and epidote as acces-

series. 
K-feldspar Megacrystic Granite 

ith of K-feldspar megacrystic, bioti te granite 

northern bdundary of the metamorphic rocks (Map 1) . 

lithology dominates the igneous rocks in the area 
l, 

occupyin9 an estimated 70 square km's in areal extent. 

J 

. ' ·, ~ .. , ... ,. 
, .• "t 
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Pla'te 3. ':/ 

P:rogressive deformation of the megacrystic granite in the 
Granite Cliff · Shear Zo~e; field relationships of the post
tectonic composite dyke suite. 

r 
3.7A- 3 . 7E Sequence of rock slab photographs showing 

3.7F 

progressive deformation of the K-feldspar mega

crystic granite, from north to south in the Granite 

Cliff Shear zone. With progress~ve deformation 

the feldspar megacrysts are aligned (3.7B) then 

.form augen (3. 70) and are finally completely 

obliterated in the most intensely deformed sample 

(3.7E). 

Field relationships of the composite dyke suite 

(Unit 8). In this photograph tonalitic gneiss (tg) 

is cut by a foliated mafic dyke whLGh in turn is 

cut by a pegmatite (p), the mar gin of the composite 

dyke. The pegmatite is intruded up its centre (the 

other margin of dyke not visible) by a diorite (d) · 

which is brecciated by intrusion of alaskite (a). 

··, 

.1.. 

• i 
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• 'l'he rock is .more correctly described as a quar& 

monzonite and is characterised by white orthoclase megacrysts 

up to 3 em long (Plate 3.6E) locally with plagioclase mantles. __ ..../ . . 
The euhedral megacrysts comprise 10-25% of the rock and are 

" set in a groundrna~s composed of I(-feldspar, plagioclase and . 

· biotite. Additionally. hornblende occurs in specimens assoc-

iated with the deformed southern contact of the pluton. 

Tl:le northern cont~ct is exposed in the river outlet at 

the head of Northwest Arm. There the megacrystic granite 

intrudes a massive biotite, hornblende tona~ite with a sharp 
• ·b.. 

contact 'Plate 3. 6F) around which megacrysts are weakly , 

' aligned-. AWilY from the contacts t:he megacrysts are· randomly 

distributed. Xenolithic blocks of tonalite occur in the 

nJgacrystic granite and pegmatite.s orientated perpendicular 
4 l 

to the contact ar~ ;ound in the tonalite. The southern 

.• 

contact with metamorphi~ rocks of Unit 3 (a,b-,c,d) is broadly 

defined by the Granite Clif} Fault (centred on LOn~ Pond). 

The eastern and western contacts are unknown but the Francois 

granite pluton appears to truncate it ,in the east (Williams, 

1971). 

\ 

The megacrystic granite ~ontains bands of equigranular 

medium grained granite that are essentially non-m~gacrystic 
equivalents of the main body an~have a similar deformational 

fabric. Also the megacrystic granite is intruded by equi

medium grained pink ·to white granite aplite dykes 

p gmati tes (Unit 9) and fine-grained diabas,e dykes of 

Unit 10. East-west striking faults dissect the granite and 

\ 
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· Plate 3. 8 

Field relatiOnships of the composite dyke suite and later. 
leucogranit~s and diabase dykes. 

3. 8A 

3:88 

3.8C 

3.80 

3..BE 

'· 
3.8F 

. . 
lgneous breccia. Diorite intruded by. alaskite 

granite. Note lack of pegmatite rim to composite 

dyke as in Plate 3.7F. Coast west of Grey River 

Point. 

Close-up of igneous breccia stiown in Plate 3.8A; 
.' l 
·:J 

Diorite - dyke intruding up center of pegmatite. 

Note that in this locality the diorite has not -

been injected later by alaskite. Coast north of 

Grey River Poin~. 

Leucogranite (Unit 9) with aplitic texture also 

showing saussuriti~tion1 of plagioclase. S~ple 
424, x40, X-polars. 

Diabase dyke (Unit 10) with chilled margirt c\itting 

quartz diorite gneiss. Grey River Point. 

Thin's;ction of porphyritic diam~se dyke showing 

euhedral crystals of augite and plagioclase. The 

plagioclase is extremely altered to sericite,sample 

79-11, x40,~-polars. 

!"" : ...... •· . ..... -~ . . . .. 

\ 
'I 
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f~ult zones are usually epidotised. 

The granite is eisentially undeformed in the north 

but an increase in deformation is evident towards the southern 

contact. The deformation is marked by the gradual alignment 

and rotation . of the K-feldspar megacrysts into a foliation 

plane which parallels the southern contact, and by an 

increase in maf ics, notably hornblende, biotite and chlorite. 

The white, euhedral orthoclase megacrysts found in undeformed 

granite become increasingly ovoid (augen) and pink-coloured 

with increasing deformation. Simple twinning of the mega-

crysts is evident in hand specimens. Plate 3. 7 illustrates 

the increase in deformation seen in h~and sr-ecimen from north 

to south. 

The mineraloqy of the undeformed megacrystic granite 

is camposed of quartz (10-20%), plagioclase (30-40%), 

K-feldspar (30-40%) and mica {10-15\) with minor accessories 

. 
of sericite, opaques, chlorite, apatite and ep i dote. The . ., 

opaq'ue phases consist of magnetite, hematite and ilmenite. 

3.2.2.4 Unit 8.: Composite Dyke Suite. Pegmatites, 

·oiorites, Al.:•fskite. 

Igneous units postdating the megacrystic granite (Unit 7) 

are strongly discordant, show no evidence of deformation and 

are clearly post-tectonic. The first of these units, a 

composite dyke suite is found in southern coastal exposures 

cutting ton ali tic and quartz diori tic gneisses of Units 1 and 

2, and are mappable only on outcrop scale-. 

'' The composite dyke suite consists of zoned dykes with 

~-
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margins of pegmatite and cores of diorite, variably veined 

by alaskite {Plate 3. 7F). These dioritic cores can be so 

veined by alaski te that spectacular igneous breccias are 

developed (Plate 3. SA and B). Dykes of the brecciated 

diorite, containing rare xenoliths of gneiss, are found 

without the pegmatitic rim, while in others "fhe diorite 

is not brecciated but veined by anastomosing small veinlets 

' 
of the alaskite. Still others show no veining but are 

intruded along centres of pegmati tes (Pl.ate 3. 8C) and show 

a strong flow foliation parallel to the dyke margin. 

There is an obvious close spatia 1 and temporal relation-

_ship betwee'!'l the three compositionally dis~ct phases of 

the composite dyke suite. There is always a sharp- contact 

. . \ 
between_ pegmatite margins and dyke cores. Also rare ~eno_:-_ 

li ths of pe gmatite occur in scfme diorite dykes. This ~~gg~~ts 
I 

that the pegmatite was solidified before intrusion of the 

diorite bUt. Very probably Still hOt 1 thUS prOViding a ZOre \ 

of thermal weakness for later intrusion of the diorite dykes. > . \ 
In thin section brecciated diorite blocks show reaction rims 

with the alaskite suggesting the diorite was cooled prior 

· to the intrusion of the latter. However, no reaction rims 

were seen in net veined dykes implying that some diorite 

dykes were still hot and plastic. 

3. 2. 2. 5 Unit 9: Leucogranite, Aplite, Pegmatite. 

Postdating the composite dyke suite of Unit 8 are a 

series of granitic dykes and sills that occur throughout the 

map area. Concentrations of these granitic dykes occur in 

the south especially along the seacoast of the Grey River 

J 

J. 
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peninsula. A small granitic stock of 250 x 400 m areal 

extent is exposed in the 250 m high hill inunediately west 

of the entrance to Grey River fiord. The frequency of 

granitic dykes is observed to increase towards this body, 

much of which is dyke material. Elsewhere s ~mi lar dykes 

cut the megacrystic granite and all metamorphic units, 

including parts of the Granite CLiff Shear Zone. The stock 

and related granitic dykes are cut by diabase dykes (Unit 10) 

and the hydrothermal vein system. 

Unit 9 exhibits a variety of rock types ranging from 

pink-red, coarse pegmatite to white two-mica leucogranite 

and aplite that are locally garnetiferous. The fine 

grained dykes have an ~llotriomorphic granular-aplitic 

texture (Plate 3. SD) defined by inter'locking anhedral grains 

of quartz, microcline, orthoc lase and albite, and are 

typically mafic poor. In these dykes, grain size is 

variable and ranges from l-3 mm. 

Coarser leucogranite dykes contain anhedral porphyritic 

microcline (up to 10 nun grainsize) set i-n a medium to 

coarse grained matrix of quartz, microcline, perthitic 

orthoclase and oligoclase. The porphyritic microcline 

crystals enclose quartz and plaqioclase as inclusions. Pegma-

ti tes are the co.arsest rock type observed with feldspar!» 

up to 5 em long. Dykes that are texturally gradational \ 
' \ 

between the pegrnati te and apli tes are common . In hand ' 

specimen many show a graphic texture with cuneifonn inte~
growtl'ls of quartz and feldspar, and a micrographic texture 
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is widespread in thin section. 

The leucogranites are chiefly composed of quartz (15-

30%), K-feldspar (50-40%), plagioclase (25-35%), chlorite 

(1%) and muscovite (1%) with relict biotite, fluorapatite, 

magnetite and garnet as accessories. 

Much of the present mineralogy of the leucogranite 

dykes is a result of extensive hydrothermal alteration 

which appears to be characteristic of the suite. With 

regard to feldspar minerals, oligoc l ase is extensively 

altered to albite, while perthitic orthoclase is inverted 

to microcline. Furthermore saussuritisation of plagioclase 

is cornrnori. The minor aMounts of biotite present in the 

leucogranite dykes are nearly completely altered to chlorite; 

where present garnets are also partially altered to chlorite. 

Primary minerals, apparently stable during the alteration 

episode, include muscovite and quartz. 

3.2.2.6 unit 10: Diabase Dykes 

Diabase dykes with a common approximate southwest-

northeast strike occur throughout the area, but are more 

prevalent in southern coastal sections. They are typically 

fine to medium grained and grey-green in colour and attain 

thicknesses ranging from 15 em to 5 m. Chilled margins are 

common (Plate 3.8E) as are porphyritic textures. In the 

latter case phenocrysts make up J ·- 10% of the dyke and 

in~lude euhedral crystals of plagioclase and augite (Plate 

3.8F). Rare glomeroporphyritic textures are found . 

The phenocrysts occur in a fine-medium grained ground-

.. ~ 
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Table 1.1 

ln .-atrlx vith quartz . 0\.iqocl••• cc-poeitt..oa. 

Oliqoclaae, .. inly •• qroun&a.aaa eonati.tuent . aarely •• 
J~~oeqacryata. Occur• •• lncl,uloftl in orthO<:laM •eq•~ryata . 
tncluelonl c~ly have albite 'ri••· 

P!atriJC c;on~tituant vlth q"'larta. c unoblaatte te•tura. 

Oliqocl•••· Porphyritic cryat.ala Il- l INI) ~ly lOfted. 

cont.aln quartz ancl biotite ln~lu.ton• . 

0'\iqoclaaa. \•arlably altered to aiTictta andl .. lcSote . My~
kitlc l.nterCJrovt.h• with K-feld•Pif · Oliqoclase ,.rtially albit
hed (untvlnnedl. 

Generally · alter.d to -.u•eovit• and epLI!ote . 

..aaalc with feldt~par. Crain aize O.l - LO -· Str~qly 
unduloee . 

Onc.tuloae. Variable qrah' alae D. <I - l.O -· 

ln qrounct.a••• wlth feldspar. Cranobl~ati c tefta.r'e . ..,._,.kly ' 

undulo••· 
varlabl• qraln. ait.e (0.1- LS IN!l). UncSulo-. 

$Mall•r qra1P\ aiz:e than teld•par. Often .-lc~phlc-'9raphi c 
t••ture with IC-f•ldepal'. 

P~ r-thltlc ort.hocl••• · ~inninq c~. ttarely rl.......t by 
plaqiocl•••· ..... eryet.a eontain quart'l. pl ... laclaaa and 
rarely btotit.e •• lnclual.one. Inverted to •le"n~Cl i na In aMar 
lone wnere they torw auq4tft. 

&oth •lcroclln• and ~rthltic orthoclaae. Orthocl••• 
partially rat'lac.cl by •icrocl1na (c:roea-hatched twinni.nqJ . 
Porphyritic er'yat.al• contain q\taru lftterqrowt.lla- •lcl'oqra
phlc texture . 

WOrrtble!'Wte, prafarl'ed orientation define• fabric . cr .. ln 
al2e 10.'- 1 . ~ .. ). tU."or altaratlon to chl.-lte . 

Hornblende. C()l'l•tituent of ....,.acry•tle ,ranit.e ln •Mar tOI'Ie . 

Jtornblendel .. jor ••fie lldne'ral. lnterc,rown vltJt biotite . 

Crain elo~ o . l - 0 . 1 -· 
Actlnolite, .after cltnopyi'OxeM . 

llotlta. Pleoehrolc broww. to rallCJW bl'own . Craift •lte yp to 
1.' -- Orlent.atiDft parallel• hornblende . 
l.iotlt.a. Cftly .. rae Uftd•focw.l qrant..te. "it\OE' alteration t.o 
chlorite. Gr-alft •••• O. S - l - · llotlte 91'.-leh- brOWft la 
defo...-..1 ...,acryat.ic qrantte. ronM'Il after horablend•. 

ll'own t.lotlt.e iater9E'Oi'otft vit.h hornblende. 1'-'Lar 9ratn •lae. 

&iot.lt.e c-aA"e . Pleochroic brOWf\-yellow brMm. 

brOWft t:o eol<Ncl••• biotite . ,.,.lalr •lteced to 

rae pri .. I'Y IMliCOYite. Alao fCNAd •• e~ry •ineral 
4ur 1,_. ••"••~rltleatton of p1 .. 1ocl41-· 
laae pl\enocry•t• alter .. •t.o•t ~leeely t.o •uccwlta. 
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mass, composed of clinopyroxene, feldspar, epidote and 

actinolite, with minor quartz, displaying a subophitic texture. 

Plagioclase phenocrysts are typically altered almost com-

pletely to coarse sericite .while clinopyroxene is weakly 

altered to actinolite, both implying some degree of hydro

thermal alteration. Simi"lar dykes found in the adit are 

cut by the hydrothermal vein system. 

3. 2. 3. Structural and Metamorphic Hi story , 

The metamorphic rocks of the area have undergon~--a 
complex geologic history involving migmatisation, folding, 

intrusion and shearifig. Four deformational episodes are 

resolved, however only the first two have regional signifi-

cance. The last two episodes are intimately associated 

with the Granite Cliff Shear Zone (Figure 3.1). 

3.2.3.1 P,tograde Metamorphism and Deformation 

The oldest rock• unit, the tonalitic gneiss (Unit l) 

appears to have undergon.e an earlier phase of def.orrnation 

prior to the emplacement and deformation of the quartz 

dioritic gneiss (Unit 2) and amphibolitic gneiss (Unit 3a) 

protoliths. Fold hinges of this earlier phase are preserved 

as rare intrafolial folds between the gneissic banding of the 

second deformation, o 2 . 

Extensive migmatisation of the quartz diorite and 

amphibol i ti'c gneisses during o2, preceded, or was concomitant 

with, the major fold1Pg phase which cumulated in tight to 

isoclinal folds within these units. · Macroscopic isoclinal 

folds ~e rarely observed but mesoscopically folded 

··-·' · ..... .. . 
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leucosome ;Pands with sheared out 1 imbs are common in the

amphiboli tic gneiss (Unit 3a). The dominant schistqsi ty 

(S
2

) of the area, which strikes approximately east-west, 

is axial planar to those isoclinal folds. Late granitic 

dykes intruded into these units during o 2 deformation, cut 
. \ 

~he migmatitic banding but are folded into more open folds 

or are boudinaged. 

On the basis of textural evidence from the tonalitic, 

quartz dioritic, and amphibolitic gneisses, the peak of 

regional metamorphism was reached between the first and second 

deformations (Figures 3.2, 3.3). These units lack the 

diagnostic metamorphic minerals found in rocks of pelitic 

composition but their mineral assem~lages are dominated by 

hornblende, plagioclase and quartz. The hornblende is 

ch~racteristically strongly pleochroic blue-green and occurs 

as coarse poikiloblastic crystals crowded with inclusions of 

" 

quartz. Plagioclases are typically of oligoclase composition 

and quartz occurs in coarse aggregates that have annealed 

texture~ indicative of high temperature/low strain conditions. 

Such an assemblage is typical of amphibolite facies meta-

morphism and suggests that the metamorphic rocks may have 

atta·ined temperatures of 550° - 750°C and pressures of 4-8 kb 

(TUrner, 1968~ Hyndman, 1972). 

3.2.3.2 Retrograde Metamorphism and Deformation 

In its waning stages the second deformation is ch~rac-

terise4 by inhomogeneous strain. Areas of low strain are 

preserVed by zones of amphibolitic gneiss, tonalitic qneiss 
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Figur, 3.2 Summary of the structural history of the Grey River area. 
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and quartz Biori~iss -.~~w:ng : mildly cataclastic 
. · .. \ ._ .. ,.,, 

texture (protomyloni te&l- -~~id are gradational with mylonitic 
·, .·. _ ~.\ . . . -··:· : · . . 

areas of high strain' (shear zon~s). ·Jn such zones a strong 
£-'7' -_ -

mylonitic fabric (Sm) is developed, with ~ -~similar orientation 

to s
2

, anq amphibolite metamorphic assemblages have been 

retrogressed to greenschist facies or lower grades. Mineral-
.. 

ogical changes and the grain size reduction by ductile an~ 
I 

diffusional processes in these shear zOQes (Beach, 1979) 

resulted in the formation of mica schists and phyllites with 

increasing amounts of shearing (Bell and Etheridge, 1.973i·'. · 

Roy, 1977). 

The megacrystic g;anite (Unit 7) was intrud-ed during the 

final stages of the retrogressive ductile shearing episode 

(Figure 3. 2) and was intensely deformed at its southern contac·t 

wh~re it intrudes the Granite Cliff Shear Zone, the major 

shear zone of the area. The deformation in the granite 

parallels the mylonitic (and s 2 ) fabric of the Metamorphic 

Suite_but dies out towards the north. Petrographic features 

of the deformation in the granite are illustrated in Plate 

3.9. 

Within the Granite Cliff Shear zone the mylonitic fabric 

is commonly crenulated (o
3 

deformation) and megascopically 

folded into broad, open, southward climbing folds.. Close 

to the contact with the megacrystic granite, andalusite 

porphyroblasts rimmed by cordierite over~row the mylonitic 

fabric but are also affected by the o3 crenulation cleavage 

(Figure 3. 3). The porphyroblastic growth to the 

• 

.. \ . 
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Plate 3.9 

i 
j 

Petrographic features of the deformation of/ the K-feldspar 
.rnegac~ystic granite in the Granite Cliff S~ear Zone. 

3.9A 

3.9B 

3.9C 

3.90 

3.9E 

3.9F 

Low degree of deforma·tiol): Partial rotation of 

megacryst into foliation . plane defined by weakly 

aligned biotite crystal. Megacr1yst slightly rounded 

twinned, perthitic orthoclase. P~rthitic lamellae 

become n~ticably coarser with Uncreasing deformation. 
I 

Sample 571, xl4, X-polars . i 

Conju~ate fractures developed within megacrysts with 

increasing deformation. Fractures are filled with 

chlorite and muscovite. Plagioclase crystals (upper 

right) become near ly comple~ely saussuritised . 

Sample 526, x40, X-polars . . ' 

Increasing deformation res\ilts in complete align

ment of the megacrysts with the foliation wrapping 

. around the crystals to produce an augen texture. 

Megacrysts become quite ovoid-shaped by recrystal

lis.ation around the edge: of the crystal resulting 

in a zone of fine-grained recrystallised K-feldspar 

as a halo to the megacr~sts . Sample 544, xl4, 

X-polars. , 

chessboard texture (mi~rocline) developed in areas 

of low strain at tips of augen. Sample 542, x40, 

X-polars. 

Twinned megacryst S~?wing development of chess

board texture in one (lower) twin only. Note that 

edges of fractures in the other twin are similarly 

effected. Sample ~~ x40, X-polars. 

Highly deformed granite·; Crystals of 1<-feldspar 

barely recognisable as a megacryst. Grain size 

reduction by dislocation along conjugate shears. 

Sample 128 xl4, X-polars. 

., . 

4( \ 
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intrusion of the megacrystic granite and the crenulation 

to continued defo~ation in the Granite Cliff Shear Zone. 

The assemblage qua~tz-rouscovite-andalusite-cordierite 

in these rocks may be related to experimentally produced 

P-T equilibria for these metamorphic minerals. The 

relevant curves are given in Figure 3.4 f,rom which an 

estimate of the pressure and temperature prevailing during 

the intrusion of the megacrystic granite is possible. 

However, the diagram is not strictly an accurate petrogenetic 

grid since the experimental curves are plotted as recorded, 

with no allowa~ce for phases not present in the original 

study. 
,. 

In the rocks affected by the contact metamorphism, 
\ 

muscovite and quartz appears to be stable during the growth 
I 

of andalusite and cordi~r.ite, and sillimanite and K-feldspar 
\ 

were not formed. This indicates that the rock equilibrated 

at temperatures lower than 650°C and at pressures of 2.5 kb 

(point A, Figure 3.4). If Holdaway'a (1971) Al 2sio5 'equil

ibria data are used (curved, Figure 3.4) then the stability 

field for andalusite is decreased and inferred pressure and~ 

temperature conditions are lower (approximate 2 kb and 

600°C). The aaximua possible range of P-T conditions over 

which the ass~lage •uscovite-quartz-andalusite-cordierit~ 

is stable are shown in the shaded portions of Figure 3.4. 

Crenulation of the mylon~tic fabric during o3 resulted 

in little growth of new metamorphic ainerals although pre-

ex~ting auscovite may have been coarsened. However, most 

J 

.J 
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Figure 3.4 Inferred P-T conditions for cxmtact met:..anuriiris related 
to intrusion of the ~c granite. Minera1 equil.ihria 
a-Ri.<::haJ:d9oo et al. ,1969; b-R.i.ctw:rlson,1968; c-Evans,l965; 
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._ in sections show that the coarse muscovite is crenulated • ., 

and fine grained sericite may be the only metam9rphic 

mineral formed during the o
3 

deformation. 

3. 2. 3. 3 Faulting and Jointing 

The map area is well dissected by faults which are 

dominantly steeply dlpping normal faults. In the subd1,.1ed 

topography of the barrens, these faults are generally repre~ 

sented by large depressions and as such are readily discern-

ible from air photos. The principal set of faults strike 

E-W and dip steeply to the North. Several faults of this 

generation offset the hydrothermal vein system and thus 

postdate the mineralisatioR episode. 

A late, very localised brittle deformation (D 4 ) is 

related to fault movements along. the Granite Cliff Fault 

and produces conjugate shearing in post tectonic leucogranite 

dyi<;es which are cut by the fault, as well as other rocks. 

Jointing is well developed in most rock types, and 

appears uniform over the whole area in both igne_ous and 

metamorphic rocks. The most prorr.inant set strikes N30°E 

with an essentially vertical dip. A less well- defined set 

strikes E-W ~nd dips to the north. 

3.3 CORRELATION 

The tonalitic, quartz diotfttic, and amphibolitic gneisses 
, T ( 

(Units 1, 2, 3a) in the <;rey River area are similar to 

lithologies mapped as a basement gneiss complex in Baie 

D'Espoir (Colman- Sadd, 1978); specifically the Little 

Passage Gneiss and unnarn~d equivalents exposed in the 

J 
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Gaultois map area. The Hare Bay gneiss and Square Pond 

gneiss, defined in the NE Gander Area (Blackwood, 1978), 

also corre·late closely with the gneissic rocks at Grey 

River and although they are decidedly mpre psammi tic in 

composition, they have undergone a similar deformational 

and metamorphic history (Blackwood, 1976). Intensely 
i 

schistose rocks that are found locally within the Square 

Pond gneiss may represent zones of shearing and retrogression 

similar to zones developed in the amphibolitic gneiss at 

Grey River (i.e. mica schists, and phyllites (Unit 3b, 3c)). 

Furthermore a regional cataclastic texture is recognised 

(Blackwood, 1976; Jayasinghe, 1976). 

Gneisses of the Port-aux-Basques area are texturally 

and lithologically similar tB parts of the Grey Ri~r area. 

The Port-aux-Basques gneiss as defined by Brown (1976), is 

corr.posed of banded injection migmatites of whi ch 40% are 

amphiboli tes. Schistose bands are common and again probably 

represent retrograde ductile shear zones. The Harbour Le 

Cou Group (Brown, 1976) was interpr eted as cover to the 

Port-aux-Basques gneiss "basement" but in the type area is 

found to be in tectonic contact with reworked Port-aux-Basques 

gneiss (D. Wilton pers. cornm., 1980), which from descriptions 

given by Brown, (1976) is mylonitised~ shea~.ed Port-aux-\asque 

granite~ It is possible that the reworked Port-aux- Basques 

gneiss and the Harbour If cou Group are products of a regional 

ductile shear zone. The relationship of the concordant 

(sheeted) Port-aux-Basques granite (after Brown, 1975) to the 

J 
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Port-aux-Basques gneiss. is not well understood at present, 

but may be similar to the leucograni te-orthoq'uU"tzite -unit 

(4) in the Grey River area. Correlatives in the La Poile-

Grand Bruit region may include the Keeping gneiss (possible 

,extension of the Port-aux-Basques gneiss) and the Cinq Cerf) 

... 

Complex (Charlton, 1978), both of which appear to have 

undergone a similar structural and plutonic history to 

the gneisses at Grey River. 

Equivalents to the metasedimentary terrain, i.e. the 

Gander Group (Blackwood, 1978) and Baie D'Espoir Group 

(Colman-Sadd, 1978), do not outcrop in the Grey River area. 

Detailed mapping by mining companies throughout the Gander 

zone indicate that these units may be correlative and 

continuous (N. Briggs pers . comm., 1979) with metasedimentary 

and metavolcar:.ic rocks in the La Poile-Grand Bruit area 

(Charlton, 1978). Equivalents to these rocks crop out 25 

km north of the Grey River area (Williams, 1979) and their 

continuity with the La Poile area is confirmed hy recon-

naissance mapping by Smyth (1979, 1980) in the Burgee map 

area. 

Deformed megacrystic granites are a common component 

of the gneissic terrain throughout the Gander zone. The 

Grey River megacrys-tic granite has obvious sirnilarit:ies with 
' ' 

the cape Freels granite, N.E. Gander (Jayasinghe, 1976) and 

the Gaultois granite (Colman-Sadd, 1978) in the Baie p'Espoir 

area. Furthermore, like the Grey River megacrystic granite, 

the defo~d margin of the Cape Freels granite is intimately 
\ 

J 
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associated with a shear zone o~ regional magnitude 

(Jayasinghe, 1976, 1979). The closest correlatives in s.w. 

Newfoundland are the variably deformed Cape Ray granite 

(D. Wilton, pers. comm., 1980) and the Otter Point and La 

Poile batholiths (Chorlton, 1978) which int~ude the Cinq 

Cerf Complex. 

Volumetrically large batholiths of garnetiferous 

leucogranitet may not be present or are not exposed in the 

immediate vicinit~ of Grey River. The Francois (megacrystic) 

granite which truncates the eastern portion of the Grey 

River metamorphic rocks may represent the late undeformed 

megacrystic granites typical of other parts of the Gander 

Zone. Correlatives with the Francois granite may include 

the Deadmans Bay granite, N.E. Gander (Jayasinghe, 1976; 

Blackwood, 1978), the Piccaire Granite, Baie D'Espoir 

(Colman-Sadd, 1978) and the Chetwynd Complex and Isle aux 

Morts ,J3rook granite (Chorlton, 1978; Brown, 1976) in S.W. 

Newfoundland. 

In summary, the Grey River metamorphic rocks are most 

closely allied with the gneissic terrain that occurs on the 

eastern margin of the Gander.Zone. Based on concepts devel-

oped e ls~where in the Gander Zone (Kennedy and McGonigal, 

1972; Colman-Sadd, 1974; Kennedy, 1976) these gneisses may 

represent pre-Appalachian basement rocks although these 

interpretations have been recently challenged (Blackwood, 

1978; Jayasinghe, 1979; Strong, 1980; Hanmer, 1980). The 

controversial basement/cover relationship cannot be resolved 
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in the Grey River area because of the lack of rocks typical 

of the metasedimentary terrain (cover). Discussion of the 

significance of the timing of deformation and intrusive 

events at Grey River will be postponed until the section 

dealing with radiometric dating (Chapter 9). 

3 . 4 SUMMARY 

The Grey River metamorphic bert has undergone a complex 

history. involving a number of tectonic and synkinematic . 
events followed by a complicated post-kinematic history of 

multiple intrusion. 

The oldest rock unit is a tonalitic gneiss which occurs 

as screens within younger intrusives. Sills and dykes 

of quartz diorite to diorite which intrude the tonalitic 

gneiss have been extensively injected with migmatitic granite 

that has been transposed by, and parallel, the axial planar 

fabric of the D~ deformation. 

Much of the Grey River peninsula is Onderlain by coarse 

to medium grained amphibolitic gneiss that have suffered 

a similar deformation history to the quartz diorite gneiss 

unit. . Their interre!ationship however, is unknown. The 

amphibolite gneiss is folded into tight isoclinal folds 
• 

during o
2 

deformation and the axial plane cleavage associated 

with this folding phase is the dominant fabric' in the region. 

The peak of metamorphism coincided with this folding phase . 

and reached the amphibol~e facies. 

During the waning stages of the o2 deformation, extensive 

shear zones were develOped, probably in response to migration 
~ 

l. 

... l 
I 

, 
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of metamorphic fluids produced during prograde metamorph i sm 

at the greenschist/amphiboliJ e facies boundary . All 

previously mentioned units were in part affected by this 

episode and retrograde assemblages were produced in these 

ductile shear zones now represented by mica schists and 

phyllites (mylonite and ultramylonite). 

Sev.ral igneous bodies including a leucogranite-ortho-

quartzite unit, were intruded during the early stages of 

the retrogressive deformation episode. These were followed 

by the intrusion of a batholith of K-feldspar megacrystic 

granite, the southern contact of which intrudes a zone of 

intense ductile shearing represe~ted by the Granite Cliff 

Shear Zone: Along this contact the megacrystic granite 

exhibits a strongly sheared fabric which disappears towards 

the north. Porphyroblasts of andalusite rimmed by cordierite 

overgrow the mylonite f~bric of the Granite Cliff Shear 

Zone and relate to in~~usion of the megacrystic granite 

· batholith. These porphyroblasts are crenulated by the o3 

•' deformation which yrobably represents continued deformation 

in the shear zoner Mineral equilibria indicate that the 

porphyroblasts ~ere formed at approximately 600°C and 2 kb . 
. , 

Following/ ret~gressive deformation and intrusion of 

the roegacrys.1;ic granite the area was subjected to a series 

of intrusive events which culminated in the emplacement of 

a suite of leucogranite dykes. All of these units were 

later intruded by diabase' dykes and cut by a hydrothermal 

vein sy'stem, which contains tungsten and basernetal mineral-

·, ; 
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isation, the genesis of which is the principal subject of 

this thesis. 

J 
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CHAPTER 4 

GEOCHEMISTRY - IGNEOUS ROCKS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The igneous rocks of the Grey River area were analysed 

for major and trace elements to investigate:- 1) possible 

genetic relationship between the megacrystic granite and 

the late stage granite-leucogranite dykes; 2) possible 

·sources of the ore-forming elements; 3) .geochemical pecul-

iarities (if any) of the igneous rocks associated with the 

ore deposit; 4) geological conditions under which the ore-

bearing intrusions were able to produce concentrations of 

ore; and 5) c_omparisons of these geochemical and geological 

parameters with similar igneous-hydrothermal environments 

elsewhere. 

Thirty-two samples ( 11 of megacrystic granite and 21 of 

leucogranite) were analysed for the normal major element 

oxides as well as zr, Rb, Sr, Zn, Cu, Ba, Sn, Nb, W, Pb, Ni, 

Li, Cr, Y, V, F, Ga and rare earth elements (2 samples). 

Sample preparation and analytical techniques are given in 

Appendix A and individua~ analyses are listed in Appendix B.l . 

4.2 CLASSIFICATION OF THE GRANITES 

Unfortunately, from the class~fication point of view, 

primary igneous chemistry is rarely preserved and evidence 

presented ~low shows that most of the granitic rocks have 

undergone extensi~e metasomatism. Thus in this thesis 

nomenclature will follow that of other studies on the 

! / 
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. Figure 4.1 Chemical classification of the Grey River granitoids 
from mesonorm calculations,using Hietanan•s (1963) 
molecular proportion clasaification.Solid ·circle 
represents undeformed megacrystic granite; half
filled circle-sheared megacrystic granite; open 
circle- leucogranite. 
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granitoids ot the Gander Zone {Blackwood, _ 1978; Jayasinghe, 

1979; Strong, 1980). That is, although Unit 7 is chemically 

a quartz mdnzonite, it will be termed megacrystic granite, 

while the aplite, pegmatite, and leucogranite dykes (Unit 9) 

will col~ectively be termed leucogranite. 

Most samples of the megacrystic granite plot chemically 

' as quartz monzonite~ especially~ relative undeformed 

sampl~s (separated in Figure 4.1). Those samples from the 

d~fopned margin range from quartz monzonite to monzotonalite, 

ref~ecting the appearance of hornblende as . a mineral phase. 

The more basic nature of the southern deformed margin may 

be due to ingestion of country rock xenoliths or metasomatic-

tnetamorphic processes operative in shear zones (Beach, 1979). 

The latter mechanism is favoured in view of the sharp, 

relatively ~enolith-free northern margin of the pluton. 

The post-tectonic leucogranite dykes (Unit 9) plot 

predominantly in the granite field although a few occur in 

the kaligranite and trondhjemitic to tonalitic fields. This 

variability is due to the ex'treme alkali metasomatism evident 

in these rocks. 

4.3 METASOMATISM 

There is no conclusive geochemical evidence for a differ
r 

entiation sequence between the megacrystic granite and the 

leucog~anite, and field evidence is equivocal. Triangular 

(Na
2
o + K

2
0)-Fe0-Mg0 (AFH) and Al 2o3-Fe0- Mg0 (A'FM) plots of 

data from the two rock types (Figure _4_ ~2) indi~ate a linear 

trend that apprQ)Cimates, but does not follow, the calc-alkaline 

, I , 
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Triangu1a1t( (Na
2
o+K20) -FeO-MgO (AFH} and Al 2o3-

FeO-MgO C4)FM} ploEs of Grey River granito1ds • . 
Line a reptesents the calc-alkaline trend of . 
Irvine and ~aragar (1971). symbols as for Fig .4·1. 
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MEGACRYSTIC 
GRANITE 

LEUCOGRANITE 

Or 

Figure 4.3 Normative plot of meqacrystic -granite and leuco
qranite emphasising the variability of rock 
chemistry due to metasor:latic events which affected 
each rock type.Symbols as fo~ Fig.4 ·1. 
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differentiation trend of Irvine and Baragar (1971). 

Furthermore there is a· compositional gap between the two 

rock types which might argue against a c6ntinuous differen-

tiation sequence. 

Metaso~atism accounts for the wide variability in 

"' 
rock chemistry in both the megacrystic granite pluton and 

the post-tectonic leucogranite dykes. Alteration in the 

leucogranite dykes appears to be related to the evolution 

of a volatile phase, while the megacrystic granite was 

altered by metasomatism in the shear zone. From the var

iation between undeformed and deformed megacrystic granite 

(Figure 4. 3A) potash depletion appea~s to be dominant in 

the shear zone, certainly in relation to the feldspar 

minerals. ~ 
The leucogranites exhibit .a much wider range in Ab/Or 

and Ab/An ratios than the megacrystic granite (Figure 4 . 3B) , . 

which suggests that these rocks were affected by sodium and 

potassium metasomatism. This agrees with the petrographic 
I 

evidence which indicates th~ development of secondary 

microcline and albite in thes~rocks. The metasomatism is 

similar to the characteristic albitisation and microclin-

isation found in altered European leucogranites associated 

with tungsten and tin deposits (Shcherba, 1970). 

4.3.1 Major and Trace Element Variatioa 

Major and trace element data from the mega~rystic 

. granite pluton generally plot as linear trends with respect 

to Sio
2 

(Figure 4.4, 4.5) .. If the southern cont~ct zone 
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of the megacrystic granite pluton were to represent a 

more b.asic border phase of a zoned pluton, then one would 

expect the .central portions of the pluton to be enriched in 

elements that are concentrated during differentiation~ 

Measured abundances of Zr and Cu (Figure 4. 58 and 01 argue 

against such a differentiation trend within the pluton, 

since these elements would be expect:ed to increase with 

differentiation (Chao and Fleischer, 1960: Taylor, 1965). 

On the other hand assimilation of country rock in the contact 

zone might account for such trends 1 except that vast amounts 

of assimilation would be required (Stevens and Halliday, 

1979), the evidence of which is not observed in the field. 

If a distinction is made between undeformed and deformed 

megacrystic granite (Figures 4.4, 4.5) it is apparent that 

the linear trends reflect increased deformation and meta-

somatism in the shear zone. Regression lines through the 

data suggest an increase in Al'2o3 , P205, MgO, Ti0
2

, cao, 

total Fe0 1 Ga 1 Zn 1 zr, Cu, and Ba occurs with increasing 

deformation in the granite and is matched by a decrease in 

Sio
2 

contents. These changes reflect mineral transformations 

during metasomatism and deformation which show an increase 

in mafics, especially hornblende 1 biotite and chlorite, over 

quartz and feldspar. Increased Tio
2 

contents likely reflect 

the appearance of sphene after opaques during deformation and 

metasomatism. 

Rb exhibits the opposite trend with deformation in 

comparison to other elements and has a positive correlation 

-\ 
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with Sio
2 

(Figure 4. 5g) , although poorly defined (i.e. low 

correlation coefficient). K2o and Na2o are quite variable 

in the megacrystic granite samples while MnO,' Pb and Nb 

remain relatively co~stant during the deformation and 

associated metasomatic event. 

In contrast to the megacrystic granite suite, the 

leucogranite dykes exhibit different major and trace element 
' 

variation patterns. Emplaced in post-tectonic conditions, the 

leucogranite escaped the shearing episode but appears to 

have been variably altered by the development of a vapour 

phase after consolidation. The textural differen~es in the 

leucogranite suite indicate the dykes were emplaced under 

water-saturated conditions (Fournier, 1968; Jahns and Burnham, 

1969). After disappearance of the silicate melt, the 

cry stals and volatile phase reacted, resulting in metasomatism 

of the dykes (~utometasomatism). 
· .t 

Many elements have been extremely mobile during this 
J 

hydrothermal alteration stage and large variations are 

found within the alkaline and alkaline-earth elements. these 

variat.ions reflect the alterat·ion of feldspar minerals within 

the leucogranite, which includes the development of secondary 

albite and microcline after oligoclase and orthoclase. The 

mobility of alkalis in supercritical fluids ·is thought to 

be a common process in nature (Orvi1le, 1963; Burnham, 1979). 

In summary, major and trace element variation trends . 

within the megacrystic granite and leucogranite reflect the . 
·"' 

effect of metasomatic events during their geologic history. 

c \ 

J 
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In the case of the megacrystic granite this involved shearing 

and mylonitisation along the southern margin_of the pluton 

and resulted in increases in almost every element with a 

• concomitant decrease in Sio2 • The leucogranite dykes were 

variably altered by reaction with a fluid phase after consol-

idation which resulted in redistribution and addition by 

alkalis and alkaline earths, primarily due to feldspathisation. 

4.3.2 Rare-Earth Elements 

TWO samples (MG 556 and LSG 424) were analysed for ten 

rare-earth elements (REE) by a thin film X-ray fluorescence 

method developed by Fryer (1977) and described in Appendix 

A.2.3. Tne megacrystic granite sample (MG) is ~rom the 

undeformed portion of the pluton, ·'while the leucogranite . . 

(LSG) is typical of the altered leucogranite dykes (two-mica 

The megacrystic granite shows a pattern of relative 

fractionation (Figure 4.6A) that is markedly depleted in 

heavy REE. Furthermore it has a higher total REE abundance 

t~he leucogranite and a smaller europium anomaly. In 

cC>n:tfast t-he leucogranite displays a negative europium 

anomaly and a concave up pattern from light to heavy REE. 

The REE abundance and fractionation pattern for the 

megacrystic granite are similar to those of granitic rocks 

of lfova Scotia (Albuquerque, 1977) and granites from otper 

orogenic belts (Emmermann et al., 1975; Albuquerque, 1978). 

These granites are interpreted through REE modelling as 

having been derived by pa~tial melting of a greywacke-argillite 

) 
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metamorphic sequence (AlbU:qlJerque, 1977r 1978). The granites.. 

of the Gander Zone are also interpreted to have formed 

from .melting of crustal rocks (Strong and Dickson, 1978; 

St1::0~g, 1980), and Jayasinghe (1979) deduced this oriW 

from ·modelling of trace element distributions. Thus it 

seems reasonable to assume a similar origin for the Grey 

' River megacrystic granite. 

If the REE pattern for the leucogranite is compared to 

that ~f the megacrystic granite (Figure 4.6B), it is 

apparent that the former is relatively depleted in light 

REE and enriched in heavy REE. Such a fractionation pattern 

could not be produced by any fractional crystallisation 

process between the two rock types, nor by any cumulate 

J process, except perhaps through accumulation of garnet 
!} 

(Ha:13on, 1978). Garnets are known to oc;:cur as an accessory 

in some of the leucogranite dykes but were not observed in 

thin sections of the analysed sample. The only other 

explanation for such a heavy REE enrichment involves · redis- ' · 

tribution of REE by a hydrothermal fluid (Collerson and 

Fryer, 1978; ~errich and Fryer, 1979). Such a process is 

possible for the Grey River leucogranites since there is 

abundant evidence for a hydrotherrnal-autometasomatic alter

ation episode during their cooling history. 
. 

Kosterin (1959) showed that the principal means of REE 

transport in hydrothermal fluids is in the form of REE 

carbonate, fluoride, or sulphate complexes. The heavy REE 

enrichment~attern of the leucogranite is therefore thought 
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to reflect the interaction of a co2-rich or F-I;"ich hydro

thermal .fluid with the leucogranite (Taylor and Fryer 

1980 a, b). 

4.4 METALLOGENIC ASPECTS 

An ore deposit is the end product of a number of geo-

chemical and physical processes which occur infrequently in 

nature. With regard to granitoid deposits there .is a specific 

relationship b~tween -deposit type and granitoid composition. 

Th~s is illustrat~d by the association of porphyry copper 

deposits with intermediate alkaline to calc-alkaline plQtons 

(e.g. Sutherland-Brown, 1976)J and rare metal deposits (U, Nb, 

Sn, W, Be, etc.) with high silica plut~ns (Tischendorf, 1977; 

Taylor'· 1979). This separation is due to a variety of geo

chemical parameters, including; the timiog of the evolution 

of a fluid phase; the amount of differentiation and fractional 

crystallisation processes; fluid-melt partition coefficients; 

and emplacement level (Strong, 1980). 

Tauson and Kozlov (1973) suggest that trace element 

concentrations i~ granites indicate the source of tba rock 

and its mode of origin and they divided granites into five 

main types; plagiogranites, ultra-metamorphic granites, 
' I' 

agpaitic leucograni~es,palingenic granite and plumasitic 

leucogranites. The ~ast two are genetically related, the 

plumasitic leucogran~te being the late stage differentiate 

of normal palingenic granite magmas. 

Plumasitic leucogranites are often associated with rare 

metal concentrations of W, Sn, Mo, Be and B while Sn- and 
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Li~bearing ore deposits are most commonly related to palin

genic granites. Concent~ations of certain major and trace 

elements of these granite types are presented in Table 4.1. 

In comparison, the granitoids of the Grey River area 

are . chemically closer to the palingenic and plumasitic 

granites than any other type listed by Tauson and Kozlov , 

(1973). certainly the undeforrned samples of the megacrystic 

granite have the closest correlation with the palingenic 

granite suite, while the Grey River leucogranites differ 

from the average plurnasitic leucogranite, probably reflecting 

their metasomatic nature and the mobility of elements such 

as K, Na, Ba, Rb, and Sr during autometasomatism. 

It is commonly stated that granites associated with 

rare metal deposits have a distinct chemistry in comparison 

t~ normal (unmineralised) granites. Extensive surveys of 

available data (Tischendorf, 1977: Taylor, 1979) reveal that 

such "specialise~" granites are enriched in Si02 and have 

high K
2
0/Na

2
o ratios. Hesp (1971) considers a sio2 content 

of 75% - 77% is common for leucogranites associated with Sn 

(and W) deposits while Flinter et al., (1972) maintain that 

Sn and Mo occur in two distinct environments:- 1) in lodes 

and veins (with W) associated with high-Sio2 ( > 72% Si02 ) 
~ " ~ 

granitoids, and 2) disseminated in low-Si02 ( < 72%) meso-

grani-toids. 

The excess . in Si0
2 

reflects the significant_number of 

leucogranites and aplites associated with Sn and w ores, 

and Taylor (1979) cautions that the leucocratic and potash-

J 
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Table 4.l 

comparison of the Chem1cal composition 
of the Grey River Granitoids 

with Granites Associated with Rare-metal Deposits 

ELEMENT A B c D E . . 

Sio2 
68.3 74.65 73.38 :± 1. 39 

+ 
Na2o 2.9 2.8 3.22 3 . 71 3 . 20 - 0.61 

+ 
K2o '3. 3 4.0 4.93 4 . 98 4.69 - 0.68 

+ . 
Al2o 3 

14.80 16.04 13.97-1.07 
+ 

cao i.30 1. 00 0.75 - ·o. 41 

Zr 200 260 218 55 

Sr 300 100 167 182 

Rb 140 400 208 164 58D + - - 200 

Zn 45 57 54 i9 

Ba 750 200 567 488 

Sn 5. 3 6.3 42* 91r 40 ± 20. 

w 2 4.1 <4-8* <4-4* 7 ± 3 

Nb 20 22 . 6 14 11 ..... 

Pb 25 30 33 53 

Li 36 93 35 6 01oo ·± 200 

F 600 3000 907 45 3700 + 1500 

K/Na 1.1 l. 4 . 1. 53 1. 34 

K/Rb 240 100 240 304 

Ba/Rb 5.3 0.5 2.8 3. 0 

Li X 1000/K 1.1 2.4 ' o. 74 0.14 

F/Li 16 31 36.3 7 . 9 

Ba/Pb 30 6.7 17 . 5 9 o 2c• 

Li/Zft o.s 1.7 0.62 0.26 

~ 

A = Pa1ingeni c granite; B • P1umasitic 1eucograni te (A and 
B from Tauson and Koz1ov .(1973)); C = G~ey River megacrystic 
granite (average 4 analys'es) ; D =Grey -River leucogranite 
(average 21 analyses); E ~ Specia1ise~ · granite associated 
with Sn, W deposits (Tischemdorf , 1974); * Analyses are 
considered accurate to wi thi n a factor of 3. Detection 

limit for W = 4 ppm. 

J 
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rich tendency may be enhanced by autometasomatic or secon-

dary processes involving silicification and greisenisation. 

Na
2
o and K

2
o contents of the Grey River leucogranites 

are varied but ~ignificantly higher than both specialised 

granites (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7) and_leucogranites 

associated, with mineralisation in Brittany (Strong and 

Hanmer, 1980). · Furthermore average K2o and Na 2o contents of 

leucogranites (Jayasinghe, 1979) of the N.E. Gander Zone 

(Figure 4.7) are lower than the Grey River leucogranites, 

as are others in the Gander Zone (Strong, 1980). The auto-

metasomatic alteration of the Grey River leucogranites 

probably accounts for the varied K20/Na2o ratios. 

Trace elements are thought to be more reliable than 

major ele~ents as a 'guide to the ore-bearing potential of a 

granit~ (Taylor, 1979; Tauson and Kozlov, 1973; Tischendorf, 

1977) . Ore deposits of Sn and W are predominantly associated 

with alaskite, aplite, two-mica granite and leucogranite 

which have anomalous concentrations of Sn, F, Li, Be, and B 

(Tischendorf, 1977). Li-rich gran~tes are typically 

associated with Sn-bearing .ore deposits and average Li 

values for such granites are 220! 100 ppm (table 4.1). It 

is considered an important indicator element (average . 
granite has 40 ppm) and enrichments of 5-10 times are observed 

(Tischendorf, 1977). Similarly fluorine is an extremely 

enriched element in specialised granites (especially those 

associated with tin deposits) with v~lues averaging 3700 ± 

1500 ppm compared to the Clarke value of 880 ppm for normal 

J 
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granites (Vinogradov, 1962). 

The Grey River granitoids are not markedly enriched in 

eit~er of these elements although the fluorine content of 

the megacrystic granite (Table 4.1) exceeds the Clarke value. 

Tauson and Kozlov (1973) consider the F/Li ratio to be 

important in the understanding of the processes involved in 
. 

the m~gration of a fluid phase. Fluorine and lithium behave 

similarly in magmatic processes (Burnham, 1979) as is 

illust~ated by the stability of the F/Li ratio in successive 

intrusive phases of palingenic granites (Table 9 of Tauson 

and Kozlov, 1973). However, it should be noted that aplites 

associated with these palingenic granite suites have a lower 

t(~i ratio than their . precursors, as do the aplite-leuco

grahi~e dykes of the Grey River area (Table 4.1). 

F~r~h~ore, granites that are associa~ed with tungsten 

deposits ~ometimes have specialised Sn contents but are not 

markedly enriched in fluoril'}e (Tischendorf, 1970: Kozlov ~., 

1974). An anal~ous situation exi~ts for the Grey River 

megacrystic granite whi_ch is Sn-specialised (average 42 ppm 

Sn compared to avera,ge granite, 3. 0 ppm) but has moderate to 

low fluorine contents (average 907 ppm). 

A number of authors have expressed their belief that 

granites enclosing tungsten deposits are not enriched in 

tungsten (Ivanova, 1963; Sotnikov and Izyumo'va, 1965; 

Odikadze, 1968) while others present the opposing view 

(Jeffrey, 1959; Dekate, 1967; Reedman, 1967). Compared to 

tin, the relationships are fa' less clear, however 

J 
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Table 4. 2 

Tungsten and Tin Concentrations 
for the Grey River Granitoids 

w (ppm) Sn (ppm) 

MG 555 4 25 

556 
4,, 50 

557 4 50 

550 4 25 

288 8 25 

LSG 414 4 5 

423 4 5 

424 4 10 

501 .,t~ 
25 

508 4 10 

511 4 5 

513 4 5 

517 4 5 

KEY: MG = megacrystic granite 

LSG = leucogranite 

Analysed by B. Kronberg using spark source 

mass spectometry methods. Analyses are • 
considered accurat~ to a facto~ of 3 • .., 

, 
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_ Tischendorf 's (1977) review of chemical data suggests that 

., the ctv4!rage w __ value · for granites associated with tungsten 

+ deposits is 7 - 3 ppm. 

Tungsten contents for the Grey River g -ranites (Table 

4. 2) exceed the Clarke value of l. 5 ppm and fall in the range 

< 4*-8 ppm for the megacrystic (and non megacrystic granite, 

sample 288) and 4 ppm or less f;or the leucogranites. These 

concentrations would indicate the 9ranites are W-specialised 

as well as So-specialised. . ,, 

4. 5 DIABASE DYKES 

Ten post-tectonic diabase dykes (Unit 10} were analysed 

for major and trace elements and· the data a:z:e presented · in 

Table 4. 3 with their C. I.P.W. normative proporti?ns. All 

are hypersthene.-nor;mati ve but standard chemical plots such 

as alkalis versus Sio2 (MacDonald and Katsura, 1964) and 

potash versus Si0
2 

(Engel et al., 1965) show that the dykes 

are chemically alkali basalts (Figure 4. 8A and B). -One 

alkali-poor sample (516) however plots in the th~leiitic 
~ 

field and its uniqueness cannot be related to any alteration 

process. A Tio
2 

- K
2
o - P

2
o 5 plot (Pearce et al., 1975} 

indicates (Figure 4, 8C) that they -are continental alkali 
' . 

basal,ts which agrees with 8 trace element classification of 

"within plate basalts" from Nb/Y ratios (Pearce 1_and Cann, 

1973). 

* detection limit for W . \ 

... ~, 

J 
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Fiqure 4. 8 Alkali-silica and K2o-':ri02-P205 plot ·of 

diabase dyke suite. Composition of diabase 

dykes from N.E. Gander . Zone are shown as· · ._: ; 

fields labelled N.J. (Jayasinghe, 1978). 
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Similar dykes are noted~ the northeastern part of 

the Gander Zone (.Jayasinghe, 1978, 1979) and in the Grand 

Bruit area (Chor1ton pers. comm., 1980). The chemical 

aata presented by Jayasinghe (1978) are included in 
~·: ' 

Figure 4.8 as compositional fields for comparison with the 

Grey River diabase dyke suite. 
~ 

Continental alkali basalts are ~en~rally found in 

extensional enviro~ents that often herald the start of 

continental rifting .(Bail~y, 1974; Scrutton, 1973; Strong, 

1975). Jayasinghe (1979) cites the occurrence of contin-

ental alkali basalts in the northeast Gander region as 

evidence ~or a period of extension in Devonian-Carboniferous 

times, which could be the early signs of a major continental 

break up. On the other hand localised extensional environ

ments are foUnd within a .,shearing environment (Koide and 

Bhattacharji, 1978) , thus the occurrence of the alkali 

basalt dykes in the Gander Zone may relate to extensional 

features in the Devonian-Carboniferous •megashear" (Strong, 

1980) environment. 

4. 6 CONCLUSIONS 

Geochemical analyses of . the Grey River granitQids 

reve~l that the1f ar.e extensively altered by metasomatic 

eve~ts; the megacrystic granite by a shear zone along its .. 
margin; the leucogranite& by reaction with a coexisting 

fluid phase (autometasomatism). Because of these factors 

no conclusive evidence is found for a differentiation tre~d 

between the two. 

I 
J 
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During the mylonitisation-metasomatism that affected 

' the southern margin of the megacrystic granite pluton, 

nearly all major and trace elements were affected, and·. show 

negative correlation with. Si02 with progressive deformation. 

Major and trace element trends are cempatible with the 

greenschist facies metamorphic assemblage that is developed 

in the shear zone. 

On the other hand metasomatism in the leucogranites 

appeaTS to affect only the alkalis (Na, K, Ca) and alkaline 

earths (Rb, Sr, Ba, •••• ) and possibly some base metals. 

Textural evidence and alteration features imply the e~istence 

of a fluid phase during emplacement of the leucogranite 

suite (aplit~s and pegmatites), i.e . water-saturated 

conditions existed prior to the consolidation of the 

aplite and pegmatite. The alaskitic component of the 

composite dyke suite (Un i t 8) may represen~ the under

saturated precursor to the aplite . and pegmatite'dykes (Unit 

9). 

Evidence for the nature of this fluid phase is provided 

by REE data from the leucogranite suite. Heavy REE are 

enriched in the leucogranite dykes and suggest deposition of 

heaVy REE during autometasomatism of those dykes. The 

,principal means of REE transport in hydrothermal solutions 

is in the form of REE carbonate and fluoride complexes 

(especially heavy REE), suggesting that the fluid phase 

evolved from the melt, and later involved in the auto~ 

metasomatism of the dykes, was co2- or F-rich. 

I 
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Metallogenically the megacrystic granite is Sn- and 

W-specialised with values of 42 ppm (average) and 4-8 ppm 

respectively. Concentrat .. ions of these elements in• the 

leucogranite suite are much lower, which may reflect either 

the lack of mafics or leaching or partitioning into the 

fluid phase associated with the emplacement of these dykes. 

Noteworthy also is the fact that ·Li and F concentrations 

are not enriched relative to average granite values, as 

is the case for many granites associated with rare-metal 

deposits (especially tin). Other major and trace element 

contents of the leucogranite suite are compatible with 

leucogranites associated with w and Sn deposits in Western 

Europe and elsewhere, reflecting the consanguinity between 

silica- and potash-rich granitoids and rare metal deposits • J 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE HYDROTHERMAL VEIN SYStEM 
I 

I 
5. 1 INTRODUCTION I "' 

The hydrothermal vein system pc/stdates all ' geologic 

units in the Grey River area and is composed of a complex 

swarm of quartz veins occupying tensional fractures within I 

megacrystic granite and amphibolitic gneiss. The veins 
' 0 

strike approximately north-south (010 av~rage), almost 

perpendicular to the general strike of the metamorphic tock·s. 

The distribution of the thickest and most pers i s,tent veins 

(and the most likely to be exploited) is s~own in Figure 5.1, 

although hundreds of smaller veins are known (Bahyrycz, 1956) 

within the 1600 x 2000 m area outlined in that figure. 

The aim of this chapter is to establish the structural devel-

·opment of the vein system, the distribution and mineralogy 

of the'( veins, and the major structural controls of ore 

deposition. 

5. 2 RELATION OF THE VEINS TO THE GAANI1'0IDS -/ 

The hydrothermal mineralisation formed after the ; · 

emplacement and deformation of the megac~ystic granite, as 

the vein systJ cuts the deformed megacrystic gr~ni te. . 
I ' 

within the GrAnite Cliff Shear zone. zoning relationshi 

discussed in detail below, indic~te that higher tempera 

mineralisation occurs away from the megacrystic ; grani t 

contact, into the metamorphic rocks. This woul.~ sugrst 

that the megacrystic granite has no direct lin': wi t f the 

. I 

/ 

I 
/ 

i 
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mineralisation, although an indirect link is inferred from 

geochemical studies outlined previously. 

1\ closer relationship between the .mineralisation and 

the post-tectonic aplite, pegmatite and leucogranite is 

indicated by the characteristic hydrothermal alteration of 

these rock types in areas where little or no mineralis~tion 

is1Eound. From evidence of crosscutting r~lationships seen 

in adit level exposures, the veins at least in part postdate 

the aplite and p~qmatite dykes. However, many altered 

leucogranite dykes contain coarse quartz-rich centers, and 

Bahyrycz (1957) reports evidence of a pe9111atite grading 

along strike into a quartz vein containing mineralisation. 

It is implied from this evidence and from the geochem-

ical specialisation outlined above, that the hydrothermal 

vein system is ' intimately related to the leucogranite, which 
' 

probably was the source of the hydrothermal fluid and the 

metals concentrated in the mineralisation. Thus a body of 

alaskite-leucogranite is inferred to exist at some as yet 

. unexposed level below the mineralisation . 

. 
5. 3 VEIN FORM AND STRUCTURE 

Mineralisation occurs in three forms:- 1) as fractures 

coated with pyrite and scheelite (and minor qua~tz); 2) as · 

tensional quartz veins with no displacement of wall rock; •' 

and 3) as quartz lodes showing much displacement of wall 

rock. 

· 1) Wall .rock surrounding the largest veins (110 , 11, 

16, etc.) is intensely fractured (Plate 5.11\) by 1 mm to 
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Pla~ 5.1 

Vein types and structural form ot hydrothermal veins. Where 
applicable bar scale= 30 em (apPr~x 1 foot). 

/ 
5.1A Fracture-style mineraltsation ranging from hairline 

fracture to vein lets ~ntaining q·uartz-pyri te-
' muscovite and scheeH,i:e. Location 87 adit level. 

' t 

S.lB Close up of tensionai veinlet with muscovite selvedge. 
I 

5.1C 

. 5.10 

5.1E 

5 . 1F 

Sample contains bisUuthinite and pyrite as· sulphide 

phases. Sample 82,/ adit level. 

Muscovite selvedg~ tensional veinlets apparently 

~ut off. by greise6 (g) alteration halo of composite 

Vein tlO (v). Lo'cation 267, adit level. 

Sheet~d nature of vein-lode indicative of multiple 

injection of ve~n materi'al. Note ·aiso sharp contact 

of vein with wall 'rock and lack of alteration. This 

is typical of thick, steeply-dipping sections of 

the lode. Location 359, adit level. 

Tensional fractures in wall rock xenolith 

"normal fault~ng movements within the lode. 

286, adit level. 

Displacement of wall rock by normal faulting wi 

the vein (v·) emphasised by offset of basic dyke 

which cuts .:the amphibolitic gneiss. Cliff 

above Port~l. 

j 

J 
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1 em wide tension veinlets. These are orientated approxi-

mately north-south and appear to dip into the major ve~ns. 

The mineralisation occurs as a coating on the fracture 

surfaces and is composed of pyrite and scheelite (pyrite > 

scheelite). Muscovite and calcite are minor cQmponents in 

these fractures but are locally concentrated. The frequency 

of fracturing is variable, but appears most intense in south-

ern portions of the adit where there are fractures on average 

every 15 em. Vein 110 is not exposed at this point in the 

adit but is projected to be 150 m to the east; s~ggesting · 

that the fracturing may not be localised on the main vein 

but has a mor·e "reg.ional" aspect. Unpublished assays from 

fractured sections of wall rock in the adit indicate grades 
\ 

. of 0.1% wo
3

, but )ocally higher values are found. 

2) The fracture-filled mineraiisation grades into small 

tensional quartz veins which show no displacement of wall 

rock. These veins vary from 1 to 40 em in th-ickness a:t:ld 

are composed of milky quartz with fluorite, scheelite, pyrite, 

bismuthinite, and calcite. These veins are ch~racterised by 

selvedges of coarse platey muscovite up to 1 em thick 

(Plate ' 5.1B). Other evidence of a tensional environment 

includes vugs, branching of veins, the variation in strike 

alonq individual ve~ns, and the common overlapping of 

. 
subparallel veins c•eel tail• structures). 

The tensional veinlets are oft~n oriented in a · 

compllmentar:t or conjugate fashion to the major .veins, 

i.e. they strike parallel to the major veins but dip int~ 

J 
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them with a 45-60° angle between the two. However, their 

formation in part predates much of the movement and emplace-

ment of qQar~z in -the main veins, since greisen alteration, 

a result of increased wall rock interaction in the latter, 

overprints the tensional veinlets (Plate 5.1C). 

3) Veins or lodes which show'much displacement of the 

wall rock· effectively .comprise the major veins in the area 

(Vein tlO, 16, tl, ...•. etc.). They vary from 15 em to 

• 4 meters jn thickness and -characteristically display a sheeted 

form indicative of a multiple injection history (Plate 5.10). 

Sheeting may occur on either, or both,,margins of the vein . 

The ~ur.:f~~es of individual sheets show slickensides 

which indicate movement of the hanging wall down-dip with 

respect to the f6otwall, i.e. a normal fault mechanism. 

So~e of ~ese surfaces are coated with calcite or sericite; 

the latter appe~ts tQ be derived from alteration of wall 

rock fragment:s . · Normal fault movements are indicated as 

well from .tension gashes created in wall rock xenoliths 

(vein horses) within the vein (Plate 5.1E) and displacement 

of matching wall ~ock (Plate 5.1F). 

The la;rg~ l~e!f are therefore characterised by repeated 

reopening and injection of new quartz (with mineralisation) 
. . . 

into open s~aces creat~d by. differential movements of wall 

rock during normal faulting. 

5. 4 STRESS -REGIMES· AND STRESS TRAJECTORIES 

Stress trajectpey al')alysis has been applied to vein 

systems- to investigate the regional factors responsible for 

' .. · 
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their formation (Moore, 1975). Stress tr~jectories are lines 

which represent the orientation of principal compressive or 

extensional stresses ( cr1 , ~2 , ~3 ) throughout an area. 

Two out of three principal stresses can be repr~ented as 

trajectory lines on a geological plan or section corresponding 

to a principal plane (Figure 5.2A). 

In a fracture regime dominated by normal faulting and 

· exten.sion (e.g_. Grey River) the surface plan corresponds 
~ 

approximately to the principal plane containing the ~2 and 
J 

a3 axes (Figure 5.2A) . . Thus at Grey River ~2 stress 

trajectories can be drawn paraLlel to the surface outcrop 

traces of veins irrespective ~f whether t~ey.occupy normal 

faults or tensional fractures. • 

"'- The maximum principal s.tre$s can be located by 

bisecting the acute angle between intersecting planes of 

• complementary faults or extension fractures. Thus a model 

for the stress regime operative during formation of the , 

veins at Grey River _may be illustrated by Figure 5~28 and c. 

A fracture syste~ created by.stresses induced by intru

sion of a cupola has been modelled by Roberts (1970) and 

is shown in Figure 5.20 and E. The itress regime may result 

from an expansio;tal· r contractional phase of the cupola 

intrusion. Above cupola th~ maximum principal stress (01) 
.,. 

is parallel to t orientation of potential extension frac-

tures· (Figure 5.2A and D) and matches the orientation of 

extensional veins at Grey River. The trajectories of, max-

imum st)earinq stress (Fiqure 5.2£) in the cupola model 
.. 
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-Stress configuration and trajectori~s during • 
the development. of · the Grey River. hyd:x;other;mal 

vein system. 

. • 

~. 2A Stres·s configuration in normal faulting · (from 

Moore, 1975). PP =- p+inc:ipal planer PS - = plane· 
' .. , ... 

5.2B I c 

of maximum shearing stress; PS = fail\.lr-e surface 

(normal fault); EF -= plane of extension fissures ~ 

T0"
1

;:: trajectory of principal stres" in. pl~n 
section •. · , · - . · · J . . 
Orient.~tion of stresses d)lring the development 

of the Grey River hydrothermal vein system • 
• ~ \~\ ' 4 . 

5. 20, E . ApprctxiJQate form of stress trajectories 

g d-ound ·a (semi) circular cavity near the _free 

edse of a se.JI\i-infinite plate (after. ~be~;ts, 1970). 

· This raodels the stress pat~ern induced by the 

int~usion of a cupola. 

'-

' . 

' . . 

' . 
' 
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represent fault traces (normal faults) and may mimic the 

situation for the major veins at Grey River. The model of 

the fracture pattern induced by the intrusion of a cupola 

is thus quite similar to the fracture pattern found in the 

Grey River Tungsten Prospect and reinforces the suggestion 

of a hidden cupola beneath the tungsten mineralisation. 

5. 5 RELATIONS BETWEEN STRUCTURE AND MINERALISATION 

It has long been recognised that sudden changes in 

vein attitude often accompany the loss or appearance of 

ore a,nd hence a comparison of, lode structure to assay data 

is important. Appraisal of thE>se data for the Grey River 

Pro.,spect reveals that there is a correlation between grade, 

vein width, vein attitude, and alteration. 

If a fracture, which has a curved and irregular surface, 

is subjegted to movements it is obvious that in some parts 

of the fracture the wall rock will still be touching while 

in others they will by separated by open spaces. The size 

and shape of the open spaces depends, of course, on the original 

shape and attitude of the frac~ure. Durin_g nor~al faulting 

· (Figur~ 5.3) thick open spaces will develop where the .vein 

is steepest, while cavities developed in more shallow dipping 

portions of the vein will ·be thinner. Such featu~es are 

obvious ift vein cross-sections (Figure 5.4) and are further 

evidence for development of the lodes by normal faulting. 

Assay data from channel and bulk sampling are presented .. 
in Figure 5. 5 ~in map folder), which _!}erves to illustrate 

,...· · 

firstly, that grades are not affected to any great extent by 

.:, 

I 
J 
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NORMAL FAULTiNG 

I 

BEFORE AFTER . 

-
Fiqure 5.3 The ef,fect of normal faulting on fracture ~idtb, 

after Garnett (1966). 
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Figure 5.4 Vein cross-sections. 
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Figure 5.6 Correlation between grade,thickness and dip 
of veinllO,adit level. 
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rock type (c. f. grani.te section Vein 16, and ndrthern part 

Vein 110) -and secondly, that the shallower dipping portions 

of the vein system have the higher grades~ More detailed 

data from adit level of Vein 110 have been compared in Figur~ 

5.6 to thickness and attitude of the vein. In the faulted 

section there is.an inverse correlation between ·grade and 

thickness; the highest grade being associated with the 

thinnest portions of the vein. This is simila• to the more 

general comparison between the faulted .section and the 

southern section, where the latter has a lower grade and is 

thicker on ave~age than the faulted section. 

Note also that the richest section of the adit is also 

the most shallow dipping~ The portions of the veln c:losest 

to the first'Long Pond Twin Fault (points Y,Z, · Figure 5.6C), 

.appear to have been reorient~ted by drag movement along that 
\ 

fault and this suggests that the attitudes displayed in the 

rest of the faulted section are •primary", i.e. indicative 

of a pre-faulting orientation and ·not rotation in the fault 

block. 

An important consequence of the normal faulting mechan-
"' -

ism is that the greatest shearin~ stress will be· c~npen-

trated along the shallowest portions of the vein, th~s- one 
.I · I 

might expect more brecciation or fracturing' of the w~ll rock 
~:· \ 

and more fluid-rock interaction and alteration a'long \such 

sections. Steep open space!) will represent areas of lower 

stress and hence sharper contacts and less wall roc~ 

alteration is expected. Vein cross-sections (Figure 
I 

5\. 4) 
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illustrate this feature. Furthermore the distribution of the. 

wall rock alteration (map 3, in folder) matches the grade 

distribution, the faulted section having the most intense 

greisen alteration halos while the southern section is 

marfed by sporadic greisen development. · The mineraloqical 
\ 

and geochemical features of the alteration halos. are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

The above observations suggest that the mineralisation 

is structurally controlled. Lodes were formed by diff

erential movement of wall rock during normal faulting of 
, 

tensional fractures, and resulted in portions of the veins 

being thicker and steeply dipping while other sections are 

thinner and more shaLlow dipping. The tungsten mineral-

isation appears to be concentrated in these latter sections, 

• 
where wall rock alteration is also most intense. 

5. 6 EAST-NEST BLOCK FAUL"TING A~D LATE VEINING 

After . the formation of the tungsten-bearing quartz veins 

the area ·was SuPJected to ex~ensive east-west block faulting 

which offset a numb~r of the major veins. The three major 

faults are shown in Figure S : 1 · and are label, led Long Pond 

Twin Faul.ts (LPTF, 1 and 2) and Granite Cliff Fault (GCF). 

& Offset relationships in the adit (Plate 5. 2A and map 2) 

suggest that the Long Pond Twin Faults are .n?rmal fa~lts, 
. . 

but if the geochemical anomaly that occurs north of Long Pond .. 
represents a continuation of Vein no ~nd · t 6 north of the Granite 

"' 
Cliff Fault, movements on . that fault may well have ~een in the 

• 

... 
j '· 
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Plate 5.2 

East-west faulting, F-eb veins and scheelitisation of 
woiframite. Where appropriate bar scale 0::: 30 CJ'Il. 

5.2A 

S.2B 

5. 2C\ 
I 

5.2P 

5.2E 

S. 2F 

Vein offset by E-W normal faulting, location 279, 
adit level. 

Example of fluorite-calcite-barite veins which cut 
the main tungsten-bearing lodes and E-W faults. 

Note finely laminated crustiform habit of the 
fluorite margin· of the vein. Sample 153 •. 

En echelon ladder-work of fluorite- calcite-barite 
veins which fill tensional fractures created by 

normal faulting within the main lode, location 273 

adit level. 

Coarse wolframite crystal partially alter~d to 

scheelite in high . grade section of vein, location 
378, adi t level.· 

Polished section of wolframite (~f) crystal partially 
altered to scheelite (sc) along cleavage and fractures. 

Sample 377, x62 . 

More advanded scheelite alteration of wolframite. 

Typical shredded texture. Sample 377c, x62. 
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opposite direction to the Long Pond Twi'n Faults (i.e. reverse 

faulting). 

A·period of tensional fracturing followed the E-W 

block faulting, and veinlets conta;ning primarily zoned . . 

fluorite-calcite-barite (F-eb veins) were emplaced euring 

that time (Plate S.2B). Fissures or depressions, seen in 

aerial photographs, which cut across tne E-W fault depres-

sions are probably the surface expression of thes~ , tensional 

veins. These veins cut both ~he tungsten-bearing quartz 
·. 

vein and the E-W ·faults (Figtpre 5. 4G) . The F-eb veins have 

also been intruded along some of the E-W fault zones (Figure 
' 

5. 4G). An e"- echelon "ladder-work" of F-eb veins (Plate 

5.2C) suggests some shearing occurred during their emplace-

ment • . 

A summary of the structural development of the Grey 

River hydrothermal vein system is given in Figur& 5.7. 
" 

5.7 VEIN TYPES AND PARAGENESIS 

The parallelism in s~rike of the major veins does not 

allow relative time sequences of veins to be established by 

s~ple cross-cutting relationships alone. 

No one vein contains the entire mineral assemblage but 

spatially associated veins have overlapping · and tele-
' scoping·seqments.of the paragenetic sequence. Th~ para-

genesis. is complicated by the multiple injection history of 

l:he major veins. Individual ct:oss-s~ctions of such 

composite veins ge.nerally contain two (or more) vein types 

that we~e repeatedly injected so that time relationships are 

j 
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' 
Piqure 5.7 Structural development of the Grey River hydrothermal vein ·system. 

5.7A Initial extension~! fractures filled with quartz. 

5.7~ Repeated opening and injection of vein material into several of 
these e~rly fractures to form the large composite lodes. Internal 

vein movements due to normal faultinq. 

S.7C Paultinq and offset of veins by E-W normal faults. 

5.7D Development of extensional fractures (dashed line) filled by fluorite, 

calcite, and barite. ' 
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nearly impossible to ascertain (see Figure 5.4). Furthe~re 
•·' 

one vein type may be deposited at one location. while at the 

s~ time, but at another locatiO!\, ~another vein type is 

being precipitated. Oat~ presented later inQicated that 

these two locations are connected at that instant in time 

and that structural and physico-chemica~ parameters.., govern ·· 

• their spatially separate deposition.. Furthe~ore .miner~l . 
paragenesis in hydrothermal yein -systems is generally tem~-. 
erature apd time-dependent (Landis and Rye, 1974). Th~ the . 

paragenetic sequence in the Grey River Tungsten Pro~ect i• · 

b~sed on internal ' vein and polished ~ection relationships, 

mineral telescopin9. between veins, and in part by fluid 

inclusion studies. 

Four stages · .of mi.neralisation can be resolved; Early 

Stage; COl'Qposite Stage; Sulphide Stage; and Late Stag~ 

(Table 5.1). 

The Early Stag.e is characterised by quartz, feldspar and 

molybdenite-bearing veins (OF- Ill) that are more coaaon in 
; 

western and southern portions of the miner.alised area 

(Figure 5.1). The nega.tive siCJ.n ,_in the abbreviation signi

fies that molybdenite aay or aay not be cont~mporaneo~s with . . 

quartz and feldspar dePQsition. The feldspar component is 

. minor (1\) but is characteristic of the vein type and 1~ 
the basis for tbe subdivision. Other characteristics are 

listed in Table 5.1. 

The Caapoaite Vein stage quantitati•ely dominates the
0 

• 

aineraliaation and is subdivlc!e4 . iJ'ltO five yein type.a • 
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Characteristic .F•at:ures of · th,e Vein Types 

. . 

. STAGE 

EARLY or..:~ 

Q-b ,. 
~· 

,~ 
· .. 

~ . 
• • ~ i ... 
~ I . ~ 

r u 
'( 

f o-:-s 

Q + w 

' 
fULPIIIDI Q + 9 ° 

J.Aft.. .~ . \ 

~ -. 

Dxi.GMos'fiC 
~IN ~RISTICS 

Pink Jt-feldapu 

Muaeovite Mlve4qe 

MolybdeiU. te 

eoar- lvugqy qllartz-

- •M4le,llke crystals 
bi-tbinite ,,, 

Pyrite · cubes 

Bl~ae fl-oorite,, (I) 

~'ite selveclge 

h t~Clfraai~ (I) 

ite, ·quartz, 
ite &S--1119• 

(11) 

t.-~ich volfraaite (I) 

- Cou:se vuqgy quartz-
Salphides in YUI)S -
up. eh~lC09)'rite 

- Blue to colourless 
fluorite (III) 

- M1xecl re-tia wolfr.-ite 
I (Ill ·~ · llft-dcJI 
wolfraaite {IJJ) 

- c:balGOfYrite, pyrite 
._t:na~ Rlpbide 

; . ' . 

- AIMn'Mt ~' 
, .,.. .. rtu ad pyrite 

- . ....U.. oryaUia of 
·~ iowlA~u-

- ~~t:ht ~~ti~
allf.p vi.tb other ' ·. 

-~latM 
- ~ fltlf!Odte (.N) ..... 

. .' 

• ~ I ,. 

'VEIK BXAMPLE 
OR SAMP~. 

s .385 

1 

1,5,4" 
.'l\• 

10 

10 

L 

'10.,, 

G 1.1 
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Although temporal relationships are difficult to establish 

for the veins of this · ~tage, they occur in distinct groups 

in individual composite veins, i.e., quartz-sulphide (Q-s) 

and quartz-wolframite (Q + w) veins are found in Vein '10 

and t6 along "with greisen alteration halos.~ Progressive 
' 

ch.anges in chemistry of the wolframite (detailed below) 

indicate. that the canposite (Q-b} (0* + w) veins were depos

ited· earlier (and possibly at higher temperatures) than the 

greisen ~nveloped (Q-s) (Q + w) composite veins. Fluid 

inclusion studies also support this interpretation of the 

·sequential development of the veins. 

The positive sign in the Q* + w and: Q + w notation 

indicates 'that depbsition of the wolframite occurred with 

deposition of_.the quartz, while the negative sign of Q-b 

and Q-s veins · signifies that the sulphides were not d~posited 

contemporaneously with quartz. In detail bismuthinite is 

recorded as a microscopic accessory in sane portions of the 

composite (Q-l') (Q + w) veins and is ther~fore not wholly 

restricted· to veins containing a 0...'1:;> a-.&ellblage~ However, 

in the latter situation, the biaauthinite is a IIUlcroscopic 
J \•.L 

feature and is thef&fore useful as a discriminating 
- ~ ' I 

charaeteris-t;ic. Sillilarly other sulphides common to the 

Q-a veins occur within the -o-b veins. 
' . 

. Deposition of qal~a · (as well vas sphalerite and pyrite) 

occurred lilt t.he same tille as quartz in veins associated 

with the S.lphide stage. The quartz..,.qalena (Q + gl vein 
. L 

type ia characteristic of the Galena 11 Vein which crops 
'l'oo 

t 

~- \ 

' 
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out 1~ km north of Long Pond. Although not seen to be 

continuous with the tungsten-bearing veins to the south, 

other features indicate a possible continuity, and this 

vein type probably represents lower-temperature deposition 

after the composite mineralisation stage. Evidence 

I) ' 

pointing to this relationship is presented below. 

fhe Late Stage is represented by deposition of fluorite

calcite-barite veins (F-eb) in tensional fractures which 

have cross-cutting relationships with the preceding m~neral

isation. The minerals coonon to this vein type also fill 

vugs in the composite veins. 

The complete paragenesis for the Grey River Tungsten 

Prospect is given in Figure 5.8. The complex ' inter-relation-

ships between minerals will be explained .in more detail in 

the mineralogy section (5. 8). 

Major features of the paragenesis include:-

1) Minerals with pegmatit,~ affinities such as feldspar and 

beryl are recorded only frL early-formed veinlets (OF-m, 

Q-b veins). 

2) in all vein types, except OF-:-• and F-eb, the sulphides 

are precipitated · after quartz (and wolfr-ite), generally 

in VUCJ& within the quarts. · 
• , I 

3) Biaauth-bearinq . .tnerals are cCIIIiDon almost throuqhout 

the vein' types, biBIIUthinite being the Bi-bearinq phase in ... 

early-foqaed veinleta while later veinl•ts are characterised 

by Ag- and Bi-bearing ·galena, Ag- and Bi-telluridea and 

native bisaut:h. 

' . .. 
·~ 

j 
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4) The paragenesis reflects a &J?atial distribution :as 

we.ll as temperature and time r~lationships. Early formed, 

higher temperature vein types occur in southern or south-

western parts of the mineralised area, while the locus of 

successively younger and lower temperature veins moved 

towards the north. :·. 

5.8 VEIN MINERALOGY 

'Gray. (1958) and Bahyrycz (1957) described the mineralogy 

of the deposit from material collected by surface trenching 

and drilling. Bulk ~amples from the adit level were studied 

by Raicevic and Bruce (1971) by microscopic, x-ray, and infra

red spectral analysis. In the present study, a much more 

comprehensive description of the mineralogy was possible 

through sampling of surface and adit e~posures, the latter 
. ) 

being unavailable for earlier workers. Some new mineraL 

species, namely bismuth and silver tellurides, and sulpho

salts and carbonates and sulphates, previously unreported 

from this deposit, are described. The aineralogy of the 

Grey River TUngsten Prospect is -listed in Table ~.2. 

No quant!tative data on mineral ab~dances are available 
, 

but obv_iously quartz predo.inates and comprises more than 

· 90-95\ of the vein. Avai~&b~~ assate suggest that 

~lfraaite/scheelitel · oocu~iea less than 1\ (by voluae) of the 

vein, with; sulphides, fluorite, auscovit.e and carbonate being 

-the principal acc!!a•ories J An indication of the" relative 

at)un~ances of the mineral species is giv~n in .,Table s. 2. 

.·~. 
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Table 5. 2 

Mineralogy of the Grey River ~ungsten · Prospect 

0 

HYPOGENE 

Turigstates 

Wolframite (Fe,Mnwo4r 
Scheelite (Cawo4 ) 

Sulphides 

Molybdenite (MQS 2 ) 

Pyrite (FeS2 ) 

-Pyrrhotite (Fe1 s) -x 
Marcasite · <~as2r 
Chalcopyrite . ( CuFeS 

2
) 

Bismuthinite (Bi 2s3 > 

Galena (PbS) 

Sphalerite (ZnS) 

Covellite (CuS) 
Stibnite (Sb2s 3) 

Arsenopyrite (FeAsS) 

Tellurides and Sulphosalts 

Tetradymite (J3i2Te-2s> 
PilsenU:e (Bi3Te2) 
Hedleyite (Bi14Te6) 

Hessite (Ag2Te) 

Pb,Bi,Ag aulphosalts 

Native Bletaents 
Bisauth (Bi) 

Copper (CU) 

Ganque -

Quartz (Sio2) 

M~covite (XAi2 (Si~lo10)(0R) 2 ) 

P1u~rite (<;.F2 > , 

Feldspar (X,Na{.A1Si 3o8)) 

, . 

Harmotome ( (K~ Ba)(Al2si5·)~.l 4 • 5H20l 
ApopJlylli te . (KFCa4 (Si80 :lo). BH zt>> . 

. :t. 

• c 
• c 

• c 
• c 
• R 
• c 
• c 
• s 
e S-c 

e s-c 
• R 
e 
e 

0 R 

0 R 

0 R-S 

0 R:-S 

0 R 

• 8 

e -· 

• c' 

• c 

• c 

• s 
0 R 

0 R . 

i 
t 
i 
1. 
J 
J. 

.. 

j . 
1 
1 
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Table 5.2 (continued) 

HYPOGENE 

Gangue (continued) 

Chlorite ((Mg,Fe) 5Al(Al~i 3)o10 (0H) 8 ) 

Beryl (Be 3Al2 (~i6o18)~ . 

Zircon (zrsio4 ) 

Calcite . (Caco3 ) 

Siderite (Feco3) 

oawsonite (NaAlC03 (0H) 2 ) 

Gyps-urn (CaSO 4 ) 

Oxides 

Hematite (Fe2o3) 

Magnetite (Fe 3o 4) 

Bismuth oxide? 

SUPERGENE 

· Ferrimolybdite (Fe2o3_. 3Mo03~ BH20l 

Tungstite (Wo3 .w2ol 
Anglesite (PbS04) 

. 

• • e, 
• 0 
0 
0 

• e 
0 

• • e 

s 

S-R 

s-c 
s.;..c 

ft 
s-c 

R 

-
R 

s 
c 

e - prev.ioualy reported : oonfi-x-ed in present study 

. e - prevloualy reported : unconfirmed in . present study 

0 '- newly reported in this atuCly . 

c-c~ 

s -- Sparae-
R • Rare 

\ 

' . 
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5. 8.1 Wolframite ((Fe, Mn) WO 41 

Macroscopically wolframite appears to be the dOminant 

tungsten-bearing phase but ult~aviolet lamping and polished 

section studies reveal that scheelite is volumetrically 

equally important, mainly as a pseudomorphic replacement of 

wolframite. This pseudomorphic replpceiPent results in 

~olframite crystals that 'appear to· fluoresce under ultra-
' 

violet light, a feat~re that is helpful in evalu~ting , gr,de 

and mineral distribution. 

The wolframite occurs as isolated to stubby prismatic 

crystals which vary in size from less than 1 em to 10 .em 

long. T.he crystal size is generally saaller in early sheeted 

portions o~ the composite veins, possibly in part · due to 

mild brec'tUation, but ~ater injections of quartz contain 

spectacularly large crystals of wolframite. (Plate 5. 20). 

In hand ·specimen the wolf:J;"amite varies .in colour from a 

b~ack !'e-rich variety (ferberite) to a reddish-brown, Mn-rich 

-' (Jtuebnerite) variety. Ferberite appears to be restricted 

to Vei:ns tl. U and tS while reddish brown wolframite is 

cdBDon to Vein ''· X-ray diffraction and electron micro~ 

probe analyses (Appen4ix B. 2 - B. 4) allow. the chemical 

variation in the wlfrailli te throucjhout the vein ayatea, and 

ita si'gnifio~ce is discus8e4 in detail below • . 
llithin tungatten-bearing veins, w()lfraai te is an early 

deposited vein ldneral al~g with quartz and is frequently 

found in radiating clusters attapbed or rooted ·to one wall 

of a veinlet. .Quartz is g~~ally molded around wolfraaite 

. . .. 

• 

·. {' 

! 

' -~ 

' 

·~ l 
. I . 
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! 
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· and occasionally occupies cavities in corroded or mildly 

brecciated wolframite. ·However, .wolframite does ~poradically 

occur as veinlets within quartz. Although quartz .deposition 

~ccurs through nearly the complete paragenesis, where 
( . 

associated with wolframite both ar~ ~enerally coprecip-

itational. 

The characteristic feature of the wolframite is· its 

extensive replacement by scheelite. On average wolframite 

crys~als are 40\ altered to scheelite but a few crystals 

are almost completely altered and contain only small inclu~ 

eiona of w.olframite which indicate its for111er presence. 
' . 

Replacement progr~sses along fractur.es and cleavages in the 

wolframite (Plate S.2E) and a characteristic shredded 

. texture results (Plate 5. 2F). 

5. S. 2 · Scheelite (CaW04l 

Seheelfte occur& as a ~seudomo~hic replacement of 

wolfrai te. It is coloured orange to yellow-brown, and 

·fluorescea ~blu~-white, indicating low ~lybd•num contents. 

Appr9xiaately 98' of the scheelite in the deposit has this 

· characteristic colour which iapliea, but does not prove, 

that ,moat i~ not all the schee1ite is secondary after 

volfr-i~. Very ~.., echeelite crystals do not show evidence 
/ 

. · of a volf~te ~ecursor. 

8pora41c•lly hoWever, echeelite overgrowths .are 
. . .. 

evideat (Plate 5. 3A) And •ca. rare· euheckal scheelite . . - ' ·" . 

crystals appe~ ,zoned. This. zoning is emPhasized by colour 
~ 

variationJ fra. white .in the core to orange .and yellow-brown 

' - , - ~ ....... ; · 
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Plate 5~3 

Mineralogical· aspects: schee'lite, wolframite molybdenite, 
muscovite, pyrite, marcasite. 

S. 3A 

• S.:. 3B 

Passive overgrowth of scheelite (sc) on· partially 

altered wolframite crystal (wf). Sample 631, x62. 

Association of molybdenite (m) and muscovite in 
quartz gangue - Py = pyrite crystal. Sample 152,. 

x62. 

·. 

5. 3C Quart~-sulphide veinlet of composite lode (Vein f ilO). , 

5. 3D 

5.3E " 

5. JF, ... 
" 

Note sulphides fill vugs in early precipitated 
quartz. Location 392, adit level. Bar scale = 30 CB. 

Crystal of pyrite (py) lining vug in quartz later 
filled by chalcopyrite (cp). Sample 391, x62_. \, 

Brecciated pyrite cryata~ with fractures filled by 

gangue quartz. Sa.ple 206, x62. 
''f . Replacement of pyrite by marcasite along incipient 

fractures. · Sample 214, x62. 

l 
i 
I 
i . 

\ 0 
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on the rim of the crystals. The .white core is softer than 

the rim and ~as a poor polish in polished section. Electron . 

microprobe data (Appendix B.3) of these zon~ (?) crystals 

indicate that there is no significant chemical difference 

between the core and the rims. 
r 

The exadt paragenetic positfon of scheelite is 

difficult to ascertain. Available textures (Plate 5.2E, F, 

and 5.3A) however suggest that this scheelitisation process 

occurs relatively· soon after the depositio~ of the wolframite, 

sometimea before quartz deposition, and prior to t ,he depos

ition of sulphide phase!J such .as pyrite and chalcopyrite. 

5.8.3 Hematite tPe2Q3l 
Euhedral crystals· of hematite occur as a minor coaponent 

T
(._/ 

of veins containing wolframite mineralisation. ~ hematite 

appears to be precipitated with wolframite a~d quartz but 

in one section occurs as an intergrowth wit~ ~uscovite 
which was deposited slightly later than the wolframite. 

5.8.4 Molybdenite (MoS 2l 
Molybde.nite is tbe first sulphide phase to appear, 

but it also occurs sporadically throughout the aineralisinq 

sequence. It is pr~rily associated with QF-m veins where 

~t occurs intergrown with muscovite and in vugs within the 

quartz. It is found also in vein types fr~ the composite 

s~age, intergrown with muscovite (Plate 5.3B),'alonq late 

fractures in the quartz (with muscovite), ·and in muscovite 
. ' . . 

selvedges. 

M~lybden~e-~earinq veins are re~tricted to southern 
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and south-western portiqns of the mineralised area. ~bey 

are especially common in the vicinity of Vein #1 and in 

southern sections of the adit level (Vei~ 110'. 

5.8.5 Pyrite (FeS 2l 

Pyrite is a ub~quito~s component in all veins except 
"'\ 

QF-m veins and is dis~eminated also in wall rock as a 

resu~t of alteration. In veins not subjected to -reopening, 

pyrite for~s euhedral crystals up to 2 em long and ia 

commonly found in vugs (Plate 5.3C). The vuggy nature of 

their occurrence is emphasized by a distin~t "molar• texture 

(Plate 5.30) in which crystals of pyrite (and some aarcasite) 

crystals ·~ppear to have grown in. cavities in quartz which 
• 

were later.· filled ~it~ chalcopyrite. Pyrite in veinlets 

• subjected to reopening .is typically brecciated (Plate S.3F), 

the fractures filled rarely by quartz and more commonly by 

later, sulphides. 

'~rely pyrite crystals partially overgrow wolfraaite/ 

sc:hee.li te crystals but are not observed to replace tlaem. 

Pyrite itself is typically replaced and resorbed by later 

deposited sulphides such as bismuthinite, qalena and 

chalcopyrite. Much of the pyrite ia partially altered to 

marcasite especially around the rims of pyrite crystals , 
and alonCJ incipient fractures .(Plate 5. 3F). 'l'he marcasite 

rims do hot take up a good polish and thus- have a spongy 
' ~ 

appearance i~. contrast to pyrite. Many pyrite - grains have ... 
a w~ak anisotropy under reflected light which may be due 

to stress, eapecially duriJ1CJ breecia.tion. 

' , . 

. - . 

~-,_ 
. . 
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Pyrite deposition was e~idently lonq-~ived but at any 

point in a vein type it was_ precipitated after wolframite 
" ·· . 

(and scheelite) and prior to the depositio~ of bismuthinite, 

galena and l~ter sulphides. 

5. 8. 6 Marcasite ··(feS2l 
As well as .occurring as alteration rims on pyrite, 

aarcasite. is found as fine grained porous aggregates of 

crystals lining ·vugs ('Plate 5~ 4At _l~ter i~filled by 
-~ 

chalcopyrite. Furthereore, a laiaellar texture ' is ·c~on 
~ . . 

(Plate 5.4B) poesibly resulting from copr~ci~itation of 

carbonate (siderite?) and marcasite . 

5.8.7 Pyrrhotite (PeSl+xl 

i 
- i 

Pyrrhotite occurs rarely as smali isolated b;ebs in 
'0 

chalcopyrite and is apparently an unc~n mineral in the 
I . 

deposit. In one sample it .• was seen to enveloPe pyr.:ite l.n 

a cavity within a wolfrw~e crys~al (Plate 5. 4C). Gray 

(1958) maintains that py~rhotite. was fo~rly a much more 

common phase and that it has ~en extensively altered to 

marcasite or replaced by chalcopyrite. Marcasite alteration 

of pyrrhotite ia cc:.aonly recOrded frO. other t\lnq&~n 
f I 

deposits (Kelly and Turneaure, l970r Kelly and ·Rye, ·1979) 
'.J ' ·· ~ 

but the us)Jal qradations ·from unaltered to altered are "4. 

apparently ~sent at Grey River • . 

5.8.8 chalcopyrite (CUFeS2l 

· In northern parts of. Vein 110· and in Ved.n 16 -ch,Alco- . 
( 

pyrite is an important constituent of the sulphide ~nent . . 
of -the vein .. In fact - ~!\;, ~hb84il areas ~he. amount of Cl\alc6--

·~· .. 
(, .. 

\ . . " .. 
I .-

. . 

: · "\ 

' l 

' it. ' 

' 
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pyrite ·may exceed that of pyrite and it is likely to. be an _ ~ 

eco~omicall\' recover~ble ~ineral in . any future mining : ope~tion. 
Typ1cally, chalcopyr1.te f1lls vugs· 1n quartz but aiso occurs 

as veinlets in fractured wolframite and pyrite (Plat~ 5. 40). 

Exsolution stars of sphalerite are common in chal~o-

pyri~e (Plate 5.4E) but larger grains of sphalerite as 

well as mu8"covite occur as vug fillings with chalcopyrite . 

Chalcopyrite is absent as a major phase in the ~alena 11 

Vein north of Long Pond but there occurs as exsolution blebs 

and. lamellae in sphalerite. 

Sulphides which precipitated early are part i ally 

replaced by injection of chalcopyrite into vugs and fractures; 

this appears to cause local unrnixing of bismuth7' and silver-

tellurides and. sulphosalts plus native bismuth from bismuth-

ini te and ga l ena (detailed below) . ,. 
5.8 . 9 Sphalerite (ZriS) 

t Paragenetically sphalerite deposition overlaps that of 

chalcopyrite to which it is spatially related. Rare ly 

sphalerite par tially overgrows wol framite but more conunonly 
- ~ 

it occurs in vugs with chalcopyrite in whif1h it also occurs 

as exsoluti on lamellae. Sphalerite also appears as myrrnekitic 

intergrowths in pyrite but some sections suggest that this 

texture results from incipient replacement along fractures . 

Covelli te occurs as a supergene replacement mineral of 

sphalerite and galena in Vein 16 . 

5. 8.10 Bismuthinite (Bi 2~3 ) - Galena (PbS) 

Acicular crystals of bismuthinite up to 7 em long are 
() 

_ _,, 

..1 
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Plate 5.4 

M;ineralogical · aspects: .,arcasite, siderite,' pyrrhotite, 
chalcopyrite, sphalerite, bismuthinite. 

4. 4A • Marcasite (me) lining a vug in quartz later filled 

by chalcopyrite (cp). Sample 23, x62. 

5.4B 

5. 4C 

5. 4'0 

5. 4E 

54.F . 

Siderite (black) and maJ;casite (whi'te) in lamellar 

(intergrowth?) texture. Crystal lining vug in 

quartz later filled by chalcopyrite. Sample 21, 

xlOO. 

Pyrrhotite (Po) coating py~ite (Py} crystal in vug 

within wolfr~ite crystal. Sample 649, xSO. 

Brecciated wolframite with fractures filled by 

chalcopyrite. Sample 217A, xSO. 

Exsolution stars of sphalerite in chalcopyrite. 

Sample 610, xlOO. 

Bismuthinite (Bt) replacing pyrite . Sample 314B, 

x62. 

1 

' 

J 
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Plate 5.5 

Mineralogical aspects: Galena, bismuthinite, tellur,ides, 
carbonate, · supergene alteration of wolframite . 

5.5A 

S.SB 

5.5C 

- 5. 50 

S.SE 

5.5F 

I 

'·· 

Galena (Gn)r"replacing pyrite, Vein 17, sample 675, 

xBO. 

Bi.smuthinite and galena intergrowths {unmixinCJ 

products) in sample 644B, adit level, xlOO, X- polars . 

Bismuthinite (Bt~ with Bi-telluride {B-T) and native 

bismuth (Bi) inclusions. Sample 207, x62. 

Myrmekite-lik¢ intergrowths (unmixing products) of 

hessite (Ag
2
Te - grey mineral) and hedleyite (Bi14Te6 -

white mineral). Sample 23, x200. 

Unaltered wolframite crystal (wf) in contact with 

carbonate mineral (cc), probably cal cite, within a 

quartz crystal, Vein 110, sample 217A, x200. 

Wolframite (wf) crystal altered. to scheelite (Sc) 

during hypogene alteration. Scheelite is altered 

to tungstite (T) ·during supe rgene alteration. 

Sample 671, xlOO. 

' 

... 

) 
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common in Q-b vein types .found in so~hern and southwestern •· 

portions of the mineralised area. They are generally attached 

to coarse euhedral crystals of quartz and are orientat~d at 

right angles to the vein walls. Bismuthinite occurs als~ 
as a minor component of the Q-s and Q + w veinlets found in f 

southern sections of the comp<;>site Vein tlO. There it 

replaces pyrite (Plate 5.4F) in which it occurs as inclusions 

·and as partial O'tergrowths. Both are partially replaced by 

chalcopyrite. 

Greisen alterati~ associated with the formation of 

the composite Vein tlJdisrupts Q-b veirilets and thus the 

bismuthinite associated with the latter is paragenetically 

earlier: \ban bismuthinite deposited in composite Vein 110·. 

In Vein 16 bismuthinite is absent but galena appears 

in a similar paragenetic position occurring as inclusions 

within pyrite as well as partially enclosing and replacing 

pyrite grains (Plate S.SA). Electron microprobe analyses 

of these galenas reveal unusually high contents of silver 

and bismuth ranging from 0.18 to l. 5 wt% and 0 - 3.16 wt\ 

respectively. 

Strongly anisotropic bluish-white grains mantling 

pyrite (Plate 5. 5B) occur in samples from the faulted section 

of Vein 110 (adit level). x-ray p~otos reveal that they 
. ~ . 

are myrmekite-like intergrowths of galena and bismuthinite 
J 

(Plate 5.9) suggesting that they result from unmixing of an 

initially . homogeneous Pb-Bi sulphosalt with falling ternp-

f erature (Ramdohr, 1969) • 

/ 

' '~· \ 
1 

) 

' 
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' These data suggest that the mineral that replaces 

pyrite paragenetically in the seq?ence changes in composition 

depe'nding· on location within .the vein sJstem (i.e. from south 

to north). In samples +rom veins exposed in t~e south the 

mineral is bismuthinite: in the north galen~ predominates. 

A zone of what was probably a lead-bismuth' sulphide (solid 

solution) occurs in an intermediate position to the two 
J 

extremes. 

Stibnite previously reported from this deposit (Gray, 

1958) w~s not detected in this study. From the description 

of its occurrence it appears that biamuthinite was mis-

identified as stibnite by Gray. ' 

5.8.11 Sulphosalts, Tellurides, and Native Elements 
' 

Bismuthinite, galena and the myrmekitic intergrowths 

of the. two were affected by a later annealing or reheating 

event probably related to their partial replacement or 

resorption by chalcopyrite. The annealing caused unmixing 

of bismuth sulphosalts (tetradymite, Bi2Te 2S), bismuth 

telluride (pilsenite, Bi
3
Te2), and bismuth from bismuthinit' . . ' 

and bismuth and silver-tellurides (hedleyite, Bi14Te 6 : 

hess~te Ag
2
Te), Pb-Bi-Ag~sulphosalts plus bismuth from 

galena (Plate 5. 5C .and D). Native bismuth and bismuth-
' 

and silver-telluride occur ·as e~solution blebs in the galena-

bismuthinite intergrowthR. 

Identification of these phases by polishe4 section 

methods is very difficult and most phases were resolved by 

electron microscopy. However, observed pblish section 

) 
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' ch~racteristics of the phases are giyen in Appendix C2. 

The mineral chemistry and significance of these unusual 

phases is diseussed in section 5.10. 

5.8.12 Quartz 

Quartz oonft'rises by f~r the largest portion of tbe gangue 

mineralogy. Its deposition continued almost throughout the 

entire vein .paragenesis and in O* +wand 0 + w vei~s, is 

generally coprecipitational with wolframite. In such veins 
~· ' 

the quartz is poorly crystal~ine .and white and the veins 

contain few vugs. The whitene'ss is due to a greater abun.

dance of small fluid inclusions than the more transparent

glassy quartz from Q-b and~Q-s ' veins. 

Quartz from the latter type is generally coarser and 

shows more we~l developed crystal forms, the veins being 

typically vuggy. These contrast~ in physical properties may 

imply slightly different environments of deposition .between 

Q-b, Q-s and Q* + w, Q + w veins. -Vugs and euhedral crystat

forms imply slower, open-spaced deposition for the O-b 

and O-s vein quartz while lack of well defined crystals and 

vugs suggests "an environment of rapid deposition for the 

tungsten-bearing veins (0* + w, 0 + w). This agre~s with 

the evidence for the structural contro~ of mineralisation 

which indicates, that in lodes reopened by normal faulting, 

tungsten mineralisation (Q* + w, Q + w) is concentrated in 

shallow-dipp~ng, more intensely sheared portions of the vein 

while Q-b and Q-s vein types are found in steeply dipping 

sectio~s that allow for more open-spaced deposition. 
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Quartz from OF-m veins is commonly white and poorly . ' 

crystalline while 0 + g veln quartz is white bu~ often occurs I 

as a mesh of, interfingering needle-like crystals in central 

portions of the vein. 

5.8.13 Feldspar 

Coarse pink orthoclase crystals o .ccur in, and are 

restricted to, veins of the QF-m type which are common in 

tne south-western portions of the mineralised area. Ro 

feldspar was observed in the ma3or composite veins althoug~. 

Raicevic and -Bruce (1971) recorded possible feldspar from 

infra red spectral studies of agsay ~amples. 

5.8.14 Beryl -
. 

A rare mineral in this deposit, beryl has only been 

re,corded from the southern end of Vein tl . and in ·a muscovite-

selvedged tensional veinlet exposed in the extreme southern 

end of the adit. It is associated with glassy quartz and 

minor amounts of white mica. · The beryl i~ typically pale 

green in colour and occurs as prismatic crystals up to 

5 ·em long and 1 em wide. 

5.8.15 White Mica 

Mica deposition occurred throughout the paragenesis 

in a variety of forms:-

1) It occurs as muscovite selvedges up to 5 mm thick 

around QF-m and Q-b veins. Withi.n selvedges, books of mica 

are orientated with 001 planes perpendicular to the vein 

edge. 

2) White mica occurs as a result of hydrothermal 
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alteration of the wall rock in greisen halos·around major 

composite (Q-s, 0 + w) veins. Whole rock trace element , 

geochemistry of the greisen indicate~h~gh concentrations 

of Li which suggests that the mica a~ociated with the 

alteration is Li-\ich (lepidolite). 
. . 

Mica also occurs within ~_../ 

the vein as an alterati9n of wall .· rock xenoliths and is also 

found on slickenside surfaces. 

3) Coarse white m~ca· occurs" in vugs in QF-m and o-b 

veins and rarely" as rosettes attached to wol'framite crystals 

in O* + w and Q + w veinlets in composite veins. 

5.8.16 Fluorite (CaF2l 

' After quartz, fluorite is the-most abundant gangue 

- mineral of the veins, and it is also found as diss~minations 

in alteration halos in wall rock. A variety of colours are 

evident and characteristic of .various vein types. 

Q-b veins contain a blue coloured fluorite (I - Figure 

5.8) which occurs mainly ~s a vug filling in a similar 

paragenetic po~ition to bismuthinite. Greisen stage 
__;...--; 

deposition is marked by a--~~..;-purple coloured fluorite 
~--· · 

(II·- Fi"gure 5.8) which is i~timately related to quartz and 

muscovite as products of hydrothermal alteration of wall 

rock. Colourless to bluish fluorite (III- Figure 5.8) 

occurs as vug fillings in 0-s veinlets of composite veins 

and to a lesser extent in 0 + w veins. 

Fluorite appears after quartz in any vein type, 

filling vugs in quartz. It should therefore occur after 

wolframite in 0 + w veins, but its scarcity in those veins . 

" 

., . 
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P.recludes an exact definit~orl'\;Of the time relationships, · 

al~hough in BPe or two cases it appears to fill small vuqs. 

:t-ight to ·dark ·green, crustiform fluorite (IV- Fiqure 

5.8) occurs in F-cb· v~ins which postdate the composite vein 

form~tion and probably the Sulphide Stage Qf the mineral-

isation. 

5.8.17 Carbonates an~ Sulphate& 

carbonate deposition occurred ~hroughout the paragenesis 
. \ 

but. is more mark~d in some stages than ol.hers. Calcite 

(plus anhydrite-gyp~um) and dawsonite .occur as accidentally 

trapped minerals in .fluid inclusions, as well as solid 

inclusions, in 9uartz from QF-m, Q-b and Q-s v'ein types. 
I ' 

Their distribution and occurrence is discussed in Chapter 7, 

but in gen~ral their deposition resulted from immiscible· 
, 

~eparation: of co2 and H2o· from an origin~lly~homoge~eous 

fluid and by later retrct<Jrade boilin_g of the H2o-rich fluid. 

C~rbonate, probably siderite, .occurs as lamellar inter-

growths with aarcasite (Plate 5.4B) which are deposited as 

vug linings later filled by chalcopyrite. Greise~ised 

wall rock contains sparse amounts of carbonate along with 

disseminated wolframite and the ubiquitous quartz,•mlca 

and fluorite. one sample from a Q + w vein shows the 

coexistence of wolframite and calcite (enclosed in quartz) 
,. 

(Plate . S. SE) and suggests that carbonate was precipitateii 

during or immediately after deposition in those veins. 
., 

· A large amciunt of calcite occurs as vug fillings in 

composite veins and is associated with light green fluorite 

'!~" "" " ' ~ .~.-... , . .. ... . 

.. 
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and barite in the F-eb-veins which postdat~ne formation 

of tungsten-bearing conposite veins. 
d 

5.8.'18 Chlorite .. 
.. __ 1 

Small amotints of~dark green massive and radiating-

fi~rous aggregates of chlorite are found a,S . fracture and vug 

. -fillings in several vein types (Q-b, ~s) and are thought to 
. -

• be of an Fe-:-rlch composition (Gray, 1958). 

5.8.19 Supergene Minerals 

Yellow to yellow-green microcrystalline masses and 
• 

earehy.erust~ are formed on wolframite crystals in surface 

exposures -of all tungsten-bearing ve~s. .x-ray diffraction 

analysis of this ~ellow alteration mineral was inconclusive, 

pr~marily as a~result of the large amount of scheelite in the 

samp'ie. . Polished sections indicated that the alteration was 

not after wolframite but ·occurred in cracks and as veinlets· 

in scheelite (Plate s:SF). Rarely the alteration mineral 

occurred as a coarse strongly anisotropic grain (Plate S.6M 

)lhich qualitative e·lectron microprobe analysis showed to be 

tunge:tite (W0
3

.H
2
o) a common weathering product of scheelite. 

A yellow (sulphur-coloured) alteration mineral of 

motybdenit~ was found by x-ray ~£fraction to be ferri-

mol~bdite. 
As well, in surface exposures, bL8m~thinite is 

often coated with a soft white-grey mineral (Plate 5.6B). A 

multi~eleaent electron micropro~ scan showed no elements 

apart from ~ismuth and minor sulphur were pres~nt and the 
~ 

white-grey mineral is inferred to be a bismuth oxide • 

r 

,. 

' ., 
j 

' 

' 
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Plate 5. 6 
• ' .. 0 

MineraiOCJical aspecj:,fa-.. Supergene alt.eration of. scheelite 
al')d bi-uthinite, aJ>oPhyl'lite. ,_cb veins, barmotane. 

' S. 6A 

S.6B 

~ropic tungstite grain (circled) formed during 

supergene alteration Of scheelite (after wolfram±te). 

Saaple 699, xlOO . · ·. ·,, 
Bi..utbinite (white a!neral~altered 
oxide (light grey aineral) during , 
ati-Oh. S.nple 249_, Vein U, ~62 ~ 

s.6C ,.pophyllite CD' ca4 Csi8o20>•&Jf2o> · crystal 
witbin fluorite-calcite-barite (F-eb) 

~ 

S.6D - Vuq in fluorite-calcit8-barite vein; lined with . J . 

apophyllite crystal ~ -bal~ite. Adit level, ·sample 

2\2, adit level; Bax scale . •11::11. 

S.6E 

S.6P' 

603. ~ 

Etched calcite crystal coated with smallpri~matic 
harmOtome crys~als. Fluorit~-caicite-barite vein, 

sample 603. 

Vuq surface coated with etched calcite_crystals 

that provide evidence for,~ period ,of dis~lution 
prior to the precipitation of harmotome crystals. 

Sample 111, adit level . 

' ' 

I 

\ I ~ -!> 

' . 
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Plate 5 ·6 
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5. 9 F-eb VEINS 

Open-spaced fissures part i ally filled by fluorite, 

' calcite, and barite were formed after the deposition of the 

composite veins and probably after the sulphide stage of 

mineralisation. Light to dark green crustiforrn fluorite 

lines surfaces of these fissures (Plate 5. 2B) , the crusti-

form habit being emphasised by colour banding on a millimetre 

scale. Galena and sphalerite occur sporadically within the 

fluorite. 

White Calcite and reddish barite 1 in COCkSCOmb habit I 

partially fill the central portions of the veins while 

chalcopyrite, apophyllite and harmotome occur in vugs. The ·-apophyllite occurs as colourless (rarely yellow) crystals 

of prismatic habit (Plate 5. 6c) showing a wel l developed 

b a sal cleavaqe . Some apophyll i t e ~rystals have been altered 

to a white microcrystalline material which occurs in sheets 

parallel to the basal cleavage and on crystal surfaces 
( 

(Plate 5. 60). An X-ray diffraction pattern suggests that no 

new mineral is formed implying that the apophyllite has been 

leached by reaction with a flu i d (acid?) that penetrated 

a long cleavage planes. 

Harmotome crystals generally occur in vugs that do 

not contain apophyllite and are attached to calcite (Plate 

5. 6E) and r(,lrely fluorite. The calcite overgrown by 

harmotome crystals display etched dissolution pits on 

crystal surfaces (Plate 5. 6F) indicating that a mild acid 

leaching episode occurred prior to the deposit ion of the 

J 

J 
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harmotome. This event probably coincided with the leaching 

that affected the apophylli te. 

5.10 MINERAL CHEMIST~Y 

5yl0.1 Bismuth-, Lead-, Silver-bearing Minerals 

Bismuth-, lead-, silver-bearing minerals are character-

istic of the sulphides associated with the quartz-wolframite-

scheelite mineralisation at Grey River. Such an association 

is conunon in other tungsten deposits especially those of 

the magmatic-hydrothermal affiliation (Chang and Bever, 

1973; Czamanske and Hall, 1975; Malakhov, 1969; Ontoev et al., 

1960; Mintser, 1979). The association of silver with galena 

is also common in ore deposits and may be subdivided further 

into two groups characterised by Ag-Sb (Hall and Czamanske, 

1972) ~nd Ag-Bi associations (Malakhov, 1969), representing 

low and high temperature origins respectively. At Grey 

River the Bi-Pb-Ag mineralisation postdates depos i tion of 

pyrite, however, the present mineralogy of the Bi-Pb-Ag 

minerals is a function of annealing and unmixing at temp-

eratures lowe r than their initial formation temperature. 

Electron microprobe analyses indicate that there is a 

regular change in composition of Bi-Pb-Ag minerals with time 

and space within the vein system. The paragenetically earlier 

bismuthini te from Q-b veins is chemically richer in copper 

and lead than the later deposited bismuthinite of Q-s and 

Q + w veins (Table 5. 3 and Figure 5 . 7A). Bismuthinites are 

generally pure (Ramdohr, 1~69) but at high temperature 

a solid solution exists between aikinite (PbCuBiS3 ) and 
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Figure 5.9 Compositional data for bismuthinite, bismuth 

telluride, silver telluride and Ag-Bi-Pb 

sulphosalts. 

5.9~ 1 pure bismuthinite composition. 

5.9B 1 = tetradymite (Bi 2Te 2S) ;2 = wehrlite(BiTe): 

3 joseite (Bi 4 (T~,s) 3 ) :4 = pilseni~e(Bi 3Te 2 >: 
5 = hedleyite (Bi

14
Te6). Arrow shows change 

5.9C 

5,90 

in composition of bismuth telluride with time. 

1 == hessite (Ag 2Te}. 

1 phase X (Ag2Pb7BilOS23}; 

2 "schirmerite" (AgPb
2
Bi 3S7); 

3 = " 
n 

~ 4 = heyrovskyite (Pb4 . 6Bi 2s 7 . 6 > i 

5 = lillianite (Pb 3Bi 2s 6 ): 

.. 

6 = cosalite (Pb2Bi 2s 5 ) ; 

7 galenobismutite (PbBi 2s 4); 

8 pavonite (AgBi 3S 5); 

9 matildi te (AgBiS 2) ; 
Composition of phases after Czamanske and ~&11 
(1975). Solid circles represent composition of 

galena and associated· Aq-Bi-Pb sulphosalt. 

inclusions. Open circle represents composition 

of galena associated with unmixed Ag-telluride, 

Bi-telluride and native bismuth • 

.\. 

-

..1 
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Pb 

GALENA 

+ 
Ag-B i -Pb SULPHOSAL TS 

SILVER TELLURIDE 

BISMUTH TELLURIDE 
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Plate 5. 7 

X-ray scan photographs of a galena inclusion in pyrite. 
Sample 222, Vein 16. 

5.7A For discussion of phases A,B,C refer to text. /Bar 
I 

scale = 1. rnrn. 

5.78 x-ray scan for Pb (Moe. ' PET crystal). 

5.7C x-ray sc:!.an for Ag (Leo< , PET crystal). 

5.70 X-ray scan fQr Bi (M-, PET crystal) ~ . 

- ... ... · .. ··-----·· 

i 
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Plate 5·7 A 
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Plate 5. 8 

X-ray scan photographs of galena grains, sample 675, Vein t7. 

5.8A 

5.8B 

S . BC 

5.8D 

Polished section photograph of galena grain showing 

whitish patches of unmixed native bismuth. Bar 
• 

scale = 1 nun. • 

x-ray scan for Pb (M.c I PET crystal). 

x-ray scan for Ag (L.t ' PET crystal) reveals unmixed 

AgTe blebs within the galena grain. 

X-ray scan for Bi (Mo( I PET crystal) showing 

exsolution blebs of native bismuth in galena . 

\ 

.,.. .... .. ~ ... 

I 
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Plate 5·8 A 
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Plate 5. 9 

x-ray scan photographs (A-B) of a grain of intergrown bismuth
inite and galena,. sample 6448, Vein tlO. Bar scale = 1 mm. 

5. 9 x-ray scan for} Bi _(Moe., PET crystal) revealing 

distribution of bismuthinite. 

5.9B x-ray scan for Ph (Me< , PET crystal) revealing 

distribution of galena. 

X-ray scan photographs (C-E) of a grain of intergrown Ag
and Bi-telluride. Sample 21. Bar scale = 1 mm. 

5. 9C x-ray scan for Te (L• , PET crystal). 

5.90 

5.9E 

x-ray scan for Bi (M 0(. , PET crystal) · ~hawing the 

distribution of bismuth telluride, ~dleyite 

(Bi
14

Te6 ). 

x-ray scan for Ag (L~ , PET crystal) showing 

distribution of silver telluride, hessite (Ag2Te). 

... 
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bismuthinite (Bi
2
s

3
). The structures oY the end members 

are similar and Pb and Cu readily substitute for Bi in 

bismuthinite (Springer, 1971). The higher concentrations 

of Pb and Cu in bismuthinites from Q-b veins probably 

indicate a higher temperature _of formation than the bismuth-

inite from Vein tlO (c.f. Chang and Bever, 1972). r -
Galena is restricted to northern sections of Vein 110, 

Vein 16 and Galena 11 Vein and is characterised by high 

silver and occasionally high bismuth' contents (Table 5.4). 

Both galena and bismuthinite have been variably affected by 

an annealing e~ent resulting from deposition of chalcopyrite. 

This annealing episode caused unmixing of Bi-, Ag- and Pb-

sulphosalts as well as tellurides and native pismuth from 

these minerals. Because chalcopyrite is more common in 

northern sections of the vein system, gal~naappears to 

h~ve been annealed to a greater extent than bismuthinite. 

Analyses (Table 5.5; Figure 5.98) indicate that increasing 

degrees of annealing promote unmixing of sulphosalts and 

tellurides with increasing Bi/Te ratios (i.e. Bi2Te2s ~ 

Bi
3
Te

2 
~ Bi14Te 6 ..-...Bi). 

Galena iri~lusions in ·pyrite from Vein 16 which appear 

to have been Jsolated fr011 much of the annealing, have 

characteristically higher Ag and Bi contents than those 

in contact with chalcopyrite in the same vein (c.f. Table 5.6 

with Table 5.4). x-ray scan photographs reveal that these 

silver- and bismuth-rich galenas contain Ag-Bi-Pb sulpha-

salta as inclusions whose orientation suggests that they are 

.. . . ....... """"'~· - · ...... 
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' -
unmixed lamellae (Plate 5. 7). Their compositions are shown ., 

in Table 5.6 and plotted in Figure 5.90. They do not 
r ... 

correspond to any known minerals although~eyrovskyite 

(Pb
4

.
6

Bi
2
s7 . 6 ) is close in composition to sulphosalt B 

while the phase X and •schirmerite" of Karup-Moller (1972, 

1973) are chemically comparable to sulphosalt c. 

The silver and bismuth contents of the galena associated 

with the sulphosalts appear to be evenly distributed within 

the grains (Plate 5.8 C,D) and do not appear to occur as 

submicroscopic lamellae of silver and bismuth sulphosalts. 

Mineralogical studies suggest that high bismuth contents 

are correlatable with high temperatures of formation -
(Malakhov, 1969; Craig, 1967). Galenas that are partially 

replaced by chaicopyri,te have low or negligible bismuth 

contents (Table 5.4) a result of unmixing of this component 
I • 

by annealing. In fact native bismuth (and hessite) occur . 

as exsolution blebs in these grains (Plate 5.8). Associated 

chalcopyrite (Table 5.7) have unusually high values of lead, 

bismuth and silver' (and occasionally gold). This might 

suggest that the chalcopyrite is incorporating these elements 
' . / '· 

7 

•. 

in its structure during replacement ~f galena and bismuthinite. 
' ' 

Galena from Galena 11 Vein does not contain ~hy b~amuth 
( . , 

or silver in solid solution (Table 5 • . 4) but unpublished 

assays of the v? and altered wall rock indicate high 

(3. 0 ~ 4. 0 o.,.on) eilver ~tento (Table S. 8). The Silver 

assays appear to correlate with lead assays in all but one 

case, suggesting that the galena ,hosts the silver mineral-

.; .. 
• . . 
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isation. only one analysi~ (anal. 12, Table 5~4} showed 

any indication bf silver (and gold) but Gray (195~) 

reported that minute laths of a grey anisotropic mineral 

were present in the galena. Etch:i:ng with ~ilute HN03 

revealed only that the coarse galena crystals were aggregates 

of small polygonal grains (i.e. annealed) but no silver

bearing inclusions were observed. Available data and the 

photographic evidence presented 'by Gray (1958) suggests, ,. 
howeve~that the silver component of the Galena 11 Ve~n is 

attributAble to small laths of a Ag-rich s .ulphosalt exsolved 

from galena and probably preserved along grain boundaries . • 
It is interesting to note that a concentration of 0.22 wt\ 

Ag in galena will give an assay of 0 . 6 oz/ton for each 1\ . 

Ph in t~e ore~ Using these figures the first three assays 

fro~ ~he Galena 11 Vein could be attributed to concentrations 

as low as 0.0~ ~ 0.08 wt\ Ag in galena. 
~ 

The original high.tem~erature mineralogy of the Bi~Pb-Ag 
.. 

mineralisation may be inf,erred from their present composition 

which is a result of immixing during annealing. Given that 

the deposition of o-b vein• p~eceded fo~ation of o-s 

and 0 + w vein types (Vein 1.10, ·~), and the 0 + g vein 
.· 

. (Galena 11 Vein), then there' is a reqular .change in the 

. ccapoaition of J.ndiv~d~al Bi-P.b-Ag ainerals wi_th tilDe and 

apace in ~he vein aystea~ This · aay ~ related to· a . prog·res

aive change in the cheaiatry of ' the hydrothermal fluid 
,., ~: 

depositinCJ theae ainerala. 

An early Bi•rich fluid deposit8d ~bi.-uthinite (1, Pi.gure 

... -. 
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·. 
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Table 5.3 
.,., 

. 
Composition of Bismuthinite (Weight Percentages and Atomic Proportions) 

Analysis 1 ' 2 3 4 5 ' 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

/ Sample 314 ~14 314 82 ' 82 82 82B 707 n~;J 353 214 644a\ 
I 

Fe .02 ;03 .07 .04 .06 .22 .08 

Cu .92 2.22 • 89 1.11 t. 65 ' l. 05 .52 .59 . 45 .58 0 29 

s 18.38 18.36 18.15 17:08 18.16 18.01 16.4 18', 75 17.57 18.50 18.23 17.35 

Pb 3. 91 9.02 3.16 3.93 2.30 3.04 3.07 l. 52 2.08 1. 89 1. 38 . 51 

Bi 75.27 69.41 76.77 76.28 76.67 77.92 79.31 78.1 78.5~ 77.86 80.30 80.81 

Ag .18 .03 . 05 
Sb . . 13 .16 . 17 . • 07 ,09 .07 .06 .08 .11 .05 

Zn .09 .02 .07 .05 .04 .08 .OS ("~ .06 .06 

Se .11 .11 .07 .12 .13 .06 .06 . 08 . 14 .13 .04 1-' 
CD 

Te n.d. n.d. . 03 n.d . n.d. A 

Au - .09 .07 

Total 98.83 99.26 99.31 98t 90 98.90 100.16 99.61 99.52 99.02 99.03 10G.48 9 8 0 87 

Fe .. . 004 .007 .004 .004 .02 .OOB • 

Cu .074 .176 .074 .098 .054 .086 .0'43 .048 .039 • 0 47 .024 

s 2.950 2.902 2.930 2.995 2.991 2.9~0 2.789 2. 99 4 2.990 2.970 2.997 2.99 7 

Pb .098 .223 .078 .083 .059 .074 • OB2 .038 .055 .OS .035 .014 

Bi l. 860 l. 684 1. 902 2.065 1. 937 1..926 2.066 1.914 2.051 1. 920 2.025 2.141 

Ag . 002 

Sb .008 .008 .008 .008 .004 .004 .004 .003 .005 .002 

Zn .008 .002 .004 .004 .006 .004 .005 .005 

Se .008 .008 .004 .005 ~004 .004 . 004, . 005 .010 .004 .026 

Te n.d. . 004 

Au .002 0 0 0 . 005 

Total 5.000 5.000 5.004 5.263 5.062 4.996 4.996 5.03b 5.162 5.000 5.114 4. 838 



Table 5.4 

composition of Galena (Weight Percentages and Atomic Proportions) 

Analysis 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Sample 392 644B 6·75 675 675 V6C V6C V6C 528 529 529 528 

Fe · .04 . 14 .02 .02 .05 .14 .12 .06 . 34 .03 

cu 0.01 .04 .05 .03 

s 13 . 13 13.02 12.55 13.62 13.57 13.45 12.96 13.16 13.50 13.42 13.04 13.33 

Pb 85134 85.87 86.10 85.68 83.25 85.07 85.01 82.34 85.38 85.10 87.04 84.00 

Bi .79 3 .16 

Ag .18 .02 .61 . 34 l. 09 .38 . 41 • 9 .06 

Sb . 02 .01 .01 .05 . 05 .07 .05 .01 

Zn :~ 
.08 .05 .04 .04 .12 .02 ..... 

Se .32 .03 I' .02 .04 .05 . 02 (X) 

Te 
.. n.d. n . d. n.d. .07 . 04 .02 n.d . IJ1 

Au .10 .17 .39 
Go 

Total 99.10 99.46 99.32 99.80 98.91 99.04 98.59 100.00 99.04 99.13 100.75 97.84 

Fe .008 .008 .004 .004 .016 

·cu 
s .988 .980 1. 000 1. 012 1. 008 1. 004 .984 .980 1. 008 .996 .980 l. 008 

Pb .992 1. 000 .984 .977 .957 .984 1. 000 . 949 .988 .980 1. 020 .9 84 

Bi .008 .035 

Ag .004 .012 .008 . 023 ' .008 .008 .02 

Sb 
Zn .004 .004 .004 

Se ,012 .012 :.. 

Te 
Au 

.004 .004 

Total 1.996 2.004 2.000 1. 996 2.000 1. 996 2.000 1. 990 2.000 1. 996 2.000 1. 996 

-



Table 5.5 

'=' 
'Composition of Tellurides, Sulphosalts and Native Bismu~h (Weight Percentages) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
314 314 151B 644B 21 V6C 151B 21 23 214 392 

Fe .02 .04 .24 .03 .07 .01 .09 
Cu .t)S • o·s .11 
s 4.80 4.78 .02 2.73 .03 .09 .13 .10 . 43 
Pb .08 .15 .39 • 11 .17 . 06 .31 l. 8 6 
Bi 59.22 59 .• 16 68.24 76.15 74.90 80.04 .13 .16 99.72 9 6 .71 

t-J (::-..:. 
(X) 

0\ 

. 06 

Ag .57 . 45 .'03 .09 61.63 63.34 62.99 
Sb .23 .27 .22 . 14 .18 .13 .17 .25 .27 
Zn • 05 .01 :~ .07 . -02 . 06 .04 
Se . • 17 . • 18 .02 .2 .02 . 04 
Te 33·, ~1 34.19 30.13 21.41 21.28 17 . 98 37.06 36.44 3.7. 01 
Au .13 • 14 

Total 00.26 99.21 99.07 98.16 99.79 98.55 101.23 100.23 100.89 100.03 99 . 16 

1-2 Tetradymite, Muscovite selvedged vein (Q-b) . 
3 Pilsenite, Adit level Vein uo, southern section. 
4-5 Hedleyite, Adit level Vein UO, faulted section. 
6 Hed1eyite, Vein t6. 
7-9 Hessite, Adit level Vein 110, southern section . 
10-11 Native bismuth, Vein t10, Adit level. 

\ 
( 
~ 

.. ---
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Table .5.6 

" 
Composition of Galena Q 

and Two Exsolved Ag-Bi-Pb Sulphosalts 

(Weight fercentages and Atomic Proportions) 

A A B B c c 

4 
Fe .20 .18 .55 l. 25 1. 08 2.03 

Cu 
• 02 

s 13.21 13.34 14.96 14.07 15.99 17.06 

Pb 82.47 83.12 64.09 66.55 27.68 25.63 

Bi 1. 63 1. 59 16.38 12.89 43.92 40.88 

Ag 1. 36 1. 48 4.22 3.41 12.00 11.61 

J Sb .05 .05 .07 .07 

Zn .04 .09 .07 .10 

Se .07 .05 .02 .06 

Te n . d. n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Au .19 .26 

Total 99.18 99.85 100.58 98.28 100.87 97.37 

/ 
I 

Fe .008 . 008 .023 .051 • 039 .074 
J 

cu 
s .984 .988 1.031 1. oo·o 1. 023 1.066 

Pb • 953 .953 . .684 .734 • 273 .246 

Bi .02 .020 .172 .141 . 430 .391 

Ag .031 • 031 .086 .070 .227 .215 

Sb 
zn .004 . 004 .004 

·se .004 
Te 
AU .004 -904 

Total 2.004 2.000 2.004 1.996 1.996 1. 996 

Analyses from sample 222, Vein 16. • 

L 
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Table 5.7 

Composition of Chalcopyrite Associated With 
Silver and Bismuth Tellurides 

Analysis 1 - 2 3 4 5 
Sample 222 222 2~ 98A 23 

Fe 30.93 28.89 30.43 30.77 30.66 
Cu 31.87 27.42 39.94 32.69 33.50 
5 34.21 31.43 34.36 34.63 34.11 
Pb .23 8.29 • 05 .08 .09 
Bi .11 1. 93 .29 .32 .20 
Ag .07 .46 . 27 .04 .10 
Sb .05 .02 .03 
Zn .07 .13 
Se .03 .01 
Te n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. .06 
Au .13 .05 .11 

Total 97.61 98.51 9 a. so 98.55 98.84 

Fe 1. 043 1. 043 1.020 1. 024 1. 023 
Cu .945 .871 . 969 . 960 .984 
s 2.008 L977 2.000 , 2.008 1. 984 
Pb .004 .082 
Bi .020 .004 
Ag .008 • 004 
Sb 
Zn .; 004 
Se 
Te 
AU 

Total 4.000 4.00() 4. 000 3.992 3.992 

/' 

I 
I 

J 



Table s.a --- ----------
Assays of Galena 11 Vein from Bahyrycz (1957) 

'. 
~ 
~ .. ..... 

J 
(X) 

<.D 

Gold oz/ton Silver oz/ton ·Pb\ Cu\ Zn\ Fe\ 

s tl WR 2.90 l. 30 12.3 • 2 3.9 7.4 

s t2 Vein .04 4.2 ~5 • 3 3.7 10.8 

s 13 Vein .04 2.6 13.9 Tr 1.4 6.5 

s 14 Vein .04 3.0 4.0 .1 2.4 6.9 

• 

-'--· 
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Figure 5.~ Summary of the distribution of sulphosalts, 
tellurides and native bismuth, and their 
unmixing sequence from Bi,Ag,Pp-rich precursors. 
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5.10) rich in Cu and Pb and was followed by the deposition 

of bismuthinite with progressively lower concentrations 

of Cu and Pb. A later (and lower temperature) Bi- and 

Pb-rich fluid {2, Figure 5.10) deposited a complex Bi-Pb 

sulphosalt {perhaps cosalite, ~2si2s5 ) which broke down at 

temperatures below that of its formation to a myrmekitic 

intergrowth of galena and bismuthinite. Finally a Pb-~ich 

fluid {3, Figure 5.10), containing Bi and Ag, deposited 

galena rich in these elements. Howeve~, with failing temp

erature this fluid deposited galena with progressively lower 

concentrations of Bi and Ag (4, Figure 5.10). All these 

minerals were subjected to annealing which modified their 

composition by unmixing phases rich in Bi, Ag and Te. 

The stability of the Pb-Bi sulphosalts has been studied 

by Van Hook "(1960) and Craig (1967). There are three main 

Pb-Bi su1phosalts in the .. PbS-Bi 2s3 system (~i.gure S.lU.T: 

phase II with composition Pb4 . 6ai 2s 7 _6 : phase III- Pb2 • 7Bi2 

s
5

• 
7

; phase IV,- Pb
0

•
95

si 2s 3 _.95 , which have been shown to 

correspond to the natural minerals heyrovskyite (~ominsky 

et al., 1971}, lillianite (Salanci and Moh, 1969), and 

galeno-bismutite (Craig, 1967) respectively. A fou:r;th phase 

(labelled V, Figure S.llC) is a high temperature Pb-Bi 

sulphos~lt with a narrow range of stability and is not 

recorded in nature. 

The P~S-Bi 2s2 phase equilibria predict that galena 

would be followed paragenetically by phase II, phase III ... 
etc., and finally by bismuthinite (Craig, 1967; Chang and 

'"' \ 

' I 
J 

-
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Bever, 1973). Chang and Bever (1973) present evidenoe from 

a few ore deposits (Klominsky et al., 1971) to illustrate 

this sequence (Figure 5.11C) which is opposite to that shown 

at Grey River (Figure 5.11B). The theoretical paragenesis 

also contravenes the general paragenetic schemes proposed 

by Lindgren (1933). 

There are·several possible reasons for the deviation 

from the idealised sequence produced from the pure binary 

PbS-Bi
2
s

3 
system. These include 1) the complex overlapping 

of ·deposit"ion of mineral species pr.;i.marily as a consequence 

· of essentially simultaneous crystallisation; 2) fluctuations 

in temperature and/or chemical composition-s of the fluid; 

3) misinterpretation of ore textures. The second reason 

is favoured for the Grey River situation from fluid inclusion 

evidence (presented below) that shows a decrease in temp

erature between Q-b,,Q-s, and Q + w vein types. 

On the basis of thermodynamic and experimental data 

Mintser (1979) has suggested that the presence of bismuth

inite in a ·mineral assemblage indicates a weak acid to 

neutral nature of the hydrothermal fluid. This is well 

illustrated by the predominance of this mineral in high \:11 · 

temperature ores, especially greisens, where bismuth enrich-

ment is characteristic (Popova et al., 1966). An increase 

• 

in alkalinity leads to a progressive change in the composition 

of bismuth minerals deposited from a hydrothermal fluid. 

This is expressed by a change in the nature of ore mineral

isation with time, the general sequence being bismuthinite-+ 

<&•\ 

J 

.. 
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bismuth--+ Bi-Pb complex sulphide ---.. Cu-Pb-Bi complex 

sulphide __.Pb-Cu-Ag-Bi complex sulphide with increased 

alkalinity (Mintser, 1979). 

Such a sequence is observed in the quartz-wolframite 

Ka~a-Oba deposit (Popova et al., 1966; Mintser, 1979) where 

successively ~eposited bismuth-lead sulphides and sulphosalts 

have progressively higher PbS/Bi2s 3 ratios both within each ' 

separate stage of the mineralisation and throughout the 

.entire hydrothermal process. The paragenetic sequence 

bismuthinite-+ Bi-Pb complex sulphide ~ Pb (Ag-Bi) 

sulphide observed at Grey River might also suggest that the 

hydrothermal fluid became more alkaline with time. 

5.10.2 Tungstates 

Variations in colour of wolframite crystals from black, 

in Veins tl, t4, 15 and greisen, to brown in Vei~s 110 and 

t6 suggest that there may be a change in composition from 

ferberite to huebnerite within the vein system at Grey 

River. Twenty-seven wolframites were analysed for Mn/Fe 

ratio py an x-ray diffraction method described by Sasaki 

(1959) and Foster (1973) ·which is outlined in Appendix A. 2.6. 

Results indicate a range in composition from 40-781 MnW04 

between Vein 11 and Vein 16 i.e. from south to north in the 

vein system (Appendix 8.4). More extensive data were 

obtained by electron microporbe analysis (Appendix B.2) and 

confirm the compositional variation shown by -.ray 

diffraction methods. 

~J Wolframite from Veins tl, t4 and tS and from the greisen 

. -..... 

J 
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envelopes of Vein tlO (Figure 5.12) contain more Fe than 

Mn with the MR/Fe ratio (huebnerite/ferberite ratio) falling 

in t~e range 0.6 - 1.23 but clustered dominantly around 0.8. 

Sample 79-25 (Figure 5.~2A) is from a wolframite-bearing 

vein on strike with Vein tl but outcropping just south ot 

Long Pond (see inset Figure 5.12). The wolframite from this 

vein has a substantiaLly higher Mn/Fe ratio than wolframite 

from Vein tl . and might suggest that the Mn concentration of 

wolframite is increasing from south to north. This is 

substantiated by analyses from Vein 110 wolframite whose 

Mn/Fe ratios vary from 1. 0 - 2. 3 (Figure 5. 12 ) • 

The Mn/Fe ratio increases from the southern exposures 
. 

of Vein tlO (sample 707, Mn/Fe = 1) to the most northerly 

section of the vein (faulted section, adit level) where 

sample 651 has a Mn/Fe ratio of 2.19. There is no substan

tia-l difference in Mn/Fe ratio of wolf rami tes between adW 

level (appro~imately sea level) and surface (250 m) exposures 

of Vein 110. Vein 16 wolframite& have a much wider range 

of Mn/Fe ratio from 2.0 to 9.0, the highest value being 

close to the pure huebnerite composition (Figure 5.12 ). 

Compositional variations in wolframite have been recorded 

on a regional scale (Groves and Baker, 1972), 'within single 

ore deposits (Ganeev and Sechina, 1960), and even within 

single crystals (Churikov, 1959). Many -workers have 

' suggested that such compositional variations indicate changes 

in the temperature of formation. However, the data are 

contradictory and the .Mn/Pe ratio may not be used reliably 

\ 
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. 
as a geothermometer (Taylor and Hosking, 1970_; Clark, 

1970; Groves and Balter, 1972). Hsu (1976) showed that ·Jleithet' 

fo2 nor }s
2 

exert .~Y noticable influence on ~~1-framite 
composition and suggested that experimental work on silica-

tungstic acid (Gundlach,.l967) indicated that pH is the most 

important factor. 

Recently Horner (1979) provided experimental data 

(Figure 5.13A, B) on the solubility and hydrolyai: of 

wolframite which showed that pH and temperature are the main 

controls of wolframite -composition. Under isothermal con

ditions a change in wolframite composition i'promoted by 

a change in pH. Horner showed that Fe-rich wolf~amite is 

deposited from acid solutions while Mn-rich wolframite forms 

under neutral to alkaline conditions. In a fluid of constant 

cation concentration wolframite compositions become more 

ferruginous with falling temperature. 

At Grey River, wolframite crystallised at much the same 

temperature (approx~ate1y 280°C) throughout the vein system 

(see fluid inclusion evidence), which suqgests that pH 

was the dominant control with regard to their composition • 
.. 

This implies that the pH of ' the hydrothermal .fluid changed 

from acid to aikaline between Veins 11~ 14, IS and Vein 110, 

and Vein 16, ,nd thus with tt.e. 

In hydrothermal vein syste.s, pH is commonly buffered 

by well rock reactions (Helgeson, · '1979) and thermodynamic 

calculations (Borner, 1979) show that pH condit~ons suited 

for auacovite deposition in hydrothe~l solutions are 

' 
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identical with conditions promoting deposition of Fe-rich 

wolframite. Wolframite from the greisen (muscovite-rich) 

envelope of Vein 110 is ferruginous, and this supports Horner's 

thermodynamic calculations. It is interesting that wolfram-

ite from central vei.n portions of Vein 110 are richer in Mn 

than wolframite from the greisen surrounding the vein. This 

might suggest that the pH of hydrothermal fluids injected 

earliest into the vein fracture was buffered by wall rock 

reactions but with repeated reopening of the vein fracture 

subsequent injections were isolated from the wall rock by 

pre-existing (unreactive) vein material. 

Fluid inclusion evidence (Chapter 7) shows firstly 

.· 
that sudden decreases in the content of co2 in the hydro-

tpermal fluid (and temperature) promoted deposition of 

wolframite, and secondly that co2 concentrations in the fluid 

were gradually decreased with time. Loss of dissolved co2 

-from a hydro~errnal fluid would have a marked effect on the 

pH of the fluid and would result in changes from acid to 

alkaline conditions. Thus in the Grey•i vet:_!lydrot~erma 1 

system pH may have been dominantly controlled by progressive 

co
2 

loss rather than wall rock alteration, especially in 

veins characterised by multiple injection of hydrothermal 

fluid. 

5.11 PHYSICo-CHEMICAL PARAMETERS OF ORE DEPOSITIO~ 

Temperature: 

Ore minerals are generally poor geothermometers (Kelly 

and Turneaure, 1970) because of their relative ease of 

J 
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equilibration at lower temperatures. Even relative 

indications of temperature from compositional data are 

misleading or contradictory (e.g. Mn/Fe ratio of wolframite, 

llsu, 1976), however sulphide invariant points occasionally 

yield useful temperature information (Barton and Skinner, 

1979). 

The Bi-Pb-Ag mineralogy of the Grey River Prospect is 

a function of subsolidus reactions which are not experimentally 

determined for low temperatures. Higher temperature liquidus 

and subsolidus relationships are better understood and can 

often provide upper limits on the temperature of formation. 

Liquidus relationships for native bismuth and tetradymite 

suggest a maximum temperature range of 266° - 581 °c 

(Abrikosov and Bank ina, 1957: Glatz, 1967) . comparison of 

fluid inclusion data and paragenesis suggests, however, that 

the sulphide and telluride minerals were formed at tempera

tures below 300°C. 

Pressure: 

' ~ The Grey River prospect does not provide sui table sulphide 

mineralogy for evaluation of p~~~~-~E~ co~ditions. · ·sphalerite 

geobarometry is negated by obvious disequilibrium relations 

between pyrrhotite-py~ite-sphalerite and the compositional 

effect of chalcopyrite associated with sph&lerite (Scott, 

1976). 

pH: 

The pH conditions of the hydrothermal fluid may be 

inferred from compositional and stability data for tunqstates 

/ 

/. 
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and sulphides (Figure 5.14). Chemical variation in 

wolframite imply that the pH of the hydrothermal fluid 

~creased with time and is supporteC!' by bismuthinite-

galena relationships. 

Fluctuations in pH occurred in each vein type after 

deposition of early vein minerals such as quartz, wolframite-

and the early sulphides. This is suggested by the common 

occurrence of pyrite altered to marcasite. Pyrite is 

formed under a variety of conditions while marcasite forma-

tion is subjected to stricter limitations (Blain and Andre~s, 

1977). Hydrothermal laboratory experiments have shown that 

the f0rmation of pyrite is favoured at elevated tempera

tures in neutral and slightly alkaline solutions while 

marcasite forms in colder more acidic solutions (Berner, 

1964). 

Carbonate minerals have retrograde solubility and in 

general prec!pitate under low Pco (high pH) conditio~s 
I 2 

(Holland, 1979). The occurrence then of siderite as lam-

ellar intergrowths with marcasite is equivocal and suggests 

that either marcasite (primary) an~ siderite· precipi tat;:ed 

under si~ilar conditions (high pH) or that the marc_as~ 
formed by alteration of pyrrhotite under low pH condi~~s, 
w~th the carbonates a later feature. The latter mechanism 

might be favoured, for ·during alteration of pyrrhotite 

shrinkage cra~ks ar.e develo'ped' (B~ain and Andrews, 1977) 
• 

which might be filled with siderite with increasing alkal-

inity of the solution. 

J 
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Oxygen and sulphur fugacities: 

The stability fields of ferberite and huebnerite do not 

differ appreciably in the presence of both oxygen and sulphur 

(Hsu, 1976) and wolframite of any composition will be stable 

under f~2 - !s
2 

conditions common in hydrothermal environ-
I 

ments (Figure 5.13C). The ~act that hematite is deposited 

with wolframite at Grey River indicates that the f o2 - f s 2 

conditions that prevailed during deposition of the latter 

fall in the shaded region of Figure 5. 13C. Those values 

are not ab\lute however, ·as the equilibrium curves were 

produced from experimental preEsure-temperature conditions 

not directly applicable to the Grey River situation. With 

decreasing temperature, the position of the equilibrium curv~s 

will shift but their relationship to solid buffer assemblages 

will not be greatly affected (Hsu, 1976) . The effe~t of 

pressure is negligible due to the low ~V's of the reactions 

involved, but with decreasing temperature wolframite and 

hematite will probably be stable to lower oxygen fugacities. 

A characteristic feature at Grey River is the universal 

partial alteration of wolframite to scheelite. The .j o2 - { s2 

stability field of scheelite is much wider than that of 

wolframite (Figure 5.130) and is stable to lower J o2 and 

higher .:fs
2 

than the latter (Hsu, 1977). This is consistent 

with the common association of molybdenite with scheelite 

in skarn deposits. The deposition of sulphides after 

tungstates at Grey River suggests that during the evolution 

of the hydrothermal fluid f 0 2 decreased while j s 2 increased 

'f 
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possibly along some path such as A-C '(F'igure 5.13C, D) • 

. ~vailable textural evidence suggests that scheelite 
I 

replacement· ·occurred prior to the deposition of sulphides and 

thus must have formed under changing fo2 - fs2 conditions 

outside the stability field of wolframite and. hematite . 
~ 

, h~ut before co.itions suitable· for pyrite precipitation~ 

tllat is position B on path A-C (Figure S.l3C,D). After . 
deposition of wolframite the ca2+/Fe2+ + Mn2+ ratio of the 

hydrothermal fluid would probably be high, which could 

promote the scheelitisation process. 

5.12 SUMMARY 

The tungsten mineralisation is contained within a 

hydrothermal vein system which postdates both. the metamorphic 

rocks and the two phases of granitoid intrusion. A genetic 

link between the mineralisation and the Grey River granitoids 

is suggested by the characteristic autom.etasomatic alteration, 

quartz-rich segregations, and geoche~ical specialisation of 

the latter. 

The hydrothermal veins range from tensional fractures 
.. 

and veinlets to quartz lodes showing much displacement of 

wall rock. This latter type is characteristic of the major 

veins of the area which displ~y a multiple injection history 

as evidenced by their sheeted nature. Wall rock displace-

men~•, tension ·gashes in wall rock xenoliths, and slickensides 

on sheeted surfaces indicate that the lodes were formed by 

repeated opening and injection of mineralisation into 

open spaces created by differential moveme~ts of Wall rock 
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during normal faulting. A stress analysis of the vein 

fracture system is s~milar to stress patterns induced by 

intrusion 'of a cupola and reinforces the suggestion of a 

hidden granitic body beneath the mineralis-ation. 

Assay and structural data from the major lodes indicate .... 
that the tungsten mineralisation is structurally controlled 

by internal vein movements. due to normal faulting, and is 

concentrated in portions of the veins that are thin and 

shallow dipping. Furthermore, the wall rock alteration · is 

JDOSt intense- in high grade areas of the lode and results . 

from the greater shearing in shallow-dipping sections during 

vein movements. 

The mineralisation may be divided into four main stages; 

the Early Stage characterised by depcisition of quartz, . 

1
felcspar, and molybdenite-bearing veins; the Composite ' Stage 

which is characterised by m~ltiple injection of several 

vein types, two or more of which occur together as coapon-, 
ents of the major lodes; the Sulphide Stage which' represents 

lower temperature _deposition after the composite mineral-
. . 

isatlon; and the Late Stage represented by deposition of 

J -fluorite-calcite-barite veins in tensional fractures which 

have cross-cutting relationships with the preceding mineral-

isation. 

Minerals with peqmatitic affinities (feldspar, beryl) 

occur in early formed veins that are concentrated in south

ern and south-western parts of the aineralised area. Higher 
I 

teaperatuie minerals such as molybdenite and bismuthinite 

... 

J 
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are also concentrated in southern exposures and give way 
.I 

to the north to lower temperature assemblages. Bismuth-

bearing ~inerals are common almost throughout the vein 

types, bismuthfnite being the Bi-bearing phase in early 

formed veins while later veins are characterised by Ag-

·and Bi-bearing galena, Ag- an~ Bi-tellurides and native 

bismuth. Wolframite com~osition varies spatially and 

temporally within the vein system being more Fe-rich in 

early formed veins while later and more northerly geperations 

are characterised by Mn-rich wolframite. ~ 
During the composite vein stage in tungsten~aring 

veins, quartz "is generally precipitated at the same time 

as wolframite while sulphides are deposited after in vugs 

within the quartz. This is also true of non tungsten-bearing 

veins where sulphides are deposited later . than quartz. 

These and other features of the paragenesis indicate 
.I 

.that early-formed higher temperature vein types occur in 
~ 

southern or southwestern parts of the mineralised area while 

the locus of successively younger and lower temperature 

veins moved towards the north (from metamorphic rocks to the 

.egacrystic granite). 

Physico-chaical paramete·rs of o.re deposition can 

be inferred from sulphide and tungstate phase equilibria. 
' . 

Chemical variation in .. the wolframite and bismut:hinite-galena 
• 

relations t.ply that.the pH of the hydrotheraal fluid 

increased with ti~ although pH fluctuated after deposition 

of quartz (and volfraaite) in each vein type during 

,. 
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deposition of later sulphide phases. -' Hematite..:wolframite 

relationships restrict oxygen ~nd sulphur fugacities to 

high f o
2 

- low { s
2 

condition· during deposition of 

wolframite, while a falling { o21 f s 2 ratio and an increasinCJ 

ca+2 concentration possibly prompted replacement of 

wolframite by scheelite prior to the deposition of sulphide ' 

phases under low f o2 - high J s2 conditions. 

f 
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CHAPTER 6 

ALTERA1ION GEOCHEMISTRY 

6.1 INTROD~CTION 

Studies of ·hyqfothermal alteration in mineral deposits 
I ,. 

are useful as · bot~ ~guide to ore and as an indication of 
I 

the character oi the ore fluid. In North America conventional 
' 

alteration teqhs such as propylitic, sericitic, etc. gre~ 

'. out of studi s of porphyry copper depos1ts (Meyer and Hemley, 

1967; Rose 1970; Creasey, 1959) and essentially describe 

pervasi alteration although they may have a more local 

In the Grey River tungsten deposit wall rock 

is localised around the vein system and is· 

a greisenisation phenomenon. 

Greisen is defined as a high temperature post-magmatic 

teration of rocks by a residual magmatic fluid evolved 

from cooling alkali~rich granite intrusives ·(shcherba, 1970 

a,b). It is characterised by enrichment in Li, B, Be, F, 

"rare- earths and rare-~etals such as tungsten and tin ·(Hall, 

1971; Boyle 1970). Greisen is a general term and includes 

many alteration types depending on origi~al ·rock composition 

and intensity of alteraticm, although, phyllic (sericitic) .• 
alte~ation is dominant. ' 

6.2 ALTERATION TYPES 

At Grey. River the hydrothe~l alteration occurs in 

three principal atac]es (with subdivisions): 1) autometa-

ac:aatism of the leucogranite;· 2) greisenisation re~ated to 

~ 
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hydrothermal vein formation: 3) clay alteration associated 

with fluorite-calcite-barite veins. 

6.2.1 Autometasomatism 

Alkalic Alteration: Alkali metasomatism affects the 

leucogranite dykes of the Grey River area. The geochemical 
• 

features of the autometasomatism have been described above · 

(Chapter 4) and essentially they involve the redistrioution 

of alkalis and alkaline earths. This is evident as a 
I. 

development of secondary feldspar, i.e. microcline after 

orthoclase, and albite after calcic plagioclase. Also 

sericite and epi.dote are produced by alteration of plagio-
i 

clase, and chlorite replaces biotite~ 

6.2.2 Greisenisation 

Potassic Alteration: An essentially monomineralic zone, 

dominantly composed of muscov~ te, ' occurs as thin ( < '1 em) 

selvedges to quartz-bismuthinite (Q-b) and quartz-feldspar-

molybdenite veins (QF-m) which are commonly .tensional and 

show no displacement of wall rock. , Strictly soeaking these 
) . -

selvedges may not have formed by alteration of wall rock, 

rather textural evidence suggests that they are the first 

· products of deposition from the hydrothermal 'fluid. They 

are .included here as an alteration type because of their 

position and their minera~ogy which is characteristic of 

the more widely dispersed alteration zones. As well as 
. , 

muscovite, these selvedges'contain minor pyrite and scheelite 

(the latter considered to be secondary after wolframite) • 
• 

· ··- - ·-"'-.. 

j 
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Phyllic ~Iteration: Phyllic alteration is the most 

conspicuous alteration type of the greisen and is character-. 

ised by a sericite-quartz~pyrite-fluorite-scheelite• 

wolframite assemblage (sericite much more dominant than other 

phases). The alteratioh occurs as an envelope to the . • ·. .. 

composite veins (flO and t~ especially) and i~ most ~; 
.. 

developed in portions of the lodes that are shallow dipping . . 
and that contain high tungsten grades. The thickness of . 
this alteration varies from a few centimeters up to 1.5 

meters. Phyllic alte-r.ation is best devel~ped in amphibolite 

wall .rock but it occurs in deformed megacrystic granite, 

although in the Latter quartz is dominant and the alteration 

might ,more correctly be tertfted silicic. 

· Biotitic Alteration: This alteration type sporadically 

developed iri the amphibolitic wall rock of vein 110, is 

gradational with the phyllic alteration. It forms an outer 

halo to the phyllic alteration, which is closest to the vein, 

and is characterised by the development of hydrothermal 

biotite (pleochroic brown to light brown) after hornblende • ... 
· \ .. Minor acceesories include sericite, fluorite and pyrite 

with vei'nlets of epidote and chlorite. This hydrothermal 

biotite is itself replaced-by sericite in zones of more 

intense phyllic alteration. Scheelite or wolframite have 

not been observed. The biotitic alteration may attain a 

thickness of up to 0.5 • although it is generally much thinner. 

Calcic Alteration: A soft, qreenish.:.white altered 

vall rock coaposed of carbonate and sericite is sporadically 
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developed as an outer alteration halo to the phyllic 

alteration from which it qrades. Away fro. the vein it is 

gradationa1 with biotitic or unaltered wall rock. Minor 

amounts of fluorite and, pyrite ar& also present in this 

alteration type which can be up to 0.5 • wide. . .1'1 l; 

Silicic Alteration: Silicic alteration. 'is found as a 

halo to the composite Vein t6 and it tffects deformed 

megacrystic, granite wall rock. The altered granite is a 

bleached white to qreenish~white colour in outcrop and much 

of the silicification is due to development of a network 

of quartz veinlets. As well as quartz, the altered wa11· rock 
' 

contains sericite and pyrite with minor fluorite and 

chlorite. Fluorite isnoticeably less abundant than in 

the phyllic altered amphibolitic wall rock of Veiri tlO. 

Silicic alteration is quite pervasive in the deformed 

megacz:ystic granite wall~ck occurrinq up to 10 m away ·· 

from the composite Vein 16. Zones of silicification not 

associated with quartz veins are also · Obs·erved in drill 

core. Small tensional.,.fractures in ;heae zones appear to 

have provided channelways for the hydrothermal fluid. 

A diagr~tic representation of the types!and association 

of the alteration halos fo~ during qreisenisation is ' 

shown in Fiqure 6.1. 

6.2.3 Clay Alteration 

Argillic AlteJ"ation: The vall rock around the fluorite-
I> 

calcite-barite veins .(P-cb) is cw: cinly altered to a soft 

clay-rlch rock ·t~. These veins Postdate the formation of 

/ 
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VEIN 1Q 1m A-Unaltered amphibolit ic gneiss ~ 

8- Carbonate- rich z.one (Calcic alteration ) 

C -Biotite-sericite alteration ( Biotitic} 

D- Ser icite-l luori te-Quartz alterat ion (Phyl l ic ) 

E-Vein 

F- Muscov i te selvedge (Potassic l 

1m 

A 

/ 
------------------------------~ 

A.-Unaltered (leformed megacryst·ic granite 

B-Silicilied granite. pervasive veining 

C-Vein 

VEIN 6 

Figure 6.1 Diagrammatic cross-section 
the zonation of alteration 
greisenisation. 
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Tobl~ 6.1 

M1neral()9y and Dllltribution of Alteration Faciel 
r\ 

~LTIRATION TYPE JIRINCIPAL DISTRIBUTION ANOROCK TYPE~E~ ·MINERALOGY i 

e ... 
a ... 
fi 
en ... 
= "' 

. 
' 

ALKALIC -•icro., alb., chl., epic!., Pervaeive in leucogranite dykes. ', 
. auec. • 

"' POTASSIC -auec., py •• ICh. (wolf.). Selvedges to 0-b, or-m veins - tensional veins show~q no di11placement of vall 
rook. i ' 

-Ser., PY·, fluo., Alteration envelope to c:ompo.-it.e veins (eap. tlOI eon~ 0 + v veip types. 
PHYLLIC au•e., qts., Affecta amphibolite v~ll rock. Alteration locali1ed on all~ dippinq 

1ch. (volt. ) . '•ec:tion• of the ca11po1ite vein•. ,, ~' 

IIO'l'ITIC -bS.ot., •er, ttuo., OUter alteration zone gradational to phyllic alteration (above). 1\ffec:ts 
py., chl., epid. 11111phibolite • Variably developed Epidote and chlorite occur in veinlets. 

-calc., Uuo. Variably developed outer alteration zone qradational with phyllic alterati on. CALCIC ser., 
Affects amphibolite. 

' -qtz . • ••r., py. , Ramifying network of qua,tz veinlet• that occur a• an alteration envelope to 
SILICIC fluo ., chl. compoeite Vein 16. Affects deformed meqacryetic qranite (QMG). Pervaeive in 

:t calc. zones in fractured OHG. Also occur• as the outermoet altefation halo i n 
amphibolitic vall rock to Vein UO. 

A~ILLIC 
-kaol., blot., 

c:hl. 
qta., Associated with r-eb veins . Postdates previoua alteration events . 

micro.• 11icrocline, alb.• albite, ohl.• chlorite, epid. • epidote, muse. • muscovite, py. • pyrite, sch. • seheelite, 
.wolf .• volfraBiite, •er •• eericite, fluo .• fluorite, qtz •• quartz, calc .• calc,ite, kaol. - kaolinite, 
biot. • biotit~. 

• stable mineral - not alteration product • 

\ 
. ~ -
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Table 6.2 

MineralOgical Chan9ee durinq Alteration 
of Amphibolitic Gneiss and Megacrystic Granite 

UMALTIUD* ORTHOCLASE ·PLAGIOCLlwn HORNBL!NOE Bl,OTIT! -MUSCOVITE CHLORITE QUARTZ ADDITIONS 

•icroc:line 
.. - " -.... 

chlorite unaffected unaffected albite, - + 
ALKALIC tericite,-

epidote 
·. ~ 

-111uaeovi te 
PO'l'ASSIC. -pyrite 

-scheelite 
.. (wolfrud te l 

~ericite sericite decreased -fluorite 

~ PHYLLIC -pyrite 
-scheelite ... . (volfranli te l 

= 
sericite biotite chlorite decreaaed -pyrite ... 

D BIOriTIC -fluorite 
Ill 

' 
- epidote 

11 

If 1eric.lrte decr~taaed -carbonate 
~ 

CALCIC \ ~ 
-fluorite 
- pyrite 

sericite sed cite chlorite unattected increased -pyrite 
SILICIC -fluorite 

' ' -± calcite 

kaolinite biotite i chlorite ARGILLIC t muscovite lUI affected unaffected ........ 
/ 

* COiftPOalte 111ineraloqy - amphibolite and defor~~~ed llle<Jacrfa.tic granite. 

( 

.J 
-.- ~ . 
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,-the composite lodes.. TIW alteration is patchy and appears 

to be enhanced where the veins cut wall rock displaying ' 

an increased permeabi.li ty 'due to shearing or faulting. 

Kaolinite is the dominant component of the mineralogy and 

is formed by alteration of plagioclase.' B~oti te, formed 

after hornblende during shear- zone metasomatism, is stable 
"- · 

under these conditions and has undergone only minor alter-

ation to chlorite and muscovite. 

Table 6.1 summarises the principal mineralogy of each 

alteration type and its distributi~n, while Table 6.2 

details the mineralogical changes which occur during the 

various alteration stages. 

6.3 GEOCHEMISTRY 

The a,lteration types were analysed for. the normal major ·1 , 

and trace elements by XRF and A.A. S. techniques (Appendix A. 2), 1 ·j 
and the data are listed in Appendix · B.5. Tungsten and tin 

concentrations were determined by Dr B. Kronberg (Univ. of 

Western ontario) by Spark Source Mass Spectrometry (Appendix 

A.2). The variation in major and trace element chemistry 

in the alkalic alteration, characteristic of the leucogranites, 

is disc~ssed in Chapter 4. No geochemical' data are available 

for the argillic alteration associated with the late fluorite-

calcite-barite veins. -

The subdivision of alteration types on petrographic 

· grounds is substantiated by their major and trace element· 

chemistry. Normal variation diagrams are . unsuitable for 

evaluating metasomatic processes, since the data are n.ormal-
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ised to 100\ and a change in ~ne element results in a compen

sating change in another. Chemical transfer data can be 
' 

calculated using equations (Appendix D) that quantify meta-

somatic reactions (Gresens, 1967; Babcock, 1973). This is 

possible assuming either the volume of the rock remains 

constant during the metasomatism or the magnitude of 

transfer of any single component is known (e.g. constant 

Al2o 3 or Tio2 etc). 

6.3.1 G~in/LOss Diagrams 

Assuming an isovolumetric relationship between the 

unaltered and altered rocks, one can construct a gain/loss 

diagram (Camus, 1975; Ford, 1978) that quantitatively 

reflects changes in chemical composition during metasomatism 

(Figures 6.2, 6~3, 6.4). 

In the amphibolite wall rock greisenisation qppears to 

have .resulted in decreases in Sio2 , total Fe, CaO, MgO, 

Na
2 

() and CaO and increase in Ali~:J and K20. Incr.ease in 

the volatile component is reflected in the increased propor

tions of mica and fluorite in the altered rocks. ' Note that 
; 

s81Dple 14 (Figure 6. 2) representative of. the calcic alter-

ation shows high concentrations of CaO and volatiles 

reflectin9 its carbonate dominated mineralogy. 

Slightly different trends are obvious for the maj0r 

element variation in altered deformed megacrystic granite 

samples (Figure 6. 3). sio2 is markedly· enriched and Al2o3 

depleted relative to the deforned ·megacrystic granite as 

well as the unaltered amphibolite.· K20 and volatile 

• 
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Figure · 6. 2 Isovol\l!lle gain/loss diaqram for altered 

omphibolitic gneiss wall rock: Major elements. 

Derived from equations of Gresens (1967) and 

Babcock (1973) .For Figures 6.2 to 6.4 average 

unaltered wall rock represented by horizontal 

• 

- . . 
base line. Numbers above gain/loss bar scale 

represent analysis numbers listed in Appendix 

B5. 

. / 

I 
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Fiqure 6.l: I.Pvo1~ gain/loss diagram for altered amphibolitic . 
gneiss wall rock Trace elements • 
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increases, and decreases in other elements, are simiiar to 

those found in the amphibolite section. Net veining by 

qu~rtz may account for the high s .io2 cdnt~nt of silicic 

altered rocks (suggesting the alteration was not isovolu-

metric). 

Trace element distribution between alteration 

reflects mineralogical changes as well (Figure 

Altered amphibolitic rocks are enriched in Rb, 

relative to unaltered amphibolite and reflect in 

amoUnts of micaceous minerals in the altered r 

can occur in both feldspars and mica 

Geillium 

substitutes more readily for Al in octahedr sites in mica 

Strontium is depleted in altered ·~"¥¥·~ 

It usua~ly occurs in feld~pars which 

in the greisenisation process. Zinc 

substantially in each alteration type 

variation in fluid conditions (pH 

to inhomogeneous distribution of 

minerals) in each alteration zone. 

In' the granite wall .. rock (Fig 

gains are all reflected in the d 

replaced 

vary 

reflect · 

or sample bias due 

(as ore 

Rb, Li and P 

t mineral components 

icite and fluorite. 

of f~ldspar while.Ga 

. appears to be only slightly enri4hed in the most altered 
l 
i 

of the alteration, namely 

Ba and Sr are depleted by 

sample, possibly due to lower ampunts of mica in the sil~cic 
I 
' 

' •: ·. ' . 

' 
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383 

1'42 

495 

362 

363 

360 
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/ 

c, 

Table 6.3 

. TUngsten and Tin Concentrations 
in Metamorphic and Hydrothermally Altered Rocks 

/ . 

W(ppm) 

< 4* 

< 4 

< 4 

44 

70 

I 4o 

6000 

Sn(ppm) 

25 

7s 
10 

75 

5 

25 

40 

Rock Type 

Amphibolite 
Mica- Schist 
Phyllite 

'' Tonalitic gn.eias 

Alteration Type , 

Biotit.ic 

Calcic 
Phyllic 

Analyst: Dr B. Kronberg (University of Western Ontario) 

* detection limit 4 ppat. 

I 
I 

I 
.; 

I . I .1' 
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I ! 
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alt~ration. 

•· Tungsten and tin analyses of unaltered and altered rocks 

(Table 6~3) indicate that tungsten is concentrated <(70-6000 

ppm) by the process of greisenisation at Grey River. Tin 

appears to be slightly. enriched (40 ppm) in the most altered 

rock sample (360 - Table 6. 3) but some supposedly unaltered 

samples (e.g. 495 - tonaliti~ gneiss) have. exceptionally 

high values of Sn and W (75 p~ and 44 ppm respectively). 

This may be due t~ contamination during crushing procedures 

· {Appendix A.l) but care ' was taken to avoid such problems. 

The tin, tungsten enric~ent might suggest that the 

metamorphic rocks of the Grey River area have anomalous 

c~rations of these elements. This inference is probably 

premature , based .on only a few samples and needs to be 

verified by a. statistica~ sampling program. 

No distinct tungsten-bearing phase was observed in 

biotitic or calcic alteration types so that the 40-70 ppm 

w concentrated in these rocks may be contained in the mica 

phase (l;vanova, 1969). Wolframite and scheelite are.,however 

observed in the phytlic alteration zones and account for . 

their exceedingly high tunqsten concentrations. Unpublished 

assays indicate concentrations of lpoo to 1~000 ppm in the 

qreisenised wall rock of Vein 110. 

6. 3. 2 ·Gresena .ec.posi tion - VoltQDe Diagraaa 

Although the gain/loss diaqra.a of Figures 6.2 to 6~4 

aiaic the -change in aineraloqy during the alteration, the 

underlying aaau.pti~ that there haa been no volume change 

.... -. 

' .. I 

\ "• 

I . 

,, . 
I 

J 

.... i 
. _J 
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• 

• 

Figure 6.5 Gresens diagram showing compo~tion-volume 
relationship for biotitic, calcic, phyllic, 
and silicic alteration f~ies. Dashed linea 
indicate isovolumetric (Kv-1) and isochemical 
(~X•O) . . relations. The quadrant in which the 
lines cross these axes indicate whether the 
eleaents are gained or iost in the reaction • 
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appears to be invalid when Gresens composition-volume diagrams 

are constructed (Gresens, 1967; Babcock., 1973). These diagrams 

(Figure 6. 5) show that chemical variations are linearly 

related to volume change during metasomatism. 

Elements added to the rock ~re represente<;l by l'ines 
; 

that pass through the lower right-hand quadrant, while 

those lost frOlll the rock are represented by lines which pass 

through the upper left-han~ quadrant. The points at which 

these lines cross the isochemical line ( 6x = 0) are important, 

since they indicate the magnitude of the volume change and 

the direction of chemical transfer during metasomatism. 

The clustering of intercepts in the Gresens diagrams 

for the biotitic alteration (Figure 6. 5A). su~ t_Jat the 

metasomatism was isovolumetric at this relativel~eak 
alteration stage, or very nearly so. However, intercepts for 

intensely altered rocks _(e.g. calcic, phyllic, silicic-. 
Figure 6.5B,C,D,) !are more \tidely scattered, but overall 

suggest a decrease in volume. during the. hydrothermal alter-

ation (i.e. Kv less than 1.0). 

The above data indicate that the hydrothermal alteration 
.. 

. at Grey River involved a chan.ge in volume of the rock as 

well as. changes in the concentrations of a11 chemical 

c:omponents. ~ven Al and Ti, two elements commonly assumed 

to be constant in hydrothermal· environments (GresEms, 1967 ; 
'· 

carmichael, 1969; Beswick and "Soucie, 1978; Beach, 1976), 

appear to be mobil'te during grei.senisation. Since no 

' e1ement remain' constant in amount during the hydrothermal -

'· ' 

.·~ 

l 
·, 
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~lteration (except perhaps during the biotitic alteration 

facies) a unique solution for the sign and magnitude of 

the chemical ·transfer cannot be obtained. 

6.4 RARE-EARTH ELEMENTS 

The coherent geochemical behaviour of the Rare-Earth 

Elements* have allowed them to be used a's a petrogenetic 

indicator in igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary processes 

(Haskin, 1966; Frey et al., 1978; Fryer, 1977). Rece_ntly 

measurements of REE' s have been successfully applied to hydro-

thejDlal ore deposits to evaluate the role of various fluid 
~ 

phases involved in their formation (Graf, 1977; Kerrich and 

Fryer, 1979; McLennan an~ Taylor, 1979; Taylor and Fryer, 

l98Q a, b).. Taylor and Fryer (1980b) •suggest that the 

behaviour of REE in hydrothermal systems can effectively 

monitor changing fluid conditions and identify the nature 

of the anionic species responsible for REE complexing and 

.associated metal transport. 

With this objective, samples of the a1teration zones 

were analysed for REE by a thin~ tilm X-ray Fluorescence 

technique (Fryer, 1~7, see Appendix A.2.3 for description 

of method). Precision and accuracy for all elements are 

! 5 to 10\ or O.lppmwhichever is theg!eater. The ' data . _ 

are plotted normalised to the chondritic values of Taylo; 

and Gorton (1977). 

• Throughout this discussion the abbreviations REE, LREE 
and HREE will be used for rare-earth elements, light rare
earth elements (La to Sm), and heavy rare-earth elements 
(Gd to Yb) respectively. 
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Table 6. 4 

liD Contentl of Altered anc! Unaltered Jtockl 

IMPLI 64 t - Il t-62 362 431 434 Jfi) 453 1U 9- U 436 

La lppool 9.7 U . l 45.8 2.9 8 . 9 5.7 2.9 2.9 1.9 0.7 0.3 

c. 23.5 39 . 1 ll . l e.1 22.0 14.1 e.o ' ·' 6.4 1.1 0.6 

Pr 2. 9 4. 7 10.1 1 . 2 2.8 1.8 0 .9 0 . 9 1) . 6 o. i 0.1 

R4 U.7 u.o 35. 4 5.3 12.6 8.3 6. 4 4. 6 3 . 1 1 . 2 0.4 

.. 2.9 4.0 7.0 1.4 2.7 1.7 2.3 1.3 2 . 6 0 .4 0.5 

Ill 1.1 1.3 1.9 0.6 0.8 0.4 0.9 0.4 1.2 0.6 0.2 

G4 2. 9 3.5 4.1 1.5 2. 6 ·z.o 2.5 1.1 4.6 0 . 7 o.e 

Dy 2.9 3.5 3.9 2.0 4.2 3 . 5 2.7 ) ; J 7.9 4. 1 1.7 

Br 1.3 1.1 2.1 0.9 1.1 1.2 0.9 3.2 1.6 0. 9 1.1 

Yb 1.1 1.4 1.6 0. 9 0 . 9 1.6 0.8 12 . 3 3.7 2. ) 1.7 

• ana 102 123 5tl 29 52 48 .)5 36 61 14 7 

1!11/h·b 1.19 l.U 1.02 1. 30 o." 0. 64 1. 01,. 1.01 1. 05 2. 93 0.11 

o.aerle>~ion U/11 0/A · BHI 810'1' BlOT JI[OT CALC PRY ·t'RY PIIY PRY 

1'.) 

20-192 20-198 20-194 20-191 20-199 556 424 "" 00 

} 
~LB 

La ) 
119.3 55.1 51 . 0 33 . 1 16.5 14.1 '·' 

Ce 
245.$ 125. 5 104.6 61.6 32.7 35.9 20 . 5 

Pr 
28.2 15 .• 4 10. 6 6. 9 3.7 4.3 2. 3 

"" 
97.2 55 . 6 32.4 23.5 12.5 17.3 9.1 

- 20. 1 11. 2 5.6 4.0 2.5 4. 7 3.0 

Ill 
3. 3 1.9 • 9 1.8 0. 7 1.2 0.5 

Cd 
14.7 A.l 3.1 2.1 2.0 4. 5 3.1 

Dy 
11.5 7.8 2.9 2. 1 2.0 4. 5 3.4 

l:r 
4.9 3.8 1.3 1.5 1.3 2 . 3 2 .0 

Yb 
3 .3 24 . 8 1. 1 1. 5 1 . 0 2 .5 2 . 9 

f Ul!a 
1442 361 351 199 13 107 71 

lha/h*b 
0. 60 0. 51 0.64 1; 61 0.90 o. 12 0.41 

o"erlptl-
U/ CMC U/ CMC SIL IlL siL MG L5G 

U/11 • unalt;erecl ...,tlibOllti·c 9'1\i .. r 
BJOT • alotitic alteration! c~ • Calcic alteration! 

PIIY • Phylllc alteration r 

u~ • Unaltered dafo~ ~cry•tie vraniter SIL • silicic a1terat1onr ~ • M19aaryati~ vreni teJ LIG • Leueovranite r 

Ill • Sheer IOftl •iea •chla~. 

a • calculated fraa cb .. ical yielda . 
b • au• abundance bf extr apolation between 811 anc! Gd. 

t:-········'·-··--·· ... · 
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6.4.1 REE Behaviour During Autometasomatism 

By nature of its origin the autometasomatic alkalic 

alteration does not allow for a comparison between unaltered 

and altered leucogranite. The REE content of one leucogranite 

dyke (Sample 424) is shown in Table 6. 4 and plotted chondrite-

normalised in Figure 6.7. In comparison to khe megacrystic 

·· granite (Figure 6. 7 and 6. SA) the leucogranites are depleted 

in LREE while HREE are enriched. 

The enrichment in HREE is best explained by redistri-

bution of REE by a. hydrothermal fluid phase (Collerson and 

Fryer, 1978: Kerrich and Fryer, 1979). The alkalic alteration 

is · characterised b~ K, N~, Ba, Sr and Rb addition during 

development of secondary feldspars. This is accompanied by 

chloritisation of biotite and devel~pment of epidote and 

sericite by alteration of plagioclase. Under these conditions 

the HREE (Gd-Yb) appear to be deposited, possib~y due to the 

appearance of octahedral sites with the developme~t of 

epidote as an alteration mineral (Taylor and Fryer, 1980a). 

6.4.2 Behaviour During Greisenisation 

Large variations in REE abundances an~distribution are 

found in rock types affected bY. greisenisation. Unaltered' 

amphibolitic gneiss' (migmatite) have a straight REE pattern 

that is enriched in LREE relative to chondrite values (Figure 

6.6A). In contrast naltered mica schist from a shear zone 

within the 

much higher total 

tic gneiss (sample 9-62 Figure 6. 6A) has 

E .concentration (Table 6. 41 • Also 

shear zones but an 
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• Deformed megacrystic granite 

0 Silicic alteration 

• Megacrystic granite 

0 Leucogranite , alkalic alteration 
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·Figure 6.7 Chondrlte-nor.malised REE plot of altered (silicic) 
and unaltered deformed megacrystic granite wall 
rock. An unaltered .und•formed me9acrystic granite 
sample(SS6) and an altered{alkalic) leucogranite 
U 24 l are also shown. 
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' Figure· 6. 8 Depletion and enri<:hment of RBE durinCJ 9reisen 
alteration and autometasomatism of the leuco
granite dykes. A ratio of ~ltered1unaltered 
below 1 indicates a depletionr above l an 
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/ increase in all REE has occurred during metasomatism that 

accompanied ductile shearing under retrograd~ metamorphic 

conditions. 

Later hydrothe~al alteration results in a marked 

reduction in REE, the magnitude of which increases with 

increasing intensity of alteration. Weakly altered rocks 

exhibiting a biotitic alteration, hl.lve depleted ltEE patterns 

relative to unaltered rock (Samples 431, 434, 362, Figure 

6. 6A) indicating leaching _of REE during irii tial greisen 

alteration. LREE appear to be leached to a greater extent 

than HREE (Figure 6.70), in fact one sample' (434- Figure 

6.6A) shows a slight enrichment in Yb. 

A sample from" the calcic alteration zone (363 - Figure 

6.6B) has a similar total REE content (Table 6.4) as those • 

of the biotitic alteratien but exntott-s- a ·-eencav.e downward 

REE pattern. Light REE are depleted relative to unaltered ". 
-

rocks, as are the HREE, but a maximum exists in the inter-

mediate REE range (~Gd). REE distribution in carbonate 

minerals is poorly understood. Generaily they have low 

REE concentrations (Haskin et al. , 1966) but acid leaching 

experiments of calcareous rocks (Haskin et ·al., 19667 Javis 

et al., 19757 McLennan et al., 1979) documented 1\igh propor

tions of the REE in the soluble fraction. McLennan ~·, 

(1979) note that a marked depletion in RltEE relative to normal 

crustal abundances is Coiamon for calcareous rocks. Further-

more, Moller et al., (1979) showed . that REE patterns of 

_hy~otheraal calci tea frOII'Il Pb-Zn veins of Western Harz 
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(Germany) ar$ characterised by aaxima at s~_ through Eu . 

A similar pattern for the calcareous alteration at Grey • 
River likely reflects the dominance of calcite in the 

mineralogy. 

Intense phyllic alteration results in the most ~arked 
' 

redistribution of REE during the greisenisatj.on process 

(Figure 6~68). The LREE are leached while· HREE appear to 

. •· .be strongly enriched relative to una.ltered rocks {Pigure · 

6. 8) • Several samples from the phyllic ,_lt.eration havfi!l low 

total REE contents (e.CJ • . 4~36, 9-64, Tab},.e 6.4). due to the 
. . 

dilutant affect of a high quartz (vein) caaponent. Although 

the most characteri.sti'c feature of this alteration is the . . 
HREE enrichment it sbould also be noted that most ~~les 

show no europium anomaly (Figure 6._8, 6.68). This appears 

to be a characteristic of the ca).clc and bioti tic alterations 

also. 

Hydrothermal alteration in the granite wall rock 

similarly results in changes in REE abundances and distribu-_ / . . 

tion. The deformed megacrystic granite wall rock (samples 

20-192, · 20-196) has Jauch hi-gher total RBB contents (Table 

6. 4f than J ;hat of unaltered ~hibo~itic ·wall rock. FQ.rther

more the deformed aegacrysti'c granite is enriehed in all 
·• 

REB (.LREE es~ci_ally) compared to u.ndefor~~ed megacrystic 

granite (sctJBPle 556, Figure 6. 7). The REB enri,c.h1Dent pattern 

is likely a result of metasomatism in the .ductile shear 

zone that affected both the mega~stic granite and ~~ 
a.phibolite gneiss •. The wagnit~ of the ~nrichments i~ 
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s"imilar to et\richments seen in r uctile shear zones within " 

the amphibolitic qneiss (sampler 9-62, Figure 6.6A). 
f 

Greisenisation of the def~ed megac~ystic granite 
' 

{domlnantly silicic alteration>i results in a prO<Jressive 

decrease in total REE content ~ith increasing intensity of 

alteration (Figur~ 6. 7, sam~le l 20-194-20-198- 20-199}. ~ ' . 
I 

T~e depletion in total ~E res,lts from leaching of light 
. . 

and heavy REB .in .}Pproximately j eq.ual proportions (Fi9ure 
• . . I . 

6.8B). Note thae the most intensely altered s~ples 

(20-198
1

. 20-199) are enriched in europium relative to 
. ' 

unalte~ed s~les (Figure 6.8BO. I 

No REE data are available;. for ~;ocks affected by the 1 

argillic alteration that is as-sociated with late fluorite

calcite-barite veins. 

p. 5 IMPLIC.ATIONS OF REE DISTRIBUTION 

The progressive leaching of the . REE can be related to 

decreasing pH of the hydrothermal fluid in equilibriUJD with 

the altered rock. This is suggested by the increasing 
. 

phyllic character of the alteration (a dominant mineralogy 

of sericite and pyrite), which would suggest low pH (Field 

et al., 1971; Sheppard ~t al., 1971). Under low pH conditions 

the LREE are .ore soluble than the HREE and in a s~le 

chloride solution .the intermediate to heavy REE are progres• 

sively less soluble (Flynn and Burnham, 1977). 
·. . 

However, Jto terin (1959) showed that the principal 

means of . RE~ ~ransport in hydrotheraal solutions is in 

the forlll of .a (JiBE (co
3
f 3) 3- complex, the stability of which 

j 
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La/Yb 
rtc•> 

: ..... 

~AMPLE 

·La/Yb 
P' ' 

9-68 

13.4 

0.11 

9-62 

28.6 

0.60 

-

• Table 6. 5 

comparison o·r Fluorine Concentration 
with Lci/Yb Ratios 

in the Hydrothermally Altered ·Roc~s. 

~ 

Amphibolitic Gneiss Wall Rock 

43'1* 434* 

3.6 

5. 64· 

• 

363* 

3.6 
2.34 

453* 

0.2 
1.92 

Deformed Megacrystic Gr~ite Wall RocJt 
• \• I~ 

20•lt2 20'-194• ·20-198* 

~6.2 52.7 22.1 
0.26 1. 8.4 ,3.14 

• 'Ry4rother.ally altered, contain fluorite. 
c 

.,-· 

/ 

"·- " -
166* 9-64* 436* 

0.5 0.3 0.2 
6.00 2. 34 ' 5.34 

J' 
<:; · ..., 

c,J 
<'\ 

"' 

'I\ 

20-199* 

16.5 
. 2. 27" 

----------.. ···--···---.;----------------..----~,.J · , 'r · ··· n ~ 
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increases with increasing REB atomic number . Similarly 
• 

REE may betransported in fluoride or sulphate complexes ~ 

The strong HREE leaching accompanying removal of the LREE 

in silicic, biotitic, and calcic alteration, indicates that 

F- or co3
2- is present in the hydrothermal fluid (Taylor 

1 and Fryer, 1980b) ~ Similarly the evidence ~f a strong HREE 

enrichment in the phyllic zone accompanying '!.REE depletion 

restricts the dominant anionic species in _ the hydrotbermal 

fluid to co3
2- (M~Lennan and Taylor, 1979) or F-. 

. ~ -

Although there are no d''ta availabl• ob .the fraction-
-{ . . • . t . . 

a~ion of ·REE in fluorite, · preliminary investigations suggest 
-~-. 

that fluorites are preferentially enriched in HREE over 

~E (B •. Fryer, 'personal communication, ~9BO). The assoc-. 
iation of fluorite with greisen· alteration< at Grey River 

r 

might suggest tbat the observed HRE:E e~~ichment ' iit highly 

altered .r ocks is a funct i on o! their fluorite· content. 
·, .. .. . · . . 

However, _ assuming fluorine concen~rations are proportional 

to the amount of fluorite in the altered rocks, there does 

not· ·appear to be any positive ~rrelation ~tween fluorine 

and La /Yb ratio (Table 6 •. 5) • 'l'his iap'liea that the dominant 
lan!onic species in ~he hydrother~~&l fluicJ is co3 

The REE distribution .in zonea of rt!ttroqression 

(aaphibolite facies to greenschist facies) at Grey River 

is notevorth¥. . BOth allphibolitic gne·isa· and ·lllegacrystic -

granite show airked ~nrict.ent ··in total RBE cohcentrations 

in ~.,. .. zones. ,The. LREB ar~ -enricJled to a greater ~tent 

thaD BRBB vh~ch would suggest that the fla~d phase present 
I 

' · 

~ · · ··- " ..., . 
. :.-~~~ Jip - . # .. ., 
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during retr~sion was chloride-bearing (Taylor and Pryer, 

19SOa). This is consistent with available experimental 

data for chloride-bearing fluids and silicate melts (Flynn 

.. 

and BurnhlU'll, 1977) which shows that the partition coefficients 

decrease in the orde~ 

C 
3+ 

k. e 
d > > 

This would result in LREE enrichment·and BRE~ depletion in 

a rock. showing evidence of interaction with a chloride

bearing fluid p~ase (Taylor and Fryer, l980a). 

The HREE enrichment accaapanying . LRQ enrichment in 
? 

the shear zones suggests the presence of ,another anionic ~ '"'-._, 

species in the metasomatic fluid,. namely-co/- ·or F-

co2 is compatible with avai,:labl'e evidence on t~e composition 

of 'metamorphic fluid associated with ~phibolite facies 

metamorphism . (Henley and Sheppard, 1977; 'oty- et al., 1974: 

Johns and Huang, 1967r Pecher, 1979; Crawford et al., 1979) 
. \ 

which indicates chloride contents of leas than 4 wt' and 

co
2 

concentrations of up to 27 vt, . 
Evidence for HREE transport in co2~rich fleids has 

~en shewn in the granulite terrane of Bahia, Brazil 
' 

(Collerson and Fryer, 1978). ·Bahi-a aigmatites with 

depleted HRBE patterns are retrOgressed in x-metasoaatie 

zones by a co
2
-rich fluid :~ived froa the granulite .. ta

JIOrphi- ('l'outet, 1971, 19,77J Bilal an4 Touret, 1976). 

Within the" zones stron9 leaching and redeposition of 

HRD. is sbowa by depleted aad •~aricbed IIRD patterns 

reepectiv•ly. !'be lMclaiag aA4 redepoai tion process is 

, 
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interpreted as reflecting a change ·of stability conditions 

of the HR$E caaplex in· the fluid (Collerson and Fryer,,l97~; 

Kerrich and Fryer,. 1979). · \ 

The behaviour of europiua in hydrothermal situat'iona 

is complex, but it has been u.H.d ~o charact~rise the f o2 "\., 

condition• of the hydrotheraal fluid (Xerrich and Fryer, 

1979; Bowden et al. ,· 1979). At Grey River europiua 

. abundances var.y between alteration types. · Alkalic altpration 

e~hibits a a~ong ~urQplua depletion (Bu/W• • (). 48) while 
. . 

' nearl'y all the gr.eiseR ' alteration types ShOW a relatiyely 
. . 

flat diatri~ution ~ between sa and Gd (Eu/Eu* ~rox~ 

imately equal to .11 ' 'fable 6. 4.). 

If soluble carboDate ~omplexes contro\ REB distribution 

then Bu:2+ would be expected to behave .differently than REE3+. 

Sine:€ most .greisen-aU:.ered rocks are not an~alous with 

respect to -Eu_, then it ~~l'd appear reasonable to assllJq, 

tha~ Eu occurred in ita oxidiaed +3 fora; · •lt,hough the ... 

transport of zu2~ due to a ·different ~lexing agent i• 

poasible (McLennan and 'ray lor, 1979)'. Bigb . J o 2 conditions 

for the hydrothenial fluid are .also inf.erred fraa volfraite-

~tite relatioaahipa diacua.ed in Cha~ter 5. 

6. 6 COIPUl'sal OP DB DIS'l'RIBUUOII WXTH 'l'UMGSTEM .. · c<::.CBN- . 

. 'rltUl<*. 
· .. · fte previous data have abown that extr- RBB ~ility_ · 

' . 
occ:Qrre(l _,viag taft9~ ·ti.neraliaation at Gr'y lliv~. · r -

. ' 

-
4uriag gni._.iaat!oa i..Ucatia9 t:hat · tbe ltD were. ~ilised 

~ 
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gen~ as carbonate complexes. 

Tungsten analyses for ~he alteration zones (Table 6. 3) 

show a remarkable correlation with REE distribution. Wall 

rocks exhibiting a phyflic alteration are known to contain 

wolfraznite and scheelite and unpublished assays indicate 

concentrations between 1000 and 1oooo· pp~ tungsten. Such 

W!lll rocks also show enrichment of HJU;E relative to LREE 

wtiil~ alteration zones ' containing low tungsten contents 

·(biotitic, calcic) have correspondingly low HREE c~ncen

trations (Figure 6. 9). No corr€J.ation exists however between 

HREE enrichment and fluorine concentration of the altered 
< ,., 

_rocks (Figure 6. 9) . 

·The correlation between w and REE suggests that llEE 

transport is related to tungsten aovement and would also 

imply that tungsten was transported as a carbonate complex 

in the Grey River hydrothermal fluid. Deposition aechanisms 
~ 

for the tungsten and REE are speculative but possibly relate 

to destabilis.irtCJ of the carbonate ccmp.lex by chan9es in pH 

and the activity of co2 • 

. 6. 9 SUMMARY 

Alteration associated vi th the Gtey River "rungs ten 

/ /--- PrOspect occurred -in three principal stages; . 1 ~ autC.:.~.._ 
\ at-i• aa8QCiatea with aUtalic alteration of l.eucogranite -
\ 
'-....., i!yltesi .2 ~ 9reiHDiaation related to bydrotberllal vein 

'·-..., __ f~nuttionJ . 3 - clay altara~ian aaaociated vitl l.ate fl.uodte-
. , -~-- -~-
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several alteration t~~;>es depending on intensity of alteration 

and the composition of the rock affected. Gresens 

composition-:-volume diag.rams indicate that all elements · 
<. 

were mobile ~uring greisenisation and that the volume of the 

altered rock decreased, relative to unaltered rock. Major 

and trace element variation between the rqck t}'PeS reflects 

the change in mineralO<Jy. During greisenisation# moat 

element changes can be related to the replacement of feldspar 

by white mica. Furthermore, additions of F, W, and Sn are 

evident. 

~re-earth elements. effectively monitor changing fluid 

conditions and identify the . natur~ · of the anionic species 

responsible for REE c0111plexing e~:nd asso.ciated metal transport • 

These data indicate that e~treme REE 'mobili:ty ocqurrid 

during grei-senisation . and tung.sten mi1.1eralisatio~. This 

mobility is characterised by initial le~ching of all REE 

with increasiag intensity of alteration but culminates in .a 

strong enrichment by liRE! in the most ineensely altered wall 

rock. 

The HREE enrichment and LREE depletio~ suggest that· 

co/- was the dominant anionic ape~ies in the Gt;ey River 
' ... 

hydrotheraal fluid ~d illplies that transport of REE 

OCClJrred by carbOnatfl CCJ11Ple~inq. There is a strong poeitive 
\ 

correlation bet~n BRIE enrichlaent and tungsten concentration 

suggesting that REB and tungeten transport are related and 

thus illpliea that tungsten was transpo~ted as a cax:bonate .. 

• 

,. 1 

' l .. _,J, 
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CHAPTER 7 

FLU~D INCLUSIONS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

A p~iority in researcp on~re.deposits has been ~he 

dete~ination of physical and chemical parameters of ore 

deposition. Researchers have used a variety of techniques 

to evaluate such parameters, and for several decades fluid 

inclusion studies have proved to be informative and 

reiiable in this regard (Roedder, 1976). For adequate 

interpr~tation of m~crothermetric data an accurate k~owledge 
• 

of appropriate fluid phase equilibria is essential. There 
/ 

is a wide v~riation possible in fl.uid inclusion compositions · 

' + -(Roedder, 1972) but most are dominated by Na , Cl , C02 and 

H
2
o, although K+, McJ2+, ca2+ ·and CH.4 are important c~ent's 

of fluids in some situations (lto;Dnerup-Madsen,· 1979; Touret,-

1977). 

Detailed reviews of the Nacl-H20 and co2-H2o systems · 

and tl)eir application to fluid inclusion research are given 

by Sourirajan and Kennedy (1962) and Hollister and Burruss, 

(1976). Melting and hc..oqeniaation phencaena obllerved in 

fluid inclusions can be rela,t.a to experi.Jaentally c!etendned 

equilibria. in the co2-a2o and 11~1~820 systems. In reality, 

. fluid inclusions are more correctly related to .the c62-cit4-

~aCl~KCl-H2o syst .. , of which our present knowledge is 

liaited. Notwithstanding this· liability, the m~asurement of 
I 

melting and h<aoCJel'li~ation phen~a allow an estimation of 

1 .... 

i·: · 

'· 
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a wide-range of physico~chemical parameters. Figure 7.1 

summarises the information that can be obtained from a 

singl~ . co
2
-H

2
0 bearing fluid inclusion. · ' 

7.2 DEFIN~ION OF TERMINOLOGY 
0 

A wide variety of terms and abbreviati911s are found 
\,. . . 

in the literC~ture for temperatures at which specific phase 

changes occur within inclusions. In an attempt to standard;_ 

• ise the terminology, Roedder (pers. comm., 1979) ha.s recom-
· ~ ... 

mend~d the use of the following terms and abbreviations lnd 

the~~'-will be used throughout this thesis. 
.. . . ~ : 

Temperature of total homogeniaation .of ph~s. 
This wi 11 be taken to JDean the temperatfe at 

which two phases ·becaae one, diareqarding the 

independent behaviour of poasib~e daughter 

minerals. The 'phase into. which hamogenisation 

occurs can be stated · as Th L or Th V. If 

Th: ··· 

'ft: 

Tn: 

critical pbenOIIlena are observed then Th CP is 

used. 

Temperature of ha.0genisation 'of two co2 phases 

to one phaH. 'lhe phase which persists beyond 

the hc.ogeniaatiCift point vi 11 be added as a 

• . suffix e.g. Th C02-L, Th C02•V, ~ oo2~CP. 

"!'.-perature of .trapping. BqULv•lent · to Th 

correcte4 for p~asure and aalini ty ~ 

"l'eape:rature of clecrepi tat;·· . . 

or.-perature· of nlicleation Equi valeri~ :~o the 
' I 

I 
teaperat~e at vhi,ch a phase first freezes on 

·. · ~ 

' ., 

\ 
t 

\ 

\ · :J 
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lowering ·the temperature of the inclusion. 

· Nucleation in an inclusion generally occurs 

only after considerable supercooling and depencls 

on ~Y factors (e.g. foreign nuclei, cooling . 
rate, size of inclusion) unrelated to the 

chemistry of the fluid. This term covers any 

nucleation event and is suffixed by the specific 

phase to which it re~ers e.g. Tn ice, Tn clathrate 

etc. , 

Eutectic Temperature. The temperature at which 

liquid first ~-on heating a formerly 

all-cr~stalline inclusion. This represents the 

lowest temperatures at wbich a melt can exist 

within a specific. chemical syatea. 

Temperature of aelting 'of specific aolid.P~~·· 

and is equivalent to a dissolution temperature. 

The pbaae ·to vhichr it re#ers is appended to the! 

abbreviation e.g. '1'11 ice, "I'll. clathrate •tc. 

x.aiscibility.: '!"he tara i..t.acibility is uaed iii ita 

110st general aenS. (~er and: Cooltbs, 196'7) 

ta refer to th8 existence at equilibriua of 

two or .ore non-crystalline pol.y~ent 

aolutiaaa (b this case two fluid phases), 

4ifferuv in phyaical ·p~rtiea an4 generally 

in ~itioe. c;aa and l,iqu14 Oft" the' boiling 

, curve in a one (!'ll""''plneft~ sya~..a thus becc.ea a 

special liaiting case of . t.aisc~bil_ity in vhic$l 
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·,·,.the composition variable is eliminated. 
'· 
~~tz-feldspar-molybdenite veins. 

' Ouart~bismuthinite veins. 

Quartz-su~phide veins (pyri~, chalcopyrite, 

galena). 
I 

Quartz-wolframi~e (Fe-rich) veins. 

Quartz-wolframite ~ixed Fe-Mn and Mn-rich) 

veins. 

Quartz-galena veins. 

Fluorite-calcite-barite veina~ 

7.3 ASS~IONS AND PROCEDURES USED IM TBIS STUDY 

Scheelite and ganque aineral from ·the Grey River veins 
-

provide excellent saaplea for fluid inclusion anaiy•i• because 
'' •.. 

of their crystal siae . and optical clarit;y. De8cri~tima of 

the-veins and their paragenesis are given·in Chapter·s • . 
Because of the paragenetic "Overlap of 'wolfraai:t.e and quartz, . 

fluid inclusions froa CJU&rtz coexisting wit.h volfraaite 

are aaeu.ed to be aiailar and repruentlltive of fluids 

uapp.s d\u'1n9 the depoai tion of tbe volfraai te. 

Pluid ·iacluaiona ue grou 4efecta · in crystals aD4 
' 

result frQJI a nu.ber of cc.plex procea.... 'l'hoae fOZIII:d aa 
' ~ ' 

~ crystal ia grawin9 ue called priJ!Hy (P) • Any process 
.. . . t . • . . 

lntuf-uriDg With the growt;.h of perfect CZ'J'Stala aay cause 
. ' ' 

the p-appiag of ~r~~incluaiana., ~ary (S) bcluaicma 
. ' ' . 

orig_ina?t · · fr~ reheating ~f cracks within cryata1a q4 Uap 

·flll~ds that ba~ the en~~ at aoae later · U... Generally, 

•ucb 1nclwai01la occnjr within plan•• cootainJ.IlCJ · •Wl&r . . ~ ~ ' .. · ' . . 

. ·• 
·· ~· .. . . : 

.. ', .... : .. '. _·' ~ -' . ·" 

. - ~ 

' · . 

• 

' ' ' 4 ~ .... . . ·:. 

! 

I· 
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• p . .. ' • 
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inclusions. A third group called pseudosecondaries (PS) are 

formed by fracturing and reheating during the growth of 

the host crystal (R~der, 1976). 

Reliable distinction of primo.ry, pseudosecondary and 

• secondary inclusions is • prerequisite for mean~ngful 

fludd inclusion aicrothermetry. ' Criteria for recognition of· 

inclusion origin are given by ~edder (1976, p 74-75). In 

the absence of growth phenomena in the majority of 'tbe 11\i.n

e~als studied the following . criteria were used to e.stablish 

• f 
. 

a primary (P) or ~seudosecondary (PS) origin. 

1) Large size of inclusion ' relative to others. 

2) ·. Isolated occurrence away from other inclusions. 

3) Random 3-D distribution throughout the crystal. 

4) Occurrence in isolated non-plo.nar qroups. 

5) 
~ . 

Qccurrence in discontinuous fntersecting planar 
( 

.. . 
.. >.. ·:.:: 

A secondary, oric).in for saM inclusions · was established 

urays. 

I 

by their occurrence in planar groups outlining healed 

fractures. 

More than 100 poliabed plates of representative ~lea 

of quarts, fluorite, sctMtelite and apophyllite vere studied 
' . . 

· un44ar the· aieroacqpe. Of · the•8' approxilutely 35 were foand 

suitable for wd;csot:heiA atric use .and over 700 beating and . 

. . frMsin<;~ ~ur-ta ~>:e ~· ;-' 

The fluid lnclusions diapla! a wide vlari~ty of ·.oq,b01-. . . . . 
. .- .. . . .\ .. . 

ogi~•~ s• a.re. regular'iy-,•~ . (ov<?-14, ~-.. u::~facete.t, 
, '· _...,.i.ve :~Z:,.atal.~:, ·~~ic~l, tabul~ ete:): _while •• 

. ... :- . ;." . . . .. · ' .. .... ' .. · . ' ' :. . , .. ·. . '·. .•; . ·. ' . . 
· . .. -. ·:. ~:~· 

are . 

- « 

.-. ;, . . 

'· I . I + 

...... -·.· -,.: : . ' · 

.. ~. 

' . 1' . :· .· -
'". : . ;. 
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hiqhly irregular (ameoboid, branching etc.). The ~jority 

of fluid i'nclusions observed were in t~e 5-40 ...c4m size r&ncJe 

with smaller inclusions visible only under 1200-2000 X 

aagnif·ication usinq an oil iDUDersion lens. Inclusions used 
• 

for heatinq/freezinq staqe work were generally qreater 

than 5 .a• in lenqth and width, al thoU(Jh the condensing lens 

in~orporated in the desiqn of ~Chai~ Stage allowed ... 
SOIIle Slllaller inclusions to be used. Typically, however, 

meltlnq of ice was difficult to observe in inclusions less 

than 5 Atm in dimensions. Appendices E.l, E. 2 and E. 3 

outline the desiqn and specifications of . the Chaixaeca Staqe 
I 

and procedures used in this ~crotheraetric study. Data are 

presented. in Appendix F. 

In selecting inclusions ·for analysis care waa taken 

to avoid tho~e Which showed features , indicative of aodi-

fication after trapping. ?heae include, trails of ainute 

incluaions between two large inclusions-, variabl~ vapour

liqu~d ratios between ~tially .. aoctated inclusions, and 

oi»MiOus signs of ~akacJe such. as cracks or an~lous qu-rich 

incluaiona . . 

7. 4 .COMPOSITIOIIAL TYPas· OP IltCLOSIOIIS 

lncluaiona .. Y exhibit a vide range_.-of composition 

4epen4ift9 on the physical and cMIIU.cal. ~ameters of t1ae 

flui4 at t~ · t~ of .trapping. 'l'hree ~in OCRBpOsi tional 

types are f~nd in nature (~rich, fluid-rich, ·solid) but 
. , , . . - ' . ~ 

a continuum exists between these en4 members. At ~rey ~iver 

the range of inclua.ton c~aition.l types ~Y be displayed 

' " 

.-

. 
' ·' 

' I 
.I 
~ 

.l 
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A 

c 

Coapoaition.l ttpea of fluid incluaiona founcS 
in the Grey aivv' byclro~l. yeina. _A • ea.
rich_ ~ncJ.uaj.our • - co2,;.;riab inc~uaion•J c • low 
aa;liniqr aqQeO~• iaclu.~J . IS. • .b~9b •alini'-Y ·· ._.eou. lacluioa-J B • ayat.alline incluaie»nr 
Sol.i4. c.f.~le. :r:epr..-~ jtmjections to the .BCD . 
plae: ' · 

' . . ·. -~ 

. ' 

.. 
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in a polyhedral diagr- (Figui:e ·7. 2) where the end-rrs . 

are solid inclusion; high and 1~ salinity aqueous inclusion. · 

co
2 

inclusion, and gas"inclusion. 

Six main types of inclusions wer' observed in the Grey 

R.i ver sa.ples. 

!,YI>! I _: Two-phaae (L-V) inclusions containi~CJ a liq~d 

and gas bubbl• (volu.e perceftt gas . varyinq frca 10-60') • 
' !ype II: Carbon dioxide-bearing inclusions which can 

be classified as several subtypes. 

!YP! IIA: . 'l'Wo-~ase ·· (L-V~·) baclusions occasionally · 
2 .-

Coot.ining an opaque aineral. Vapdur bubbles generally 
/ 

occupy lo- 50' by vQl\Die, of tbe inclusions. 

!Yfe 118: Comple~ othree-phase inclusions consisting 

'· '1 of liqUid , co
2

, co
2 

gaa ,. ad aqueous solution. Rarely these 

iftclusicins contain aolid ainerala • predoainantly carbonates 

('type liB*) • 

'!YP! IICt PolypbaH inclusions consisting of aqueoua 

solution, co
2 

YapoiQX, and a vari..,le n~r of solid 

ainerala (carbonates, sulphates?, unknowlui) •· 

!ype Ills Polyphase secondary · lncluaions consisting of 
' .J 

aqueous solutiOD, vapour and • large nu.ber of solid ~erals. 
. t 

'!Yp! IVt IJOlid inclusions of carboaate and sulphate. 

''!'able 7.1 .. illuatratea the relatW. distribution of tbeae 
. .... . . . ·"""' . 

inclusion types between the vein types ~lin~· previouly 

(Chapter 5) • 

!>?I 
Liquid-'ftPOur -1ricluaiona of ·primary ~ · pseudo~econdary 

' . 

·. " . . ~ -· .... 
:~ 

- fi, ···- ··· ··- -
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origin Are l~ely restrict:ed to veinleta containing 

tunqaten aineralisation in quarts associated with vol~raaite-. 

They. also occur as secondary inclusions vith ... 11 qaa 

bubbles in aoet other veins. ~ inclu.aions contain a 

... 11 opaque -.ine~al that vas either incoxporated duriDCJ 
.:;._ 

qrowth of the '' boat c~stal or as •·result of precipitatiOil 

"' durinq coo~in9 ~the- fluid~ Freeainc) exper~nts sbow no 

•iCJD of clathrate forlllltiOil at low' -~ratures in4icatiDCJ

low MIOUDta of co
2 

in the vapour phaae in "l'ype t · ineluaiODa. ~ 

Plate 7.1 illustrates the typical occurrence of '!'ype I 

i~clusiana. 

·t' 

!YP! :.LIA 

The presence of co2 in the ~~· phue of the- incluaiODa 

is evidenced by the qrowth of liquid co2 around the 9~• 

bubble on cooling and the foraaU.on of . the clathrate ·· 

hydrate (C0
2

• 5. 75 a
2
o). At roaa tfllpel'&ture the- incluaiona ' 

have an abnor11&lly thick dark ria
1

at -~ ~ter~aoe between 

CJU and aqueous phuea, which -Y be &.~in •Jtin of 

liquid co
2

• P-PS ·'l'ype IIA inclusions are restricted to vei.Da 

con~aining no. tanqaten -~·r•li•ation bat occur ·~.a .. 

secondaries in ~arta-feldape.r_ (QP-a) aDd quart.-~wolfr-t-te 

(0 + w, 0* + v) veins. Plate 7. 2 illustrates the typical 

fora ·'and ~..C. of . !fype IQ· inclusions. 
• • 0 

!JP! liB . . • . 
- . 

. ~lex ~iqaid· co2-bearin9~r;:l:uai~• are oon-Km aa · 

P-PS inci).uai~ona Within _cpaarta-fel~par veina CQF-a) ariel 
\ 

qu~t.a:..b~.ut.hiaite (<r.b) ve.Jna. !lhey occur ,rarely vit)l~n· 

'• . -- Q • • 

;, . -

.... ' : 

i 
I· 
I 
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Plate 7.1 
' 

!'ype l iac1uai.OQa. ·aar acale -10... I . 
-

7 .la Priaary liqui4-.rapour inc1uaion iit · ctuart& fro. 

· votfreaite-be¥ing vein. &.llple 377c. adit leve·l. 
. . ,Y ;~ 

7 .lb Pr.~ 7ype I iacl.uaiota ·in quarts ·frc:a volfraa$. tlt-

'7.lc 

7.ld 

7 •. .18 

? ~ lf . 

..· " 

~1D9 ,.ia. Blllple~377C, adit level. 

P-PS _, U.qui4-vllp0Ur bql11alcm in quarts frcat 'wolf:r-- .. 

it.-beUing vea. ·· Pi~ ~~~~ _ 11qpid~ ... 

· va~ incluaiaaa alao.viaib~·· a.-p1e 377c.. J 
-· 

..:U t leve.l. 

P-;Pi ~ % ill<'Jsa~ 1ft -~· .,J...,lfrudt
~~- ..-in ....-1~ ~ariab~ llirp~OV· 

1
: 

._PS lfYpe I iaclu.icm .ia qQan:s fr~\l"e-rich 
vo~fr..t.~bearing quart~ YeiD. ~IIIIP~• 344. 

Prlaar:Y· liquid-vapour iDcluaioa ¥'~ wolfr-ite-
lt . . .. 

be~i.Dg qoarts win. .._1e 377c, .adit level. ' 

• 
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Plate 7-1 
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Plate 7. 2 , 
Type IIA inclusions •. Bar s·cale = lOA&m. 

7. 2a 

7. 2b 

7. 2c 

7. 2d 

7. 2e 

7. 2f 

7. 2g 

Primary Type IIA liquid-vapour (C02) inclusions 

in quartz from quartz-sulphide vein . . Sample 709, 

adit level. 

Plane . of secondary Type I IA inclusions in quartz of 

quartz-sulphide veinlet. Sample 450, adit level. 

Pse\ldosecondary liquid-vapour (C02 ) in quartz from 

quartz-su:y:>hide vein. Sample 709, adit level. . 

Primary Type IIA inclusions. Black spots not 

opaque daughter but photographic artifact. Sample 

709, adit level. , 

P-PS Type IIA inclu~n. Sample 709, .adit level. 

Type ~IA inclusion d"quartz from a quartz-sulphide 

vein showing modification by ne,king down after 

trapping. Sample 450, adi t level. 

Pseudosecondary liquid-vapour (C02 ) inclusion in 

quartz from a quartz-sulphide vein~t. Sample 709, 

aB.i t leve 1. 

7. 2h, i Primary Type IIA liquid- vapour (C02 ) inclusions in 

quartz from a quartz-sulphide veinlet. Black spots 

art! photographic artifacts not opaque daughter 

minerals. Sample 709, adit ;level. 
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Plate 7·2 
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quartz-sulphide (Q-s) veinlets of composite Vein· tlO. 

Solid minerals within the~inclusion occur uncomm~nly and 

are more prevalent in veins containing bismuthinite; the 

most common mineral being carbonate, possibly calcite. -Relative proportions of co2 (L*V) : aqueous solution 

vary . and fall in w~~hin the range 1:9 to 6: 4. Typically 

inclusions with the greatest proportion. of co2 appear to 

be primary and occur mainly within quartz from QF-m veins. 

Those with lower proportions occur in isolated discontinuous 

planes (i.e. pseudosecondaries) associate4 with polyphase 

inclusions of Type IIC (described below) and IIA. Rare 

Type liB · inclusions (desic;jnated IIB*) containing a rhombohedral . 
solid mineral and small amounts of liquid co2 are also 

associated with these inclusions in discontinuous rehealed 

fractures. Type liB inclusions are illustrated in Plate 7.3. 

Type liC 

Primary-pseudosecondary L-V inclusions containing a 

variable number of solid minerals are found in all veins 

excluding those containing wolframite and scheelite co+ w, 

Q* + w). These inclusions nucleate a clathrate on cooling 

indicating the presence of a co2 component in the vapour 

phase. Carbonates are universal as solid minerals in the 

inclusions although hexagonal platelets of probable gypsum- I 
anhydrite are often present. A carbonate mineral, dawsonite 

is / restricted to the non tungsten-bearing Q- s veins of the .. 
~ I 

ComPOSite lode, Vein flO. / 

These polyphase inclusions are also found in disconti~-

• 

J 
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uous he"aled fractures with liquid co2-bearinq in2lusions 

(Type liB, and liB*) and Type IIA inclusions. Plates 7.4 

and 7. 5 contain represent,ative examples of Type IIC 

inclusions. 

Type Ill 

Extremely rare, very irregular-shaped, secondary 

in~lusions are found in 0 + w l;ins. These polyphase 

(L-:V-~) inclusions contain a great diversity.of solid\ . . · . j 
minerals; one inclusion within a partially rehealed fr~ 
contained eight daughter mineral phases of unknown composition. 

Vapour bubbles are generally very small (1-5 val.%) indicating 

a low temperature of homoqenisation and hence formation. 

Type IV 

Small 1-10-"m crystal-s of rhombohedral, platey and 

acicular habit occur as solid inclusions in. several of the. 

vein types. Carbonates 1 probably calcite., occur in quartz 
·:'· 

of QF-m veins but the greatest concentration of solid 

inclusions occurs in quartz of the Q-b and o-s veins. 

In the latter a greater variety of solid inclusions are found , 

with calcite, sulphates - probably anhydrite, and dawsonite . 
beifg the principal types. No solid inclusions were found 

in quartz of the Q* + w or ~ + w veins. Representati~ 
.. 

examples of Type IV inclusions are. shown in Plate 7. 5. 

7. 5 SECONDARY INCLUSIONS 

Type I, IIA, liB, and Ill inclusions also occur as 

secondary inclusions (Table 7 .1) and their distribution 

be:tween veins confirms .. the proposed sequential trapping of 

I • 

.. I 
I 

I 
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Plate 7.3 

/ 

I 
/ 

/ -

Type liB, TIB* inclusions. Bar scale = 10~. I 
I 

7.3a P-PS Type IIB inclusion containing three-phases, 
liquid C02 lL1 ) , Vapoux- C02 (V) and aqueo*s · 
solution (L2), in quartz from a quartz-fe dspar
J~Jolybdenite vein. Sample 3~5. _ • 

7.3b,c, Primary Type liB three-phase inclusions 
d f~om a quartz-feldspar-molybdenite vein. 

quartz 
Sample 

7.3e 

7.3f 

385. -

Primary three-phase Type liB inclusion f am a quartz
feldspar-molytxienite vein. · Plane.of secpndary. Type 
IIA or I inclusions also visible.. Sampl~ 385. 

I 

Pseudosecondary t~e-phase Type liB indlusion in 
quartz from a quart -feldspar molybdenite vein. 
Sample 385. 

7.3g,i Primary Type I~B three-phase inclusion in ·quartz 
from a quartz-bismuthinite vein. Note significant 
drop (n propo:;tion of li9uid and vaJ?O';lr co2 : -

7. 3h 

7.3j 

7.3k 

7.31 

' 

aque~us solut1on compared to those 1n quartz
feldspar-molybdenite_ veins. Sample 253. 

Type IIB* inclusion containing liquid and vapour 
C02, aqueous solution, and an accidentally trapped 
solid mi-neral, probably calcite in quartz from a 
quartz-bismuthinite veinlet. Sample 253. 

Association of low density Type · liB and IIA . 
inclusions in quartz from a quartz-sulphide vein. 
Sample 687. 

Close up of box area in Plate 7. 3j ~ The co~ phas"h · 
in the orype liB inclusions haoogenise to the v·apour 
phase ihdicatinq that they contain highly compressed, 
low density co2 • The association of liB and IIA · 
inclusions and solid inclusions (Type IV) such as 
calcite in quartz of the quartz-sul~hide vein tY.pe 
represents a boiling environment. ' 

Low density Type liB inclusion {ar.row) associated 
with Type IIA inclusions inquartz from a quartz
Jsulphide vein. 

~ ·; .. 

•• 

' 

/ 
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Plate 7.4 

Type I.I.C inclusions. Bar scale "" l0,4Uil. 

7.4a 

7.4b 

7.4c 

7.4d 

7.4e 

7.4f 

7.4g,h, 
-i • 

Type IIC inclusion containing · two solid mineral 
phases: a carJ;>onate rhomb, probably calcite, and . 
a birefringent platey mineral, probably gypsum. 
These inclusions are associated with high density 
Type liB {C02-rich) and IiA (H2o-rich) inclusions 
as well as s~l~ inclus~ons of carbonate(Type IV), 
representing the trapping of immiscible fluids. 
Lack of regular phase ratios~and the presence of 
solid carbonate minerals as inclusions suggest that 
the solid phases in Type IIC inclusions were 
accidentally trapped. Sample 246, Vein tl, quartz-· 
bismQthinite veinlet_. 

. . J 
Type IIC inclusion containing carbonate mineral 
associated with .Type IIA and . liB inclusions in 
quartz from sample 253, Vein 13. Black specks are 
photographic artifacts~ not opaque minerals. 

type IIC inclusion containing three birefringent 
mine~als. Rhomb-shape · mineral• probably oalcLte, 
others unknown. The inclttsion is·associated with 
Type IIA,IY and rare low density Type liB inclu
sions indicative of r~trograde boiling conditions. 
Sample 709 fr~ quartz-sulphi~e veinlet, Vein flO. 

P-PS Type IIC inclusion as~;~ociated with water-rich 
Type IIA inclusion (shown) and ~02-rich Type IIB 
inclusion in quartz of quartz-feldspar-molybdenite 
vein. Sample 385. 

Type liB inclusion containing two birefringent 
minerals as well as a platey opaque mineral, possibly 
hematite. Vapour bubble is out of focus in lower 
portion of the inclusion. Sample 253, Vein 13. 

Type IIC incl~sion associated with Type IIA inclusion 
and rare low density Type .IIB inclusion in quartz of 
a quartz-sulphide veinlet, Vein 110. Inclusion ·' 
contains three or four birefringent minerals. Sample 
709 . 

Dawaonite-bearing Type IIC inclusions in quartz from 
a·quartz-sulphide veinlet, ~in flO. Dawsonite 
occurs in its typical habi~ irefringent, needle-like 
crystals ih radial aggregat • Sample 709. . 

,... ... "' a; ~ .·..,.:· • ...... 
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Plate 1.5 : 
.. 

Type IIC and Type IV inclusions. Bar scale • 10.-m ... 

7.Sa 

7.5b 

7.5c 

7.Sd 

7.5e 

Type IIC inclusions containinq two unknown bire
fri--ngent minerals,· po.ssibly gypsum and anhydrite, 

in quartz frcf quartz-su_lphide veinl.t,_ Vein 110, 

sample 709. 
• '-

~ . . 
' ·Type IIC incl)lsion containing . an acicular bire-

fringent mineral of unknown canposition. Sample 
709, quartz-sulphide ve~nlet. ·X-polars. 

Crysta! of calcite in a P-PS Type IIC inclU,ion 
which is as$ociated with Type IIA. and low de~sity 
Type IIB inclusions in quartz from a quartz-sulphide 

_.vei~t, Vein 110·, sample 709. 

PS Type IIC inclusion containing fibrous crystals 
which exhibi, t a moderate birefri ngence ·and are 
similar to the dawsonite crystals ~hown above (Plate 
7,. 4 g-il except for their radial habit. Sample 709 .. 

PS inclusion containing a number of birefringent 
mineral phases; o!le, possibly two, having rhombo
hedral habit, whi.le the rest are platey. They are 

assumed to be carbonate and sulphate miner~ls. 
I 

7.5f, Primary Type IIC inclusion containing a birefringent 
rhombohedral c~ystal, probably calcite; an~ a thin 
plat~y opaque '(hematite?)_. Sample 709, X-polars. 

. 7 . Sg Solid inclus~on (Type IV) exhibiting a moderate 
birefrinqence. May have caused the trapping of a 

' liquid-vapour inclusion spatially associated with 
it (bubble not quite in focus). Sample 709, quartz-

sulp)li~e vein. 

7.5h,i Type IV in~lusion (arr ow) in quartz of quartz
aulphide veinl,et of Vein 110 (sample 709). In Plate 
7.Si _the crystal appears to have caused the trapping 

of a small amount o1l liquid. 
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Plate 7·5 
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· Table 7.1 Types of Inclusions and Dis~ribution Among Vein Types 
-· 

. 
VEIN TYPE PRIMARY- PSEUOOSECOND.ARY SECONDARY 
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the P-PS incluaicm'lr · and the vein types. · Becond,ry co2-rich 
- .• ~ .• 

inclusi,p~s do D~~ , occur in vein typea •s,.oci~ted with Vein . 
110 which sugg./sts t'bat c;teposition in t.he latte~ postdated 

.. . . . .. " . 
the deposition o~~~ ... quartz-feldspar-aolybdenite {<,)F-a) 

and quJartz-bisautM,.nit~ (Q-b) veina. 'l'ype. I and · IIA 
I . 

in,clusions occur as secondary inclusions in both wolframite-

bea · 

110 reflectinq 

volfr~te-free (Q-s) veinlets of Vein 

e aultiple .injeetion hiftory of .that vein~ 

7 • .[, ~ SIGHI 
. . 

OP . SOLID MINERAL INC US IONS" · • 

• Dauqhter minerals in fluid incl~sions I solid phases 

that Cry&t_alliB8 OUt Of~ ~~'e flUid during COolinq' 1 .· i~a~e . 

saturation of the fluid with respect to thc,se phas~ at ··, ' . . . ~ 
room ,temperature. Their iden:tificaHon provides infomat~~ 

on ·the c~sition of the fluid altbouqh there is ·~-probl~ ·. , ' 

in distinqvishing . between dauq'hter.min_erals formed . by cooling 
.. , ;. 

of the inclusion fluid ·and accidental •<?lid minerah trapped 
/ 

.along with the liquid. Regularity of . pha&e ratios ~ng 

similar inclusions would suggeat precipitation from a coolin9 

fluid (Roedder, 1972). 
.. 

With the except~on of opaque ainera~a, solid ainer~ls . 

in fluid inclusions are restricted to 'l'ype ~'xB*, IIC 'and III 

· in~lusions. Table 7.2 i1lust~ates the t~s of solid 
/ . 

ainerals and their distribution between vein types . . - Within 

th~ range of te~~pera.turea reached 4urinq . hemoqenis~tion. · . 
"" • - t • r • '• • I 

studies (o-400°C) none of the mine~al pha••• were observed· 

:' to· diaaolve. ThJml is to£ 8xpected since carbonates and · 

sulphate• have retrog~ade . solubility with incr~asinq 

/ . 
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1 Table .7.2 

Typ~ of Sol id Inclusi~ns 
their Distribution 1\mong the Vein Types 

l. Carbonates: Rhombohedral morphology and high birefringence. Probably calcite. 

one twinned crystal ob~erved. 

2. oawsonite (NaAlC0
3

(0H)
2
): Clusters of fiber-radial aggregates. ~derate birefrin

gence and a positive relief against enclosing fluid. Associated with 

co2~b~aring inclusions. 

3. Gypsum? (Caso4·2H20J 
Bassanite ? Hexagonar platelet with moderate optical relief. Colourless, clear. "' 0'\ 

4. Anhy~rite? (caso4): 
Platey to prismatic, moderate to high relief, high birefringence. ~ 

5. Halite (NaCl): Cubic, isotropic with moderate to high optical re~ief. 

6. unknown A: Poor morphology - partially reotangular. Medium to high optical relief. 

7. Unknown B: Thin single acicular crystal . Medium to low relief. Birefringence low. 

8. Unknown C: Several octahedral platelets of varying overall shape. Low-medium relief 

and birefringence low. 

9. Opaque minerals - irregular minute grains, rarely platey. 

-
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temperatures (Holland, 1967). 

Solid minerals occur both in quartz (as Type IV inclu-

sions) and within inclusions in quartz (Type IIB*, Type IIC) 

which strongly suggests that they were trapped accidentally. 

Furthermore minerals in Type IIC inclusions often have 

variable L:V: S ratios which is indicative .of accidental 

trapping rather than precipitation from a cooling fluid. 

Volume percent salts range from 0.4 to 18% although some 

individual groups of inclusions have similar L :V: s ratios. 

This is especially true of inclusions containing dawsonite 

which have no other daughter minerals present. However, the 

overall irregularity in phase ratios of Type IIC inclusions 

is emphasised by the common absenca of one or more of the 

daught~r minerals between simi:lar inclusions. This may 

represent only a nucleation difficulty (Roedder, 1972) or 

perhaps dissolution with falling temperature, although it 

is probably more indicative of accidental trapping of the 

crystals. 

carbonate ~eposi tion primarily depends on pH and P CO 
2 

although calcite solubility increases with increasing NaCl 

content of the fluid (Ellis, 1959). In most situations 

calcite cannot be precipitated from a cooling hydrothermal 

fluid but may be deposited by release of co2 from the system 

(Holland, 1967). The solubility of sulphates, like carbon-

ates, decreases rapidly with increasing temperature but 

available data (Blount and Dickson, 1969) indicates increased 

solubility with increasing solute concentration (NaCl) and 

J 
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" \ increasing pressure. However, for,the salinities and 

pressures indicated for the Grey River hydrothermal fluid, 

sulphates cannot be precipitated by falling temperature. 

Losp of so
2 

from the systems however may cause anhydrite to 

precipitate (Holland, 1967). 

Loss of co
2 

and S0
2 

from a hydrothermal system is 

possible when immiscibility_ or boiling occurs. If a super~ 
critical co

2
-H

2
0 fluid containing dissolved carbonate, 

t bicarbonate, and sulphate unmixes, two fluids will res'!llt, 

one rich in co
2

, the other in H20. Because of the loss of 

co
2 

and so
2 

from the H
2
o-rich fluid, the solubility of the 

dissolved carbonatP. and sulphate will be sharply reduced and 

precipitation of these phases could occur. If sue~ fluids 

were trapped at this point the resulting inclusions should 

have the following forms:- co2-rich inclusions, H20-rich 

inclusion~, solid inclusions of carbo~ates and sulphates, 

and mixtures of these types. This is illustrated in Figure 

7. 3. 
A similar association of inclusions oc'cur in · all vein 

,.~~ 

types except Q'" + w and Q + w veins. Density measurements 

on the co
2
-bearing inclusions (discussed below) shaw that 

the association of these five inc-lusion types in QF-m veins 

(asPS inclusio~s) and Q-b veins (asP inclusiona) - is a 

result ~f the trapping of immiscible co2- and H2o-rich fluids. 

LOW density C0
2
-bearing inclusions in Q-s veins indicate 

that the association of the five inclusion types resulted 

frOIII boiling·' of the H
2
o-rich fluid during deposition of these 

veins. 

( -· 

J 
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7.7 MICROTHERMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 

While considerable information is evident from 

observation of fluid inclusions, use of the heating and 

freezing stage allows measurements of the homogenisation 

temperature and composition of the fluid and indiaates 

temporal and spatial variations of these parameters through~ 

out the vein system. 

7. 7.1 Salinity 

Standard techniques (Appendix E.l) were used to determine 

salinity on a~roxirnately 200 inclusions by the depression 

of Tm ice method. In the range of operatil)g temperature, 

measurements are accurate to within±. 0.2°C (2a). The 

' 

freezing point determination is expressed in terms of NaCl 

content which woula produce an equivalent depression, thus 

the error in measur·ement is ± 0. 4 equivalent wt% NaCl. 

However, the predominance of co2 in many of the inclusions 

would indicate that NaCl is perhaps not a major constituent 

of tqe ore fluid (salting out eff~ct, Ellis, 1959). Hence 

although expressed in NaCl contents the salinities are a 

measure ~of the total di~aolved solute concentration whether 

it be Hco
3
-, co

3
2-, NaCl, KCl or some other species. 

Figure 7.4A shows the salinity determinations (Appendix 

F .1) for P-PS Type I inclusions in quartz, fluorite and · 

·scheeli te from veins containing tungsten mineralisation 

(0 + w, O* + w). No data are available for Type I inclusions 

from Vein 16 nor Galena tl Vein, as their small size and 

other factors (necking down etc.) precluded the~ measurement. 

... _ __ .. ... ~. -··-...... 
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All inclusions exhibited metastable~ phenomena (Roedder, 

.1963) requiring considerable supercooling to nucleate ice. 

Most nucleated ice in the range -40°C to -so0 c, substantially 

below their ice melting temperature range of -5° to 0°C. 

This ~etastable feature, although a result of many factors, 

is said to indicate a relat~vely slow rate of flow of the 

hydrothermal fluid in the vein system (Kerrich et al., 1978). 

Inclusions in quartz from 0 + w and O* ~ w veins have 

a mean salinity of 3.5! 1.6 equivalent wt\ NaCl with a mean 

depression of melting point of ice of -1.1°C. Salinities 

of fluids were m~asured from inclusions in quartz~ fluorite 

and scheelite to ascer~ain any variation between phases 

from the same mineral assemblage (Figure 7.5). For both 

samples (~77 and _~52) the salinities for the quartz-scheelite 

and quartz-fluorite pairs matched within 1~ limits. Both 

of these samples were from late injections in Vein tlO but 

the data are similar to values obtained from earlier 

tungsten-bearing quartz injections (see Appendix F.l, e.g. 

sample Q-611-10), which suggests thae salinities for 

tungsten-bearing quartz injections were constant regardless 

of relative age. Most, if not all, the scheelite in the 

veins is pseudamorphic after wolframite, and the salinity 

of inclusions in the scheelite are similar to inclusions 

from quartz which coexists with unaltered wolframite. 

Similarly homogenisation temperature measurements on 

inclusions in scheelite (discussed below) are id~ntical to 

• those frOM quartz associated with unaltered wolframite. 

I 
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This ~ight suggest that scheelitisation of the wolframite 

occurred quite soon after the initial deposition of the 

wolframite. 

Two phase (L-V) Type IIA inclusions exhibited m~lting , 

of ice at substantially lower temperatures than those of 

Type I inclusions. · salinities determined from depression 

of melting point of ice for these inclusions (Figure 7.4B) 

+ give an averag~ of 6.9- 1.3 equivalent wt\ NaCl (average 

Tm ice = -4.·5 ± 0. 1°C1· However, in freezing runs the 

cla-thrate hydrate (C0
2

. 5. 75 H2o> typically nucleated in 

Type II . inclusions. Though difficult _to observe, the 

formation of clathrate provides a sensitive test for the 

occurrence of co
2 

in an inclusion (Hollister and Burruss, 

1976). Furthermore, the formation of clathrate in an 

inclusion has a considerable effect on the salinity ' of the 

residual fluid (Collins, 1979). Gas hydrates· are very 
J 

pure compounds involving only dissolved gades and water, 

with all other dissolved species (e.g. salts) excluded from 

the lattice. This exclusion causes considerable salinity 

increase in the residual solutions after clathration, with 

salinity increases up to 50\ recorded by Collins (1979). 

Supercooling is required to nucleate clathrate in Type 

IIA and IIC incl~sions and occurs predominantly in the temp-

'o - o 1 o b erature range -30 C to - 40 C, or abput 0 C a ove the 

nucleation temperature of' ice. A few inclusions, ~owever, 

nucleated clathrate and ice sLmultaneouely at low temperatures. 

Clathrate formation resulted in a radial crystalline texture 

which appears to emanate fr~ the vapour bub~ surface into 

... 

J 
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. Piqure 7.6 Ice and clathrate microthermetric measure
ments from Type IIA and IIC inclusions. 
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Figure 7.7 Equilibria in the C02-H2o-NaCl system ~ 

7.7A 

7.7B 

Phase diagram for the system H2o-co2 (after Collins, 

1979) compiled fr~ data of Larson (1955), Takenouchi 

and Kennedy (1965) and Chen (1972). The dashed lines 

indicate the shift to lower temperatures of the 

decomposition of co2 hydrate in equilibrium with 

5 wt\, 10 wt\, and ,saturated NaCl solutions (from 

Chen, 1972; Bozzo et al., 1975). 

Depression of the·melting temperature of co2 hydrate 

by NaCl in the presence of co2 liquid and co2 gas 

(from Chen, 1972; . Bozzo et al .. , 1975). . The melting 

temperature depression of ice by NaCl is incl uded 

for comparison. Diagram from Collins (1979). 

Abbreviations used in diagram: 

H = hydrate, ~ = liquid water, Lc = liquid ~o2 : G c gas, 

I = ice. See text for further e·xplanation. 
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the aqueous fluid. This texture :was ' transformed to a 

fine-grained translucent aggregat~ upon nucleation of ice. 

Measurement of the Tn ice, Tn clathrate, Tm ice and. 

Tm clathrate are shown in Figur~ 7.6 for sever~l Type IIA 

and IIC inclusions (assuming solid minerals of ' Type _1-~C 

inclusions were accidentally trapped)~ The average Tm ice 

is -4.9°C (7.0 ~quiv. wt\ NaCl) which agrees closely with 

the Tm ice for other Type ' IIA inclusions from qaartz in 

Q-s and Q-b veins (Figure 7.48). The average clathrate 

melting temperature· 1s +7.2°C indicating a depr~sion of 

2.S°C from the clathrate melting temperature in the pure 

co2-H2o systems (+10°C). 

co2-hydrate melting tempera'tures c~ be used to measure 

salinit~es of the aqueous fluid in inclusions, provided no 

other gas phase is present (Hollister and Burruss, 1976; 

Collins, 1979). The temper~ture of de~omposition of the , 
co2 hydrate in the presence of co2 liquid and ~02 gas is 

depressed by salts in solution in a manner similar to the 

effect of NaCl on the melting temperature of ice (line A, 

" Figure 7.7B). In the pure co2-H2o sy~te• the Tm clathtate 

would occur at the invariant point C (Figure 7.7A). With 

increased conce~tration of dissolved salts in solution the 

invariant point is depressed along the line CE (Figure 7.7A) 
'•' 

and line B (Figure 7. 7B). Inclusions in which . a· liquid 

co2 phase is not present cannot be used for salinity 

deterainati~na, as the melting bf clathrate in that cas~ 

occur• along line BC {Pigur~ 7.7A) or a lower teaperature ,. 
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analogue~ with increasing NaCl concentrations. Thus salinities 

for Type IIA and Type IIC inclusions cannot be determined 

by clathrate melting but must be less than 5 equivalent wt\ 

NaCl (i.e. lie at some point between X and Z (Figure 7. 7A)). 

~so the partial pres~ure of co2 present at room temperature 

tn Type IIA and IIC inclusions must be between 25 and 40 bars 

(Figure 7. 7A) . . . 
If the estimate of Collins (1979) that salinities 

measured by Tm ice are increased by 25-50% in the presence 

of clathrate, then the salinities measured in Type IIA 

inclusions JiiiJy that method (Figure 7. 4B) are too high by a 

factor of 2. Thus an average salinity for Type , IIA (and IIC) 

inclusions is 3.5 equivalent wt% NaGl (depression Tm ice = 

0 -1.2 C). 

Type liB inclu~ions contain liquid co2 at room tempera
: 

ture hence the Tm clathrate from thesft inclusions may be 

used to e-stimate salinity as the decomposition of the 

clathrate takes place along curve EC (Figure 7. 7A) and line 

B (Figure ~.7B). Figure 7.8 shows the clathrate melting 

temperature recorded for Type I IB inclusions in quartz from 

QF-m and Q-b veins. The melting temperature averages +7. 3°C 

and 'indicates a d~pression of 2. 7°C from the Tm clathrate 

inClhe pure co
2
-H

2
0 system. This is equivalent to 5 

equivalent wt\ NaCl in ·the aqueous phase (Figure 7. 7B) ~nd · 

a depression of -3.0 for t.he melting point of ice. The 

small size of the inclusions as well as the small volume of 

H
2
o 4available precluded the accurate determination of Tm ice. 

. \ , 
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Rare Type I IB inclusions in Q-s assemblages of Vein 

tlO had Tm clathrate in the range +8. 7°C to +10. 0°C (average 

S samples= +9.2°C Appendix F. 2) indi~ating quite low 

salinitie" of l. Q equivalent wt% NaCl or Tm ice of -0. s0
c . 

Measurement of Tm ice from one of these inclusions shows 

a surprisingly high depression of -4. 9°C and indicates the 

erroneous salinities such measurements can give in the 

presence of clathrate. 

7. 7. 2 Interpretation of Salinity Measurements 

Gross observational features of the fluid inclusions 

2- - 2+ . + 
suggest that co

2
, H

2
o, co

3 
, Hco3 , Ca , and Na are the 

dominant species involved in the hydrothermal fluid. It,is 

worthwhile to consider the effect of these species on the 

Tm ice since freezing exper~ments indicate relatively low 

sal~nities. 

Different solutes will effect the depression of 

melting temperature of ice by different magnitudes and it 

is possible to predict . the depress~n by the following 

equation: 

- Tm = . Kf.~. (7. 1) 

Where Kf is the constant of proportionality for freezing 

point depression (Kf water "' 1. 86) and M = molality of 

solute. A plot of melting point depression for different 

concen'trations of dissolved co2 is s~owr · in Figure 7. 9. 

and is compared to values for other solutes (NaCl, KCl, 

cac1
2

, KHCOl, and Mqso
4

) given by Roedder (1971}. The effect 

of dissolved co
2 

is considerable: 3 mol\ co2 (7. 6 wt\) will 

., 
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depress the Tm ice by nearly -3.2°C. Even 2 wt% dissolved 

co
2 

(0.8 mol%) will depress the Tm ice by approximately 

-l.0°C. 

Due to formation of co2 hydrate in experimental runs, 
·-· 

little data are available em the solubility of co2 in H2o 

at low temperatures and pressures, although the data of Wiebe 

and Gaddy (1939, 1940), Malinin and Savelyeva (1973), 

Malinin and Kurovskaya (1975) and Rosasco et al., (1975) 

indicate that 2-3 mol% co2 is soluble in H2o at room temp-

erature. 

An inclusion with a vapour phase containing co2 at 

less than or equal to 10 bars pressure will nucleate ice 

on freezing before clathrate (Figure 7.7A). In .that 

situation clathrate will not fo~ since after ice has 

nucleated there will be no H20 to form the co2 hydrate. Type 

I inclusions did nft nucleate clathrate on freezing and, 

assuming that the iyapour phase contained co2 under 10 bars 

pressure (see crushing stage experiments, section 7.8), then 

a maximum of 1.0 wt\ co
2 

could be dissolved in the aqueous 

solution at room temperature (Roedder, 1971; Takenouchi 

and Kennedy, 1965). Also it was noted that during super

cooling, the vapour bubbles in Type I (and ·riA and ~IC) 

inclusions became smaller, perhaps indicating an increase 

in solubi 1i ty with lower temperatures in . the aqueous phase, 

similar to the observation of Collins (1979). 

A solute concentration of 1.0 wt\ co2 will depress the 

Tin ice by approximately 0. -6°C and if solubility is increased 
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to 1.5 wt% by supercooling then a depression of -l.0°C 

is possible. The average depression of Tm ice for Type I 

0 inclusions is -1.2 C (3.5 equivalent wt% NaCl) indicating 

that a 0.5- 0.6°C depression may be due to a solute other 

than dissolved co
2

, a~ depressions due to several solutes 

are roughly ~dditive (Roedder, 1971). 

Dissolved bicarbonate ions can also significantly 

depress the Tm ice (Figure 7.9) and up to 16 wt\ of dissolved 

Ca(HC0
3

)
2 

is possible at room temperature (Clark, 1966). 

Even 2 to 3 wt\ Ca(Hto3) 2 would depress th~lJ-m ice by -0.2 

to -o.4°c. If the only solutes are NaCl and co2 then the 

maximum concentration of NaCl in the Type I inclusion is 

0.5 wt\ assuming a Pco of 10 bars in the vapour phase. If 
2 

dissolved bicarbonates are present then this concentration 

might be greatly reduced. 

A similar situation is reported in fluid inclusions 

from the Broadlands geothermal field {Browne et al., 1974) 

where measurements of the depression of Tm ice indicate 

salinities of 0.5 to 1.5 wt\ NaCl although the present day 

geothermal field fluid has a NaCl content of 0.25 wt\ NaCl. 

It also contains 4 wt\ co2 (Sutton and McNabb, 1977). The 

Tm ice were measured on inclusions that did not nucleate 

the co2 clathrate. 

Clathrate decomposition is affected by solute concen-

tration and Larson (1955) established that this solute 

effec~ is nearly independent of the nature of the solute. 

1 N HCl, 1 N NaOH and 1 M NaCl ,all result in a similar 

• 
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depression in clathrate melting. ·rn the co2-H2o-NaCl system 

clathrate melting begins at the eutectic point of -10°C 

(Collins, 1979) and as melting progresses co2 will be 

redissolved in H
2
o and may have an effect on the decompos

ition of the clathrate (E. Roedder pers. comm., 1979). 

Type IIB inclusions show clathrate melting at temperatures 

indicative of a 5 wt\ solute concentration. These inclusions 

contain liquid co2 at room temperatures, indicating a Pco . 2 

of 45 bars, and thus should have the maximum dissolved co2 

content of 2 to 3 mol\ in the aqueous phase. This is 

equivalent to approximately 5 wt\ dissolved co2 and may 

account for most of the solute concentration indicated by 

clathrate melting. Type IIA and IIC inclusions have 

salinities of less than 5 wt%, which is matched by·the 

correspondingly lower Pco and hence concentration of dissol-
2 

ved co2 . 

In summary, dissolved co2 appears to have a profound 

effect on the depression of Tm ice in the Grey River 

inclusions. The partial pressure of co2 is highest in Type 

IIB inclusions and is progressively lower in Type IIA, IIC 

and TYPe I iaclusions (Figure 7.10). This co2 depletion is 

matched by a decrease in salinities recorded from freezing 
') 

experiments and can be related to a correspondingly lower 

concentration of dissolved co2 and hence depression of Tm 

ice. Comparison of measured depressions with relative 

depressions ier co
2 

suggest that NaCl contents in the hydro

thermal fluids were very 'low (less than 0. 5 wt\ NaCl) , 
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especially if there is any other dissolved species present 

as well (e.g. Ca(Hco3) 2 , KHC03 etc.). 

7.7.3 Homogenisation Temperature 

Standard tec~niqu~s were used in the measurement of 

homogenisation temperatures on the heating stage (Appendix 

E.l). Approximately 400 heating measurements were made and 

these data are presented in Appendix F. Measurements made 

on specimens from the late fluorite-calcite-barite veins 

w~i.ch post~ate the tungsten mineralisation {are discussed in 

a separate section below. No data are avai~from Vein 

t6 because the size of the inclusions precluded their 

measurement. Inclo.1sions from Galena tl Vein s·howed evidence 

of extensive necking down and leakage which resulted in 

a wide spread of data points (Appendix F.S). 

For all the heating data above 200°C, errors wer~ 

approximately 0. 5' of the measu_rement. Possible leakage 

of inclusions during he~ting was checked by remeasuring the 

size of the vapour bubble at room temperature and at times 

a second heating run was performed. 

Figure 7.11A displays Th data {Appendix F.3) fro~ liquid 

co2-bearing Type liB (and liB*) inclusions in quartz from 

QF-m veins. While most of these· P-PS inclusions decrepitaG~d 

on heating due to thJlbuild up of high internal pressures, 

some homoqeniaed either to the co2-rich phase, the u2o-rich 

pbaH, or by exhibiting critical phenomena. Those that did 

not decrepitate hollogeniaed at a temperature greater than 

280°, the bulk falling in the range 300-361°C. 
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Type IIA inclusions ar~ associated with Type liB 

inclusions (and Type IV inclusions). pseudosecondaries in 

the QF-m veins, and as P-PS inclusions in the Q-b and Q-s 

vein types. Their homogenisation temperatures generally fall 

below J40°C (Figure 7.128) and average 300° ! 21°C. Type IIC 

inclusions with the same distribution as Type IIA inc lusiorl,s, 

show a similar range (Figure 7.118) in homogenisation temp-

erature. 

Type I inclusions associated with tungsten-bearing 

veins (Q* + w and Q + w) have a substantially lower Th than 

other types, the average Th being 268°! 17°C (Figure 7.12). 

A combined salinity and homogenisation plot for Type I and 

IIA inclusions demonstrate this temperature difference 

(Figure 7.13) between Type IIA and Type I inclusions. 

Generally Type IIA inclusions plot above the line X-Y, 

Type I below it. However salinity measurements on Ty~e 

IIA inclusions were shown(above)to be too high because of G\ 
qlathrate formation and a more correct distribution in a 

salinity/Th plot is illustrated in the inset of Figure 7.13. 

Th measurements on Type I inclusions in coexisting 

quartz, fluorite and scheelite in samples 652 and 377 are 

essentially identical except that the average fluorite Th 

in sample 652 is approximately l0°C lower than inclusions 

in the quartz (Figure 7.14). This may mean that the fluorite 

postdates quartz d~osition although the errors are large 

on the Th measurements. 
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7. 8 CRUSHINQ STAGE EXPERIMENTS 

Crushing stage techniques have been used as an extremely 

sensitive test for the presence of gases under pressure 

in inclusions {Deicha, 1950: Roedder, 1970). These tech-

niques, while essentially qualitative, permit the recognition 

-14 of as little as 10 grams of noncondensable gases {Roedder, 
~ ~ & 

1970). During the crushing of a grain, the presence of 

gas under pre~sure in an inclusion is detected by the 

sudden expansion of the ga~ to fo~ bubbles in the oil medium 

surrounding the grain. 

Representative samples from each of the vein types 

were studied using a crushing stage designed by the author 
/ 

from a suggestion by E. Roedder. .A clear relationship was .. 
evident, between the amount of gas released (size of bubble) 

and vein type within the. Grey River Tungsten Prospect. The 

intensity of gas released is highest for the Qf-m vein type ,-
' 

and iS progressively lower for Q-b, 0-S and Q* + W 1 Q + W 

vein types, in that order •. 

While inclusions from quartz coexisting with wolframite 

display the smallejt released gas bubb~, the expansion 

nevertheless implies the presence of a significant amount 

of co
2 

or other noncondensable gases during the deposition 

of wolframite • . These qualitative crushing tests suggest that 

the co
2 

content of the hydrothermal ·fluid dec~eased with 

time, and confirms observational evidence and data from 

freezing studies. 

-~ 
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7. 9 DENSITY AND COMPOSITION OF C02-BEARING INCLUSIONS 

Some co
2
-bearing inclusions ·occur in all vein assemblages 

except those containing r'olframi te, in which the inclusions 

appear to contain less than 10 bars P CO in the vapour phase 
2 

at room temperatu.r;e. Liquid co
2
-bearing (Type IIB) inclusions 

occur as P-PS inclu~ions in the QF-m veins and their 

regularity of phase ratio indicat~s they were trapped from a 

homogeneous co
2
-H

2
o fluid. The occurrence ·of Types IIA, IIB, 

IIC and IV inclusions as pseudosecondaries in the QF-m 

veins and as P-PS inclusions in all others except the 

tungsten-bearing veins indicates the contemporaneous trapping 

of a heterogen.~ous fluid derived by unmixing or immiscibility 

of a homogeneous co
2
-fo fluid. This unmixing was most 

pronounced during depOsition of the Q-b veins but occurred 

also by boiling during the deposition of Q-s veins of 

composite Vein tlO . . 

7. 9. 1 Purity of Carbon Dioxide 

The occurrence of liquid co2 in the,inclusion permits 

the measurement of the purity of the co2 and the density and 

compositio~ 6f the fluid. Figure 7.15 presents the available 

data for the melting point of solid co2 in Type IIB inclusions. 

Due to metastability most liquid co2 did not freeze 

till temperatures reach~d -l00°C. The phase transition 

of solid co
2 

to liquid co2 occurs quite suddenly and is 

generally easy to observe provided there is no condensation 

problem. The formation of ice on the lens and sample at these 

very low temperatures (-90°C to -56. 6°C) ma,de determination 
/ 
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of this melting temperature extremely difficult. The 

apparatus designed to overcome this condensation problem 

(see Appendix E.l) increases the vertical thermal gradient 

within the stage and hence the errors in measurement. The 

• • polarity of t~e thermal gradient results in the sample 

being warmer than the temperature sensor located beneath the 

sample. Thus the melting temperature of solid co2 would 

appear to occur .at temperatures lower than the true melting 

point. 

Measured Tm co2 in Type liB and liB* inclusions (Figure 

7.15) predominantly lie above -60°C and, considering the 

operating gradient, the error in measurement is at least 

+1. S0 c. Considering errors, the closeness of the measure-, 

ments to 'the melting point of pure co2 indicates a relatively 

pure co2-rich phase in Type liB inclusions, since a CH4 

component, miscible with co2 , lowers the Tm co2 considerably. 

7. 9. 2 Density 

The density of a fluid inclusion containing vapour and 

liquid co2 is defined when, on heating, one of these phases 

disappears at the homogenisation temperature (Th co2). 

Figure 7.16A records the Th COz f~r the Type liB inclusions 

fr~ data in Appendix F.3. Nearly all the inclusions ~ 

h01n09enised to the liquid phase but some exhibited ".critical 

phenomena•, that is, the fading and eventual disappearance 

of the boundary between the liquid and gas phases. The 

available data on the two phase field (liquid and vapo~r 

co2> . . show it to be quite flat on top (Kobe and Lynn, 1953; 

·,. 
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Lowrey and Erickson, 1927), thus co2 inclusions with a 

wide range of densities will exhibit "pseudo-critical 

phenomena". True critical phenomena occur1'"'1(hen the inclusion '· ·, 

has a density of 0. 468 g/cm3 (Lowrey and E}lckson, 1927); 

those with a density above this figure homogenise to the 

liquid p~ase; those below, to the gas phase. 

Most of the 53~Th co
2 

measurements of Figure 7.16A lie 

within the temp~rature range · 30°- 31°C and are therefore• 

very close to the critical point of pure co2• The average 

Th C<'
2 

for these· data is 30.3 :!: 0. 95 (16) giving a density 

3 of 0.62 - 0.65 g/cm . Within the range of error the density 

varies from 0.58 to 0.70 g(cm3 (Kennedy and Holser, 1966). 

A histogram plot of Th co
2 

data from QF-m veins (Figure 7.16B) 

show them to be more variable than those obtained from Q-b 

vein types ~Figure 7.16C). 

Homogenisation of co2 phases in Type IIB inclusions 

from Q-s veins (Appendix F.3, sample Q- 709-10) indicates 

relatively low densities. All five determinations homogenised 

to the vapour phase wi,.th Th co2 in the range +17°C to +23°C. 

'This implies a density of approximately 0.2 to 0.25 .g/cm3 

(Lowrey and Erickson, 1927) for these inclusions. 

7.9.3 Composition 

The homogenisation of ~02 phases defines the density of 

the fluid and, combined with an estimate of the volume of 

co
2 

and H
2
o in an inclusion, permits the calculation of the 

concentration of each phase (Touret, 1977). Table 7.:3 lists 

the densities of individual inclusion$ of Type IIB obtained 

from their Th co
2

. Volumetric proportiorts shown in column 

· ~ · 
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. 
3 and 4 of Table 7. 3 were obtained by accux::ately sketching 

each inclusion on cardboard and c::utting out and weighing 

the various "phases". ' These areal proportions were adjusted 

to volume proportions assuming the inclusions to be spherical . .. 
\, ' ~ Tbe canposi tion of the fluid may be determined if the 

\ 
foll~~ing paramet~ are known:-

• Vi = volume co2 (liquid and gas) 

V 
2 

,. volume H20 

salinity (~ ice, from microthermometry) 

density (Th co2, from microtn~rmometry) 

If the temperature of melting of solid co2 = -~.6°C 
then the fluid in the inclusion approximates the three 

component system co
2
-H2o-NaCl. Assuming that the mutual 

solubilities of co
2 

and H~O are low at room temperature 

(2.3 moles co
2 

in H
2
o (Touret, 1977)), and the vapour pressure 

of H20 at room temperature is negligible then : 
) 

xco = Nl ....... ... ............. (7. 2) 

2 
Nl + N2 + . N3 

wher e N = number of moles co2 1 " 
N2 = number of moles H

2
0 

N3 = number of moles NaCl 

d 2. 3 v2 dB 0 
v1 co2 

. . 
and Nl"' + 2 (7. 3) 

MW C02 
100 MW H20 

V dB'~ H 
2 

• 2 • 2 ~".' • · ••••••••••••••••• ,· •••••••••• (7. 4) 
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• X .............................. (7. 5) 

. 
Where x = equivalent mole% NaCl derived from Tm ice. 

d =density (d8 0 , dco ). 
' 2 2 

Hl-1 = molecular weight . 

The molar composition of individual inclusions is listed 

in colunm 5 to 7 of Table 7. 3. These were derived f;om 

equations 7.2 to 7.5 (above) assuming 2 mole\ NaCl is present in 

the aqueous solution (estimated from clathrate melting 

measurements1. Note however that the solute in most inclu

sions is probab'ly mainly dissolved in co2 , therefore 

incFeasing ~he ~oncentration of co2 in the inclusion from 

that calculated. 

Although errors in the determina:tion of the volume 

ratios can be large, potentially this method obtains a 

precision far superior to that obtained frbm destructi ve 

methods, for example mass spectrometry,where problems of 

contamination by mixing of primary and secondary inclusions 

occur (Piper~v et al., 1979). 

Tqe mol~ compositions of co2 in Type IIB inclusions 

varies from 5.6 to 40 mol\· co2 {Table 7.3). Not i ceably the 

P-PS inclusions from quartz in the QF-m veins (sampl es . 

385A to E) have higher Xco than inclusions from the Q-b 
2 

vein· assemblage (253A, 8, 249A, B). Those with highest 

Xco also homogenise in the upper range of Th which probably 
2 

reflect the changing character oyhe hydrothermal fluid 
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Table 7.3 

Calculated Composition 
of Type liB, liB'* Inclusions 

SAMPLE d(CJ/CC) v
1
•Vo1 co2:v2•Vol H2o xco *1 ~20 ~ac1 Th °C 

2 

2538 0.65 o. '!0 0.80 8.1 90.2 1.7 

·0.62 0.25 0.75 9.5 88.7 1.8 l). 

0.65 0.15 0.85 6.4 91.8 1.8 >270 D* 

0.65 0.18 0.82 7.4 90.1 2.5 

0.65 0.73 0.27 42.1 56.8 . 1.1 >275 0 

' 
0.62 0.27 0.73 10.3 88.0 1.7 w 

0 

0.62 0.17 0.83 6.9 91.3 1.8 w 

0.62 0.53 0.47 23.3 75.2 1.5 

249A 0.62 0.13 0.87 5.6 92.4 2.0 

0.62 0.43 0.57 17.4 81.0 1.6 

0.62 0.29 o. 71 . 11.0 87.2 1.8 

0.65 0.14 . 0.86 6.1 92.1 1.8 

0.62 0.18 o. 82 7.2 91.0 1.8 

0.62 o. 3_0 0.70 11.4 86.8 1.8 

2498 0.65 0.35 0.65 14.0 84.4 1.6 

0.62 0.18 0.82 7.2 91.1 1.7 290 (H 0)** 2 

0.65 0.22 0.78 8.8 89.4 1.8 >263 0 

0.62 0.10 0.90 4.8 93.4 1.8 >262 0 
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'l'able · 7.3 continued. ,. 

SMIPLE d(9/CC) v1•Vo1 co2:v2avo1 H20 xco *1 
2 

KH 0 
2 ~aC1 ' Th oc 

385A 0.65 0.20 0.80 8.1 90.1. 1.8 

0.62 0.25 0.75 9.5 88.7 1.8 

0.62 0. ·42 0.58 16.9 81.5 1.6 

0.66 0.29 0.71 11.6 86.6 1.8 
~ 0.62 0.33 0.67 12.7 - 85.6 1.7 

0.65 0.42 Q.58 17.5 80.4 1.6 
I ' t 
d --· 0.62 0.40 0.60 15.8 82.5 1.7 
\ ' 

0.62 0.41 0.59 11.2 86.9 1.9 
w 

t 
0 

79.1 ~ 
,. 

0.65 0.45 0.54 19.3 1.6 311 (Crit.) 

0.62 0.45 0.54 18.7 79.7 1.6 • > 296 0 
. ' . 

0.62 0.40 0.60 15.9 82.5 1.6 >296 0 
, 

0.62 0.35 0.65 13.5 84.8 1.7 361 (C02 ) 

0.62 0.38 0.62 l:4.9 83.4 1.7 > 276 0 

0.65 0.45 0.55 19.1 79.3 1.6 359 (C02) 

0.70 0.47 0.53 21.4 77.1 l.S > 298 0 

0.65 0 . 48 o~52 20.8 77.7 1 . 5 > 284. 0 

0.70 0.54 0.46 26.0 72.5 1.5 > 274 0 

0.66 0.60 0.40 29.5 69.1 1.4 345 (C02 ) 

0.62 0.72 0.28 39.8 58.9 1. 3 346 (Crit.) .. 
0.65 0.41 0.59 16.9 - 81.4 . 1.7 > 313 0 

...... .. . ....... ;jijit_ ... ___ ___ _ __ _ . 
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Table 7•3·continued • 

.. 
SAMPLB ... d (q/cc) v

1
•Vo1. C02:v2Vol H20 

"X *1 XH 0 ~aC1 Th °C 
Co2 2 

385B 0.75 0.65 0.35 36.8 . 62.0 1.2 284 (C02) 

385C 0.66 0.54 0.46 25.0 73.5 1.5 :298 (C02). 

0.66 0.48 0.52 21.1 _77.4 1.5 >250 D 

0.66 0.45 o.ss 19.3 79.1 1.6 >325 D 

0.'66 0.40 ·0. 60 16.6 81.8 1.6 320 (C02) 

0

3850 <().62 .35 .65 13.5 84.8 1.7 >282 D 

0 •. 62 • 52 .48 22.6 75.9 1.5 >263 D 

.. 0.65- . .24 .76 9.5 88.7 1.8 >240 D w 
0 

0.62 .46 
(H2~) 

U'l 

.54 23.9 74.6 1.5 352 

253A 0.69 .40 .60 17.2 81.2 1.6 )230 D 

385B 0.65 .33 .67 13.1 85.2 1.6 >253 D 

o.6s .20 . 80 8.1 90.1 1.8 330 (H
2
0) 

0.62 .2~ .79 8.1 90.1 1.8 > 323 0 

0.62 .25 .75 9.5 88.7 1.8 > 289 D 

- 0.62 .19 .81 7.5 90.7 1.8 >295 D 

Crit. • critical phenomena 

et• Molt 

* D • Decrepitated 

** • . composition of homoqenised phase 
I 
i 

I 

0 1 5 ., 
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I kb, 6 wt 0/o NaCI 
Tak.enouch i- and Kennedy~ 

1965 • 
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plot of Type IIB ( and liB ) 
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-H
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with time, from a homogeneous (supercritical) fluid to a 

heterogeneous fluid. 

Figu~e 7.17- plots concentration of co2 in individual 

inclusions with hamogenisation temperature. Although· many 
I ,, 

decrepitated, two inclusions exhibited critical phenomena; 

the others either hamogen~sed to the co2-rich ·or H20-rich •,',: 1 ., 

· ·:' ~ti-·· 
phase. Most of the data points in Figure 7.17 are .'. ~~-+ .• 

4<'_ 

inclusions from OF-m veins and fall above the 1 kb -solvus ., 

in the pure co2-H2o system (Todheide and Franck, 1963); 

this pressure being close to that estimated from co2-H'20 

equi,,libria discussed in a later section. The solvu's is 

affected by other components, for example, Takenouchi and 

Kennedy ' (1965) showed that it expands with addition of 6 wt% 

NaCl (Figure 7.17). 

Since the inclusions from QF-m veins were trapped from 

a supercritical fluid then they should ,plot above the 

solvus for their specific c~position. The position o~ the 

solvus for such a fluid might be estimated from inclusions 

exhibiting critical phenomenon and is represented by the 

dashed line in Figure 7~17. This suggests a substantial rise 

in the solvus from that of the pure system and is likely a 

result of ~he dissolved constituents in the flui d. From 

its posi~ion; a solute concentration of substantially less 

than 6 wt' NaCl is indicated. 

7 . 10 GEOBAR<»>E'tRY 

Boaogenisation temperatures may be corrected to trapping 

teaperatures provided an independent estimate, of the pressure 

·-

j 
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can be made. Pressure·estimates are possible fr~ 

1) reconstruction of the lithostatic load from geological 

evidence or 2) by determining the density and composition 

- ~of the inclusion fluids and applying the appropriate 

equilibria data for the systems NaCl-H2o and co2-H2o. 

Unfortunately an estimate of th~ lithostatic load prevailing 
I 

during mineralisation at Grey River is impossible to 
tJ 

Howev4r, co2-rich ascertain from geological reconstruction. 

inclusions are suited for barometry as they corninonly separate 

into two immiscible fluids under common hydrothermal temp-

eratures and pressures. Approximations of pressure are 

possible by construction of isochores from co2-ricb inclus-· . 

ions (Touret, 1977) but to be useful under normal geological 

conditions such isochores have to be extrapolated assum\ng 

them to be straight l~nes. This extrapolation is based on 

ideal mixing of the two phases at higher temperature"and 

pressure, although deviation from ideality is known to 
I 

occur (Ypma, 1963; Green~973). Touret (1977) maintains 

that extrapolation of isochQres is valid for most one 

component systems in the supercritical region, as is evi-

denced by comparison of. P....:I' estimates ·o.f metamorphic rock·s 

'from fluid inclusions -and those from independent sources 

(Bilal and TOure.t,· 1976}. 
. 

Using data . from a co2-H2o beari~g inciusion~ crude .. ~ . 
' estiaate.of pressure is pOssible by adding the partial 

pr•ssures of H2o and co2 • pne esti.Jutes the t>artial 

density of s2o &Qd co2. by aasuaing that each ~nent 

' . 
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occupies the whole cavity at room · temper~ture. Th~~, if the 

average7density of the Grey River co2-rich fluid is 0.65 

and the visual estizv.ates of the volume ratio VCO (L+G) :VH 0 . 2 2 

are 4: 6 and 3: 7 for QF-m and Q-b veins respect1 ve ly, then 

the apparent density "(d*) of the components assuming each 

occupies -the cavity alone are: 

QF-m veins 

d*·H
2
0 = 1 X 0.6 = 0.60 

d * C0
2 

0. 6 5 X 0. 40 = 0. 2 6 

Q-b veins 

d * H
2
0 = . 1 X 0. 7 = 0. 7 0 

d * CO
2 

= 0 • 6 5 X 0 • 3 = 0 • 2 0 

If ·a typical homogenisation temperature for the P-PS 
. . 

type IIB inclusion of the QF-m assemblage is 350°C then the 

par~ial pressures of H
2 o and co2 at 350°C are: PH O = 300 

2 

bars (Burnham et al. ', 1969); Pco 300 bars (Kennedy and 
./ - 2 

Hols~, " 1966). Thus a minimum estimate of the pressure 

prevailing during deposition of the quartz-feldspar-moly-

bdenite veins is 600 bars. 

For P-PS Type II~ incltfsions from the Q-b veins with 

a typical homogeriisation temperatu~e of 330°, the partial . 

,.pressures of H
2
o and co

2 
are: PH 0 = 520 bars: Pco = 230 

2 . 2 
bars. This gives a total of 750 bars for the pressure 

during deposition of the quartz- bismuthinite veins, however, 

as this mixture iB not ideal (Greenwood, 1973) the obtained 

pressure is lower than the real pressure. 

. Anothe\ approximation, . also based on the ideal mixi ng 
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model assuming that H2o-co2 isochores are strai~t lines, 

utilises the measurements of pariri.al homogenisat on of 

the co
2

, and hence the density, and extrapolates along 

the isochore to the total homogenisation temperature. 

The point of intersection of the total homogenisation 
I) 

temperature and the isochore also defines the "cri~cal" 
curve for a given XCO (Touret, 1977). For the QF-m veins 

2 
with an average partial hoinogenisation temperatui:e defining 

a density of 0.65 (Figure 7.16), and a total homogenisation 

temperature of 350°C, the pressure is 1080 bars (Kennedy 

and Bol~er, 1966) • For the Q-b veins with a similar density 

and a total homogenisation temperature of 330°C, the pressure 

is 1020 bars. These pressure determinations again reflect 

a minimum pressure onlt due to non ideal mixing. 

A unique solution for pressure and temperature can be 

obtained from the intersection of the isochores derived from 

the homogenisation behaviour of pairs of inclusions which 

were trapped from separate, but coexisting, immiscible 

fluids. Such a condition will occur when fluids are 

trapped below or on the solvus in the co2- H2o system. The , 

barometry is based on the recognition of contemporaneity of 

the immiscible fluids, one ~ch in co2 and t);le other in . 
H

2
0. once this has been determined and the composition of 

the two fluids h,as been derived from inclusion data then the 

pressure of trapping is easily deduced. 

I~ . practice, one , determines the- h~OCJenisation temp

erature ·of the H
2
o-rich fraction .which defines the isochore 

• ; 

i ~ 
I 
I 

J 
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of that fluid if the salinity is known (Appendix G). Next, 

one determines the density of the coexisting co2-rich 

fluid thus establishing the isochore of that fluid. The 

intersection of these isochores gives a unique determination 

The contemporaneous trapping of Types liB, IIA ' and IV 

inclusions as well as mixtures of these types . (IIB*, IIC) , 

indicates the existence of 'two inuniscible fluids during the 

evoluticm of the hydrothermal system at Grey River. These 

immiscible fluids, one rich in co2 , ~he other in · H2o, were 

trapped on or below the solvus "in the co2-H2o system. 

These. conditions prevailed during depC>sition of the Q-b 

assemblage and during the deposition of the Q-s vein type 

of composite Vein -~~0. 
' . 

A typical homogenisation temperature for Type IIA and 
' I . 

IIC inclusions associated with Type IIB inclusions is 325°C. 
\ 

An average salinitY. of 5 wU is indicated by c~athrate 

w melting temperatur"es and the solute is considered to be 

~ . ' 

mainly dissolved co2 and Hco3 . Althouqh inc!'usions do not 

contain a simple NaCl-H2o solution, Potter ~d Clynn~ (1979) 

showed that the P-V-T-X properties of solu..tes of various 

compositions can be estimated quite accurately by 
I . 

comparison "with properties of a NaCl-H2o fluid of· a 

similar salinity. Therefore the volumetric data for the 

'·' system NaCl-H
2
o (Appendix G) can be used as a good approx-

i.laation of the P-V-T properties of the inclusion fluids. 

. j 
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~bus from Type IIA (and IIC) inclusions a d~nsity of 0.75-

0.7 g/cm3 is indicated for the H2o-rich fluid trapped 

simultaneously with a co2-rich fluid of 0.65 g/cm
3

. 

A plot of the isochores of these coexisting immiscible 

fluids gives ~·intersection at 1.55 kb ~nd 475° (point~' 

Figure 7.18). If the range in densities of the two fluids 

are considered then the field of possible P-T conditions 

is ind~cated by the shaded portion in Figure 7.18. The 

co
2 

isochores are based on P-V-T data for the pure co2 

system (Kennedy, 1954), however the co2-rich fluids trapped 

in Type liB inclusions are a mixture of co2 and H2o with 

maximum co2 content of 40 mol\. 

The experimental isochores for such a fiuid are not 

available but may be derived by assuming ideal mixing of the 

two non-ideal gases. Using this assumption Rich (1975) 

tabulated the P-V~T data' for co2-H2o mixtures (Appendix H) 

f.rom data on the pure substances (Burnham et al. , 1969; 

K~nnedy and Holser, 1966; Juza et al., 1965: Kennedy, 1954). 

The isochore for a fluid containing XCO = 0.4 is shown in 
2 

Figure 7. 18 and intersects the a2o-rich isochore a.t approx-

imately 1. 2 kb and 430°C (point B) • 

An accurate dete~ination of pressure is limited by 

the availability of good experimentally derived f ,luid phase 

equilibria of· appropriate compoa.ltions over geologically 

useful pressure and temperature conditions. Notwithstanding 

this, a fluid pressure of greater than 1.1 kb is indicated .. 
for mineralisation during the QF-m and Q-b vein stages. 

'.' 
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Rare Type liB inclusions, trapped con}emporaneously 

with Type IIA and IIC inclusions in the Q-s veins of 

composite Vein 110, have very low d~nsities (0.25 g/em3 ) 

indicated by their homogenisation to the vapour phase. 

Intersections of isochores for these inclusions suggest a 

fluid pressure prior to deposition of tungste.n mineralis-

ation of 300-350 bars (point c, Figure 7.18). 

Type I inclusions from tungsten-bearing veins (0 + -w, 

Q* + w) have low solute concentrations Qess than 3 equiv

alent wtt _NaCl) much of which appears to be dissolved co2 
If such fluids can be modelled a~ter the 

NaCl-H2o system (Potter and Clyime, 1978), and sin?e there 

is no eyidence for boiling during the trapping of these 

inclusions, the rttinimum pressure n.eeded to prevent boiling 

of a fluid of 3-5 wt% salinity at 270°C is 155 bars (600 m 

depth, Haas, 1971). This calculation together with the · 

estimate of pressure conditions during deposition of Q-s 

veins, suggests that the tungsten-bearing veins were 

deposited at fluid ~ressures between 155 and 350 bars. 

7.11 INTERPRETATION OF PRESSURE DETERMINATIONS 

'Most pressures determined from fluid inclusions are 

said to represent lithostatic or hydrostatic pressure or 

some intermediate value. However,the pressure at the siee 

o~ trapping of an inclusion represents a .hydrostatic pressure 

because it is a fluid pressure (R~der and Bodnar, 1980) • 

. Many factors such as boiling, vein choking or throttling, 

and hydraulic fracturing affect 

J 
1 
i 

! 

I 
l 
l 
l 
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result in considerable va~iation~d pressure within 

a vein system. 

VariatiQn in fluid pressure is indicated between vein 

ty~s in /the Grey River Tungsten Prospect. Pressure 

determinations from fluid inclusions suggest a fluid pressure 

·• of greater than 1000 bars during deposition of the QF-m 
~ 

and Q-b veins and only 3SO bars in Q-s yeinle._ts of composite 

Vein 110. Such variation likely reflects the structural 

development of the vein system, particularly that of the 

composLte veins ~ Structural evidence suggests that the 

composite veins were reopened and resealed by repeated 

e-Pisodes of hydraulic fracturing. ~ Slicken&ides on these 

fracture planes indicate internal vein displacements 

resulting from a normal faulting mechanism. 

The relationship between pressure variation and 

structural development of -the vein system is illustrated in 

Figure 7.19A where fluid pressure is plotted against 
• 

trapping temperature (Th corrected for pressure and salinity). 

Inclusion types ·and regularity of phase ratios in QF-m veins 

sugg-t \he presence of a eupercritl.,cal co2-a2o fluid 

at pressures greater than .l200 bars and 450°C. During the 

deposition of .Q-b veins this supercritical fluid unmixes, 

. resulting in the separation of co2-rich and H2<rrich fluids. 

The intenection of isochores derived from these coexisting 

U.Oisclble fluids defines the pressure and temperature of 

. . - 0 trapping at 1000-1200 bars and 430-450 c. This unmixing 

episode occurs at point B on Fiqure 7.19 and is similarly 

i\ 
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represented in Figure 7 .19C where the fluid intersects the 

solvus with decreasing pressure. 

Deposition of later vein types in composite veins (Vein • 

110, Vein 16) is accompanied by extensive hydraulic fractur

ing. This .·occ1lrs when fluid pressure exceeds the value of 

the ainilaum principal stress and the tensile strength of the 

_rock (P~ice, 1975). The pre-fracture situation is portrayed 

·at point c (or c1 , c11 etc.) in Figure 7.19 A and B where 

the pressure of a flowing .fluid at an inclusion site equals 

the hydrostatic head and some unknown· overpressure (Roedder 

and Bodnar, 1980). 

Hydraulic fracturing of the vein results in a rapid 

decrease in fluid pressure and temperature and the hydro

thermal fluid follows the path c-D-E (Figure 7.19A). If 

fault movements have increased the volume occupied by a 

momentarily fixed volume of fluid then retroqrade boiling 

occurs when the vapour pressure exceeds . the load pressure • 

. This situation occurs in V~in flO and other veins where 

steeply dipping portions are offset' by normal faulting 

(Figure 7.19 B-2). The pressure of art inclusion trapped in 

this environment would be equal to. the vapour pressure at 

that temperature even though the vein •ight be at some 

considerable depth in the upper crust (Roedder and Bodnar, 

1980). 

Retrograde boiling of a a2o fluid containing dissolved 

co2 would result in the separation of a vapour phase rich 

in co2 (1ouret, 1971) . Rare 'type II~ inclusions occur in 

.Uit . ...__ ... 

I 

j 
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the Q-s asse~~~blages of Vein flO and coexist with inclusions 

of Type IiA and II~. Liquid CQ2 in these inclusions hqmo

genises to the vapour phase at quite low temperatures 

indicating that these inclusions contain~ighly compressed 
I 

co2 vapour of low density. The rarity of preservation or 

trapping of these low density Type liB ~nc1usions might 

be expected when . the bulk of the growth of the host crystal 

occurs from the continuous fluid phase in a heter09eneaua 

mixture, for example - water and steam (Roedder, 197.1; 

Roedder and Bodnar, 1~80). 

This retrograde bqiling situation is illustrated by 

the path c-o-E in Figure 7 .19C where the . co2 vapour evc~ves " 

at point D and subsequent loweling of pressure (Pco ) and 
2 . 

temperature results in the deposition of wolframite at 

point E (and E'1 , E11 , E111·, etc.) in figure 7 .19A. This 

loss of Pco and lowering of temperature between 0-s and 
2 

0 + w,_ O* + w veins is substantiated by measurements of 

salinity and homogenisation temperat~e discussed previously. 

7.11.1 Pressure Corrections 

Inclusions trapped from non-boiling hydrothermal -

fluids do not nucleate a vapour bubble until' tbl internal 
\ 

pressure of the inclusion drops below the total vapour 

pressure ~f the fluid. · Bence ~oDcqeniaati~n temperatures 

do not represent trapping 'temperatures but\may be corrected 
' l 

to that value provided pressure is known. 

Fluid pr~aaure f1uctuafed widely dur~g 
of the Grey River hydrotber.al fluid so t~t 

the evolution 

a common pressure 

' I 
i 
j 
I 
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correction cannot ~ applied to all the veins. OF-m and 

Q-b veins were deposited under fluid pressures greater than 

1000 bars. Assuming a salinity of 5 wtt for 'the .. fluid a 

pressure correction of 90-140°C is warranted (Po£ter, 1977). 

Trapping temperatures for the OF-m veins are thus .in the 
' 0 

region 450° - 490°C; for Q-b veins trappincJ temperatures 

of 390 - 430° are indicated·. 

·A' .~iscussed above these pres.sure· determinations 

represent flui~ pressures, and during the deposition of the 
I . 

QF-m and Q-b veins the h¥drothermal fluid ._s also subjected 

t:o some unknown overpressure. This means -that the trapping · 

temPeratures derived.above represent minimum. values for 

these assemblages and would need to be·C(?rrected for this 

overpressure. 
::r'l · 
~ . . 

Hydraulic fracturing accompanied the -deposition of 

Q-s and Q '+ w veins, and fl~id pressures vari'ed from 1000· 

to 350 bars prir to the depositi~n of ·these assemblaqes 

in Vein flO. Boiling of the hydrothermal fluid is indicated 

during deposition of o-s veins and hence no pressure eorrec-
• 

tion · is needed. · Since fluids · associated wi.th Q + w (and 

o• + w) veins 1!'ere apparently not boili'ng (i.e. above the 
. 

L-V curve for their specific fluid cOIDposi tion) then estim-

ated fluid pressures of 150-350 bars necessitate a pressure 

correction of +10 to +25°C to 'the hCROCJenisat.ion t8Jnperature1f. 

7. 12 PLUID IRCWSICMS IR FLUOR-rr{-.CALCITB-BARI"n· VEINS 
./' 

Fluorite veins contaiJ'lnq a variety of ainerals occur · 

fn extensional fractures ~ich postda~ all other mineral-

~-
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Plate 7.6 

. . ~·· 

... 

Fluid inclusions in apophyliite. Bar s<;:ale • . lOA&JD. 

7.6a Flat, circular liquid-vapour inc~usion in apophyllite 
f'rom fluorite-calcite-barite vein, adit level. 

7.6b Flat, circular liquid only irtolusion in apophyllite 
from fluorite-calcite-barite vein, adit level. 

7.6c 

7.6d 

Flat, circular liquid~vapaur inclusion in apophyllite. 

Plane of pseudosecondary liquid-vapour inclusions 
' 

in apophyllite. Photograph taken after homogen-
isation run. Bubble did not nucleate on cooling. 

7.6e Flat ·circular liquid-vapour inclusion in apophyllite 
illustrating the trapping of these-inclusions alonq 

the basal cleavage of apophyllite crystals. 

. - ··-- ··- .... ···-·· .. 
it• a;-

. i \. 
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Plate 7·6 
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"" isation in the area. The veins are zoned,•with ligbt green 

fluorite at the edge of the fracture succeeded by calcit~

barite, apophyllite and harmotome towards the centre. 

Galena and sphalerite oecur within f'luorite, barite and 

calcite, and pyrite is found coating cavities within the 

vein. See Chapter 5 for a detailed descriptlon of the 

vein occurrence and mineralOCJY. · 

7.12.1 ;Inclusion !ypes and Occurrence 

Due to its crustiform nature the fluorite contains 
~ 

relatively few fluid . inclusions. All those found ' occurred 

as isolated inclusions and do not seem to be a~sociated with 

any healed fractures. The inclusions were of two ·tfpes, 

L-V and L-V-S: this latter group containing a variety of · 
. . 

solid daughter minerals tao small to be resolved under 

· operating conditions. 

~one of these inc~usions fUcleated ice on cooling .. 
runs even with repeated freezing to !.;.lB0°C. This metasta..: 
. . 

bility implies a slow moving fluid was involved in the . . 
.) 

deposition of the fluorite which .ay also be suqgestea by 

the l .. inar, crustifora habit of the mineral. 

The inclusions show a wide ranqe of ha.ogenisation 
.5.-

t~ratures (Figure 7.20~) fraa 270°C to 90°C with L-V-S 

inclusions typically at · the top end of t.be range. These 

data fall into two qreupa (A,B) vhich possibly reflect their 

• P-PS (Aj or secondary (B) origin. · . 

lnblusiona ~calcite and barite were not uaed for 

fluid incl011ion) k becauae of .~ , .... Y pr:l- aaaocioted 

f 
f 

' ! 
1 
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.. 
with geothermometry of soft, well cleaved minerals (Roedder, 

1972b). 

#I Large crystal's of apophylli te were split along thei:: 
• 

-'basal ·cleavage and the resulting thin clea~a.'!.e chips were 

used directly on the freezing stage without polishing, At 

no time in the preparation were the specimens handled 

directly nor were they iJ:!IIDersed in any fluid medium (e,g. 

oils) • 

Three types of inclusions occur in the apophyll,ite_. 

These are;-

a) 

il1 

Perfectly circ;.ular liquid-vapour inclusions (Plate 

7. 6 a,c) with varying L-V ratios · (5-60 vol% ,vapour). 

Perfectly circular liquid only inclus~- ((Plate 

~) 7. 6b). 

c) A discontinuous plane (PS) of negativ'e faceted 

liquid-vapour inclusions with a constant 1-3 vol% 

vapou~ (Plate 7. 6d) . 

All three types failed to nucleate ice on cooling, 

similar to inclusions within fluorite. 
~ a 

Figure 7. 2_0B shows the hombqenisation temperature data 
0 

,.:for the circular L-V inclusions and for one isblated 

irregular-shaped L-V inclusion which homog~nised at 194°C. 

The circular L-V inciusions all hotnoqenised in the range 

·. 

·60°" .... 115°c and did not nucl~at~ ';b~bbles on cooling. At 10° -

20~C above , the homogenisation t~mperature< the inclusions 

. "'expanded thei:J': volqpae and in most _cases migrated. Liquid

- .o!llY inclusions exhibited this . phenomenon ctt similar 

' .. 

.. 

I 
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temperatures (120-130°~) . The flat and perfectly circular 

aspect of the inclusions, as well as their migratory 

property suggest that tnese inclusions are. secondaries 
. 

tra~ed along the basal cleavage of apophyllite (see Plate 

7.6e). 

The third group, a plane of pseudosecondary inclusions 

(approximately 40 inclusions) with low volume \ vapour, 

homogenised in . the,. temperature range 90-ll5°C and failed 

to renucleate a vapour bubble on coolinC;J . 
. 

7.12.2 Conclusions 

Fluorite, calcite and barite appear to have been 

deposited in t;.he range 270°C to 150°C. Pseudosecondary 

inclusions in apophyllite suggest a te~perature of d~position 

of approxitt~ately l00°C although one possibly primary 

inclusion would indicate a ~emperature of 194°C. 
• .. 

The secondary circular incl._\lsions trapped along 

cleavages in apophyllite represent ···a. fluid that bathed the 

crystal at some time after its deposit,i'on-.... Evidence from 

. vugs of partial dissolution of calcite and hydl;:ation of ' • . . , 

apophyllite (see Chapter 5) seems to indicate that~_~ese 
' • 

minerals have been subjected to acid attack af:ter their · 

deposition. It seems reasonable to suggest that this acid 

fluid is represented by the secondary circular inclusions 

found in apophyllite and possibly the lower temperature 

inclusions within the fluorite. .Alterat'ion effects in the 

apophyllite are concentrated along basal cleavage fractures, 

precisely the position in which the circular inclU'sions are 

,j 
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found. ·Furthermore, the consistency of the microthermetric 

results and their relatively elevated temperature (90°C) 

would suggest that these inclusions have an origin related 

to the vein mineralogy and not a result of acc;:identallY 

trapped immersion oils or groundwater. 

Harmotome crystals are found mantling parti~ily tesorbed 

calcite and thus are late~; or concomitant wi'th the dissol-

ution and hydration event. Hence . the fluid trapped as 

circular inclusions within the apophyllite may :represent 
< 

the fluid from which the .zeolite precipitated. If so, then 

the harmotome crystallised · at temperatu.res of approximately 

90 to l00°C from a _weakly acid solution. The acid nature 

o~ the fluid may have resulted from an influx of co2, a 

common constituent of the fluid associated with the 

. preceding tungsten mineralisation. 

suMMARY 
The distribution and types of · inclusions in gangue and 

. or·e minerals indicate a complex\ .evQlutionary history for 
. . ; ·• . ., .. 

the hydrothe~l fluid which is ~arisec:l':: in Table 7. 4. 

7.13 

An initial hOI\ogeneous co2-H2~uid .with a. solute conce~
tration of 5 wt• <leposited veins containing quartz, feldspar 

and molybdenite at temperatures of 450-490°C and fluid 

pressures of 1. 0 to 1. 4 .. Jtb. With falling pressure and 

··temperature this supercritical fluid became, immiscible, . . 

separating into co
2
-rich and _u2o-rich fluids. : This uruaixing 

episode severly reduced the Pco .in the aqueous fluid 
2 

promoting precipitation of car bonates. 

I 
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The simultaneous trapping of. co2-rich and u2o-rich fluid 

inc_Csions, as wel.l as solid inclusions of calcit_: in quartz 

from the quartz-bismuthinite veins is evidence for the 

existence of a heterogeneous fluid during this phase of 

mineralisation. Evaluation of fluid phase equilibria data 

for these inclusions suggest that immiscibility occurred 

at temperatures of 390-430°C and pressures of 1.0 - 1.2 Jtb. 

A period of repeated hydraulic fractu:ttng resulted in 

the deposit~on of quartz-sulphide and quartz-wolframite 

veinlets in composite veins. Du~ing hydraulic fracturing 

rapid temperature ~nd pressure fluctuations initiated 
-' 

retrograde boiling of the1aqueous hydrothermal fluid further 
,. 

deple~ing the solution in co2 by evo~ving a low density 

'C02 . vapour phase. This lo~s of co2 (decrease in P C0
2

) 

promoted the deposition of wolframite in the temperature 

range 270° - 330°. 

( 
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Table 7.4 Summary _of Microtherinetric Data. 

VEIN CHARACTERISTIC 
INCLUSION TYPE COMMENTS 

·~. • Homogeneous • 
OF·m 5 350 1·0-1·4 450-490 20-40 

SUpercrit ica I 

C02-H20 

Fluid 

lmmiscibi 1 i t y 

Heterogeneous 

0- b 
1·0-1 ·2 390-430 10-40 

C0
2
- H20 

IN 
IV 
<» 

II A. liB IV Re:trograde 

@J ©c:J Boiling Of 

0 ·S <5 300-325 0 ·3-1·0 300-390 2~10 Aqueous 

Fluid 

I 

O•w ® 
Oeposit ion 

\ Of a·· w <3 270-.300 0·3-0-15 270-330 <1 

Wolframite 

.. 
1 total dissolved C02 

-
uJil' 'tt 

____ ... 
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CHAPTER 8 

ISOTOPE GEOCHEMISTRY 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Stable isotope geochemistry has been applied widely to 

the investig~tion of ore genesis and the evolution of hydro-

thermal fluids (e.g. Taylor, 19(9). The major types of 

' Waters found · in the earth IS CrUSt (maqiM!tiC ~ metamorphiC 1 

seawater, formation brinelil and meteoric) have characteristic 

isotopic ranges of V8o and ~D (Taylor, 1974, 1979; Sheppard, 

1977) and hence the origin of hydrothermal fluids associated 

with ore deposition may be ider,tified from isotopic ·analysis 

of the ore and gangue minerals (Sl'\eppard et al., 1971 J Landis 

ii_nd Rye~ 1974; Bethke and Rye, 19.79). 

·samples of oxygen-bearing minerals deposited from, or 

in equilibriu."n with, the hydrothei"laal flu.id(s) were analy~ed 

to define the temperature of mineralisation, as well as the 
\ 

oxygen botoplc composition of the fluid and hence its 

origin. The samples selected by the author were..analys.ed - . 
by R. Kerrich, university of Western Ontario. Conventional 

techniques were· employed for the· extraction of oxygen from 
. . 

minerals using bromine pent.afluoride, with quantitative . -, 

conversion to carbon dioxide prior to mass spectrome~ric 

pa1ysis (1;1ayton and Mayeda, 1963). 
. - ( 18 -

I.-atopic data are reported as l · o val,ues in per mi 

( 0 /oo) , rela~ive to stan~rd mean ocean water (SMOW) . 

c 
( .R sample 
( --- --

-· ( R a.tandard 

) 
.;_1 ) 1000 

) . That is:.o · 

' , 

J 
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Where R sample is the 18o;16o ratio in the sample while .R 

standard is the correspondin~ ratio ·in the standard (SMOW)
1
• 

" The ~ractionation faotor {a() or isotopic partition coef;.. 

ficient between two minerals (A,B) is equal to 

R 
,:,. ( A/ R ) 

. B 

which can be closely appro¥imated by the equation 

6. AB = 1000 ·log..( AB 

when~ values are less 'than 10 • 

. 8.2 OXYGEN ISOTOPE RELATIONS 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

( 18 . . . 
The b 0 values of selected quartz, auscovite, wolfr·am-

ite and scheelite sampl~s are sh<;~,_m _ in Table 8."1. The 

~ 18oquartz values do not vary substantially between each 
0 

vein type and range from 9.74 to ~.13 ·. /oo. The analytical 

error on . these me~surement~ is ±. 0.18 :~/oo (~cf). The most 

markea change . in ~18o mineral between vein t,ypes .occurs for 

wolframite which is "hi9heat {3.54 °/oo) for the Q* + w vein 

type (composite Vei~ tl) and lowest (],.15 ° /oo) in the 0 + w 

vein component of ~posite Ve,in flO. 

. 

A salid solution control might account for the difference 

( 18 . . 
in ~ owolframi te between the Q'* + w and Q + w vein types 

(Casaderall and Rye, 1980), as wolframite from the fo:nuer is 

Fe-:rich COIIlpared to wolfraJDite frOil the latter. 
. . (18 . 

on the other hand, the hlgher 6 Owolfruiite 

Q* + w veins could also reflect a slightly higher temperature 

of deposition (I!IIDAl_ler tl,q ... wf) · than vo·lfraaite from Q + w 

veins. 
(18 . 
0 :Oschealite values a~;e very •iailar to ~ l&.c,wolframite 

.; 

' · \ 
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... 
T•ble 1 . 1 

'llo '110 . '110 'no ,6q-a, 6q-f Aq-ach 

ftla oryp. ... 1. quarte .aecovi~e wolfra~~it~ •cheelite 

or .. liS 11.08 6.51 
4.S7 ;... .. -

(7. 74) (3.34) 

g..b '" 11.00 

"' 10.'79 

o•.., , .. 10. 05 3 • .S4 .6. 51 

ar.l- 1f6 10.01. 5.11 •• 20 , ... 
6.03 

keliMft 436 '·" 5.73 
4.:23 

5.66 w 
w 

Q-tl 72CI 10.25 
\ 626 1(1.71 

.... 

Q+W 377 10.54 1.15 1.31 9.39 9.23 

2.29 

152 t.74 1.07 
1.67 

' 651 10.21 . 1. 77 1.51 

671 10.31 2.21 1.10 

\ ~65 u.u 2.38 
1.75 

627 10.21 

641 10.59 

UJ 10.6t 

6Cl 10., 
no lo;n· 
no 10.21 

f71 11.11 

-.lyt:loal ener ! 0.11 °/00· • 
~ .. 
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as are the resp~ctive 6q-wf and 6q-sch fractionations. 

If the scheelite-water fractionation mechanism is similar to 

that of wolframite-water, then ·this similarity in &.18o· 

stren~thens the evidence that reaction of wolframite to ·· 

1cheelite occurred immediately after deposition of wolfram-
. , 

ite, at high temperature, ·and in equilibrium with fluids 

of sim.iiar h 18o. 

8.3 OXYGEN ISOTOP~'l'HERM.OMETRY 

oxygen isotope fractionation between coexisting pairs. 

may be used to ·calculate the temperature at which the mineral 

attained isotopic equilibri~, the fractionation factor being 

a function of temperature only (Javoyi 1977). · Is<Dtopic 

temperatu-res can be calculated from equations derived f•rorn 

theoretical and .exper~ental data describing quartz-muscovite 

fractionation. · several equations are ~vailable for mineral

water fractionations as a function of temperature (Table 8.2). 

Three 'separate fractiQriation·equattons for quartz

muscovite have been use':' (equations 1 to 3, Table ~ 8.2) to 

calcula,te the. isotopic 'temperature of greiaen. mine:ralisation. 

Coexisting ·quartz and muscovite pairs from the greiaen 

·mineralisation give i~ailar fractionations (Table 8.1) of 
·. . 0 + 0 

approximately 4. 20 - 4. 23 /oo - 0.18 · /oo. Isotopic 

. t~r~tures caleulated frca the three. equations yield tellp

erawr~a in th.e ran~# 404° • 3~0°C ±. 30°C . (Table 8. 3). 

B:rrora alculated laotopic , temperatures ·arising 

frca the ~alytical uncertainty of + 0.18 ° /6o a;re about 

+ 30°C.· " ' 

•• • . • :or .. .. ; ' 

i . 
j 
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·Table 8. 2 
~ 

oxyqen Isotop'e Fraction~tiOJ') Equations·. 

l)Aq-m;:; -0.6 +" 2.2 x lO~.T-2 Bot~.i,nga and Javoy,. (1973) 
.:,.;. 

6 -2 
2) Aq-m = +1. 3 + 1. 2.7 x 10 ·.T . 

3) Aq-m ."" +1.16 + i.l9 x 10
6 

.T:-
2 

•>Aq-w.• -2.73 + 3.57 x 1o
6

.T-
2 

A . 6 -2 
5) uwf-w:a . -9.9 + 3. 0 x 10 .T 

.. . 
" 

Blattne~, {l~JS) 

Clayton et al.; (1972) 

I 

.Clayton et al., (1972) 

Landis. and P,.ye, ·. (1974) " 

q - quartz, Ill - muscovite, .J ::a wateat. wf - wolframite 

. ----·--

· .... 

s..Ple 

166 

436 

" ' 

Table 8. 3 f 

. 
Calculated Isotopic T•peratures (°C) 

for 6 q-a Fr actionat!ions 
~-· 

, 
i.J 8quationa* 

q-• (1) (2) 
..,.., 

4.20 405° 390° 

4~23 .400° l85° 

* •ee Table e.2 

(3) 

\ 
\ 

\ 

' \ 
/\ 
I \ 

' 

\ 
I 

\ 
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Fluid inclusion temperatures for greisen mineralisation 

are not available for comparison with the calculated iso

topic temperatures, but t~e calculated range of 350°C - 404QC 

for the · three ~q-m fractionations fits into the observed 
•, • 

trend of fluid inclusion trapping temperatures for the 

various vein types·in the deposit. The lower end of that 

calculated isotopic temperature range is favoured (JS0°C), 

because wolframite coe~ists with. muscovite and 9uartz in 

the greisen. From fluid inclusion evidence, wqlframite 

deposition in· the veins (Q + w.) occurs at temperatures below 

9 However, greisen. wolframite is . . 

Fe,. rich similar to the wo~fra.Jj'ite from 0* + w veins, and as · 

noted above, the quartz-wolfi.a:mite fractio~ation for the 

latter i~ l~er ·than 6~ from. 0 + w veins ~ possf~ 
suggesting a highElr temperature o~ · depositiqn for the Fe-rich 

wol.framite. t.JnfoJ;"tunately, no reliable quartz-wol!ramite 

fractionation eqttati~s are ava~lable .,to allow an is8'topic 

temperatur~ to be calculated (Casadevall and Rye, 1980). 

8. 4 CALCULATED . b18o FLUID . 
. ~ 

the oxygen isotopic composition of the hydrothermal 

fluid coexisting 111ith specific.ainerals may be calculated 
. . ., .• . ' 

using trapping temperat~es deduced f~oa fluid inctusion -

studiea combinedwith ieotopic oaapoaitiona of coexisting 

mineral phases end their relevant aineral-water fraction

ations. The qu~rtz-water fractionation (Table 8.2, 

equation 4) of Clayton .et al., U.972) was used to derive 

the isotopic· ca.po8ition of the hydrotheraal fluid coexisting 

.. 

I 

\ 
j. 

J 

I . j 
.. :J 
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Calculated 18oH
20 

coexisting with quartz, 
wolfraaite and sc~eelite using t:rapping temp
eratures for each vein type derived from fluid 
inclusion data. Dashed line is lower limit ,of 
normal magmatic 1~oH20 values (Fauz:e.,l977l • 

·Lines . linJt doexisting ainerals frC. ,the .... 
sample. Solid circle·• quartz; ha~f-sol1d 
circle & scheeliteJ open circle • wol~ramite. 

' " . . ·• 

' . 

' ,.. 
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with quartz, while the empirical wolframite-water fraction

ation (Table · 8. ·2, •equation 5) of Landi$ and Rye (19-74l 
·. , . "" : . .: 

was utilised for wolfroite. . ASsuming a similar isotopic · 
. -

·£raetionation, the i~otop.il:: composition of the hydrothermal 
a 

fluid 'coexisting with scheelite was also calculated from 

the Lan~is and Rye (1974) wolframite-water f~actionation. 
u • 

Figure 8.1 ' displays the cal~ulated ~ 1~0 _composition 

" . of the. hydrotheml fluid cbexist.ing with quartz, "ol:fraaaite · 
· .. 

and scheelite. several feat'ures are evident. Firstly the 
0 • ' .... 

· · ~~18oH 0 isotopic _composit{~ becomes depleted with time · 
2 . 0 . 

.. 

showing a maximum range from 7. 3 ° /oo to 0. 5 ° /oo between y . ; ' " 0 · . • 

· ' _oF-, td Q ·"'; v . vein types. .secondiy the isotopi;, ·C<lllpna~ 

. :::J.:t:h:.:u:::.::~::~·:~ 0t~ w ::::t::: :::t:~:ar 
(aitncjugh d~rived. frora d.ifferent fractiona~ion equations}, 

stre~Jtheninq th! auggesti~ ~at they 'were coprecipitated 

fr~ ~e ..aaae fluid . and at the sae tiale. However, hydro-:-.. _ 

th•rmal flui,ds coexisting. with quartz and ~lfraa1.te froaa-

0* +. w ·veins are qui_te different i.llplying that they precip

itatfd .'f.raa different;. ~luids Or that ·the wolfraaite crystal-
~ ~ ,--

lis~ prior to .the. quartz ·at a different (higher) ~aperature • 
.. I . 

~ . j 

- •o~e ~~at :the fluid coexi~ti.ng . vith the Fe-ricb 

wolfraaite of the O* .. t w vein is aiail~r · to that calculated 

tor quartz -f~ ~~ 9rei~ aineraliaation which aiso 

. ~rit~ina welfraaite 0~ l.aia.ilar ·~af.tion. Thia ai9ht also . 
: . . . . . , . 

. _.,u.ggest :tt.at the' . Pe-rl.~b ~lfraaite. ~·• 4epoai~ed at 
• 0 ~ .• . 

. -
. "a lightly b'i9her taper,fot~e, . &114 before quartz, in .the 

· .. :"' •'. . ~ ' , ... . 
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O* + w veins. ;lndividual trends within composite veins . 

(tl and 110) are also suggested (Figur~ 8.1) with a regular 

depletion in ~ 16o culminating in the deposition of 
H

2
0 

wolframite from a hydrothermal fluid of low ~ 18o compos~ 

ition. 

8.5 DISCUSSION 

The isotopic evolution of ,the Grey River hydrothermal 

flui~ is characterised by a depletion in ~ 18
0 with time. 

Such a variation is normally interpreted as indicating the 

mixing of isotopically distinct f~uids (Taylor., 1979; 

Sheppard, 1977). Magmatic watt!rs have isotopic compositions 

that are controllP.d by equilibration with aaqmas at high 

: tem~rature. Most v~lut'onic rocks have rela

tivel~ \uniform ~ 180 (and ~D) values, so that thei~ 
. associate_d fluid phases have a relati~ely res..tricted ~ 18

o 

range of +5.5 to +10.0 °/QO (Faure, 1917; 'l'ayloJC, 1974). 
, ( 18 \ 

The calculated b OH 
0 

of th4! hydrothermal fluid 
2 

coexistinq witl,l quartz . from the -OF-• and (rob vein types 

falls within ·this Jla(pnatic field which . is shown in Figure 

8.1. Purtheraore, ainerals with peCJIIatitic affinities 

(beryl, alkali feldspar) are restricted to those vein 

type•, auggestinCJ that the hydrotheraal fluid involved iJtll 
t:hf aineraliaation to this point,~·· d~inantly of ugaatic 

origin. 
~aylor (1918) hawe~r atreaaea that th.._xtr_ lower 

liait~f a&91Mtic ~11o v.lues could be +3 °~oo. which ·aiqht . .... . . 

r~8'ult if .. qiaatic&lly derived fluids re~equilibrate with t . . . . . 

-: • . :· ·~ . 

, . ,, .. _. .... ,.. .. _ . ....,........ ~-
. ·. 

~ 

L 
1'J 
·~ 

i 
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an .isotopically normal felsic intrusive at 300°C. Thus 

any fluid with & 18o values lower than 3 ° /oo must have 

involved some other water component, the contemporary 

consensus favouring isotopically light meteoric w.ater. 

Although b 18o values less than 3 ° /oo migh.t indicate a . . . 
source other -than magmatic fluids, values greater than that 

limit cannot absolutely prove the presence of magmatic 

waters because meteoric waters might attain high - ~ 18o values 

by equilibration with metamorphic r _ocks (Kelly and Rye, 1979). 

Thus the 7. 4 ~o 5. 6 ° /oo range in '
18

oH 0 for the h¥dro- , 
2 

thermal fluid during deposition of QF-m and O-b veins does 

not ~~uivocally prove, but strongly suggests that a dom

inant magmatic fluid canponent lfa!J present. 

Subsequent miner~lisation stages exhibit much. ·more 

ed { 18 d . . i II.. 1 deplet a o
820 

compare . to·-.a<jlllatl.c _values, be . n":f be ow 

3 °/oo for Q-s, 0*. + w, and 0 +-. .., vein types. Such values 
.. ·-~· 

miqht ·~ugqest the involvf!IIMnt of an isotopically light 

fluid such as aaeteoric waters for.. the later staqea of 

minerali,sation (Sheppard, 19771 Taylor, 1979). 

ror the Puto BUeno ·Tungsten deposit (Peru), Landis 
t ...... 

and Rye (1,974) . presented iaot.-opiQ evidence that ~ . aac)~Utic-

hydrotheraal fluid waa ·~inant in .certain staqea of 
.·· 

ai.Mr•li•ation but that .. jor .fluctuations in isotopic , 

~itian of . the fluid reflected .incursien of aet.eOric 

and/or · co~mat.---.~hic v•tera ii\to .. the vein syat-~ . 

Moreaver, · the~ . ~i.uct~t~Ons ~depleti~a) in A 18oB~o (and 

· ·. ~ o82o) a~ied •j~r ~P.i~O..• of wolframite depo-

. ., 
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sition. Oxygen isotope data from the Carrock Fell tung,aten 

t.
osit (Shepherd et al., 1976) suggested an interact'ion of 

is topically light non-maqmatic water with the granite · 

ring greisenisation and vein mineralisation · (ore fluid 

b 18o .. +3. 85 ° /oo). Isotopic data · from the Grey Jli~er 
~ - . . 

Tungsten Prospect could- be similarly interpreted1 however 

fluid i~clusion evidence sug~ests other controls govern the 

fl~etuations in . ~ 18oB o· 
(18 . 2 ( 

The ~ 0
820 

(and .~ o
82

.0) of hydrothermal fluids 

reflect the original isotopic composition of the ~urce 

fluid modified by the degree of isotopic . exchange between · 

the · fluid and the wall rocks they encounter. The isotopic 

si9nature of the hydrotherma~ fluid •ay further be IOdified 

by aixing ~f fluids, by boiling, or by chemical change of .. 
ttte fluid. Fluid inclusion evidence (Chapter 7) indicates 

that the evoluti911 of the Grey River hydrotheDI&l fluid · __ 

waa oh&rae1:a~ise4 firstly by t.alsc:i ble separation of co2-

and s 2o-rich fluids .and later by RtrOCJrade boiling of the 

s2o-rich fluid with concOIIlitant evolution of a co2 ••pour 
phase. !his pr09 .. asive l~ss iD -002 is. alao t~aced by a 

aarkec!l lowrU.g of the saliniq of pubt bclu•~oaa7 

• 41•solve4 co2 10...rtng the taperat:.~ of tr .. sirlt of the 

iac~ua~en fluid like aay other s~l~te. '!'he cb&~s in Kco2 
of t.he -4rothera.l f 1liici vi th d... are ·incl:Lcated on Pipre · 

·~ 1. 

: ainca 110st ainerals woul4 be deposit~ . 'fraa tile_ a2o-rid. 

fl,uicl, isotpP. fractionatiOn between •boiled · off•. pba••• - -~ 

• . ~ -
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the .H
2
o-rich fluid couid have conside~able effect on the 

isotopic composition of the precipitated minerals. 

The theo~al calculation of the fractionation for 

exchanqe between carbon dio;xide and water yapour ha.s been 

j 

[ 
f . 

~ 

I 
j ' 
I 

f8o 
~ 
J 

I 
described by Urey (1947). From these data Bottinga (1968) i 

. . I \. 

and Bottinga and Craig (1969) calculated the fractionation; 

for co
2
-liquid water anft showed that co2 is markedly 

enriched in. 18o' (Figure 8. 2). 

Fluid inclusion evidence fram Grey River also augqeats 

that during immiscibility and retri9rade boiling ~taqes, 
carbonates (and aulphates) were precipitated due to the . .. 
sudde~ loss of co

2 
(and so

2 
?) in the H2o-rich'· fluid, and 

were subsequently trapped as solid inclusions in the quartz . 

. ·Available isotopic fractionation data between C02-calci1.te

H20 (80ttinga, 1968J O'Neil et al., 1969) auqgeat that 

fr~ctionation at hydrotherm•l temperatures dec~eaiies in. the 

following order a- ; 

co
2 

:> caco
3 

> · a2or (PiCJUr• •• 2} 

'l'hua the fcmution. of aolid c.rbol)atea du~ing iJIIIiacib:ility 

and retroqrade boilinCJ vou~cl· further enhance t;be 4epleti~ 

·• in ' 18o in the re.-.1~1 &20:t>ioh fluid ' (Pi~• 1. 3) • 

. calculated .fract.ion,ation f~• for iaotopic •ch8nCJ• . · 

·in tbe co~-c.co3-a2o ayst• (~~ot:tU\9•~ 1,9~~~ .1969J . ()'••11 

et al.' lt,t) are .W.•t•tlatett by • variet:y of atudi••· 
-· ~ic 441c.rbona~loo reaGti~• result in 

13c Jm4 · 

· 1'er~leted .... ~ .. rtea {~,.f. ·and .ri.ey-, -lt76) 'with· lcilw 

ra~iOII of '·'llcrac .·· aJlcl 1•o/1'o •• ~lfJ corte~~· Vitl\ the 
' ' . ' . . . . . . . . . . 

· . ... · . 

... ;~ ·._.;,. : .. . 1> 
· . .. ~ ' .. . ', ·' 
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presence of newly-formed calc-sil~cate minerals. The 

gaseous · co2 ~ pbase released during decarbonation must there-

fore be enriched in 
18

o (and 
13

c) . 

Well documented evidence exists from contact a~eole-

skarn dep<>sits (Shieh and Taylor, -1969J Deines and Gold, - ' 

1969) which shows ~ha~ the isotopic oa.position of tbe co2 

liberated during decarbonation is ~ut 5 °/0o richer in 

~18o than the carbonate ·in equililoriUJD with it at high 

temperature. In a study of skarn foraationp, Taylor ' and 
- .. . .. . 

O'Neil (1977) recorded evidence of a c~o-H f~uid f~ 
by mi~ing of iaagm.atic wate~ and a 

18
o-enriched co2 fluia, 

the latter produced ·by decarbOnation reactions ·in the 

contact aureole. In all such studies the ~ 18oC:rb . ak!f~ . 
produced durJ.ng ·decarbonaUon rang,es froa 2-6 °/oo. 

In the few studies av•ilable fr<* high grade gr~U.tie" · 
t.e:tranes (Sheih and ScbWarca, · ·191~' rourcade an4 Javot, · \ 

. . .. 

1972 J. Baker et al., 1976), ortho- and paraCJJ'•i~ses exllibit 

18oi16o ratios which are very unifOIW and. iabnonaally ~ 

( ) 18,o, 5-8 °/oo). rl\li~iltc'lusion " stu41•• Dow t.hat _co2 · 

is a doainant caiponent . of gran.alite -~ic. flGiU 

(ToUret, 19"71, 19771 oJIOllis~ ·..ad 8Qr.'~-~ 1.97t) .-4 tbe low 

~ 18o values . fQr the. gneUi ... . ...., ~·11it .z:.. .• . }oes 0! • . ~ 
~ . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 

ci>2:..rich -~aet~ic tt\114. . a.J.l. ~ tt. ,.._.. •tuc~j.••· . .- ·.· 
. th~- affini~~ - ofi•o for ·:~r2:1~ ti.&~·· ~:~ • ~lB . .. . . . . : ~- < . . . . •, ··,' . ' ' .. . ·. . ~- ·· .· ·~. · 
. of wbiob, iD -~- «JeOlogUq a_ltwatic-.a·• ._~: ~l~,~ - .· . :. . . . :. . ..• .•·. ·. .. ··: .•. . .; ··~ <> . ' 
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'J!he magnitude of the vari.ation in · ~ 18o8 0 with Xco . . 2 . 2 

decre~use can be calculated assuminq an initial iaotop'-c 

.. '.COI'lpo&ition of 'the fluid· and ' applyincj ca1c;ula.t•d fraction

ation factors (BOttlnga, 1968) at appropriateteaperatw:ea. 

-~ vaJ;iat~~n i,n· ·~ l8o
8 0 as a function of co2 ioas at 

t. ..-; 

.• 2 . . 
~· 420°C and . 300~C is ahciwn i,n ·P:i:qure a. 4. . . . ' . . . 

: At ·2~~C 'co:i 'in. :equil;i})ritia ~ith H2_o will be approx- . 
.. . 

) ·. lJia~l~:. So ~/QO ~~icbed · in ., 18ot at 3:~0°~, appro~i-tely 
. ' i• ·O.too ~nri~ \r19u:te 8~ 2). Assuming that the initial 

.. . .. . . .. . -. ' . 

isotopic;· COIDPOIIition of the· ~rey River bydrot)leraal fluid 

: . . :: wali the s..e ~s tbat calcul~ted ~Qr the QF-a veins ( ~ 18
o • 

0 . ... . · '· . ~ 1. 5 . /90, point A, Figur~ ·a. 4) , th,en' a 30 ao~~· co2 ~08• du• 
·' 

to i,..&iscibility at 420°C ~~· recorded by fluid incluaion,a) 

voulc! result· in a dep~etion ot ·. the isotopic ~si tion. of . ' 

·the r~id~al f~uid b~ ' 3 °/oo. A . ~~~nt l~as of 10 :-on 
!:0

2 
!lu• . to r.t"ro9r~ boi,ling at ioo~c llbJld 'fv~ &oP'1• .. 

. , ' . . . 

.. ' 

the . reei~ual fluid by 1.4 °/00.~ ... - ., .. 
~ . ' 

In. t-otal, a .to -.ol' .m-2 ioa f~ the. hy~~berwal 
fluid coulcl result in·· a abift . iD oxycjea · i8otcipJ.c ~ait;.l.or, f - .. . ' . 

~ : .in the rea-i4ua1 tluicl' c)a. ~ or~ of _4 .rs 0 ~~~ rr•C::t.ion~ ' 
. . fi • • • ..· ' • 

ati~· · of 2-.t 0 /rxi ar.~:p..~~b~ ~t-- ca.-,C.atea u4 'dbr' 

a~ t.-peraturea_ bet:tfeen:.420°C -anct 3~~0c· (Pi~~- a._~l.; ·. tftlU 
~ ' . . . ; - . . , .. 

p~lpttattoa of carb0Dat•8'c!utn9 m.illeib111ty ·aDd .retro:- ... . . . 

9ra&a .bO~nt .woel4 . enhNt~· ·· .tlt41 ....,1~10, • 
.• : ,.b.,.~ ~0\l~ions ._ ~'0&~, ~s 1~: t,he cm.-C&l. 
. \ ·: . -~.. . . - :. . ; 

o·I'I("Gei~~ -oC ~- 0., River .~e$1 ',Jui~ coul4 
1 • :$.. - • ~ 

<aooo,_._.. hr ·._..:·.•hift· (~p-letioo)' in ~ ~11o. 6f . ~- t ·l»J.a 
· ..... · •, .. · .. : . : . . ' ' . ' •· ·. .. . .. i . .._ . .. ' . ... . '' . , ..• 

:'· 
:- -C. .. .~ 

.... ~ : 

; -~ . . ; : -._. _ .... , .. . ,:- . · .•· :.:.J 

' · 
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with tt.e. ,revioua studies on tungsten deposita such 

as Pan•squeira (IC.elly and Rye, l979), Tungsten Queen 

(Cas~vall an~ Rye, 1979) and carrock Fell (Shepherd et al., 

' 1976) ~av~ not evaluated this possibility -although the 
I • 

ev14en~ for · a~stantial loss of co2 duri~ the evolutiOD 

of their respectiv• hydrothermal flui.ds is sUC)geste4 in 
. . 

the data these•authors present. 

···' - SOMIWtY ~he isotopic ~ition of the Grey River hydro~l 

fluid ~aried during successive stages of the aineralieatioo. 

·zarly deposited veins with ~title affinity appear to have 

been deposit~ .f~ -.petic fl11ida ~i~ a . , 
11

o820 . 

~sition iA tbe ranc)e 5.6\ to 7.4 °/oo. Later stages 

~h~: ·. aarked depl.Uon in '
1"o•'o (3.2 °/00 to o.s 

0
/oo) 

' 2 
vbic:b would noraally be iau~rete4 as interac.t.ion with 

an iiotopicall~ litbt fluicl «•·9• ... eorictJ water)· ·:. 
~ . ~ 

&owever, fluid inclusion evidence .uggesta that co2 

loss ~re4 duriag Paiacibility aftd retrOCJrade boiliDCJ 

episodes which would .._._ aignificant.ly changed the 

1~ic CCJ'IIIPC'sition of tbe ~er~~&l fl•id. Available 

fr~ioDation factor• ~- c;o2 an4 a2o ia4icate that 

~- 1a prefUentially enricMd iA 
11o, . illplying tt.ft 

al~ficaat co
2 

aeparat.lon fRa a b~ot.he~l flui4 tiOUl.~ 

s.-alt. ia-a -.lte4 MWriat Or , $ 1~0 ~-oal tion of tbe· 

.neJ. ... l 111114 aa4 the ..S.nerai.a pn-cipitate4 frc:a lt. 
• . ' \Z...;lat~- - · 't!ae ...:uudol Or S 11e 4epl<n~ea v1\:h 

i·i~ ·; :it;·t~·"~ • ~~ ~t·:··~tch ~; . 
,~ .. .. :. · ... 

l) 

· ~ 
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recorded variation in i~ot9pic compos~tion of the Grey 

.. ·_.alvei htdrotbera~l flui" and thus. support the fraction•r::i . 

~1 suggested above. 

Available qurt:i-auscovite oxygen isotope f ·ractio tiona 

indicate a ·range in t~rature of 3S0-400°C for greiaea 

alteration that a~iea the foraation of the aa;or 

veins. 
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CHAPTER 9 

RADIOMETRIC DATING 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

' ~och~cal evidence (presented abQve) suggests a 

genetic link between tbe tungsten adneralisation and the 

gronitoida of tbe Grey" lliver area. In .;.. att~ to_. 

fur~ber assess this relationsb~, radia.etric da~tech-
'--· 

::--. .. 
niques were utilis~ to dete~_ine the tiae of ~la~nt 

of the aegacrystic granite and the OnSet of mineralisation. 

Whole-rock and aineral separates selected by the author 

were analysed by Dr A.M. Halliday (Scotti&~ Universities 

Res~arch and Reactor Centre) and. Or J.G. Mitchell (University 

of Newcastle-upon--t'yne) fQr Rb-Sr and . J(-Ar isotOpes respect

ively. Analytical techniques are ~rise4 by Jta_lliday 

et al., (1980) and Ineson ·and Mitchell (1975).' · 

'l'he field ev.idence indicates that' the aegacrystic 

granite was intruded into the JMt.-orphic cc.plex while the 

area WaS underc;JOing retrogressive r~rphi .. in . shear zones. 

AS a result, an extensive portion of "the southern aarqin of 
~ . . 

the plutoa vas defon.ed by ductile shearing. Both the 

Jle9.&CrYBtlc .granite and the .. t~hic COIIIPlP were intrUded 

poat-tectODically by leucoqranites and cU~ase dykes (in 

tbat order), aa4 later cut by a hydrotberJql vein eyst-

_oontai~~nCJ tun9s~en 11ine~~l1•a•ion. 

· . 110 previous age deterainations are available frca the 

area • 

' . 
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'Sr, Analytical Data 
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~ u:a. o. 4.667 

158.6 3.449 

l9S.O 
.. ' 2.970 

.. 257.8 
-<? 

2.360 . 
2)~~·l -~0§ 
264., ' 1. 14 
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+ o. 7t "(2Gl ~ -

'· 
'0 

.. • 
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' 7sr;a6sr 
(at~c) . 

0.73610 + 0~00005 . 

0.72912 + 0.~004 
0.72630 + . . ~ . 

0.00004 

0.72217.! o.oooos 
+ • 

0.71849 - o. 0000~ ... 
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0;;71475 + 0.00007 
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SAMPLB 
NUMBER 

550 
557 
415 

64 

71 

495 

432 
453 

lfi6 

.. 390 

444 

206 . 

GOl 

568 

301 

5lB 

ROCK TYPI.': 

Megacrystic Gran. 

Leucoqranite 

Amphibolitic gn.eiss 

Mica Schiet 

Gneiss 

Creiscn 
Greisen 

Greiftn 

Greisen 
Greisen 

Muscovite ~elvedge 
Muscovite Selvedge 

Muscovite Selvedge 

Muscovite Selvedge 

Vein 

• 
• Table 9 . 2 

Potassium/Argon II<J es•, Grey River Tungsten Prospect 

MINEML 
.J>.NALYSED 

Biotite 

Biotite 

Hornblende 
Biotite 

Hornblende 

I 

Muscovite 
Muscovite 
Muscovite 

Muscovite 

Muscovite 

Muscovite 
Muscovite 
Muscovite 

Muscovite 

Muscovite 

K 
(\) 

4.62! 0.25 

6.30 .. 0.25 
10 . ~0 ~ 0.27 

0.56! 0.01 

3. 32 '! o. 06 

1.65:!: 0 . 02 

10.60:! 0.08 
9.52! 0.15 

10.40 ~ 0.10 

9.89! 0.18 

9.95:!: 0.04 

10.52!: 0.10 

9 . 66:!: 0.26 

10.38 + 0.18 

10.86:!: 0.28 

4.06 :!: 0.01 

(7.93 ~ 0.07)10-2 

(1.07 .. 0.01)10-1 

(1.67! 0.01)10-l 

(8.48:!: 0.10)10-J 

(4.73:!: 0.05)10- 2 

(2.67! 0.03)10- 2 

(1 . 47! 0.02)10-1 

(1.30:!: 0.15)10- 1 

(1.41 :!: 0.02)10- 1 

(1.29 :!: 0.02)10-1 

.. -1 
(1.28 0.02)\?:' 

(1.39 :!: 0.01)10-1 

(1.26 :!: 0.01)10-1 

(1.33 :!: 0.01)10-l 

(1 . 36! 0.01)10-l 

• Con1tant1 used1 4011:/l • 1.167 x 10- 4 mol';molJ ~~ • 4.962 x 10-lO ~~.- 1 , ~~ • 0.581 x 1o-
10 ,.-1. 

,. 

,_ 

4.9 

4.3 
7.5 

16.1 , 

7.5 

7 . 2 .. 

5.8 
4.9 

5.3 

5.2 

3. 5 

4.5 

11.7 

5.4 

5.2 

9.8 

Age ~ 1 If" 
(Mal 

466 ! 25 

462 ! 18 
u4 ! 11 

418 :!: 9 

395 ~ 8 

434 :!: 7 

386 ! 6 
38.1 ! 8 

378 ! G 

365 + 8 

JG. ~ G 

369 ! 4 

365 :!: 10 

)60 ! 7 

352 + 9 

329 :!: • 

• 

w 
U'l 
...... 

' 
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9. 2 AGE RELATIONS; GRANITOIDS AND SHEAR ZONE 

Radiometric dating techniques confirm (with minor 

exceptions) the_ ~..,logy developed by field relationships, 

although interpr~tations are hampered by the obvious 

disturbance of Rb-Sr systematics during shear zone deform-

ation, and apparently by excess argon in K/Ar age 

determinations. 

Rb/Sr and K/Ar iS'Otope me.asurement are ·presented in 

Tables 9. l and 9. 2 respectively. K/Ar mineral dates from 

the granitoids conf·lict with field and geochemical evidence 

in that they suggest that the granitoids are older than the 

metamorphic complex (Figure 9. l) , and much older than the 

hydrothermal mineralisation. Although there is a minor 

overlap in age between the metamorphic rocks (Samples 495 

ar_C. 54, Fiqure 9.1) and the granitoids, a K/Ar biotite date 

from a shear zo::ae sample (71), is significantl-;'~Lunger at . ~ ·~-F 
395 :t 8 Ma. 

Since the isotopic blocking temperature of hornblende 

is higher than for biotite (Hart, 1964) , the K/Ar hornbl€fde 

ag~ of the metamorphic rocks presumably represents the tim~ 
at which the last major high temperature phase of the 

metamorphism took place, while the biotite age for the 

shear zone probably represen!s the' metamorphic age reset by 

the retrogressive metamorphic episode (hornblende is altered 

to biotite in the shear zones) • Thus, the K/Ar age for 1 

the megacrystic granites is clearly discordant ~ith known 

field relationships which indicate that the granite was 

intruded during the shearing episode. 



Figure 9.1 · 

L 

353 

.-

Radiometric age determinations of metamorphism, 

intrusion, and mineralisation from the Grey 

River Tungsten Prospect. Open circles represent 

K/Ar mineral ages; open square = Rb/Sr whole 

rock isoc;hron; triangle = leucogranite (K/Ar 

mineral age) • Error bar equal~ 1 (J error. 557b 

represents sample number and mineral analysed: 

h = hornblende, b = biotite, m = muscovite. 
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In an atte~pt to reconcile this problem, a Rb/Sr 
• 

whole-rock' isochron (Figure 9.2) was obtained from a north-

~outh sample profile collected along th~ shores of Grey 

River fiord. A least squares fit (York, 1969) of all data 

points gives an "errorchron age• of 523 Ma; however, given 

the high analytical precision, the data do not fit a s-';aight 

line, in fact they essentially plot on a curve. 

Petrographic studies show that samples 556, 555 and 557 

are undeformed while the rest exhibit intense deformation 

due to ductile shearing. The line joining the three unde-

+ formed samples gives an isochron age of 405 - 10 Ma and an 

initi3l ratio (Ri) of 0. 7092 ± 0.0005. A linJoining the 

three deformed samples has a slope corresponding to an 

"age" of 670 Ma with an initial ratio of 0.6993. Since 

this initial ratio is essentially impossible (similar to a 

value for the sol~r system at 4.6 Ga), then the curvature 

of the iso"chron does not represent a progressive resetting 

of the Rb/Sr system at 405 Ma. Rather, some phenomenon 
I 

related to the deformation in the shear .zone appears to have 

disturbed the Rb/Sr systematics. 

The undeformed samples apparently record the age of 

intrusion (405! 10 Ma), which is in agreement with the age 

set by the ~Ar mineral data for the deformation in the 

shear zone. ~the megacrystic granite and the metamorphic . 
rocks are post-tectonically intruded by leucogranite dykes 

and stocks, which are closely related to the mineralisation. 

Hence the 405 ± 10 Ma age for the megacrystic granite is 

J 
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Figure 9.2 Rb/Sr rock isochron for the Grey River 
granite. 
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I 

the_maximum age possible for the ~eucogranite dykes which 

were thus pr9bably intruded in the time range 330-390 Ma, 
/ 

r the deformation in the shear zone and prior· that is, 

alisation (see below) to the m 
I 

9.3 r SYSTEMATICS 

curvature in the Rb-Sr data might be explained in 

1) .Firstly, that we are. looking at variations in the 

1tial 87sr;86sr ratio of the granite, the southern 

margin of the pluton being more basic than the rest of the 

pluton. This might be caused by crustal assimilation and 

contamination, zoning by fractional crystallisation, or, 

as shown by Stevens and Halliday (1979) for the Galloway 

plutons, by incomplete mixing of magmas derived from a complex 

or composite source region. 

The first two reasons may be dismissed on the g_rounds 

• 

that they require on the one hand, vast amounts of assimi lation, 

and on the other hand, extremely slow fractional crystallis-

ation; both of which are not indicated from field evidence. 

' With respect to the third mechanism, if the age of intrusion 

of the granite is 405 ± 10 Ma (Ri = 0.7092 ± 0.00045) then 

calculated initial ratios for the remaining samples (550, 745 

and 571) are 0.70856 ! · 0.00"045, 0.70693 "± 0.00038, 0.70544 + 

0.00032 ' respectively . The errors account for the error in the 
<. 

I 
age as well as the analytical error. These calculated initial 

ratios display a rather large range, especially when compared 

to the zoned plutons of Galloway (Stevens and Halliday, 1979), 

which show a variation on the order of 0.7042 to 0.7058 between 

J 
··r.· 

J 
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diorite, .granodiorite, and biotite granite zones. By this 

compariso~, the data for the Grey River megacrystic granite 

would probably argue against an initial r~tio variation 

caused by incomplete mixin~ of magmas from different sources. 

2) Large scale mobilisation of Sr Lin.Rb may ~ccount·· 

for the disturbance of the Rb-Sr s~em in the Grey River 

megacrystic granite. Many workers have shown that isotopic 

h~mogenisation during a thermal event is limited with isotopic 

equilibrium or exchange between minerals being probable, but 

unlikely between samples spread over great distances (Gray 

and Compston, 197C). However, mobilisation of Sr is enhanced 

by fluids (Margaritz and Hofmann, 1978), and retrogressive 

effeats involving hydrothermal alteration will affect whole 

rock ages (Hickman, 1980). 

Shear zo~es are characterised by a hydrothermal meta-. \ 

somatism (Beach, 1979; ~ach and Fyfe, 1972) which is broadly 

coeval with the strong deformation. All the mineral reactions 

are hydration reactions, and the large amounts of water 

required for them imply much fluid/r~ck interaction. In view 

of the strong ductile shearing that affects both the southern 

margin of the megacrystic granite pluton and the metamorphic 

complex, lwge scale diffusion of Sr and Rb is possible, and 

in fact indicated from trace element analyses (Figure 9.3). 

The megacrystic granite becomes enriched in Sr and 

deple~ed in Rb with increasing intensity of shearing, while 

the metamorphic complex shows opposite trends. These data 

indicate that large scale redistribution or re-equilibration 
I ~ 

· . .... , 
·' .·.: 
1 
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Figure 9.4 Open s~tem behaviour of Sr and Rb during the 

emplacement of the Grey River megacrystic grani t.e 't' 

9.4A Intrusion of the megacrystic granite a~ 405+10 Ma 
' -

with an initial ratio of 0.7092 but with a range 

in Rb/Sr ratio. 

9.4B Between 405 and 395 Ma the ' southern margin of the 

batholith was metasomatically altered during 

shearing, and Sr and Rb exchange between the 

metamorphic rocks and granite caused variatiQn 

in the initial 87sr/86sr ratio in the deformed"' 

samples. 

9.4C Present day situation: Metasomaticall~ altered 

saii".ples lie on a family of isochrons .tbat parallel 

the isochron defined by the undeformed samples. 

...... · .... -. .. ~ . 
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of Sr and Rb occurred during deformation in the shear zone, 

and that the megacrystic granite .exchanged Sr with the 

metamOrphic complex, which had a high Sr/Rb ratio . 
... 

The curvature ~~the Grey River Rb/Sr "isochron" may .. 
ther'efore be explained by changes in initial· 

87 
sr;

86
sr as a 

result of metasomatic exchange of Sr with the metamorphic 

complex, during or immediately after emplacement (Figure 9.4). 

Since the time differential between intrusion and shearing 

is small, the variably exchanged samples will fall ori a 

fami_ly of isochrons essentially paralle.l to the isochron 

defined by the undeformed samples. 

The present data suggest that the m~gacrystic granite 
\' . 

was int~ded at 405 ± 10 Ma, with the shearing at 395 ± 8 Ma 

overlapping the emplacement age for the granite. These 

dates represent a maximum age for the leucogranite which 

post-tectonically intrudes these units. 

If the 405 ± 10 Ma Rb/Sr date for the granite is correct 

~ 

then the discordant older K/Ar age must have been caused 

b~either potassium loss (Evernden and Kistler, 1970) or 

excess argon (many references in Dalrymple and Lanphere, 1969). 

In the Grey River situation potassium loss (without argon . . " 
loss) is not indicated since the ~nalysed biotites were 

'\ 

either fresh or only partially chloritised (c.f. Shepherd 

et al., 1976). This w~uld suggest that the discordant K/Ar 

ages are produced by ' excess argon, and this will be discussed 
' '-

in more detail below. 

... 
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9. 4 AGE RELATIONS: MINERALISATION 
ii :'".. -- ' 

K-Ar age determination on muscovite teparates from 

various stages of the mineralisation ~re shown in Figure 

• + 
9.1. They exhibit a spread in age rangipg. from 386 - 6 .Ma 

to 329 ! 4 Ma. The various stages of mineralisation displayed 

in Figure 9.1 are •· apparently separated by age, b 

iaportantly these subdivisions are matched ~y ~rain s e 

variations of the mineral phases. 
~ 

greisen stage is characteristically fine-grained, an 

produced by alterat~on of mafic minerals in the amphibolitic 

gneiss wall rock: in contrast, the muscovite selvedge and 

vein samples are coarse-grained, being precipitated directly 

from the hydrothermal fluid~ 

Grain size has a consjderable effect on argon diffusion, 

with argon loss being greatest for fine grained minerals 

(Dalrymple and Lanphere, 1969; Hart, 1964). This should .. 
result in younger ages in the latter (Hart, 1964), which · is 

the opposite to that observed at Grey River, suggesting that 

another factor is affecting these mineral ages, namely 

excess argon. This possibility is. strengthened when coupled 

with the strong suggestion of excess argon in .the granites 

which appear on other evidence to be reiated to the mineral-

--·~ 
Excess argon is ~ common problem in K/Ar dating 

·II is~tion. 

(McDougall et al., ·1969), and can be caused in several ways: 

as inheri,te.d argon (via xenolithic contamination). or ,_ / 
environmental excess argon, occluded in minerals at the time 

• 

4 

- ! 
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~. 
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of formation. It is suggested {McDougall et al. 1 1969), 

that much of the latter excess argon is contained in fluid 

inclusions. 

It has been demonstrated that many fluid inclusions 

from a variety of hydrothermal environments contain 
40

Ar 

(Wahler, 1958; Rama et al., 1965; Lippolt .and Gentner, 1963) 

and a c~rrelation between 40Ar and co2-bearing inclusions 

is ev{dent (Rarna et al. I 1965). Pegmatitic minerals such 

as b~ryl and feldspar are also known to contain radiogenic 

argon (Damon and Kulp, 1958). Funkhouser and Naughton (1968) 

have shown by crushing and decrepitation experiments that 

radiogenic argon {and helium) ?="eside in secondary inclusions 

within minerals from ultramafic xeno1iths in Hawaiian lavas, 

·and account for the anomalous (old) K-1\r ages for these 

xenoliths (Funkhouser et al. 1 1966). Furthermore 1 these 

inclusions are known to contain significant quantities of 

co2 (Roedder, 1965). 

These data suggest that co2 may act as a sink for 

rare gJtses such as 40Ar (Green, 1979), and may be the cause 

Of symptqn of excess radiogenic argon found in minerals 

from hydrothermal .and magmatic environments. Micas do not 

generally contain fluid inclusions (Rama et al., 1968), 

but if precipitated from a fluid (hydrothermal or magmatic) 

containing 40Ar, then they might conceivably incorporate 
t 

•oAr in their lattice. 

' Fluid inclusion and rare-earth element evidence 

(presented above) show that co2 was a dominant component of 

. ....... ~ .. 

-, 
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. the magmatic-hydrothermal fluid associated with the granites 

and the tungsten mineralisation. During early stages of 

the mineralisation co
2 

contents of the hydrothermal fluid 

were especially high, and muscovite precipitation from such 

fluids (greisen, muscovite-selvedged veins) might contain 

excess argon. 
If this is correct, K/Ar ages for the mineral-

isation would represent maximum ages. 

Note also that a sample ·of coarse muscovite from a 

wolframite-bearing vein gives a much younger age at 329 :!: 4 

Ma (Figure 9. 1) . This age might represent the true age of 

mineralisation since fl-uid inclusion evidence indicates 

that wolframite, · and probably muscovite, were deposited when 
. ,i!f 

co
2 
~ntents of the hydrothermal fluids were very low. 

9. 5 REGIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

A number of Newfoundland granitic bodies exhibiting a 

sheared fabric or a regional c ataclastic te~~re have been 

dated by Rb/Sr methods (Bell et al., 1977; Be 11 and Blenkinsop, 

1977; Blenkinsop ~-, 1976). 
One of these, the Lockers 

Bay Granite (Bell and Blenkinsop, 1977) gave a vt!ry young 

age at 312 Ma_ :!: 18 Ma, which the authors interpreted to 

represent the age of intrusion. This is at variance with 

field relationships (Jayasinghe, 1978) which show that 

the undeformed Newport granite, dated by the same authors 

+ at 3 4 4 - 44 Ma (Bell . e ·t al. , 1979), intrudes the Lockers 

Bay granite. This apparent conflict was resolved by Bell 

et al., (1979) by taking into account the overlap in the 

uncertainty of the age determination. 
I 

·. 
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Recently however, a U/Pb zircon date of 460 ! 20 Ma 

(Dept.of Mines and Energy Report 80-1, 1980) for the 

Lockers Bay granite suggests that the Rb/Sr systematics 

have been affected by the deformation and apparently 

rehomogenised on .a regional scale at 312 Ma. This is 

constrained by the possibility that the older U/Pb age 

results from inherited zircons from an older crustal compon-

ent in the granite. However, the evidence of the effect of 

shearing on the Grey River megacrystic granit e would strongly 

suggest that the Rb-Sr whole-rock system can behave as an 

open system during shearing. In the Grey River situation 

the r~homogenisation was incomplete (localised) and strongly 

affected by the chemicai gradie nt imposed by Sr-enriched 

metamorphic rocks in contact with the granite. Furthermore, 

shearing occurred during or just after emplacement, so that 

younger ages did not result from the metasomatic and 

deformational episodes . 

The mineralisCition at Grey River is intimately assoc

iated with a sequence of granitic rocks which appear to 

have been intruded over a long period of time, ranging from 

405 ± 10 Ma to a possible minimUJTI age of 330 + 4 Ma. A 

prolonged magmatic history is characteristic of the Gander 

Zone, and in fact of the Appalachians in general, where 

igneous activity related to post- collisional tectonics 

spans the period 460 Ma to 300 Ma (Bell ~·, 1977; Potter 

et al., 1979; Keppie, 1979; Cormier and Smith, 1973; Butler 

and Fullagar, 1978; Fullagar and Butler, 1979). 

J 
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In Newfoundland, most of'the granites have initial 

87 86 . . Sr/ Sr rat1os between 0.704 and 0.710, the Grey River 

megacrystic granite falling at the h~gher end of that range 

(0. 7092). A few granites exhibit higher ratios (St Lawrence, 

0. 7220, Bell et al., 1977). Strong (1980) recognised a 

systematic variation in initial ratio as a function of age, 

and delineated two parallel trends of increasing 
87

sr;
86

sr 

with decreasing age. He related such increases to variation 

in isotopic ratio •of the source rocks, and to possible 

s7 86 . input of low Sr/ Sr mater1al from the upper mantle or 

lower crust, through crustal thickening following continental -

collision. 

Such Isotopic data are in accord with current models 

for the evolution of the Newfoundland Appalachians, whi[h 

imply that collision between the North American and African 

plates had occurred by the Middle Ordovician (Williams, 

1979) so that any subduction of the Iapetus oceanic plate 

terminated at that time (Dean, 1978). Vast amounts of 

granitic material were intruded after collision, their • 
origin relating to crustal melting vier crustal thickening 

in Silurian-Carboniferous times, and shearing and tensional 

processes related to Devonian-Carboniferous deformation 

(Strong, 1980). 

9.6 METALLOGENY 

The locations of the principal tungsten deposits (and 

selected tin and molybdenum deposits) of the Canadian 

.Appalachians are shown in Figure 9. 5 and can be divided into 

J 
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four main types. 

1) Scheelite-bearing skarns (with Mo, Cu, Zn) occur 

on cape Breton Island (Nova Scotia), and are associated with 

granitic bodies of unknown age. Carbonate-rich horizons of 

t~e George River Group of late Precambrian age are host to 
...... 

the mineralisation (Chatterjee, 1980 a,b). 

2) Folded quartz-carbonate veins with scheelite, 
' 

arsenopyrite, rutile and gold occur subparallel to the 

bedding of the metapelites of the Ordovician Meguma Group 

(Miller ~t al., 1976; Graves, 1976) . These deposits (e.g. 

Moose River, N.S.) are demonstrably unrelated to granitic 

activity and were formed by hydraulic fracturing under 

regio~al greenschist metamorphism (Graves, 1976; Miller , 

1974). 

3) Quartz veins with wolframit~ (and/or Sn and Mo-bear-

i ng minerals) are associated with felsic phases of complex 

Devonian to Carboniferous batholiths (e.g. Square Lake, 

New Brunswick; Burnt Hill, New Brunswick). 

4) Fracture controlled W, Mo, Bi, Sn, Cu deposits 

occur in volcanic rocks (porphyry affinities) associated 

with subvolcanic stocks of Carbonif~ous age {e . g . Mt Pleasant, 

New Brunswick). 

The association of tungsten deposits with composite 

batholiths is best illustrated for the 3rd and 4th types 

outlined above . The Burnt Hi ll deposit, New Brunswick 

(Figure 9.5e) is associated with a composite pluton of 

adamellite having three internal phases. These range from 

L 
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a K-feldppar megacrystic adamellite to a late muscovite-

biotite adamellite with associated aplitic dykes. Several 

rare-metal greisen veins are associated with the youngest 

phases of this composite pluton (Potter, 1968) . 

Similar relationships hold in the New Ross area 

I 

(Figure 9.5c), Nova Scotia, where Sn, W, and Me-bearing 

minerals occur in greisen veins associated with the late 

differentiates of the composite Soqth Mountain Batholith 

(Smith, 1974; Smith and Turek, 1976; MacKenzie and Clarke, 

1975). Molybdenite mineralisation (Figure 9.5b) is also 

associated with the highly differentiated alaskitic phase 

of the Ackley granite in Newfoundland (Whalen, 1976). In 

range 390 Ma to 340 Ma. ' 
all these areas plutonism and mineralisation span the time 

Pe rhaps the best example of tungsten mineral i sation 

associated with prolonged magmatism is found i n southern 

New Brunswick where the Mt Pleasant w, Mo, Bi , Sn deposit 

is the culmination of igneous activity st~etching over 70 

~million years (Figure 9. Sd). The St George batholith, which 

'intrudes Ordovician/Silurian sediments, is compositionally 

complex, and includes early K-feldspar megacryst i c granite 

arid late aplite-porphyry phases (Ruitenberg, 1966). An 

age of 381 Ma is indicated for the megacrystic phase 

(Tupper and Hart, 1961), while the younger phase is undated, 

but has several associat ed wolframite- be aring greisen vein 

deposits (Ruitenberg et al., 1977) . .. 
I 

An even younger seri es of intrusions (320 Ma}, called 

\ 
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the Beech Hill Series, intrudes both the St. George 

batholith and Lower Carboniferous volcanics, all three being 

geochemically related (Dagger, 1972). These high-level 

plutons are consanguineous with the Lower Carboniferous 

volcanics and give rise to the W, Mo, Bi and Sn mineral-

isation found at Mt Pleasant and True Hill. 
Thus tungsten, 

molybdenum and tin-bearing minerals occurrences in southern . 
New Brunswick are deposited within, and along, the contacts 

of the late phase of a Middle Devonian to Lower Carboniferous 

granitic complexes and associated subvolcanic stocks. 

Similar long-lived magmatic activity is indicated in 

the Grey River area with initial intrusion of K-feldspar 

megacrystic granite (which appears to be a ubiquitous 

component of most Appalachian Devonian batholiths) at 

+ 405 - 10 Ma, followed by intrusion of a highly differentiated, 

• 

highly siliceous leucogranite, which may be as young as 330 

Ma. In contrast to other Appalachian tungsten deposits, 

evidence for a comagmatic-differentiation relationship 

bet.ween megacrystic granite and leucogranite is equivocal, 

but nontheless suggests that the tungsten mineralisation 

is related genetically to the granites. 

In summary, most of the major tungsten, tin, and moly-

bdenurn deposits of the Canadian App~lachians appear to be 

related to the youngest phases of complex granitic 

,batholiths. These batholiths are characterised by a 
~ 

multiple intrusion history spanning long periods of time, 

with successive phases becoming more differentiated and 

.. 
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enriched in the ore-forming elements. 

9. 7 SUMMARY 

Rb/Sr and K/Ar age da·ta for the granitic rocks 

indicate that these rocks behaved as an open system during 

shear zone deformation that affected the southern margin 

of the Grey River megacrystic granite. Rb/Sr isotopic 

data from the megacrystic granite plot as a curve rather 

than an isochron, however a line regressed through the 

+ 
undeformed samples give an is6topic age of 405 - 10 Ma, 

which is interpreted to represent the age of intrusion. 

This accords with field evidence which indicates the mega

crystic granite was intruded while the region was undergoing 

local retrogressive metamorphism, which has been dated at 

385 + 8 Ma by K/Ar dating methods. 

Large scale mobilisation of Sr (and Rb) occurred 

between the deformed margin of the megacrystic granite pluton 

and the metamorphic rocks, in response to metasomatic 

alteration which accompanied shear zone deformation. The s~ 

exchange between the metamorphic rocks and the megacrystic 

· 1 d · h · · · · 1 
87s ; 86s · i gran1te resu te 1n a c ange 1n 1n1t1a r r rat1o n 

the deformed margin of the pluton, which accounts for their 

isotopic displacement from the 405 Ma isochron defined by the 

undeformed samples. 

K/Ar age determinations for the megacrystic granite are 

' clearly at variance with field evidence and the Rb/Sr age 

determination, and suggest that the granite contained excess 

argon at the time of intrusion. This may also explain the 

J 
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wide variation in the K/Ar ages determined for the mineral-

isation at Grey River which range from 385 to 330 Ma. The 

association of radiogenic argon with co2 fluids in magmatic 

and hydrothermal environments elsewhere, might explain the 

apparent presence of excess argon in the Grey River 

mineralisation, since fluid inclusions and geochemical 

studies indicate that the hydrothermal fluid evolved from 

the granites, and associated with the mineral~sation, was • 

co
2
-rich. Since the mineralisation was unli~ely to have 

been formed over such a large time span the true age of 

the Grey River mineralisation is interpreted to be 330 Ma, 

the older ages being caused by e~cess argon. 

The isotopic age data for the Grey River prospect compare 

with similar tungsten deposits in the Canadian Appalachians, 

and all appear to be associated with the youngest phases 

of composite batholiths intruded from Mid - Devonian to 

carboniferous times. 

.. 

..... -~ .............. . 
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CHAPTER 10 

THE GENESIS OF THE GREY RIVER TUNGSTEN PROSPECT 

AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TRANSPORT OF TUNGSTEN 

IN HYDROTHERMAL FLUIDS 

10.1 THE GENESIS OF THE GREY RIVER TUNGSTEN PROSPECT 

The general requirements for the formation of an 

economic hydrothermal ore deposit have been discussed by 

Fyfe and Henley (1973). They include; a fluid medium 

capable of transporting ore-forming elements from their 

source to the site of deposition; a structure to focus the 

hydrothermal discharge, and together with a suitable ch~mical 

environment, to precipitate ore minerals at a specif i c locale. 

Finally, but not the least important, there must be an 

energy source available to maintain these processes over a 

suffici ent period, to allow an economic concentration to 

occur. Any attempt to formulate a model for the genesis of 

the Grey River Tungsten Prospect must evaluate the relative 
~ 

importance of each of these processes. 

10.1.1 source: Ore-for~ing Elements 

The hydrothermal veins of the Grey River Tungsten 

Prospect traverse the contact between a high grade metamor-

phic terrain and a K-feldspar megacrystic, biotite granite 

pluton. Furthermore the veins cut a suite of leucogranite 

.dykes, although a few dykes contain coarse quartz centers 

and more rarely grade into quartz veins. Such a setting 

suggests a genetic relationship between the granites 

c \ 
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(especially the leucogranites) and the mineralisation. 

Biotite granite and two-mica leucogranite are typically 

wet melting of aluminous metasediments (Chauris, 1978; Strong 

and Hanmer, 1980). In either case, the leucogranites are 

chemically specialised, being characterised by high silica 

and alkalis and an?malous (high) concentrations of Sn, W, F, 

Li, Be and B (Tischendorf, 1977; Taylor, 1979). Their high 

silica and alkali-rich tendency is enhanced by (auto) meta-

associated with rare-metal deposits of Western Europe 

1978) and elsewhere (Groves, 1972; Taylor, 197~). The 

(Tischendorf et al., 1974; Stemprok et al., 1978; Chauris, 

leucogranite occurs either as highly differentiated (aplitic) 

members of composite batholiths (typically K-feldspar mega-

crystic, biotite granite), or as individual bodies often 

spatially associated with biotite granite and derived from 

somatic alteration that precedes and accompanies Sn-W mineral-

isation (Baumann and Tischendorf, 1978; Burnol, 1978; Hesp 

and Rigby, 1974; Kozlov et al., 1974). 

leucogranites are characterised by high silica and variable, 

The Grey River granitoids exhibit similar features. The 

but generally high, K
2

0 and Na 2o contents • . Their alkali-rich 

nature was caused by autometasomatic alteration which 

occurred during their emplacement, and involved addition and 

redistribution of alkalis and alkaline-earths during develop-

ment of secondary microcline and albite. 

The Grey River megacrystic granite is enriched in Sn and 

W (42 ppm and <4 - 8 ppm respectively) compared to normal 

« ' I 
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crustal abundances (2.5 ppm and 1.5 ppm respectively). On 
' 

the other hand the Grey River leucogranites have lower 

concentrations of tin compared to the megacrystic granite, 

while tungsten concentrations are below the detection limit 

(4 ppm). This reflects the lack of mafic minerals in the 

leucogranite (e.g. Hesp, 1971) or the partitioning of Sn 

aQd W into a vapour phase during autometasomatism. 

Thus by analogy with other deposits, the granites of 

the Grey River ~rea appear to have been the source of the 

tungsten found in the mineralisation. However, in contrast 

to granites of western European deposits, the granites of 

the Grey River area are not markedly enriched in fluorine 

or lithium, having concentrations close to, or marginally 

exceeding, normal crustal abundance (liaO'- ppm and 45 ppm 

respectively). Elevated tin contents and moderate to low 

F and Li concentrations are common however, for granit it 

rocks associated with deposits containing tungsten-bear ing 

minerals only (Tischendorf, 1970, 1973). 

In the presence of a melt and aqueous fluid, the behaviour 

of elements such as Sn and W is dependent on their flui d - melt 

partition coefficients. Such coefficients may vary with the 

composition of the fluid phase and the crystallisation history 

of the melt. It has been shown that volatiles such as co2 , 

HCl, and NH
3 

tend to raise the melting temperature of granites 

HF, Bo
3 

and Li
2

o lower the melting temperature 

(Wyllie and Tuttle, 1961; Burnham, 1967, 1979; Charlton and 

Martin, 1978). The presence of elements such a s Li , F and B 

J 
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allows for extreme differentiation of melts (Stewart, 1978, 

Chorlton and Martin, 1978). However,while such elements are 

concentrated in late stage residual fluids it does not follow 

that they are partitioned into the aqueous fluid _to form 

hydrothermal deposits. On the other hand, the raising of the 

granite minimum melting temperatures with the presence of co2 

in a melt appears to oppose extreme differentiation, and 

unlike fluorine and lithium, its solubility in a granitic 

melt is low, thus favouring partitioning into a hydrothermal 

fluid (Burnham, 1979). 

The clear evidence of the involvement of a co2-rich 

hydrothermal fluid with tungsten mineralisation at Grey 

River, and elsewhere (discussed below), might imply that 

tungsten is readily partitioned into an aqueous fluid 

cor.taining co
2

, while tiQ, which #Jhows a strong affinity for 

F (Hesp and Rigby, 1972), may be retained (initially) by a 

melt under such conditions (high Pco , low PF). Furthermore 
2 

oxygen fugacity may also effect partitioning of tin between 

melt and fluid (Taylor, 1979), since tin can exist in a magma · 

in both tetravalent and divalent states (Hamaguchi et al. , 

1964). 
It has been shown that granites associated with tin 

deposits contain ilmenite while barren granites are character

ised by a magnetite-hematite ~ ilmenite assemblage, reflecting 

reducing and oxidising conditions respectively (Ishihara, 1977; 

' Ishihara et al., 1979). Under oxidising conditions SniV may 

be retained in rock-forming minerals by substitution in 

..I 
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tetrahedra"'l 'sites, thus accounting for the high tin con tents 

in mineral phases such as biotite (Durasova, 1967). The 

presence of magnetite-hematite-ilmenite assemb l ages in 

unaltered Grey River megacrystic granite and l-eucogranite, 

implies oxidising cE>nditions prevailed during their crystallis

ation. This might account for the lack of cassiterite in the 

hydrothermal vei.fls sine~ oxidising conditions would favour 

retention of sn1V by the melt. 

10.1. 2 Source: Hydrothermal Fluids 

The somewhat equivocal geochemica~ evidence suggests 

that the Grey River granites . were the immediate source of the 

ore-forming elements concentrated in the hydrothermal veins. 

These elements were moved via a fluid medium to their s i te 

o~ deposit ion, and an obvious source for the energy and the 

fl uid requi.re d to accomplish this process would also be the 

granite. 

The textural differences in the Grey River leucogranite 

suite, between alaskite, aplite and pegmatite, may be related 

to a continuing process in which the degree of volatile 

saturation plays a major role (e.g. Fournier, 1968; Jahns 

and Burnham, 1969) . Crystallisation from granitic magma 

undersaturated in volatiles is thought to yield rocks with 

normal phaneritic textures (e.g. alaskite). The principal 

role of an aqueous fluid is to promote growth of large 

crysta~s, resulting in the formation of pegmatites (Jahns 

and Burnham, 1969), but if loss of a fluid from a melt after 

saturation is rapid, quenching of the crystallising silicate 
/ 

-~ 
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liquid is expected and the typical product is an aplite. 

After disappearance of the silicate melt, the crystals and 

fluids may react, and result in metasomatism in adjacent 

country rocks or within their own system (autometasomatism). 

The textural and alteration features of the Grey River 

leucograni tes thus imply the existence of an aqueous fluid 

phase during their emplacement. 

The chemical nature of this volatile phase is indicated 

by REE analyses. 
The leucograni tes show a relatively depleted 

light REE and enriched heavy REE pattern, and petrographic 

and geochemical data indicate that such a pattern is unlikely 

to result from any fractional crystallisation or cumulat~ 

process, implying that the REE pattern resulted from the 
, 

redistribution of REE by hydrothermal fluids (Collerson and 

Fryer, 1978; Kerrich and Fryer, 1979; Taylor and Fryer, 

1980 a,bl. 

The heavy REE enrichment and light REE depletion pattern 

suggests that a co
2 

or F-rich hydrothermal fluid interacted 

with the leucogranites during autometasomatic alteration. 

The leucogranite REE pattern is similar to those obtained 

from the alteration zones peripheral to the hydrothermal 

veins, implying that the wall rock reacted with a similar 

fluid. Since the leucograni,te wolved an aqueou~• fluid phase 
./ . 

during its emplacement, and the chem1.cal nature of that fluid 

was similar to the fluid involved in the mineralisation, it 

is suggested that the leucogranite was the source of the 

hydrothermal fluid. 
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10.1. 3 Structural Controls to Mineralisation 

In hydrothermal vein systems, changes in vein strike 

or dip often accompany the loss or appearance of ore. In the 

Grey River Tu!lgsten Pr.ospect wall rock displacement, tension 

gashes in wall rock xenoliths, and slickensides on sheeted 

surfaces, indicate that the composite lodes were formed by 

repeated reopening and injection of new material into open 

spaces, created by the differential movement of wall rock 

during normal faulting. Depending on the original configur-

ation of the fracture, normal faulting resulted in the 

development of thick open spaces where the fracture was 

steepest, while cavities developed in more shallowJ.dipping ... 
po;-tions of the fracture were thinner. 

Grade and structural data from composite Veins H and 

fi 10 reveal that there is a correlation between grade, vein 

width, vein attitude, and hydrot hermal alteration. That is, 

the highest grades (1-4% wo
3

) occur in the thinnest sections 

of the vein, which are also the most shallow dipping. \ 

Furthermore the most intense greisen alteration occurs in 

such sections. 

These facts are consistent with the observation that 

internal vein movements by normal faulting controlled 

the distribution of ore minerals. The main structural 

influences were sudden changes in pressure and temperature 

with vein reopening (supported by fluid inclusion evidence), 

and decreases in the temperature of the hydrothermal 

fluid by increased wall rock interaction in zones of high 

~\ 
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stress (i.e. shallow-dipping sections). . ' 

10. 1. 4 Physico-Chemical Controls of Minerarl:n.sation 

The fluid inclusion and isotopic evidence from the 

hydrothermal veins indicpte that the fluid involved with the 

mineralisation at Grey River was characterised by co2 and 

that a reduction in co
2 

contents of the fluid, as well as 

temperature, promoted deposition of wolframite. 

The fluid inclusion types and their distribution between 

veins is, summarised in Figure ' 10 . 1 and indicates a complex 

evolutionary history for the hydrothermal fluid. Since 

available evidence suggests derivation of the hydrothermal 

fluid from the leucogranite, then the initial P-T conditions 

of the fluid were approximately 2 kb and 600°C (as deduced 

from contact metamorphic features of the megacrystic granite 

pluton) . 

Falling. pressure and temperature resulted in deposition 
\ 

of quartz-feldspar-molybdenite veins from a homogeneous 

During deposition of quartz-

bismuthinite veins the hydrothermal solution intersected the 

P-T ;immiscibility surface for a fluid of Xco = 0.4 (Figure 
2 

10.1) and separation of co2-rich and water-rich fluids 

resulted. Fluid phase equilibria indicate that immiscibility 

occurred at temperatures of 390° - 430° and fluid pressures 

of 1000-1200 bars. 

1\ period of hydraulic fracturing resulted in the 

deposition of quartz-sulphide and quartz-wolframite veins in 

composite lodes. Quartz-muscovite oxygen isotope fraction-

·•· 
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ation data show that the greisen envelopes to these lodes 

were formed at a temperature of 360-400°C. Vein movements 

by normal faulting during the hydraulic fracturing episode 

resulted in rapid 

further depleting 

decreases in fluid pressurernd temperature, 

the hydrothermal fluid in co2 by promoting 

retrograde boiling. Deposition of wolframite occurred from 

a hydrothermal fluid of low salinity (n-3 equivalent wt% 

NaCl) and co
2 

contents (less than 10 bars), after separation 

of a cq
2 

vapour phase~y retrograde boiling. 

The calculated oxygen isotopic composition of the hydro-

thermal fluid supports the fluid inclusion evidence of a 

progressive loss of co2 from the hydrothermal fluid with 

time. Early stages of mineralisation are characterised by 

a fluid of supposed magmatic origin while later stages of 

mineralisation show progressive depletion in b18
oH 0 . This 

2 
would normally be interpreted as evidence for mixing of 

isotopically distinct fluids, such as meteoric and magmatic 

waters, however available co2-H20 isotop1c fractionation data 

suggest that the loss of 40 mol% co2 from the hydrothermal 

fluid would account for the shift (depletion) in oxygen 

isotopic composition of the fluid . 

In summary, the deposition of the veins and the para-

genetic sequence of mineralisation at Grey River appear to 

be related to changing te~perature,pressure, and compositional 

parameters of the hydrothermal fluid. The fluid inclusion and 

' isotopic evidence suggests that reduction in co2 contents 

of the fluid (by i~iscibility and retrograde boiling) exerts 

-' 
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a major control on the deposition of wolframite. 

10.2 WOLFRAMITE-SCHEELITE EQUILIBRIA 

Previous workers have shown that temperature, J 0 21 fs 2 , 

2+ 2+ 2+ a(Ca )/a(Fe +Mn ) and pH govern the transport and deposition 

of tungsten in hydrothermal solutions (Foster et al., 1978). 

Data from the Grey River Tungsten Prospect suggest that 

) co
2 

is also important in the transport/deposition process. 

The factors controlling the deposition of either wolframite 

" or scheeli te are the subject of much debate, the consensus 

. 2+ 2+ 2+ being that the a(Ca )/a(Fe +Mn ) and pH govern the compos-

ition of tungsten-bearing minerals (Hsu, 1976, 1977; Horner, 

1979; Foster~·· 1978). 

At Grey River, wolframite is the primary tungsten-bearing 

mineral to precipitate and it is replaced by scheelite at 

some later time in the paragenesis. In a few localities in 

the vein, wolframite crystals are attached to hydrothermally 

altered wall rock xenoliths. This might suggest that the 

hydrothermal fluid leached Fe2+ from the wall rock to promote 

deposition of fWOlfrarni te, but geochemical data show that 

both ca2+ and re2+ were leached during the alteration process • 
.. 

Furthermore, because of multiple injection within the lodes, 

many of the later wolframite-bearing injections appear to be 

isolated from wall rock, reducing the possible effect of 

hydrothermal alteration. 

Burt (197~ a,b; 1978) maintains that the deposition of 

either· wolframite or scheelite is governed by the ratio of 

\ 
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~ F 
2
o* _

1 
to ,uC0

2 
in the ore-forming fluid. He demonstrated 

in a ..uF
2
o_

1 
- M.C0

2 
diagram that the assemblaqe fluorite

ferberite, characteristic of greisen and veins, is stable 

only in relatively C0
2
-depleted, F 2o_ 1-rich environments, 

while the assemblage calcite-scheelite, characteristic of 

skarns, is relatively stable in C02-rich, r 2o_1-depleted 

situations. Thus ferberite (wolframite) and calcite are 

incompatible and they react to form scheelite by the exchange 

reaction 

FeWO 
4 

+ caco
3 
~ FeC03 + CaWO 4 

(Burt, 197la). (10.1) 

The assemblage wolframite-fluorite is found in the 

greisen and hydrothermal veins at Grey River, but fluid 

inclusion evidence indicates that at certain times in the 

mineralising sequence, co
2 

was a characteristic component of 

the hydrothermal fluid. Carbonates are deposited immediately 

prior to wolframite and are found only as solid inclusions 

in quartz. Carbonates are notably absent from wolframite-

bearing veins, although in one sample of quartz (Plate 5.5E) 

an unaltered wolframite crystal was observed in contact with 

a carbonate mineral, presumably calcite. Fluorite on the 

other hand is generally deposited later than quartz and 

wolframite (and at a lower temperature), but is not restricted 

to any vein . type. This might imply that the F 2o_1 has 

little effect on wolframite- scheelite equilibria, except 

perhaps by reducing the a(ca2+)/a(Fe
2

++Mn
2
+) ratio because 

• ~ F2o_
1 

is equivalent to the chemical potential of HF . 

' ·; 
; 
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of the strong affinity ofF for ca
2+ (Studenikova et al . , 

1970). It should be noted, that in vein tungsten deposits 

devoid of fluorite (e . g. metamorphic vein deposits), the 

dominant tungsten-bearing species is scheelite (Henley et al., 

1976; Graves and Zentilli, 1976; Miller et al., 1976; Fryer 

et al., 1979). 

If wolframite was deposited in response to a drop in 

co
2 

content of the fluid, one would expect associated 

carbonates, since their solubility is dependent on PCO 
2 

(Holland, 1977). Perhaps the rarity of a carbonate-wolframite 

assemblage in the Grey River veins is a result of the fact 

that most of the wolframite is altered to scheelite. 

Bryzgalin (1958) notes that in alkaline solutions (at temp

eratures between 250° and 500°C) and in the presence of 

calcite, wolframite will decompose and scheelite will be 

deposited. 

Loss of co
2 

from the fluid will affect the solution pH , 

thus the hydrothermal fluid coexisting with wolframite is 

likely to be weakly alkaline. The lack of carbonate associated 

with wolframite is therefore explained as a result of a . 
reaction between wolframite and calcite to produce schee l ite. 

(l! 

The occurrence of an unaltered wolframite crystal in contact 

with a carbonate crystal is a fortuitous preservation 

induced possibly by their isolation from the cooling hydro

thermal fluid. Similarly, the carbonate deposited prior to 

wolframite deposition is only preserved when isolated as 

inclusions in quartz, and therefore protected from reaction 

- \ 
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with the cooling hydrothermal fluid. 

Scheelitisation of wolframite is common in many hydro-

thermal vein deposits (Ramdohr, 1969), which might explain 

the observation of the apparent incompatibility of calcite 

and ferberite in such environments. Since carbonate minerals 

have retrograde solubility, a cooling hydrothermal fluid is 

likely to redissolve them, promoting a reaction with wolfram-

ite to produce scheelite. 

10.3 C0
2

-RICH FLUIDS AND TUNGSTEN DEPOSITS 

Evidence from the Grey River Tungsten Prospect clearly 

illustrates that co
2 

is an important component of the hydro

thermal fluid associated with a tungsten deposit formed at 

high fluid pressures. Fluid inclusion studies of other 

tungsten deposits yield similar data (Table 10.1). Ivanova 

(1974), summarising work on thirty East Transbaikalian and 

Mongolian deposits, showed that the fluids associated with 

tungsten deposits were dilute (less than 10 equivalent wt% 

NaCl) and had variable co
2 

contents (up to 27 wt%). These 

deposits formed at minimum fluid pressures of between 500 and 

1600 bars (50-60 MPa). 

Similar compositions are indicated from studies of 

vein Au-W deposits (Kalyuzhnyi et al., 1975) and vein Sn 

deposits (Koltun, 1973). On the other hand, shallow level 

tungsten deposits of porphyry or subvolcanic affinities, 

contrast markedly with higher pressure deposits when their 

respective fluid compositions are compared (Table 10.1). 

Such fluids are water-rich and are often highly saline (a 

-l 
.. ~-.: 
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result of boiling), and have co2 contents of less than 

10 mole% (Kelly and Turneaure, 1970; Landis and Rye, 1974; 

Norman et al., 1976). Thus for granite-related tungsten 

deposits, the proportion of co2 in the hydrothermal fluid 

appears to vary with pressure. At high pressure the hydro-

thermal fluid is dominated by co2 ; at lower pressures saline 

fluids predominate. 

This agrees with experimental data on the composition of 

a fluid phase which separates from a melt, under conditions 

where fluid pressure exceed the confining pressure. Available 

partition coefficients (Wyllie and Tuttle, 1961; Burnham, 1967; 

Holland, 1972; Kilinc and Burnham, 1972) indicate that 

early formed hydrothermal fluids tend to be enriched in 

• chlQride or co
2

. However, the relative proportions of co2 

and Cl present in a fluid phase depends on their initial 

concentrations in the melt, and the confining pressure. 

Because of the low solubility of co2 in a granite ~agma . ., 
(Holloway, 1976), and the "salting out" effect (Malinin, 1979), 

a fluid phase formed at high pressure is likely to be co2-rich 

and halogen-poor, while a later and/or lower pressure fluid 

would be halogen-rich and co 2-poor (Burnham, 1967). 

As discussed above, such a contrast in fluid chemistry 
~ 

might have a marked affect on the partitioning of metals 

between a melt and a fluid phase. Certainly Takenouchi and 

Imai (1975) showed that fluid inclusions in granites assoc-

iated with several Japanese tungsten deposits (vein, breccia-

pipe deposits), were co
2
-rich, while granites associated with 

J 
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Pb-Zn - Cu mineralisation containP.d highly saline inclusions. 

Our present knowledge of the behaviour of tungsten in 

porphyry copper and molybdenum deposits (Kuck, 1978) suggests 

that the occurrence of tungsten minerals is s t rongly dependent 

on depositional environment. Trace amounts of wolframite 

can occur in copper and molybdenum-rich breccia pipes, and 

in quartz veins found in the centre of stocks (e.g. San Manuel 

Mine). Mirlsc amounts of scheelite occur in skarn-related 

porphyry copper deposits such as Twin Buttes. However, Kuck 

(1978) has shown that part of the tungsten found in porphyry 

occurs not as wolframite or scheelite, but is 

incorporated in min~rals such as kydrothermal rutile and 
{ 

magnetite found in potassic alteration zones. 

There is a strong correlation between tungsten mineral-

isation (huebnerite) and the K-feldspar alteration zone 

occurring in the upper ore body of the Climax molybdenite 

deposit (Wallace et al., 1968; Hallet al., 1974), while in 

the Urad orebody the tungsten mineralisation is related to 

a breccia pipe body which was emplaced prior to the majn 

molybdenite minerali5ation (Wallace et al., 1978). In both 

deposits, minor wolframite-bearing quartz veins post date 

the molybdenite mineralisation (Roedder, 1971; Hallet al., 

1974) and may represent remobilisation of tungsten during 

phyllic overprinting (Taylor and Fryer, 1980 a,b). 

A vast amount of fluid inclusion data exists for porphyry 

copper ' an9 molybdenum deposits (Roedder, 1971; Nash, 197C; 

Moore and Nash, 1974; Eastoe, 1978), but few contain infer-

' 
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mation pertinent to tungsten-bearing minerali~ation. 

Potassic alteration zones of porphyry systems ~re however 

characterised by fluids of variable chemistry, ranging rrom 

moderate density, low salinity, co2-bearing fluids to high 

density, high salinity fluids associated with a co 2 yapour 

phase (Drake and Ypma, 1969; Roedder, 1971; Hall et al., 1974; 

Nash, 1976; Denis, 1974). Thus apart from skarn-r~lated 

deposits, primary tungsten in high level porphyry environ-

ments appears to be concentrated in early formed mineralisation, 

especially in potassic alteration zones where moderate concen-

trations of co
2 

are found (up to 10 mol%). 

carbon dioxide is a common constituent of fluids assoc-

iated with tungsten mineral~sation in deposits not related to 

granitoids. There is considerable evidence accumulating 

for the invol~t of metamorphic fluids in hydrothermal 

ore deposits,' especially those of the W- Au association (Fyfe 

and Henley, 1973; Henley et al., 1976; Kerrich, 1977). This 

type of scheelite-bearing deposit (e.g . Dome Mine, Ontario, 

and Yellowknife N.W.T.) have fluid inclusions that occasion-

ally contain liquid co
2 

(Kerrich, pers comrn., 1978; Kerrich 

and Fryer, 1979). 

Metalliferous sinters containing ore grade tungsten (3% 

wo
3

) are found around Frying Pan Lake (Waimungu) near the 

Broadlands Geothermal Field (Weissberg, 1969). The qeochemistry 

of the waters of the present da~ Frying Pan Lake contrast 

markedly with others in the Broadlands-Ohaki field, with 

+ distinctly lower Na and ·Cl contents, but a greater SO 
2

-4 
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concentration (Weissberg, 1969) . The fluid also contained 

about 4 w_t% co
2 

prior to boiling (Sutton and McNabb, 1977) ... 

In summary, the association of tungsten mineralisation 

with co
2
-bearl.ng hydrothennal fluids is most marked for vein 

deposits formed at high fluid pressures, but the correlation 
._. 

is apparent in other environ,nents, namely metamorphic, high 

level· pluti..onic, and near-surface environments. In view of 

the control that PCO has on transport and deposition of 
2 

tungsten j"ff\inerals at Grey River, and the overwhelming as soc-

iation of tungsten mineralisation with co2-bear ing fluids' 

it seems necessary to consider that the transport of this 

element in hydrothermal solutions involves car0onate or 

bicarbonate comp lexing. 

10.4 TUNGSTEN TRANSPORT AS CARBONATE/BICARBONATE COMPLEXES 

In most studies involving metal transport, the fluid 

is ass1.uned to be a palogen-bea~ing brine (Holland, 1972; Henley, 

1973; Foster, 1977)J the assumption being based on the com- <, 

position of fluid inclusions from a var.i:ety of deposits 

(Roedder, 1972). It has been shown by Foster (19 7 7) that 

it is possible to mobilise economic concentrations of tungsten 

in dilute ( 3-7 wt%) NaC1 1 KCl) chloride solutions. In such 

fluids there would be a tendency towards the association of 

ionic spec:ies and the formation of molecular species, ,with 

increasing temperature. However, the stability field of 
• 

ionic species would increase to high temperature and pressure . ' 

conditions with increasing salinity of the fluid: With these 

con.straints, Foster et al., (1978) envisaged a possible 

J 
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progression from magmatic tungsten species (WOrn H20) , 

through hydrothermal molecular wc16 , tungstic acid (H 2WO 4 ) 

to ionic species at subcritical temperatures. 

Evidence from the Grey River Tungsten Prospect indicates 

that the hydrothermal fluid is characterised by the presence 

of co
2 

and low to negligible Cl contents (less than 0. 5 wt% 

NaCl). These data imply that complexes other than chloride 

complexes mi.ght be involved in the transport of tungsten, , 

especially under high fluid pressures. 

The association of co
2
-rich fluids in inclusions from 

vein type uranium deposits has prompted workers to postulate 

the transport of uranium in uranyl carbonate complexes . ' 

(Naumov, 1959, 1961; Poty et al., 1974; Cuney, 1978; Leroy, 

1978). Naumov and Mironova (1969) noted a pronounced decrease 

in the co
2 

content of the hydrothermal fluid during the pitch

ble:1de stage of vein forma~ion in the Erzgebirge. In the 

Limousin episyenite deposit Poty et al., {1974) demonstrated 

a clear relationship between the grade of uranium, and co2 

concentration of primary inclusions. Fluid pre·ssures of 750 

bars (75 MPa) and temperatures of 340-350°C were recorded, 

with small changes in temperature and pressure causing "boiling" 

or unmixing of the co
2

-H
2
0 fluid, thus depleting the aqueous 

phase in co
2

, destabilising the uranyl carbonate, and precip-

itating pitchblende. 

Experimental studies on metal transport in carbonate 

solutions are relatively few. Boyle et al., (1975) experiment-

ing with alkali carbonate solutions, found that gold could be 

' ~\ 
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transported in such solutions under hydrothermal conditions. 

Baranova. (1968) and Lebedev et al., (1971), from studies 

of thermal brines, proposed that the transport of lead was 

possible as various lead carbonate complexes. Langmuir ( 1978) , 

in a review of uranium-mineral equilibria at low temperatures, 
-2 

noted that in solutions with very low co2 pressures of 10 

atm (1 kPa), uranyl carbonates are the major species down to 

a pH of 5. 
However, with increased temperature the carbonate 

complexes decrease in importance relative to hydroxyl complexes. 

Such equilibria studies, while applicable to low temperature 

sedimentary uranium deposits, may not be valid for fluids 

of higher co
2 

concentration and temperature. In fact Legret 

and Poty (1977) and Legret (1978) have shown that high co2 

partial pressures significantly increase the solubility of 

uranium and thorium in water at high temperatures and pressures. 

Some evidence on the solubility of tungsten in carbonate 

solutions is available from existing metallurgical beneficiation 

procedure~ (Kornhauser and Stafford, 1978). 
The autoclave-

soda process (Masleni tsky and Perlov, 1960; Perlov and 

Popru~ailo, 1959; Li, 1962; Dean and Nichols, 1961) is 

successfully used to upgrade tungsten concentrates by 

dissolution of scheeli tE? and wolframite in sodium carbonate 

solutions under pressure. The leachate contains a water 

soluble sodium tungstate, which when acidified by addition of 
\ 

Experimental data (Churward HCl, precipitates tungstic acid. 

and Bridges, 1966) on the autoclave leaching of low grade ore 

(4.4% wo
3 

to 15.7% wo
3

) by a 25 wU Na 2co 3 solution, indicates j 

J 
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that the leachate contained between 12,000 and 24,000 ppm 

wo
3 

after one hour of leaching at a ~emperature of 2oo0 c. 

These results suggest that tungsten minerals are extremely 

soluble in carbonate solutions. 

This information, together with the obvious control by 

PCO of the deposition of wolframite in the Grey . River hydro-
2 

thermal veins, suggests that carbonate/bicarbonate complexes 

might be responsible for the transport of tungsten in hydro-

thermal solutions. Rare-earth element analyses of altered 

wall rock in the Grey River deposit also support such an 

interpretation. 

Extensive REE mobility occurred during tungsten mir.~ral-

isation at Grey River, with heavy REE being enriched and light 

REE depleted during greisenisation. There is a strong positive 

correlation between HREE enrichment and tungsten concentration, 

suggesting that REE mobility is related to tungsten transport. 

Kosterin (1959) sf!owed that the principal means of REE 

transpo~t in hydrothermal solutions is in the form of REE 

carbonate, fluoride, or sulphate complexes. The lack of a 

positive correlation of fluorine with heavy REE in the alter-

ation zone, implies that the principal means of REE (and 

tungsten) transport in the Grey River hydrothermal veins is 

by carbonate (possibly bicarbonate) complexes. Confirmation 

of this mode of transport awaits detailed experimental evidence 

on the solubility of tungsten in carbonate solutions, and 

stability .of complexes under variable PCO , temperature, and 
2 

pH conditions. 

., ;.· . ~· .... · ·· ··~~ ... . 
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CHAPTER 11 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The following is a summary of the geological and 

• . f . geochem1cal eatures of the Grey R1ver Tungsten Prospect. 

1) Tungsten mineralisation is contained within a 

swarm of quartz veins and fractures that traverse the 

contact between a sheared K-feldspar megacrystic granite 

and a suite of metamorphic rocks. 

2) The met~uorphic rocks form part of the gneissic 

terrain of the Gander Zone and are lithologically dominated 

by polydeformed and migmatised amphibolitic gneiss. The 

migmatisation preceded, or was concomitant with, the major 

D
2 

folding phase, the axial plane cleavage associated with 

this folding phase being the dominant fabric irl the area. 

The peak of metamorphism coincided with the D2 deformation 

and reached amphibolite facies. The gneisses were 

retrogressed during waning stages of the o2 deformation to 

greenschist facies in zones of ductile shearing, now 

represented my mica schists and phyllites (mylonite and 

ultramylgnite). During this retrogressive episode a 

leucogranite sill was intruded into the Granite Cliff 

Shear Zone, the major shear zone of the area. 

K-Ar ages for the amphibolite facies metamorphism and 

associated o
2 

deformation range from 441 to 409 Ma, while 

the retrogressive greenschist metamorphism associated with 

shear zones is dated at 395 ± 8 Ma. 

3) A _K-feldspar megacrystic granite, part of the 

1 . 
~·.i 
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Burgee Batholith, was intruded into the metamorphic rocks 

during retrogressive deformation. ~he granite is itself 

intensely sheared along its southern contact which occurs 

within the Granite Cliff Shear Zone. The deformation 

however dies out towards the north. Porphyroblasts of 

andalusite rimmed by cordierite overgrow the mylonitic 

fabric of the shear zone and relate to intrusion of 'the 

megacrystic granite. These porphyroblasts were crenulated 

by continued deformation in the shear zone, which is 

evidence for the close temporal relationship between shear-

ing and intrusion. 

A Rb/Sr isochron from undeformed megacrystic granite 

indicates an intrusive age of 405 ± 10 Ma. However, the 

sheared margin of the pluton behaved as an open system 

during metasomatic alteration which accompanied shear zone 

deformation, and large scale exchange of Sr (and P~) 

occurred between granite and metamorphic rock. Sr exchange 

resulted in a change in initial 
87

sr;
86

sr ratios of samples 

from the deformed margin of the pluton and accounts for 

their isotopic displacement from the 405 Ma isochron defined 

by the undeformed samples. 

4) Following intrusion and deformation of the mega-

crystic granite the area was subjected to a series of post

tectonic intrusive events dominated by the emplacement of 

a 'suite of leucogranite dykes ranging from pegmatite to 

two-mica leucogranite and aplite. The dykes are extensively 

hydrothermally altered and characterised by development 
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of secondary microcline and albite. Textural evidence and 

alteration features imply the existence of a fluid phase 

during emplacement of 'the leucogranite suite. Rarely 

these dykes contain coarse quartz segregations and grade 

"into quartz veins. • 
5) Geochemical data reveal that the Grey River 

granitoids are extensively altered by metasomatic processes; 

the megacrystic granite in a shear zone along its margin; 

the leucogranites by reaction with a coexisting fluid phase 

(autometasornatism). Metasomatism in the latter affects 

mainly the alkalis and alkaline earths and possibly some 

base metals. Any conclusive geochemical evidence for a 

differentiation trend between the megacrystic granite and 

the leucogranite is masked by their associated metasomatism. 

Metallogenically the megacrystic granite is tin- and 

tung s t en specialised, with values of 42 'ppm and between 

< 4 and 8 ppm respectively. The leucogranites exhibit much 

lower concentrations (9 ppm, < 4 ppm, respectively) which may 

reflect the lack of mafic minerals, or leaching, o~ partit-

,ioning of these elements into the fluid phase during auto

metasomatism. Except for lithium and fluorine concentrations, 

the ~ranites, especially the leucogranite, are geochemically 

similar to granites associated with tin and tungsten deposits 

of western Europe and elsewhere. 

6) Available geochemical and field evidence suggests 

that the leucogranites are intimately associated with the 

minerali~on, providing both the hydrothermal fluid and 

l 
~ 

' 
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the ore-forming elements necessary for the formation of the 

ore deposit. 

7) The tungsten-bearing hydrothermal veins range from 

north-striking tensional fractures and veinlet~ to quartz 

lodes, the latter formed by repeated opening and injection 

of mineralisation into open spaces· created by differential 

movements of wall rock during normal faulting. These 

internal vein movements structurally controlled the distri-

bution of mineralisation, with wolframite being concentrated 

in the shallow-dipping, thinnest sections of the veins 

where greisen alteration is more intense. 

8) The mineralisation may be divided into four main 

stages; the Early Stage; the Composit~ Stage; the Sulphide 

Stage; and the Late Stage. The first two quantitatively 
.J 

dominate the mineralisation and are associated with the 

tungsten mineralisation. The Early Stage is characterised 

by quartz- feldspar and molybdenite-bearing tensional veins 

which are common in western and southwestern parts of the 

mineralised area. The Composite Stage is composed of five 
. a. 

vein types, two or more of which are grouped as components 

of the composite lodes. In paragenetic order the vein 

* types o, this stage are, quartz-bismuthini te , . quartz-wolfram-

ite, greisen, quartz-sulphide and quartz-wolframite. 

The wolframites of the two quartz-wolframite vein types 

·present in this stage of mineralisation, are compositionally 

distinct, the early wolframite being more iro11-rich than ~he 

later one. Quartz deposition occurred early in the sequence 
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of mineralisation in any vein type, and when associated with 

wolframite, coprecipitational features are indicated. 

Sulphides were deposited later than quartz (and wolframite) 

in any given vein type. 

9) K-Ar age determinations on muscovite from various 

stages of the mineralisation exhibit a spread in age ranging 

from 386 ~ 6 Ma to 329 ~ 4 Ma. In view of the nature of the 

mineralisation, such a range in age is unreasonable and the 

true age of mineralisation is interpreted to be approximately 
~ 

330 Ma, with the older dates being the result of excess 

argon. 

10) A distinct temporal and spatial zonation of 

mineralisation is evident, both within individual veins or 

lodes, and between veins. Minerals with pegmatitic affinity 

occur in early formed veins that are more prevalent in 

southern or southwestern parts of the mineralised area. 

Higher temperature minerals such as molybdenite and bisMuth-

inite are also concentrated in southern exposures and give 

way to the north to lower temperature assemblages containing 

galena. The latter exhibit high contents of Ag and Bi and 

have exsolved Ag and Bi-tellurides and sulphosalts and 

native bismuth by annealing. Sulphide, oxide, and tungstate 

phase equilibria indicate that the pH of the hydrotherMal 

fluid increased with time and that during wolframite depos

ition high Jo
2 

and low Js2 conditions prevailed. 

11) Fluid inclusion data indicate a complex evolution-

ary history for the hydrothermal fluid. Initially a homo-
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g~neous supercritical fluid (XCO = 0.4), with a 'density 
2 

of 0.65 'deposited veins containi~g quartz and feldspar 

(and later molybdenite and muscovite) at temperatures of 

450° - 500°C and fluid pressures of 1200-1400 bars. With 

falling pressure and temperature this supercritical fluid 

intersected the solvus of the co2 - H2o system and two 

immiscible fluids separated, namely a co2-rich fluid and 

water-rich fluid. 

The simultaneous trapping,in quartz of the quartz-

bismuthinite vein type, of co2-rich and H20-rich fluid 

inclusions, as well as solid inclusions of calcite, is 

evidence for the QXistence of an immiscible heterogeneous 

fluid during this phase of ,mineralisation. A unique solu-

tion for pressure and temperature, obtained from the inter-

section of isochores from separate but coexisting immiscible 

fluids, indicates immisc i bility occurred at temperatures of 

390-430° and fluid pressures of 1000-1200 bars. 

A period of repeated hydraulic fracturing resulted i n 

the deposition of quartz-sulphide and quartz-wolframite 

composite lodes. Using quartz-muscovite oxygen isotope 

fractionations, a temperature in the range 350°-400°C 

(depending on which fractionation equation used) is indicated 

for greisen mineralisation which occurs as an alteration 

envelope to these lodes. Vein movements by normal faulting 

promoted rapid decreases in fluid pressure ·and temperature, 

and when the vapour pressure exceeded the load pressure, 

retrograde boiling occurred, releasing a vapour phase rich 
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in co
2

. The microthermetric data indicate that deposition 

of the quartz-sulphide veins occurred at fl~id pressures 

of 350 bars and temperatures of 300°-390°C. 

Fluid inclusions in quartz from the quartz-wolframite 

veins suggest that the deposition of wolframite occurred 

· at 270°-330°C, and at fluid pressures less than 350 bars, 

from an aqueous fluid of low salinity (0-3 equivalent wt% 

NaCl) and co
2 

content (less than 10 bars Pea at room 
2 

temperature), after separation of a co2-vapour phase by 

retrograde boiling. Salinities determined by clathrate 

meiting and depression of freezing point methods indicate 

quite low solute concentrations during the evolution of the 

hydrothermal fluid. Calculations of the effect of dissolved 

co
2 

in the aqueous phase, on the temperature of melting of 

ice and co
2 

clathrate, suggest that the amount of NaCl 

actually dissolved in the fluid might have been quite small 

(less than 0.25- 0.5 wt% NaCl). 

Overall, the fluid inclusion data indicate that the 

fluid involved with tungsten transport at Grey River was 

characterised by co
2 

and that a reduction in co2 content of 

the fluid (by immiscibility and retrograde boiling) , as well 

as temperature, promoted deposition of wolframite. 

12) oxygen isotope data suggest that the hydrothermal 

fluid was dominantly of magmatic origin. The calculat.ed 

&18oH 
0 

indicates a progressive depletion in isotopic com-

' 2 position, ranging from 7.3 °/oo to 0.5 °/oo, with time. 

Available co
2
-caco

3
-H

2
0 fractionation factor.s show that this 
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shift in isotopic composition is accounted for by the loss 

of 40 mol% co
2 

from the hydrothermal fluid (by immiscibility 

and retrograde boiling) as indicated from fluid inclusion 

data. 

13) Rare-earth element data indicate that extreme REE 
• 

mobility occurred in the hydrothermal environment and 

resulted in heavy REE enrichment and light REE depletion. 

-2 Thi- suggests that co
3 

was the dominant anionic species 

in the hydrothermal fluid and implies that mobilisation of 

REE occurred by carbonate-complexing. Moreover a positive 

correlation occurs between heavy REE enrich~ent and high 

tungsten concentrations,suggesting that REE mobility is 

related to tungsten transport. Together with the evidence 

on the control on deposition of wolframite by Pco , this 
2 

suggests that the transport of tungsten in hydrothermal 

fluids might be due to carbonate-complexing. 
~ 

14} The evolution of a co2-rich fluid phase from a 

granitic magma appears to have a profound effect on oxi-
. I I 

dation conditions and crystallisation history of the latter, 

and the partitioning of ore-forming elements from melt to 

fluid. Evidence from the Grey River Tungsten Prospect 

suggests that the partitioning of tungsten is favoured by 

high J o
2 

-high Jco
2 

conditions which appear also to . 

promote retention of tin in the magma, although the activity ,. 
of fluorine may have an effect on the distribution of the 

latter. Furthermore the activity of fluorine may influence 

the type of tungsten mineral precipitated; wolframite being 

J 
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favoured in the presence of F because of the strong affinity 

f h 1 f 
2+ ( . f . f f . ) o t e atter or Ca ~.e. ormat1on o 1uor1te . 

15) The rarity of a carbonate-wolframite assemblage 

in the Grey River Tungsten Prospect superficially supports 

suggestions of previous wor.kers of an incompatibility 

between these minerals in griesen and vein environments. 

The evidence however indicates that the two are unstable in 

a cooling alkaline hydrothermal fluid where they ~eact to 

form scheelite. Carbonates•are only preserved as inclusions 

in quartz where they are isolated from reaction with the 

cooling hydrothermal fluid. 

Thus these conclusions all illustrate the previously 

unrecognised importance of co2 in the transport and depos

ition of ~ungsten in the hydrothermal environment. 

--.... _..-

• ~ 
' 'j 
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APPENDIX A 

ANALYTICAL AND DETERMINATIVE METHODS 

A. 1 SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PREPARATION 

Whenever possible, a sinqle bulk sample (of about 1 to 
i 

2 kq ) was collected from representative localities 
·~ 

(localities marked on maps 1, 2 and 3) of the various rock 

types. Samples collected from drill core were on averaqe 

30 em long, or of an appropriate shorter length to ensure . 
homogeneity of lithology. Thinsections were cut from 

prospective geochemical samples to determine their eligi

bility (e.q. freshness, etc.) for subseq~~t analysis. 

Samples were broken into chips with a sledge hAJIIIler 

and scanned with a ~rful maqnet to reduce iron contam

ination from the hammer. The· _sample was then coned, split 
·' 

and quartered. One quarter was then pulverised for about 

two ainutes in a tungsten carbide Siebtechnic swing mill 

to produce a powder of -100 mesh. After grinding each ~ 

saaple the tungsten-carbide bowl and rings were scrubbed 
, 

in hot water with an abrasive silica cleanser. Contamin-

ation between different rock types vas reduced by pulver

ising silica sand in the aill p~ior to a change in rock 

type. The powders were stored in appropriately labelled 

glass jara. 

Chi~• of those a.-plea destined for Sn and W analysis 

,were crushed to a powder in a porce~ain plate pulveriaor 

(Bico-type UA). Purth~r grain size reduction (-100 mesh) 

I 

J 
3 
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was achieved by grinding in a mechanical agate grinder. 

A. 2 ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

.A.2.1 Major and Minor Element Analysis 

Major and minor elements were determined using a Philips . 
1450 fully automated X-ray fluorescence spectrometer. The 

unit is equipped with spectrometer/detector, x-ray generator, 
' 

PDP Mini comp~ter, teletype input/output, and a self-feeding 

sample tray. u.s.G.S. prepared rock powders were used as 

standards for the calibration. D. Press of Memorial 

University wrote various computer programs and did the 

calibrations for the .x-ray spectometry. Precision and 

Accuracy data are given in Table A.2.l.L 

Preparation of fused disc for x-ray spectom~try:~ 

One-half a gram of rock powder was accurately weighed 

and added to a mixture of 4.0g of flux (Li 2s 4o7> ~d O.Sg 

of La
2
o. Additional flux was added to compensate for 

loss on ignition of rock sample. This mixture was trans-

ferred to a previously cleaned (Cone. HCl-d~stilled water
<:1 ... 

heat) plati~um crucible. A saall amount of ammonium nitrate 

vas added to 'the .dxture as &n oxidising aqent. 

Tile crucib,le was heated and agitated on a Claisse 

Pluxer (six apples at one tU.) till the sample was melted 

and ha.ogeneQus. The aolten sample vas poured obto a 

platinum disc w.old and allowed. to coC>l. After ~ooling the 

•Maple vas l~lled and stored in a desaicator. 
' . 

LOs~ on ignitiqn (~2o, co2, so2 ) vas ·determined· by 

weighing an amount of ~ample . int~ a porcefain crucible, 

-... · . 

I 
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heating to 10S0°C for two hours, cooling in a dessicator, 

and weighing to determine the percent loss of volatiles. 

Table A. 2 .1. i 

Precision and Accuracy of Replicate Determinations 
(21 determinations, single pellet, BCR-1) 

Accepted* Standard R&JlCJ8 

Element value Mean Deviation Low High 

Si02 
54.85 54.18 0 . 151 53.91 54.42 

TfO~ 2.2 2.14 0 . 007 2.13 2.15 

Al20 3 
13.68 13.36 0.176 13.04 13. 68 

Fe2o 3•• 13.52 13.44 0.058 13.35 13.56 

MnO 0.19 0.17 o. 004 0.16 0~ 18 

MgO 3. 49 3.51 0 . 043 3.44" 3.60 

cao 6.98 7.00 0.020 6.94 7.03 

Na2o 3.2'9 3.27 0.065 3.15 '3. 37 

lt20 1.68 1.66 0.012 1.64 1.68 

P205 0.33 0.34 0.014 0.32 0.36 

* . Ab~y, 1975 • 

** To~al Fe. 

Several a.-plea were reanalysed by at0111ic abaorption 

spectrc.-tr1 (Analyat::Mr• G. Andrews). s-plea were 

prepared uain9 establiabed procedures (Lanqmhyr and Paus, 

1968) and the -ior el~t• deterained on a Perkin Blller 

.odel 370 ata.ic absorption ape~ra.etar with digital 

readout. several aa.ple• required diss~lution in aqua 

reqia aolutiaa, especially those containing sulphides. 

Phoaphorus was· determined on a Bausch and Lamb Spectronic 

• ! 

! 
J 
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20 Colourimeter according to a modified method after 

Shapiro and Brannock (1962). 

·A granitic rqck standard (G-1) was analysed four times 

in a similar manner to the samp~es to determi~e the precision 

of the A.A.S. method. 

Table A. 2. L ii 

Precision of A.A.S. 

Published 
Element value X 

Sio· 2 69.11 69.70 . 

Al2o3 15.40 15. 10 

Fe2o 3 2.65 2.60 

MqO 0.76 0.80 

cao 1.94 2.00 

Na2o 4.07 4.30 

K2o 4.51 4.56 . 
Ti02 0.50 0.50 

MnO 0.03 0.03 

S • standard deviation 

X = aean . 

* Pl~gan (1970) 

A.2.2 Trace Bl ... nt Analysis 

analysis 

s 

0.57 

0.24 

0.02 

0.05 

0.10 

0.()2 

0.02 

0.01 

o.o 

(n=4l 

Range 
Low high 

68.20 69.96 

u. 75 15.60 

2.64 2.74 

0.75 0.82 

1.92 2.14 
'1 

4.07 4.21 

4.50 4. 57 

0.47 0.51 

J 

Trace el.-.nta were determined by X-ray fluorescence 

on pre~aect pellet diaca (except sn. W, and REt analyses) using 

a Philips 14SO aut~tic x-ray fluorescence spectrometer. 

The a.-plea were prepared in th~ following manner:-

1. Approx~tely lOg of rock powder waa thoroughly 

. ' 

' i 
J 
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mixed with 1-l . Sg of binding (Union Carbide Phenolic Resin, 

material TR-16933) agent. 

2. This powder was pressed into a disc in a Herzog 

hydraulic press at a pressure of 30 tons p.s.i., for one 

minute. .~ 

3. The disc was baked in the oven at 200°C for 10 
·---. 

minutes. After c~ling the discs were labelled and stored 

in a moisture-controlled cabinet. 

The precision and accuracy of the trace element analyses 

were determined by analysing standard rock samples and are 

shown be low. 

W-1 

s 
N 

p 

G-2 

s 
N 

p 

5 -
H., 

v Cr Hi 

240 92 70 

5 6 3 

13 13 13 

240 120 78 

43 13 2 

3 3 2 

10 10 10 

34 g 6 

Table A·. 2. 2. i 

Precision and Accuracy 
XRF : Trace Elements 

Cu Zn Ga Rb Sr y 

117 85 20 22 189 24 

4 2 · 2 2 6 2 

ll 13 13 13 13 11 

110 86 16 21 190 25 

.• 17 85 24 166 477 11 

1 2 1 2 7 2 

10 10 10 10 10 11 

11 85 23 170 480 12 

standard deviation 
number of determinations 

Zr Nb 

98 8 

2 J. 

13 13 

105 9.5 

292 10 

3 l 

101 10 

300 ~ 

p • published value• {Flanagan, 

Ba Pb 

171 7 

12 3 

13 13 

160 8 

1865 27 

; 3.9. 2 

10 10 

1850 29 

1973) 

', . r 

t' 

• 
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Lithium was determined by AtOmic Abs~rption Spectrometry 

(Analyst G. Andrews). The-data are estimated to be accurate 

to within ! 5\~ 

Fluorine was dete~ined by a specific ion electrode 

~ ' method using an Orion Meter. . Analyses were determined by ;,-. 

the Analysis Laboratory, Dept. of Mines and Energy, Higgins 

Line, St. Johns, under the supervision of H. Wagenbauer. 

The detection limit by this method is approx~mately 20 ppm. 

Errors are ·estimated to be ± 5\ .above 500 ppm. 

A.2.3 Rare-Earth Elements 

Ten REE were analysed)by a modified (Fryer, 1977) 

version of the thin-fitm X-ray fluorescenc~ procedur~ of ., 

Eby (1972). ' \, 
\ 

Samples were · prepared by the fqilowing method:-

1) lt:Q .2§aliqucfts of rock poWder are weighed accur,ately 
'C 

· into 100 ml Teflon beakers. ·• 

2) A~proxima~ely 50 ~ of 'Tm 8olution (internal yield 

standard) is pipetted accurately into each beaker. Discard 

.the.drop in the. uplift motion fr~ the automatic pipelte£. 

3) Add a few drops of 2N HCl to dissolve carbonates. 

4) Treat solids with 15 ml of GQnC HF and 2 mi HClo
4 

and evaporate. to dryne~Js (at 300°C)·. 

5) Treat solids aqain with 15 ml ·0( cone HF and 
; 1, 

evaporate to dryness (solids are converted t~AlF ·complexes). 
. I 

6) 10 ml aliquot& of 2N' HC1 and 2~ ijCl04 are added and 

taken to dryness. 
I 

7) Another 10 mls of 6N RCl are ad<ied and wartaed to 
• 

•,· 

. 
· · -·:~:;;.;.:;:-·---

.· ... 

:~ 
.; 

~ •. 
I 
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dissolve:_ residue (solution should consist of soluble 

chlorides). 

8) • Slowly evaporate to dryness. .. 
9) After evaporation the sample is redissolved in 

15 ml liquid of less thar;t 1 N HCl (use distilled water if 

possible). 
' :J 

10) Filter sample into column - let , sample go through -
.. 

no solution on top of resin. 

li) 

12) 

13) 

the side. 

14) 

15) 

16) 

Wash beaker with 5 ml 2 N HC 1 - let it go through . 
I 

Rinse filter with 2 ml -2 N HCl - let it go through. 
t 

Remove filter being careful not to touch tip to 

Wash column with about 5 ml 2 N HCl. 

Repeat, wash with 5 ml 2 N HCl. 

Add 5 ml + 70 ml 2 N HCl . the 5 ml is for protecting 

the resin.j 

17) Clean colwnn tip and stopcock - discard eluted sol-

ution (REE in resin). 

18) Place clean teflon beaker under column and add 5 ml 

6 N HCl to equilibrate column. 

19) Add 5 ml + 90 ml 6 N HCl to remove REE from resin. 

20) Evaporate eluted solution to dryness. 

21) To clean co11.ll1lna - wash with 50 ml 6 N HCL 

22) Remove stopcocks - clean tips into clean nalgene 

beakers. 

23) Dump with 2 ml H2·o. 1 . 

...... . .,..- ·'- ·· · 

::~. 
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24) Re-equilibrate resin with distilled water in 

beaker and put back into column. • 

25) Redissolve REE eluant witll approxi~ately 20 ml of 

distilled H2 o. 

26) Add 2 dr<;>ps of cone. H2 so
4 

and warm on hot plate 

for 1 hour. 

27) After cooling, filter into a 50 1Ul pyrex beaker. 

28) Evaporate solution to dryness on hot plate. H2s~4 
must be completely removed (put in oven for 2 minutes) . 

29) Wash sides of beaker with 5 ml of 6 N HCl and 

evaporate to convert sulphates to chlorides. 

30) Add 15 .ml of very dilute HCl (< 0.1 N). Warm to 

dissolve REE ~hlor~s and then cool. 

{i> Add ..and allow to -·equilibrate l.On-e ange paper 

\ for 24 hours. 

32) Evaporate solution to dryn~ss using infra-red lamp. 

33) Store in labelled envelope untii analysis 

. Samples were analysed on a fully automatic Philips 1450 

X-ray fluorescence spectrometer using a rhodium ('30DOW) tube. 

The data are considered accurate to ± 5-10% or 0.1 ppm, 

whichever is the greater. A comparison of analyses of the 

standard rock BCR-1 with analyses of Flanagan (1973) shows 

that they fall within the estimated analytical uncert:ainties. 

' 

·~ . 

·,..-· 

i 
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Table A.2.3.i 

Accuracy of R~ Determinations 

...... 

La Ce Pr · Nd Srn Eu Gd Dy Er Yb 

BCR-1 * /- -· 26.2 56.4 6.86 30.5 7.27 2. 03 7.33 6.43 3.76 2.82 
( 

Publilhed · 26 53.9 7 29 6.6 l. 94 6.6 6.3 .3. 59 3.36 value 
J 

* average of 4 determinations. 

A.2.4 Tungsten and Tin Analysis 

Specially prepared (see Appendix A. l) samples were analysed 

·by Dr B. Kronberg (University of Western Ontario) using spark 

source mass spectrometry. Rock powders were mixed with an 

equal w~ight of graphite and were sparked in a Jeol Mass 
. .' 

Spectrometer (JMS-OIBM-2). Electrodes were prepared using 

standard procedures (Taylor, 1965). The mass spectra were---
J 

detected photographicall~ and were interpreted semi-quantita

tively (Waldron, 1959) using U.S.G.S. standards (Flanagan, · 

1973). The data are considered accurate to within a factor of 

three. Thus a reading of 10 ppm has an upper and lower limit 

of 30 and 3 ppm respectively. 

A.2.5 Electron Microprobe Analysis 

Electron microprobe analyses of opaque minerals (tung-

states, sulphides etc.) were done on an automated microprobe; 

the JEOL JXA-50A electron probe microanalyser with Krise! 

control through a PDP- 11 computer. Operating conditions 

include an accelerating voltage of 15 kV, a beam current of 
('- ... ) 

appr0ximately 0.3 microarnps, ~beam size of approximately 1-~ 

, 
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microns, and a counting rate of 30,·000 with a ~efault time of 

30 seconds. counts were corrected by.t~e Krisel Magic 

correction program. 

A selection of pure metal and ~neral standards were used 

to calibrate th~' instrument. Lack of an adequate tungstate 

standard (pure W standard used instead) resulted in counting 

errors of 1. 4% (2 Cf' limits) on W. Thus analyses of wolf:r~ite/ 

scheelite totalling between 98% and 101\ were acceptable. 

A.2.6 The Determination of Wolframite composition by 

X-ray Diffraction Analysis 

The unit cell parameters of the wolframite minerals 

increase almost linearly with in?reas_ing MnO content (Ber,man 

and campbell, 1957). Measurements of the peak separations 

2e
111 

- 2e
11

1 (Sasaki, 1959) and 2e110 - 2e011 (Foster, 1973) 
·· .... 

allows the determination of the Mnwo4 component of a wolframite 

crystal by comparison with the experimental curves of Sasaki 

(1959). Peak separation was large enough for (110) and (011) 

peaks to allow re1atfve1y accurate reading. For all samples 

a minimum of four scans were completed using a Philips 

diffractometer, a scanning speed of 1° in 4 minutes and a chart 

speed of 300 mrn/hr. Analyses are estimated to be accurate to 

within± 6 mol% (Foster, 1973). 

The data are presented in Appendix B.4. 

s... 
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samples from the two ~neous rock su~~es, K-feldspar 

·megacrystic granite (Unit 7} and leucograni\\e (Uni ~ 

labelled MG and LSG :' respectively. Locations\ of sam~es are 

plotted on maps 1 ~d 2 (in map folder). \ 
I . \ 

Total Fe is recorded as Fe2o3 except where\~'eO was 

determined. Major elements in wt%; trace elements in ppm; 

n.d. -not det;.ermin,¥·· 

......... ................ · 
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' 
Table B.l. i. 

Geochemical Data: Granitoids 
f 

SAMPLE MG 549 MG 550 MG 544 MG 556 MG 542 

Si02 
64.84 62.94 63.65 69.06 63.06 

Ti02 0#73' 0.79 0.87 0. 52 ' 0.86 

Al 2o3 16.27 16. 60 16. 06 14 . 80 16.09 

Fe 2o3 4.28 4.82 5.17 3.35 5.23 

FeO n.d. ) n.d. n.d. n.d. n . d. 

MnO 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.07 o. o·s 
MgO 1. 33 1. 55 1. 90 1. 00 1.92 

CaO 2.79 2.99 3.23 1. 97 3.20 

Na o· '---· 3 . 72 3.50 3.55 3.08 3.57 
2 

K20 4.70 4.74 3.61 5.29 3.96 

I P205 0.27 0.31 0.29 0.15 0.31 

L.O.I. 0.93 0.89 1. 99 0.28 1. 93 ' 
J 

TOTAL 99.95 99.09 100.42 99.57 100.21 ' 

Zr 297 330 356 198 348 

Sr 265 264 32.J 14 7 "r 248 

Rb 212 214 127 228 153 

C.; Zn 60 70 72 50 76' 

Ba 804 915 724 4~6 836 

Nb 18 13 17 12 18 

Ga 20 24 19 17 24 .. 
Pb 35 37 15 39 27 

J 

Ni 6 8 11 7 15 

cr 9 7 19 13 13 

v 5 89 89 48 91 

( -

' 
y 31 37 42 27 47 

t 
F n.d. 1300 n.d. 840 n.d. 

Li n . d. 14 n.d. 34 n.d. 

Cu 21 21 25 11 22 

.-

i 
J ' I 
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Table B.l.i. continuE/d. 
I 

SAMPLE M\, 557A MG 571 MG 55~ MG 545 MG 555 

J 
' 

~ 
. 

Si02 
68.67 63.26 67.91 64.20 67.40 

. 

Ti02 
0.62 o. 78 0.62 o:75 0.60 

l I 
I 

Al2o3 
15£06 16.38 14.75 16.10 14.60 

Fe2o 3 /4.18 5.10 4.07 1. 63 1. 42 
"' 

1 n. d. n.d. 
_.,., 

FeO n.d..J 3.02 2.19 .:~ 
·~ 

-.: 

MnO 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.08 0.08 

MgO 1. 25 1.54 1. 36 1. 88 1. 22 

cao 2.43 3.19 2.41 3.19 2.38 

Na2o 3.20 4.01 3.43 4.49 3.18 j 

K20 4.63 4.69 4.85 2.58 4.96 
·J 
l 
~ 

P 20~/ 0.18 0.29 0.17 0.30 0.19 j 

-~ 

L.cy. I. 0.46 0.50 0.46 1. 40 0. 56 

t • · ~ I 
'f"OTAL 100.83 99.84 100.11 99.32 9 8. 98 { 
I . 

· ~ 

/ 
/ Zr 230 399 230 350 225 J 

/ Sr 200 278 200 251 155 
I 

I Rb 200 156 200 182 187 

Zn 58 76 58 70 53 

~/ 
Ba 706 806 706 310 5Jt 

I 

I 16 
I Nb 16 11 18 13 

I 

I 21 24 21 21 18 
/ Ga 

Pb 27 
) 28 r 27 16 33 

Ni 9 12 9 11 9 
I 

Cr 16 2 16 16 23 

v 64 84 64 93 58 

y S6 37 56 32 39 

\ F 920 n.d. 920 n.d. 960 

Li 3.5 n.d. 3S 36 37 

cu 13 19 13 22 13 

j 

L J 
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Table B.l 

SAMPLE 

Si02 
TiO. 

2 
Al 2o3 
Fe2o3 
FeO 

MnO 

MgO 

cao 
Na2o 
1(20 

P205 
L.O.I. 

TOTAL 

Zr 

· Sr 

Rb 

Zn 

Ba 

Nb 

Ga 

Pb 

Ni 

Cr 

v 
y 

F 

Li 

Cu 

MG 288 

• 1(1 
6s.·so 

0.64 

15.50 

1:74 

2.81 

3.31 

4.24 

0. 2 4 

1.15 

99.08 

244 

232 

194 

6? 

776 

14 

19 

28 

14 

26 

84 

56 

··725 

61 

10 
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4.10 

1.60 

n.d. 
0.03 

0.40 ' 

0.59 

3.01 

6..11 

0.09 

0.50 

100.92 

179 

88 

222 

35 

393 

8 

15 

57 

5 

12 

16 

34 

n.d. 
n.d. 

10 

* detection limit for fluorine. 

"' 

LSG 492 

74.53 

0.04 

13.66 

0.78 

n.d. 

0.03 

0.27 

0.92 

3.31 

5.35 

0.02 

0.26 

99.17 

48 

204 

159 

18 

768 

10 

17 

66 

"-
2 

4 

12 

n.d. 

3 

16 

LSG 511 

74. ItS 

0.02 

14.68 

0.48 

.,.,; d • 

0~02 

0.12 

0. 64 -

4.23 

5.19 

0.03 

0.36 

58 

144 ' 

200 

18 

134 

20 

20 

75 

4 

5 

4 

31 

20* 

6 

16 

LSG 547 

75.80 

0.15 

12.83 

1.01 

n.d. 

0.02 

0.26 

0.36 

2.26 
>• 

6.69 

0.04 

0.36 

99. 88 r 

82 

lao 
270 

26 

329 

10 

14 

37 

5 

8 

14 

9 

n.d. 

n.d. 

10 

I 
J 
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Table B.l. i. continued. 

:::, 
·Jt 

~ i 
SAMPLE LSG 591 LSG 501 LSG 593 LSG .423A LSG 513 f 
sio

2 
73.71 73.57 7C).05 75.90 .- 74.65 

Ti02 
0.02 0.07 0-:00 o·. 01 ' f). 00 

A1 20J 14.88 14.22 14.51 13.68 14.32 ~ 

!-~~ 

Fe2o3 
0.61 L25 0.37 0.58 0.56 f . 

FeO n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. . ·n. d. ( 

MnO 0.02 0.04 0,03 0. 02 0.08 

MgO 0.18 0.27 0.14 0. 09 0.19 

cao l. 22 l. 51 . l. 07 0.13 0.90 

Na2o 4.11 3.86 4.24 4.01 3.18 

K20 5.01 4.42 4.94 5. 4,1 5.96 

\ 
P205 0.02 0.03 0.05 0 . . 02 0.04 i 
L. 0. I. 0.34 0.41 0.08 0. 31 0.10 

' ;--

TOTAL 100.12 99.65 100.48 99 .·86 99.98 
' ' J 

Zr 55 75 53 55 74 

Sr 180 248 73 113 121 

Rb 188 104 188 196 218 

Zn 19 30 15 28 18 

Ba 258 . 624 37 197 32 

Nb 16 12 9 24 9 

Ga 20 17 16 19 16 

Pb 

\ 
50 31 52 73 

Ni 3 1 

Cr 12 7 16 

v 13 

y 23 n.d. 29 27 28 

F n.d. 53 n.d. 23 n.d. 

Li n.d. 11 n.d. 7 4 

cu 11 9 'l 10 8 

L 
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Table B.l. i. continued. I 

SAMPLE LSl 497 LSG 506 LSG 494 LSG 508A LSG 59_~ 

Sio2 75.28 75.65 74.73 74.44 75.95 " 
Tio

2
·· 0.02 0.05 0.02 

L: ... 
0.02 0.03 

Al2o 3 14.95 13.20 14.38 14.12 14~ 29 

Fe2o 3 0.93 0.66 0.67 o. 57 0.56 
FeO n.d. n.d. n. d. n.d. n.d. 
MnO 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.91 
MgO 0.18 0.38 0.29 0.08 0.~ 
CaO 2. 29 0.57 0. 92 1. 35 L67. 
Na2o 4.37 4.17 3.71 4.03 4.97 
K2o 2.39 4.13 5.82 4.10 2. 26 ' 

P205 0.01 0.02 0.01 o. 02\ 0 . 01 
L. O.I. 0.32 0.25 0.22 0.18 0 . 34 

I TOTAL 100.72 99.10 100.77 99.22 100.05 
~ J 

Zr 29 96 61 53 46 
Sr . 316 116 231 185 269 
Rb 63 104 184 158 77 
zn 15 20 17 20 17 
Ba 377 595 1318 251 181 
Nb 4 9 , 8 11 6 
Ga 14 12 14 16 17 
Pb so 30 17 74 40 
Ni 

Cr 13 5 14 7 3 
v 2 1 8 3 
y 5 10 13 14 8 
F n.d. n.d. n.d. 20* n.d. 

• 
Li n.d. 6 n.d. 6 n.d.. ,. 
Cu 9 9 10 6 9 

i. 
f _, 
t 

f 

l J 
..... · ·~o •. -.· · · · · · · . .. 
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TabLe a.Li. ~ontii1ued~ · 

SAMPLE 

Sio2 
Ti02 
A12o3 
Fe2o3 
Feo · 

MnO 

MgO 

CaO 

Na 2o 
K 20 

P205 
L:O. I. 

TOTAL 

Zr 

Sr 

Rb 

Zn 
Ba 

Nb 

Ga 

Pb 

Ni 

Cr 

v 
y 

F 

Li 

Cu 

75.20 

0.02 

13.77 

0. 56 

ri.d. 

0.02· 

0. 07 

o. 72 

4 • .JJ7 

5.26 

0.04 

0.31 

100.04 

l 

so 
144 

180 

17 

139 

-~ 
----/-

6 

·4 

26 

n.d. 

2 

8 . 

LSG 422 

74 . . 45 

o.-ol 
14.77 

0.48 

n.d. 
0.02 

0.14 

. 1. 37 

3.88 

4. 4'2 

0.02 

0 ... 33 

99.89 
\. 

56 

276 

140 

16 

509 

6 

14 

73 

1 

7 

3 

5 

n.d. 

n.d. 

8 

\ 

74.20 

0~ QO 

. 14.60 

0.14 . 
0~28 

o.os 
0.11 

0.91 

3.77 

"4. 64 

0.22 

0.46 

99.16 

52 

56 

159 

20 

25 

12 

19 

43 

3 

5 

12 

158 

6 

8 

LSG 424 

73.90 

0.00 

13.90 

0.08 

0.59 

0.03 

0.15 

0.84 
\ 
3.67 

5.25 

0.00 

0.32 

54 

115 

196 

25 

183 

23 

. 16 

75 

1 

7 

3 

27 

23 

n.d. 

7 

74.60 

0.03 

14.30 

0.17 

0.29 

0.02 

0.08 

1. 40 

3.94 

4.28 

0.04 

0.21 

99.32 

53 . 

185 

158 

20 

251 

11 

16 

74 

7 

14 

20* 

6 

6 

l .:i! 
-:~: -- ( ' 

.. .. ;' 

1 
-~' 
~ 

. ?~ 





• 

.. 



Mn/Fe 0.70 0.64 0.78 0.79 0.69 0.75 

. i 
t · Vein G' 4 4 4 4 4 

I 

~ ....... .... ~. 
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Table B. 2. i. continued. 

' 
·, 

• 

SAMPLE 255A 255A 255A 689. 79-25 249 

wo3 
75.65 73.98 74 . 68 73.76 74. 3l 74.23 

\ 
Si02 

. 03 .05 
, .05 .05 .09 .05 

MgO .11 .14 .20 ~17 .15 

MnO .59 12.01 9.82 12.11 16.20 10.50 

cao .07 .02 .02 . 02 

Moo3 
• 0~ 

Nb2o 5 
.08 .20 .02 . 07 .29 .04 

'\ 
FeO .,( 12.67 12.43 14.07 12.09 7.59 13.30 

TOTAL 100.20 ~{8.83 /' 
. 

98.84 98.~5 99 . 48 98.34 
---·-- ____ ___., . 

/ 

w . 984 .977 .984 . 977 .984 . .984 

S i .004 .004 . 004 .004 .004 

Mg .008 .012 .016 • 0~2 .012 

Mn .492 . 516 . 422 • 523 .699 .457 

Ca .004 -Mo 

Nb .004 .008 

Fe .531 .527 .598 .520 .324 .570 

TOTAL 2.020 2.039 2. 023 2.035 2.020 2.027 

Mn/Fe 0. 93' 0.98 o. 71 0 . 01 2.16 o. 80 

Vein 4 4 4 4 1? 5 

l ---·· - - ·\ ...... ~ ... 
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Table B.2.i. continued. .~ 
.·~ .. ~ 
i 

·i . 

. , 

SAMPLE 249 684 684 165 69.9 699 
. 

wo3 
7 4. 77 74.11 73.56 74.16 74.49 73.31 

Si02 
• 04 .04 .02 .02 .06 

MgO • 20 .17 .16 .06 .05 .04 

MnO 9. 96 12 . 56 13.02 13.95 15.44 15.03 

CaO .04 .02 . 02 .03 .02 

Moo3 
.06 4 

Nb2o 5 
. 10 .30 .12 .12 .18 .09 

FeO 13. 32 10.67 10.68 9.58 9.04 9.41 

TOTAL 9 B. 39 97.85 97. 61 98.00 99.31 97.96 

w . 992 .988 .9-80 .988 .977 . 977 

Si .004 .004 

Mg . 016 .012 .012 .004 .004 .004 

Mn • 434 .547 .566 .605 .664 . 652 

Ca .004 

Mo 

Nb • 004 .008 . 004 .004 .004 . 004 

Fe • 570 .457 • 461 .415 .383 .402 

TOTAL 2. 016 2.016 2.027 2.016 2. 031 2.043 

... 
Mn/Fe 0.76 1. 20 1. 23 l. 46 l. 7 3 1. 62 

Vei n 5 1 1 10 ~0 .10 

l 
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Table B.2.i. continued . 

SAMPLE 651 21~ 216 216 625 625 

wo3 
7 5. 31 73.48 73.74 74.76 74.32 74.02 

Si02 
.04 .07 .04 . 04 .02 

MgO .04 .07 .10 .08 . 08 .08 

MnO 1'6. 89 14.63 }.4.64 14.23 15.77 15.77 

cao .02 .02 .02 . 01 .04 .01 -
t1003 

. 09 .00 

Nb 2o5 
. 04 . 08 .11 .10 

• FeO 7.80 9.90 9.64 9. 86 8 . 37 8.37 

TOTAL 100 . 51 98 . 24 98. 1 8 99.07 ~B . 69 98.36 

- ' 
J 

w .980 .97 3 .980 . 984 .980 .980 

Si .004 .004 

Mg .004 . 004 .008 . 008 .008 .008 

Mn .719 • 633 . 637 • 613 . 680 . .684 

ca ' . .004 

Mo • 004 

Nb 
.004 .004 

Fe .328 . 422 .414 • 418 .355 • 359 

TOTAL 2 .• 035 2. 035 2.039 2. 027 2.031 2.035 

Mn/Fe 2.19 1. so 1. 54 1.47 1. 92 1. 91 

Vein 10 10 10 10 10 10 

.<# , . • ....... - . ... '; ' ··-- ~ 
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Table B.2.i . continued. 

..... .. 
SAMPLE 625 377C 391 391 631 631 

I 

wo3 74 . 57 73.83 73.99 74 . 33 75.26 75.13 

Si02 . 07 . 04 .01 

MgO .09 • 09 .05 .06 .09 .09 

MnO 15.92 14.74 15.22 15 . 54 14 . 37 14 . 29 

CaO .07 . 02 .03 .02 .02 . 02 

r-too3 .02 

Nq205 .02 . 30 .05 . 12 

FeO 8.19 9.20 9.20 9 . 25 9.32 9.30 

TOTAL 98.90 98.23 98.53 99.20 99.11 98 ~ 97 I 
w .984 • 980 .980 .977 .992 .992 

J 

S i .004 

Mg .008 . 008 .004 • f) 04 . 008 .008 

Mn .688 . 641 .660 . 668 .617 . 617 

Ca 

Mo 

Nb .008 • 004 

Fe .348 . 395 . 395 .391 .395 .395 

TOTAL 2.031 2.031 2 . 039 2 . 03~ 2.012 2.016 

Mn/Fe 1. 98 1. 62 1. 67 1. 71 1.56 1. 56 

Vein 10 10 10 10 10 10 

L 
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Table B.2.i. continued. 

SAMPLE 631 217A 151B 

wo3 
74.86 74.52 7 4. 02 

Si02 
.06 . 04 .08 

MgO .08 .06 .07 .. 
MnO 13.86 15.21 13.65 

' \ cao .02 .02 
j 

' Mo03 
. 07 

Nb 2o5 
.21 .08 .22 

FeO 9 . 43 8.99 10.11 

TOTAL 98.59 98.92 98.16 

w .988 .984 . 984 

Si .004 .004 

Mg .008 .004 .004 

Mh 
, 

.598 . 656 .594 

Ca 

MO 

Nb .004 .004 

Fe .402 .383 - . 434 

TOTAL 2.004 2 . 027 2. 023 

Mn/Fe 1. 49 l. 71 1. 37 

Vein 10 10 10 

..... , .......... . 

583 356 

74 . 04 74 . 61 

.06 • 04 

.06 • 09 

15 . 36 14.78 

.11 

8.66 8 . 96 

98.18 98 .59 

. 984 • 988 

.004 

.004 . 008 

.688 . 641 

• 004 

.371 • 383 

2.031 2. 023 

l. 85 1. 67 

10 10 

627 

73.7 8 

.03 

. 06 

14,88 

.OS 

. 49 

9 . 23 

98 . 52 

.977 

.004 

.64 5 

.004 

• 012 

.395 

2.035 

l. 63 

10 

~ 

·· .. ;' 
· ' 

i . 

J 
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Table B.2.i. continued. 
~~-
1 
-~ 
:~l 

~ 
'l 
'< 
! 

SAMPLE 707 707 671 649 671.A ~ 619 ) .. 

wo3 
74.79 74.10 I 7 4 . 27 74 . 80 73.72 74.27 

SiO · .17 .02 .08 • 04 .06 
2 

MgO .24 .30 . 02 .11 .25 .12 

MnO 12.77 10 . 86 15.73 11.93 13. 95 15.10 

cao .02 .88 . 02 . 0~ .04 

Moo3 
.0 2 .07 .04 . 05 

Nb2o 5 
.03 .10 . 18 

\ 
FeO 10.84 11.96 8.38 12.02 10.09 8.75 

TOTAL 98.66 98.20 98.56 99.02 98.29 98.39 

J 

w .988 .980 .984 . 984 . 977 .9 84 

Si .004 .004 .004 

Mg .020 . 023 .008 . 020 .008 

Mn .551 .469 . 680 .512 • 605 .652 

ca • 047 .004 
I 

Mo 

Nb .004 • 004 

Fe .461 • 512 .359 . 512 . 430 .375 

TOTAL 2.020 2.035 2.027 2.020 2.035 2.027 

Mn/Fe l. 29 0.92 1. 89 1. 0 . 1. 41 1. 74 

• Vein 10 10 10 10 10 10 

' 
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Table B.2.i.~ontinued. 

SAMPLE V6B V6B V6B V6B V6B V6B 

wo
3 

76.76 75.99 73.95 7 4. 86 75.64 75.25 

Sio2 
:o4 .04 .04 .02 . ol 

MgO .11 .09 .08 • 09 • 0 .08 

MnO 15.95 16.18 19.82 19.12 19.45 19.09 

CaO .01 .02 .01 .02 • 02 

Moo3 
.02 .12 

"" 
Nb2o5 

.15 .05 .02 .05 .12 

FeO 8.07 8.47 4.20 4.66 4.59 4.59 

TOTAL 101. 09 100.84 98.14 98.82 100.08 99.02 I 
v 

w .988 .984 .980 . 988 .984 .992 

Si .-04 .004 .004 

Mg .008 .008 .008 . 008 Jl04 .008 

Mn .672 .684 .859 . 824 .828 . 82 4 

Ca 

Mo .004 

Nb .004 .004 

Fe .336 .355 .180 .199 .191 .195 

TOTAL 2.012 2.031 2.031 2.020 2.020 2.020 

Mn/Fe 2.00 l. 93 4.77 4.14 4. 34 4.;n 

Vein 6 6 6 6 6 6 

' 
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Table B.2.i. continued. 

I SAMPLE V6C 222 681 &81 V6A 683 
I 

/ 

wo3 
74.84 74.16 73.70 73.87 74.29 74.83 

Sio2 .12 .01 .09 .09 .06 .08 

MgO .07 • 02 .05 .06 .05 .07 

MnO 18.42 21.48 19.97 19.64 18.50 17.38 

CaO .02 .02 • 02 

Mo03 . 05 .05 .07 

Nb2o 5 
.15 • 09 .OJ .04 . 03 

FeO 5.88 2.50 4.14 4.13 5.14 6.70 

\ TOTAL 99.54 98.30 97.97 97.90 98.09 99.12 

w .977 . 984 .980 .984 .988 .984 

Si .008 .004 .004 . 004 .004 

Mg .004 .004 .004 .004 .008 

Mn .789 .930 .867 .855 . 805 .746 

Ca 

Mo 

Nb .004 . 004 

Fe .246 .105 .176 .176 .223 .285 

TOTAL 2.027 2.023 2.031 2.023 2.023 12.027 

Mn/Fe 3.21 8.86 4.93 4.86 3.61 2.62 

Vein 6 6 6 6 ' 6 6 

i 

L """'"" -, .... ~-.. , .. ' 
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Table B.2.i. continued. 

SAMPLE V6E V6C V6C 

wo3 
74.71 73.99 73.54 

.. 
Sio2 

.03 .09 .09 

MgO .05 .07 .07 

MnO 19.36 19.16 19.07 

cao . 02 .02 .02 

Moo3 
.02 .14 

Nb2o 5 
. 06 

FeO 4.67 4.93 5.02 

TOTAL 98.91 98.28 97.96 

w . 984 . 980 .977 

Si .004 ; 1oo4 

Mg . 004 .004 .008 

Mn • 836 .832 .828 

Ca 

Mo .004 

Nb 

Fe .199 . 211 .215 

TOTAL 2.023 2. 031 2.035 

\ 

Mn/Fe 4.20 3.94 3.85 

Vein 6 6 6 

G = Greisen Vein 110. 

" 1? ~ Possible northern extension of Vein 11. 

• Total Fe determined as FeO. 

,. 

L 

680 

7 3. 94 

.04 

.02 

l9.23 

.01 

4.62 

97.86 

.984 

.004 

. 004 

. 836 

.199 

2.027 

4.20 

6 

l . ' 

'l~~ 
' 

' l' 

l ., 

., 
i 
-~· 

J 
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B.3 COMPOSITION OF SCHEELITE FROM ELECTRON MICROPROBE 

ANALYSIS 

Table B. 3. i 

Scheelite Composition 
(wt% · and Atomic Proportions) 

SAMPLE 377C 377C 377C 377C 377C 

wo
3 

78.54 78.88 79.09 79.28 78.85 

Si02 
.04 • 05 .09 .09 .06 , 

MgO . 02 .04 .02 .04 .02 

MnO .03 .04 .07 

cao 20 . 15 20 . 25 20 .5 4 20.58 20.37 

Mo03· .06 .04 .06 

Nb2o5 
.02 .03 

FeO* . 09 .05 .02 .02 I 
TOTAL 98.86 99.34 99.84 100 . 05 99.38 J 

w .980 . 980 . 977 . 980 . 980 

Si .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 

Mg .004 . 004 

Mn .004 

ca 1. 043 1. 043 1. 051 1.051 1. 0'47 

Mo 

Nb 

Fe . 004 . 004 

TOTAL 2.031 2.035 2. 031 2.043 2.031 

Vein 10 10 10 10 10 

Zoned R R R R c 

) 

( 
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Table B.3.i. continued. 

SAMPLE 377C 377C 377C 621 621 

wo3 
78.97 79.7 4 80.05 78.03 77.32 

Si02 
.03 .04 .06 .07 

MgO .01 .02 .03 .06 .07 

MnO .01 .03 

cao 20 . 44 20.33 20.58 20.06 20.54 

Moo3 
.14 

Nb20 5 
.14 .10 .09 

FeO* . 01 .03 .05 .05 

TOTAL 99.58 100.23 100.86 98.37 98. 0& 

J 

w .980 .984 . . 980 .980 .973 

Si 
. 004 .004 

Mg 
. 004 .004 .004 

Mn 

Ca 1. 051 1. 039 1.043 1,043 l. 066 

Mo 
. 004 

Nb .004 .004 
.004 

Fe 

TCYI'AL 2 . 035 2.027 2.03-1 2. 031 2.051 

Vein 10 10 10 G G 

Zoned c c c 

' 

L -



\ 
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Table B.3.i. continued. 

SAMPLE 

wo3 
Sio2 
MgO 

MnO 

cao 
Moo3 
Nb265 
FeO* 

TCYI'AL 

w 
Si 

Mg 

Mn 

Ca 

Mo 

Nb 

Fe 

TCYI'AL 

Vein 

zoned 

621 

79 . 41 

.06 

.03 

20.30 

.02 

.04 

99.87 

.984 

.004 

.004 

1. 039 

2. 031 

G 

G = Greisen, R = Rim, C 
• Total Fe as FeO 

Core . 

391 

78.81 

.02 

.0( 

.03 

20.34 

.02 

.03 

99.26 

.980 

1. 047 

2.027 

10 

391 

79.0 

. 04 

. 06 

. 06 

20.18 

.04 

99.38 

.984 

.004 

.004 

1 . 035 

2 . 027 

10 

( 

\ 

I 
/ 
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B.4 X-RAY DIF.FRACTION ANALYSIS OF WOLFRAMITES •. 
. :~ 

Table B. 4 ~ i 

x-ray Diffraction Data - Wolframite 

Sample No. Vein 2gll0 - 2g011 Mol% MnW0 4 

217 10 0. 57 5 53 !6 
J• 

155 10 0. 575 53 

373 10 0.550 65 

162 10 0. 57 5 53 

376 10 0. 575 
~ 

53 

391 10 o. 575 53 

377 10 o. 575 53 

584 10 0. 575 53 

165 10 o. 550 65 

3;78 10 0. 550 '65 

208 10 0 . 575 53 

I 

J 
51 10 o. 575 53 

467 10 o. 57 5 53 

583 10 0. 550 6? 
453 10 o; 575 53 

130 6 o. 525 78 

127 6 0.-550 65 

222 6 0.525 78 

223 6 0.535 73 

221 6 0.525 78 

V6C 6 0.525 78 

244 1 0.580 . 50 

386 1 0.600 40 

255 4 0.600 40 

249 5 0.600 40 

249A 5 0.590 45 

1' • . 

.. ... · --~ ·" ' ... 
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B. 5 ALTERATION GEOCHEMICAL DATA 

LOcation of samples are plotted on maps 2 and 3 (in 

map folder). Total Fe is recorded as Fe 2o 3 • Density 

determinations were made on rock chips using a·Jolly's 

Spring Balance. 

. 

... 

' . 

! 
I 

' 
·~ 
l 

l 

J 
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Table B . 5.i 
.f..' 

Alteration Geochemical Data 
.f ·, 

·' 
(wt%, ppm and g/cc) .. 

SAMPLES 64 383 2-201 9-68 9-62 9-64 -.• ,, 

Fe2o 3 
3.10 2 . 56 2 . 16 

- ~~ 
~ 

Ti02 
0.91 1. 00 1. 08 0.96 0 . 93 0 . 42 · ~ 

1 

P205 0.14 0.11 0.21 0 . 41 0.25 0.05 

Si02 
52. 9 3 57.59 52.90 54.30 54.60 45.40 

cao 8. 94 3.04 8.57 7.62 6.44 1. 86 

K20 0.59 3.32 0.50 1.11 2.40 10.27 

MgO 5.22 3.31 4 . 75 4.36 4 . 65 2.16 

Al 2o 3 
17.95 18.63 17.60 17.20 17.00 29.40 

FeO 5.77 5 . 17 8.86 

Na 2o 2.49 3.58 2.93 3.27 3 . 05 0 . 23 

L. 0. I. 0.95 0 . 93 1. 66 2.1 5 2.48 6.07 

MnO 0 . 17 0.11 0.18 0.16 0 . 23 0.05 

Tota l Fe 9 . 09 8.20 9 . 51 8.30 11.99 2.3 

TOTAL 99. 38 99.82 99 . 25 99.35 99 . 99 98.21 

J 

Zr 113 196 113 146 132 25 

Sr 364 281 374 467 392 17 

Rb 29 177 95 135 547 1968 

Zn 78 82 94 89 126 42 -· 

Cu 25 13 41 27 106 24 

Ba 185 692 233 289 310 478 

Nb 7 16 7 9 9 10 

Pb 4 16 13 1 

Ni 25 54 18 9 46 67 

Li 44 48 1 54 679 

Cr 45 95 30 27 108 23 

.1 ; · 

,, ' 
"'--- v 196 174 .I 212 208 217 297 

y 24 30 30 33 84 227 

t 
F i 

950 1090 6040 2 3360 

Ga 21 30 24 19 24 110 

t 'W <4 <4 n.d. n..d . n.d. n.d. 

i 
t Sn 25 75 n . d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

· Density 3. oo9 2.982 3.038 2 . 950 3.285 3.379 



~\ 
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• 
Table B. 5. i. continued. 

SAMPLES 166 360 453 436 431 434 
.'\ 

Fe 2o3 
Ti02 

o. 40 . 0. 03 0.15 0.05 0.46 0. 87 

P205 0.06 0.03 0.08 0. 02 0.25 0.18 

Si02 48.4 85 . 26 52.10 65.49 59 . 20 49.10 

CaO 6.71 2 . 41 1. 88 7.18 5.09 7.07 

K2o 7.64 2.13 6. 87' 3.72 5.53 7.63 

MgO 2.16 0. 47 1. 34 0.59 1. 96 4.11 

A1 2o3 21.80 6 . 28 19.60 10.61 16 . 00 18.76 

FeO 

Na2o 0.19 - 0.04 0.15 0.26 0.50 0.42 

L.O.I. 9 . 80 1. 93 6.30 6.65 4 . 67 6.06 

MnO 0.05 0. 02 0.54 0. 02 0.09 0.10 

Total Fe 1. 98 1.03 5.83 5.82 4.50 4.77 

TOTAL 99.21 99 . 63 98.84 100.41 98.00 99.07 

Zr 35 8 55 8 208 95 ' ...I 

sr 35 4 12 10 88 32 

Rb 1499 425 1463 681 1181 1748 

Zn 53 38 

~~ 
30 •53 73 

Cu 38 490 38 414 142 

Ba 299 63 159 96 306 264 

Nb 12 8 88 11 11 11 

Pb 3 124 46 

Ni 27 3 33 13 23 34 

Li 328 64 379 108 277 4-96 

Cr 36 19 12 16 27 39 
r v 127 49 135 61 109 164 

y 
) 

42 11 44 

F 600'00 18760 19160 53400 32960 40000 

Ga 81 31 118 41 32 37 

w n.d . 6000 n.d. n.d. n . d . n.d. 

Sn ri.d. 40 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Density 3.056 2. 800 2 . 897 2.812 2 . 980 2.958 

' ~ r 

L . ' ._..,. ... ~ ....... ·Jtja.N-· .... ·· ~ 
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Table B. 5. i. continued. 
r· 

363 556 542 
-.l 

545 549 SAMPLES 362 

Fe 2o
3 

1. 63 

Ti02 
0.08 o. 49 0.52 0.86 0.75 0.73 

P205 0!08 0.02 0.15 0.31 0.30 0.27 

Si02 
50.84 32.30 69.06 63.06 64 . 20 64.84 

cao 8.08 17.60 l. 97 3.2 3.19 2.79 

K2o 1. 35 3.39 5.29 3.96 2.58 4.70 

MgO 5.67 9.44 1.00 1.92 1. 88 1. 33 

A1 20 3 
17.65 8.26 14.80 16.09 16.10 16.27 

FeO 3.02 

Na 2o 2.77 3.08 3.57 4.49 3 . 72 

L. 0. I. 1. 63 16.63 0.28 1. 93 1. 40 0.93 

MnO 0.27 0.45 0. 07 0.08 0.08 0 . 09 

Total Fe 10.68 10.98 3.35 5.23 4.98 4.28 

TOTAL 100.09 99.10 99.57 100.21 ~:'32 99.95 

Zr 72 32 198 348 350 297 J 

Sr 439 159 147 248 251 265 

Rb 252 11206 228 153 182 212 

zn 104 361 50 76 70 . 60 

Cu 180 137 . 11 22 22 21 

Ba 224 103 456 836 310 804 

Nb 6 4 12 18 18 18 

Pb 5 39 27 16 35 

Ni 19 349 7 15 11 6 

Li 102 412 34 n.d. 36 n.d. 

Cr 53 1626 13 13 16 9 

v 236 190 48 91 93 5 .. 

' y 15 27 47 32 31 

F 23360 840 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Ga 21 22 17 24 21 20 

w 70 40 <4 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Sn 5 25 25 n.d. n.cL n.d. 

Density 3.187 2.703 2.681 2 . 839 2.649 





L 

64 

383 

2-201 

9-68 

9-62 

9.-64 

166 

360 

453 

436 

431 

434 

362 

363 

556 

542 

545 

549 

20-192 

. 20-196 

20-194 

20-198 

20-199 
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Sample Description for Table B.5.i 

Amphibolitic gneiss, unaltered. 

Mica schist, una~tered. 

Amphibolitic gneiss, unaltered. 

Amphibolitic gneiss, unaltered. Drill core. 

Mica schist, una! tered. Dri 1\ core. 

Creisen envelope. Phyllic a1t'eration zone. 

Drill core. 

Greisen envelope. Phyllic alteration zone. 

Greisen and vein. Phyllic alteration zone. 

Greisen envelope. Phyllic alteration zone. 

Greisen and vein. Phyllic alteration zone. 

Creisen envelope. Biotitic alteration zone. 

Creisen envelope. Biotitic alteration zone . 

Creisen envelope. Biotitic alteration zone. 

Greisen envelope. Calqic alteration zone. 

Megacrystic granite, undeformed, unaltered. 

Deformed megacrystic granite, unaltered. 

Deformed megacrystic granite, unaltered. 

Deformed megacrystic granite, unaltered. 

• 

Deformed megacrystic granite, unaltered. Drill core. 
Deformed megacrystic granite, unaltered. 

Creisen envelope. Silicic alteration. 

Greisen envelope. Silicic alteration. 

Greisen envelope. Silicic alteration. 
·• 

Drill core • 

Drill core. 

Drill core. 

Drill core. 
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B. 6 DESCRIPTION 01'' SAMPLES USED IN OXYGEN ISOTOPE ANALYSIS 

AND RADIOMETRIC DATING. ( 

385 Quartz feldspar-molybdenite vein. Molybdenite in 

vugs with muscovite. 
685 Quartz-bismuthinite vein, Vein fl, coarsely cryst

alline quartz with bismuthinite and muscovite in vugs. 

687 Quartz-bismuthinite vein, Vein 15, poorly crystalline 

quartz with minor pyrite. 

684 Quartz*-wolframite vein, Vein fl, sheeted veinlet, 

wolframite distributed unev~nly within vein let. 

166 Greisen, Vein 110. Assemblage, quartz, muscovite, 

fluorite, wolframite, scheelite and pyrite. 

436 Greisen, Vein flO. Assemblage, quartz, muscovite, I 

fluorite, wolframite scheelite and pyrite. 

720 Quartz-sulphide vein, Vein flO adit level. Quartz, 

c~ear, well formed crystals. Pyrite, chalcopyrite in 

vugs. 
626 Quartz-sulphide vein, Vein flO adit level. Late 

Quartz ... injection. 'l'lhite quartz with moderate 

development of crystal faces. Pyrite, chalcopyrite 

in vugs. 
377 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein 110, adit level. 

Assemblage, quartz, scheelite (zoned), wolframite 

and minor sulphides. Late quartz injection. 

652 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein flO, adit level. 

651 

671 

Assemblage, quartz, scheelite, wolframite, fluorite 
,-

and muscovite. 
Quartz-wolframite\vein, Vein flO, adit level. Breccia 

vein contains a lqt of wall rock xenoliths. Assem

blage, quartz, wolframite, scheelite, chalcopyrite, 

pyrite, sericite. 
Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein 110, surface. Whitish 

' I 
quartz with large ~ded wolframite crystals inter-,, 
grown with it. Pyrite minor' wolframite altered to 

scheelite and tungstite • 
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165 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein 110, adit level. 

Assemblage quartz-wolframite. No sulphides. Quartz 

milky white. 

627 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein JlO, adit level. Early 

quartz injection. · Assemblage, quartz, wolframite 

scheelite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite. 

648 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein· flO, adit level. Early 

quartz injection. Assemblage-quartz, wolframite, 

minor pyrite, chalcopyrite. 

623 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein 110, adit level. Early 

quartz injection. Whitish quartz - vugs with pyrite 

and chalcopyrite. Wolframite intergrown with quartz. 

661 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein flO, adit level. Vein 

contains abundant wall rock xenoliths. Assemblage 

quartz, wolframite, scheelite, minor pyrite. 

670 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein flO, surface. Sheeted 

quartz vein with sulphides and ·muscovite ~n small 

vugs. Wolframite intergrown with quartz. 

610 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein «10, adit'level. Sheeted · 

quartz vein with \o/olframite, pyrite and chalcopyrite. 

678 Quartz-wolframite vein, Vein 16, surface. White 

coarse qqartz with bladed wolframite crystals and 

sulphides predo~inantly pyrite and chalcopyrite. 

555 Coarse-grained megacrystic granite containing quartz, 

K-feldspar, plagioclase, biotite, sericite, and 

minor epidote, chlorite,opaques,sphene,and apatite. 

K-feldspar megacrysts are euhedral and only slightly 

aligned. Minor saussuritisation of plagioclase is 

evident. 

556 Coarse-grained megacrystic granite containing quartz, 

K-feldspar, plagioclase, biotite, opaques and minor 

epidote, apatite, sphene and sericite. The microper

thiti~, euhedral, orthoclase megacrysts are not 

alig~ed. Biotite shows minor alteration to chlorite. 

Plagioclase is essentially fresh. 

• 

J 
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557 Similar to sample 556 above. 

545 Coarse-grained megacrystic granite with an assemblage 

of quartz, K-feldspar, plagioclase, biotite, sphene, 

sericite, chlorite, opaques, and minor apatite. 

Orthoclase megacrysts have reddish colour and are 

typically twinned, There is a strong alignment of 

megacrysts. Def-.mation by ductile shearing is 

evident from recrystallisation of quartz and devel

opment of K-feldspar augen. Mafic minerals wrap 

around the megacrysts. 

550 Similar to sample 545 but with less evidence of 

shearing. 

571 Similar to sample 54 .5. 

415 Post-tectonic pegmatite dyke associated with aplite 

and leucogranite. K-feldspar and quartz occurs in 

graphic texture. Coarse musc_ovite books occur. 

Plagioclase in albitic and commonly altered to 

sericite. 

495 Quartz d i orite gneiss containing an assemblage of 

quartz, plagioclase, hornblende, biotite, chlorite, 

epidote and opaques. Hornblende is overgrown by 

biotite. Quartz and feldspar show evidence of some 

ductile shearing (recrystallisation and kinking 

respectively). 

64 Amphibolitic gneiss. Mineralogy dominated by 

hornblende and plagioclase but also contains minor 

quartz, opaques and biotite. Ductile shearing 

evidenced by recrystallisation of quartz and growth 

of biotite after hornblende. 

71 Mica schist from shear zone containing quartz, 

feldspar, biotite and muscovite. Mylonite texture 

t 

evident with feldspar forming . porphyroclasts in a • fine-grained recrystallised matrix of quartz and mica. 

• 

Biotite forns after hornblende which occurs sporadically 

as relief grains in biotite. 

.) 
·I 

I 
J 
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432 Greisen. Occurs as an alteration envelope to Vein 

453 flO. All samples contain assemblage of muscovite, 

166 fluorite, quartz and pyrite in various proportiohs. 

390 Wolframite and scheelite occur sporadically. 

444 

206 Tensional quartz veins. Muscovite occurs as 0.5 - 1.0 

603 em thick selvedges to these veins which contain quartz, 

568 chlorite, fluorite, bismuthinite, pyrite, scheelite, 

301 and rarely beryl. 

518 Altered rock xenolith in quartz-wolframite veinlet. 

Mineralogy consists of quartz, muscovite (sericite), 

and pyrite. 

- \ 

I 
J 
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C.l. MINERAL ASSEMBLAGES 

Table C.l. i 

Ore Minera l Assemblages 

Wf Sc Ccp Sph Py Po Bm Gn Td Ss He Ps Hd Me Cb Mo Mu Hrn Tg Bi 

21 X X X X X X X X 

22 X X X X X X 

23 X X X X X X X X X 

9BA X X X 

ll8A,B X X X X X X X 

151B X K X X X X X X X 

152 X X X X ~ 
CX) 

165 X X X X X 0'\ 

214 X X X X 

216 X X X X · X X X 

217 X X X X X X X X 
""-

236 X X X X X X 

314 X X X X X X X 

353 X X X X 

356 X X X X X X X X 

376 X X X X X 

377 X X X 
\ 

X 

391 X X X X X X X 

392 X X X X X 

G 



.I 

Table c.l.i. continued. 

Wf Sc ccp Sph Py Po Bm Gn Td ss He Ps •Hd Me Cb Mo Mu Hm Tg Bi 

467 X X X X X 

583 X X X X X 
X X • 

X X 
610 X X 

619 X X X X X X X 
X 

X 
621 X X 

X 

624. X X X X X X 

625 X X X X X X X 
~ 
CX) 

627 X X X X X X 
X -..) 

631 X X X X · X 
X 

644B X X X X X X 

649 X X X X X X 
X 

651 X X X X X 

X 
661 X X X X 

X X 

669 X X 

671A X X X X 

707 X X X X 

X 
Port-1 X 

122 X 

V6C X X X X X X X X X 



Table c.l.i. continued. 

Wf Sc Ccp Sph Py Po 8m Gn Td Ss He Ps Hd Me Cb Mo Mu Hm Tg Bi 

V6C X X X X X 

V6E X X X X X X X X 

V6A X X X X 

675 X X X X X X X X 

681 X X X X X X X 

683 X X 
X ' 

680 X ~ X X X X 

222 X X X X X X X ~ X X X A 
00 
CX) 

V6B X X X X X X X X X 

S29A,B X X X X 

528A,B,C · x X X X X 

249 X X X X 

687 X X 

689 X X X 

255 X X 
X 

Wf -wolframite, s~ "" scheelite, Ccp = chalcopyrite, Sph = &phalerite, Py = pyrite, 

Po = pyrrhotite, Bm • bismuthinite, Gn = galena, Td = tetraqymite, Ss = ~nown sulphosalts, 

He = hessite, Ps = pilsenite, Hd = hedleyite, Me = marcasite, Cb = carbonate, Mo = molybderi-
. ' . 1.te, Mu = muscovite, Hln"" hematite, Tg = tungstite, Bi = bismuth. 
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C. 2 REFLECTf:D LIGHT PROPERITES OF LEAD-, BISMUTH-, 

SILVER-TELLURIDES AND SULPHOSALTS 

' i 
! 

t'· 

' t 
t 
i 
I 

j 



Mineral 

Tetradymite 

Pilsenite 

Hedleyite 

Hessite 

Native 
Bismuth 

Pb,Bi,Ag
Sulphosalt 

"B" 

·Pb,Bi,Ag
Sulphosalt 

"C" 

* estimated~ 

Hardness 

low-v.low 

low < gn 
>bismuth 

v.low < pilsenite 

v.low 

low ~ galena 

low~ galena 

Table C.2.i 

Reflected Light Properties 

Colour 

white: with 
creamy yellow 
tint 

white with 
creamy tint 

white with 
creamy tint 

grey with 
bluish tint 

pale white 
with pinkish 
tint 

lighter than 
galena 

lighter th.an 
galena 

Isotropic 
Anisotropic 

ani so-distinct 
biref-wk. 

aniso-wk-dist 

aniso: ·dist
strong 
blue, grey and 
pale brown 

aniso: dist
strong 
light-blue -
light-brown 
colours 

aniso: weak 
scratches 
emphasise A 

aniso-wk 

aniso-dist 
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APPENDIX D 

CONSTRUCTION OF GRESENS 

COMPOSITION-VOLUME DIAGRAMS 

The process of chemical transfer in a rock system can 

be represented by the following mass-action equation: 

aA :!: X = bB 

where: a = grams of parent rock A, ·-.= grams of product 

rock B, X = grams of material added or removed. 

The chemical transfer <6x ) in grams of a component 
n 

n between phase A and B can be calculated from the foilowjng 

equation: 

6x 
n 

= a (K X~ 
\ v n 

- X o(.)· 
n 

- (Babcock, 19'73) 

/ 
/ 

/ 

(D-1) 

where: Kv ratio between final and initial volume of the 

rock mass. 

dA = density of parent rock. 

d8 density of product rock. 

ol 
X the weight fraction of chemical component n 

n 

x" = n " 

in rock A. 

the weight fraction of chemical component n 

in rock B. 

If the weight a is arbitrarily designated as 100 grams, then 

X becomes grams per 100 grams or weight percent. 
n 

To construct the gain/loss diagram (Camus, 1975; Ford, 

1978) one assumes K = 1, i.e. that there is no change in v 

volWDe during metasomatism. The Gresens composition-volume 

>. 

' 

! 
J 

J 
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r 

diagrams are constructed using the equa~ion ·above and.· 

substituting different values of Kv. 
- ( -

, 

(~ 

• 
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APPENDIX E 

FLUID INCLUSION ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

E.l SPECIFICATIONS AND OPERATION OF THE CHAIXMECA HEATING/ 

FREEZING STAGE 

The Chaixmeca apparatus consists of three components: 

1) a heating and freezing stage which is attached to 

an ordinary petrographic microscope stage. 

2) a control unit which monitors the temperature of 

the stage and commands the heating and cooling of the stage 

either manually or automatically. 

3) a pressurised liquid nitrogen container whi~h acts 

both as a reservoir and feeder of the liquid ~itrogen first 

through the control unit and then through the stage. 

The syste~ is illustrated in Figure E . l.i and operates 

in the temperature range +600°C to - 190°C. The body of the 

heating freezing stage contains a heating element and an 

internal ring chamber that is the conduit for the cooling 

liquid nitrogen. A great advantage the Chaixmeca stage has 

over other models is the built-in ·condenser system, which 
'(f 

consists of two convergent silica lenses. This arrangement 

permits clear observation of very small inclusions in ~ 

size 1-5 ~m. 

Samples are placed in the center of the top flat surface 

of the condenser lens close to the temperature sensor (a 

pla~inum resistance- sensor measuring 100 ohms at 0°C). The 

sample is isolated from the atmosphere by a metallic cover 

j 
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CONSOLE 

tubing 1 

\· 

/ 

liquid nitrogen CHAIXMECA- NANCY 

Figure E.l.i The CHAIXMECA system • 

• 

L J 
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and optically polished silica window. 

The electronic console ccmmands both the heating and 

cdoling of the stage either manually or automatically. The 

• temperature measurements are determined by the sensor 

which is connected to linear bridge and a digital readout. 

The readout resolves the temperature to + O.l°C. The 

temperature readout is automatic but may be held at any 

time by activating a hold button enabling the observer to 

concentrate on the microscopic observation of phase changes 

and read the temperature later. 

The automatic controller (C) can be used to stabilise 

the stage at any temperature on long duration runs but for 

fine temperature measurements the stage should be operated 

manually. 

Electronic specifications for the Chaixmeca s~age are 

given in the users manual . The control unit should be 

turned on 15 minutes before the operation of the stage to , . . 

allow the electronics to warm up. 

Operation of Stage Below 0°C 

Figure E.l.ii illustrates the layout for operation of 

the stage below o0 c. Rapid cooling occurs by the flow of 

liquid nitrogen through the stage. If the exit yalve of 

the pressurised liquid nitrogen container is open then 

switching on of the electronic valve in the control unit 

results in a flow of liquid nitrogen through the syst~. 

When there is no liquid nitrogen circulating the electronic 

valve must be off as it can easily be destroyed by rapid 

J 
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microscope 

Gas 

PS,. plastic sleeve 
CW• cotton wool 
IL= infrared lens 
IJ= Insulating Jacket 
PC• perspex column 
CJ; cooling jacket for lens 
SW• silica window 

H/F• heating/ freezing stage 

Figures not drawn to scale. 

H/F 

out 

;·' .,. 

in 

Figure E.l.ii Freezing mode/heating mode CHAIXMECA stage. 
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overheating. 

As a result of severe ice formation on the sample, 

objective lens, and infra-red lens at low temperatures, 

some adaptations were made to the layout of the system. 

A flow of dry N2 gas regulated by a needle valve was used 

to prevent this icing up. The gas flows into a perspex 

column placed beneath the infra-red lens and also into 

a tube which is fitted between the objective lens and the 

plastic sleeve. The flow of dry N2 gas is turned on while 

the stage is being cooled by liquid N2 and allows the 

observer to see the freezing process. When the stage is at 

the required temperature the liquid N2 flow is stopped by 

turning off the electronic valve on the console. Warming 

of the stage to room temperature is achieved by equilibration 

with the atmosphere. The dry gas flow is continued as the 

sta~e warms up but is eventually shut off when the temper

ature reacheQ -24°C. This eliminates the extra thermal 

gradient induced by the gas flow when measuring the 

freezing point. 

0 qperation of the Stag~ Above 0 C 

Figure E.l.ii illustrates the layout of the stage in 

the heating mode. Above 30°C the plastic sleeve and the 

plastic tubing should be removed from the stag~. ~he silica 

window is.placed in position below the objective lens and 

a water cooled jacket is placed around the objective lens 

to protect it from overheating. 

Heating rates especially near phase transformation points 

• 

4 ·-: 

.. 

• J 
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should be quite low. A rate of less than O. S°C/min is 

advisable when the temperature approaches homogenisation 

temperature . 

Clathration 

Clathration was detected in type II inclusions by the 

following criteria: 

a) Observation. of double freezing. 

b) Decrease in volume of liquid co2 on cooling · 

(Type liB). 

c) Motion of gas bubble on melting•of gas hydrate. 

d) Irregular interface between aqueous solution and 

liquid or vapour co2 • 

e) Increase in volume or sudden reappearance of 

liquid co
2 

on decomposition of hydrate . 

The Tm clathrate were obtained using the following 

procedure: 

Slow heating rates of less than 0.2°C per minute were 

followed by rapid cooling (2° - 5° temperature drop) near 

the Tm clathrate. If the clathrate is still present it. will . 
grow rapidly on ~ooling to deform the co2 gas/H2o fluid 

interface. Near the Tm clathrate the temperature is 

increased in steps of 0.1°c until the clathrate is melted, 

and a sudden drop in temperature will not ·nucleate it. 

E.2 CALIBRATION OF CHAIXMECA STAGE 

The operation of any heating/freezi ng stage must be 

done with care and with regard for possible sources of error. 

The greatest error is caused by thermal gradients within the 

1 . 

';J, 
l ' ',l 

f 
:f 
1 
J~ 
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stage, especially between the sample and hot surface. Also 

such things as the cold microscope lens can have considerable 

effect on the thermal gradient characteristics of the stage. 

Such gradients were minimised by ensuring that during 

observations of phase changes (homogenisation, melting, etc.) 

the heating rates were less than 0-5°C/minute. Also center-

ing the inclusion for each measurement ensured that steep 

horizontal temperature gradients within the stage were 
~ 

minimised. Increasing the magnification of the lens also 

had a similar effect on this gradient by reducing the field 

of view. 

The Chaixmeca stage, like other instruments measuring 

physical or chemical quantities, must be calibrated prior 

to use. Ideally, during calibration runs one must be able 

to ~i~ic conditions that will be operational during the 

running of the fluid inclusion samples. The dimension of 

the calibration sample. should approximate the thickness of 

the unknown samples, and the size and shape of the inclu-

sions. 

For heating calibration crystals of organic and inor-

ganic compounds (Table$ E.2.i, E.2.ii) of known melting point 

were used. Chaixmeca s~pplies a ·few o~ these compounds but 

others were obtained from British Drug House (BDH), Merck 

Chemicals, and A.H. Thomas Co., Philadelphia, P.A. 

A few crystals of the chemical standards were plac.ed 

between thin glass plates (ccwerslip glass, thickness 150 AlAI) 

o) approximate .1 ern x 1 em . Four thicknesses of the glass 

. __/ 

I 
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Figure E.2.i Calibration c urve for CHAI~mCA heating/free~ng stage. 
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ACCURACY 

4 
-5·5° STD 

x--5· 1*0·1 
4 . 

3 6T=-0·4 
F 

2 

1 

. 
-4-9 -50 - 5·1 -5·2 

5 
0 

70 STD 

x:69· 

6 T= 0 ·3 

7± 0 ·1 

' F 3 .------

J. 

. n 1 

69·4 696 69·8 

4 ·247° STD 

3 X= 248 ·2±0·4 
F 

2 6T= 1·2 

I 

247·6 248·2 

Temperature ° C 

Figure E.2.ii Accuracy measurements of standard chemicals. 
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PRECISION 

Freezing 

x ::..-0·69:!:0·06 

• • 
- ·8 

Heati~--
S I 439 amp e 

x=292·1 ±0·1 

. 

C:.. 

I I I • 

·3 

Figure E.2.iii Precision measurements on a L-V inclusion. 
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plates were used to obtain the approximate thickness of 

the, unknown samples. The chemical standards were placed 

between the upper two plates. Because impurities lower the 

melting point of the chemical standards 1 the temperature of 

the last crystal to melt was used as the melting point. 

Similar procedures were used to calibrate for freezing 

runs, the chemical st.andards being organic liquids (Table 

E.2. iii) . A standard sample of quartz containing pure 

liquid co
2 

inclusions (supplied by Chaixrneca) was used to 

calibrate the stage at the temperature of -56°C I the melting 

point of solid co2,. 

The combin~d heating and freezing calibration curve is 

illustrated in Figure · E. 2. i. Black dots mark the calibration 

data points, the curve being a line of best fit between them. 

Calibration points were che cked every four months with no 

variation evident over that per i od . 

Accuracy and precision measurements were made on 

~hernical standar ds and a representative fluid inclusion 

respectively. Accuracy dat* for three freezing and heating 

standards are given in Figure E. 2. ii. These data indicate 

th~t below o0 c measurements are _ a~urate to within ~ 0. 2°C 

(2<T limits). The design of· the Chaixmeca stage does not 
). 

allow for control of the heating rate bel ow -40°C thu.s 
~ 

measurements in .this region are pr~bably only accurate to 

+ o. 5°C. 

Above ~o0c the temperature correction curve (Figure 

E. 2. i) was .found to be a linear funct i on of the measured 
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temperature. The relative uncertainty from accuracy 

measur~rnents indicated an error of approximately 0. 5%. 

Precision measurements (Figure E.2.iii) using a L-V 

inclusion from sample Q-439-10 indicated a relative error 

+ 0 of approximately - 0. 25 C for homogenisation temperatures 

of 292°c. 
~ .. 

Histogram plots of heating and freezing data (in text) 

used bar . widths of 5°C and 0. 8°C respectively, which exceeds 

the errors of acc~cy and measurement. 

E. 3 PREPARATION OF FLUID INCLUSION SECTIONS 
. 

/ Ideally sections should be thin {0. 5 - . 0. 2 mm) plates-

with both sides polished and parallel. The technique 

described here evolved from a series of trials with various 

cements, cutting and grinding procedures, and polishing 

techniques. By no, means automated, the technique is useful, 
I 

in ~hat specimens are subjected to little tllermal stress 

during preparation, thereby eliminating: the possibility of 

inclusion leakag-e especially in low temper4ture minerals. 

The technique could be considerably automated but output 

in its present form is adequate running at 10-15 specimens 

every two· days. 

1. Specimen cut into 1 . em thick block measuring approx-

. imately 2)s em by 2 em. ca:re must be taken to ensure that 

overheating of the specimens does not result from frictional 

heat produced at the cutting edge of the blade. Such over

heating can decrepitate inclusions in the mineral a consider

able distance from the surface. For this reason a very thin 

I . 
·~ 
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diamond edged blade (Felker 5" OLO 5/8) and a slow cutting 

speed are used to minimise thermal c;lamage. 

2. Th~ specimen block is placed on a Hillquist coarse 

vertical grinder and the best sid~ is ground down 1 mm t3.. 

ensure that any damage due to cutting is removed. ,The 

Hillquist grinder is water cooled but care must be taken to 

grind relatively slowly so as not to heat the specimen. 

3. The coarsely ground side is then briefly ground by 

hand on the horizontal lap using 220 and 320 gr~ts (carbor

undum powder). ~ext grind by hand on glass using 600 and 

800~ abrasive powders. 

4. After cleaning and drying, the roughly polished side 

is attached to an ordinary thin section glass plate with a 

soluble glue - Trycolac - a liquid ~overslip used as an 

alternative for coverslips in normal thin sec'tion preparation. 

Trycolac Mk IV is distributed by Petro!ogic Ltd., 

34 Algoma St. N. 
1 

Thunder Bay, Ontario P7A 4Z3. Press the 

specimen firmly on the coverslip to remove a~ air bubbles 

present between specimen and glass. Allow to stand 12-24 

hours to dry (do not use heat to dry!). 

5. Mounted specimens are then ground on the Hillquist 

coarse v~rtical grinder till the specimen is approximately 

0.6 - 0.8 mm thick (depending on the translucent properties 

of the mineral concerned). Grind briefly on the horizontal 

lap using 220 and 320 grits followed by grinding on glass 

with 600_. and sao ....... powders. 

6. Specimen is . then polished by hand on a Unipole 
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"olisher using a 1.-" ... alumina powder. Polishing takes 

approximately 15-20 minutes/specimen for quartz. 

At this stage the specimen could ~e used for obser-
. 

vation of inclusions under a normal petrographic microscope. 

A quick&r method of evaluating the suitability of specimens 

for later heating/freezing analysis is to omit the polishing 

stage (6) and use oils and a coverslip on the top surface of 

the specimen. 

7. Those specimens deemed suitable for analysis are 

then placed in a Xylene solution (a covered shallow tray 

placed in fume cupboard is best). Leave for 5-12 hours after 

which time the glue should have dissolved and the specimen 

separated from the glass. Clean with acetone and allow to 

dry. 

8. Remount on glass slide with Trycolac glue following 

step 4. 

9. - Briefly grind new exposed surface on horizontal 

lap using 220 and 320 carborundum grits followed by 600-800 """"" 

powders on glass. 

10. Polish side, following step 6. 

It is best to undertake detailed description of the 

fluid inclusions before removing it from the glass slide. 

The specimens are generally quite fragile and if removed 

from the glass at this stage excessive handling may result 

in breakage. 

11. Prior to analysis on the heating/freezing stage 

the specimen is removed from the glass slide by immersion 

I 

t 
\ • • j 

) 
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in Xylene. Thoroughly clean specimen with acetoQe and. allow 

to dry. 

By this stage the specimen will have parallel polished 

sides and will be approximately 0.5 - 0.3 mm thic~. 

- ~ 

., 

• 
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Table E.2.i 

Melting Temperatures of Some Pure Organic 
Compounds Suitable for Heating Stage Calibration 

COMPOUND 

alpha-Napthylamine 
Benzylidene 
Diphenylamine 
p-Dichlorobenzene 
Phenyl benzoate 

*Chaixmeca Std. 
Phenylacetic acid 
8-Hydroxyquinoline 
Vanillin 
m-Dinitrobenzene 
Benzii 
alphq-Napthol 
Catechol · 
Resorcinol 
Acstanilide 

. Benzoic' acid 
beta-Napthol 
vrea 
*Mer~ Std. 
Phenylure~ (mono} 
Benzilic acid 
Salicylic acid ( 
Hydroquinone " 
p~Tqlyurea (mono) 
S,pccinic acid 

*Merck std. 
3, 5 - Dini trobenzoic acid 
p-Ni~obenzoic acid 
p~Chlorobenzoic acid 
s-Diphenylurea 

.*Chaixmeca Std. 
*BDH ~ 'Merck Std. 

Cichonine 
S .. Di -p-tolyurea 
s-Di-alpha-napthylurea 

·oiacetyl-p-phenylenediamine 
*Chai:xmeca Std. 

NN-Diacetylbenzidene 

* standard used in calibration 

MELTING TEMPERATURE (°C) 

so 
52 
53.5 
54 
69 
70 
76 
76 
82 
89.5 
95 
96 

~ 
122 
123 
132 
135 
148 
150 
159 
170 
181 
195 
200 
205 
239 
239 
242 
247 
260 
264 
2li8 
298 
303 
306.8 
317 

J 
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Table E. 2.ii 

Melting Points of Some Pure Inorganic Compounds 
and ,Metals Suitable for Calibration of the Heating 

Stage (After, Weast, 1971-1972) 

COMPOUND MELTING POINT (°C) 

*Potassium dichromate (BDH Std.) 

Lead (i) chloride 

Barium nitrate 

Potassium chloride 

Sodium chloride 

Lithium fluoride 

Silver 

Gold 

Table E.2.iii 

398 

501 

592 

716 

801 • 

842 

960.8 

1063 

Melting Temperatures of Some Pure Organic compounds 
(Liquids at Room Temperatures) 

Suitable for Fr~ezing Stage Calibration 

COMPOUND MELTING TEMPERATURE 

Tetradecane +5. 86 

*Water 0 

*Tridecane -5.5 

N-Dodecane -9.6 

a-xylene -25.18 

*Decane 
-29.7 

M-Xylene 
-47.86 

I 

*Carbon dioxide -56.6 

• standard used in calibration 

(OC) 

< 
J 
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APPENDIX F 

FLUID INCLUSION DATA 

Code for Samples: 

e.g. Q-439-10 (Prefix denotes mineral analysed; Q = quartz, 

F = fluorite, S ; scheelite. First number records the sample 

number (locations marked on maps 2 and 3) and the second 

number, the vein number) . 

Salinity is recorded in equivalent weight\ NaCl. Homo-

genisation is to the liquid unless otherwise stated (V = vapour, 

C = co
2

, H = H
2
o, C.P. = critical phenomenon) 

F.l TYPE I INCLOSIONS 

Table F.l. i 

Microthermetric Data 

SPECIMEN Incl.t Vol.% Vap . Tm ice °C Salinity\ Th °C 

Q-377-10 36 

37 

38 

( 39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44. 

45 

46 

47 

48 

15 

20 

15 

22 

25 

15 

15 

15 

10 

20 

15 
15 . 

18 

-3.1 

-3.1 

-2.9 

-2.5 

-0.8 

- 3.1 

•0.5 

-1.4 

-3.7 

. 5.1 
4.9 

4.7 

4.3 

1.7 

5.0 

1.0 

2.4 

5.6 

279 

280 

275 

283 

276 

266 

220 

274 

265 

272 

' 
J 

J 

1 
' 
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Table F.l..i continued. 

SPECIMEN Incl. t Vol . % Vap. 

0-377-10 49 20 

so 18 

51 20 

52 20 

53 35 

54 20 

55 15 

56 17 

s-.377-·lo 57 30 

58 20 

59 20 

60 15 

61 15 

62 15" 

63 15 

64 20 

65 20 

66 25 

67 20 

68 25 . 

69 15 
70 15 

71 20 

72 20 

73 20 

74 20 

75 20 

0-611-10 83 15 

84 10 <~ 

85 10 

86 10 

.·;f 

Tm ice oc Salinity' Th °C 

-1.8 3.1 270 
' 

-0.5 1.0 266 

-0.3 0 . 8 266 

-2.4 4 . 0 284 

0 0 312 

-2.0 3 . 5 285 

-2.0 3 . 5 259 

-2.0 3 . 5 277 

-2.0 3.5 

- 1. s 1.9 275 

-1:.8 3.1 285 

-2.1 3.6 281 
" -1.8 3 . 1 . 266 

-0.6 1.1 265 

-0.2 0.5 277 
; 

J 
-0.6 1.1 273 

-0 . 6 1.1 273 

I -0.2 0.5 266 

-0 . 2 0.5 .) 
I 

! 
- 1.6 2.7 , 
-1.2 2.2 282 

- 0.8 1.6 275 

-2.0 3.5 

-2.7 4.4 284 

-2.9 4.9 270 

-2.6 4 . 3 279 

-2.1 3 . 6 282 

- 1.0 1.8 242 

-1.3 2.3 238 

-1.3 2.3 237 

- 0.8 1.3 237 
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Table F .1. i continued. 'i 
I 

,:;; 

SPECIMEN Incl. t Vol.% Vap. ice oc Salinity% Th °C 
~;~· 

Tm I 
Q-611-10 87 12 -1.1 2.0 264 I 88 15 - 3 . 1 6.0 290 ., 

,. 

89 20 -3.4 5.4 241 

I 90 18 -2.2 3.7 238 

91 20 -2.0 3.5 249 

92 25 -3.0 5.0 258 . 
J, 

93 10 -1.6 2.8 240 .'{ 

94 15 -1.7 · 2.9 ,.236 i 
! 
·.; 

.• • r"' ·.I 

Q-643-10 115 20 -1..6 2.7 278 ~ 

., 1 116 20 -2.2. ' 3.7 277 

117 22 -2.6 " 4.3 274 

\ 118 15 -2.0 3.5 276 

119 12 -2 . 4 4.1 264 

120 20' 281 

121 20 276 , J 

; 
:~ 

Q-649-10 125 20 -" 2.4 4.1 265 ~ 

2~0 
> 

126 15 -2.2 3.7 J 

i 
127 20 -2 . 8 4.7 281 l 

128 5 -2.8 4.7 240 

F-652-10 129 22 -3.0 5.0 245 

130 18 -3.1 5.1 260 

131 20 -3.0 5.0 250 

132 10 -2.8 4.7 . 210 

135 15 -2.0 l 3.4 263 

136 20 -2.1 3.5 266 

- . 137 22 - 2.0 3.4 272 

138 20 -1. 9 3.3 271 

139 35 -2.4 4 .1 265 

140 20 265 

... 141 25 -0.4 1.0 300 

i 
I 
I 

~ J 
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Table F.1.i continued. 

SPECIMEN ·Incl. f Vol.\ Vap. Trn ice oc Salinity' Th °C 

Q-652-10 142 35 -2 .• 8 4.9 273 

143 28 -2.4 4.1 309 

144 15 -2.9 4.9 263 

I 145 22 -3.1 5.1, ) 311 

146 50 -2.8 4.9 280 

'"' i 
147 15 -2.9 4.8 272 

" 
148 20 . -2.5 4.2 275 

149 25 -2.0 3.4 263 

150 20 -0.9 1:-.8 258 

Q-667-10 151 10 -3 . 3 5.1 209 

152 5 -3.2 5.0 230 

153 10 -:-2.4 4.1 210 

' 
154 7 -2.5 4.2 210 

(~ 
'. 

Q-669-10 165, 25 -1.9 . 3. 3,' 268 

22 -2.0 3 . 4 
i 

166 279 J 

167 20 270 

168 20 260 

169 22 268 

Q-684-1 201 15 250 

202 10 '260 ' 

203 20 258 

204 10 256 

0-697-5 216 
( 

20 273 
.r 

217 22 I 275 

218 1f -3.5 5.6 264 

219 15 -3.1 5.1 263 

~ 220 20 269 
t 
t 
r Q-244-1 237 15 -3.4 5.4 275 

t 
j 
l . 
j 

l J t .. ---;~-~ :· -.W~ 
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Table F.l.i continued. 

SPECIMEN Incl.t Vol.% Vap. Tm ice °C Salinity\ Th 0c 

0-244-1 238 15 -3.7 6.0 291 
239 25 -4.0 6.3 258 
240 15 -4 . . 0 6.3 260 
241 10 279 

J 

i 
i 
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F.2 TYPE I IA INCLUSIONS ·:r .·• 

Table F.2.i I . . 
Hicrothermetric Data 

SPECIMEN Incl. t Vol.\ Vap. Tm ice oc Salinity\ Th oc ~ 
• I 

Q-439-10 1 21 282 
·$ 

Q-246-1 2 25 331 

-> 
3 20 280 

• 4 • 20 284 

5 20 304 

.6 20 275 

7 18 304 

8 20 398 

9 20 310 

Q-709-10 10 20 -5 . 0 8.0 

11 25 -4 . 3 7.0 

1 2 30 -5.5 8.5 
J 

13 25 -5.4 8.3 

14 17 314 

15 30 316 

16 25 310 . . 
17 20 -4.4 7 . 0 

18 28 -5.8 9.0 

20 20 -4 . 5 7.1 

21 3.0 -6.5 9.5 

22 15 -7.2 10.7 

23 15 - 7.0 10.4 

24 18 - 4.9 7.7 318 

25 22 -4.5 7.1 322 

2.6 25 322 

27 30 300 

28 • 20 326 

29 30 -4.7 7.5 315 

t 

! 
l . ... ..... . .., ........ , __ J 
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Table F.2.i continued. / ·; . -. 

SPECIMEN Incl.t Vol., Vap. Tnt ice oc Salinity% Th oc ;~ 
'{ ,, 
~ 

"'3o 0-709-10 70 309(G) -~ 
~· 
I 

32 60 315 
- --~ 

33 25 -5 . 1 7. 8 303 ··~. •j 
--~ 

34 25 -6.2 9.1 304 
~; 

;-J 

0-610-10 76 20 
, 

-4.8 7.4 308 .i 
77 • 20 -4.7 7 . 2 280 

.> 

78 18 -2.9 4.8 274 -~ 

79: 20 - 2.8 4 . 7 301 

80 10 204 

81 25 '-3. 2 5.0 305 - ~ 

82 1 5 - 2.9 4.8 276 j 
\ . Q-72,0-1'0 95 15 -4,6 7 . 2 302 

96 15 -4 . ·5 I 7.1 297 t ~ 
· ' 

97 5 ~ -4.1 6.4 206 l . 
; • j 

; I 

98 15 -4.1 6.4 269 ~J 
• 

99 5 -4.2 6.5 222 ,,. 
100 7 -3.7 6.0 224 

101 8 -4.5 7 . 1 239 

102 15 300 

103 20 -2 . 9 5.0 

104 20 -2.9 5.0 .. 
105 25 -3.9 6 . 3 309 

106 22 -3.9 6.3 315 

101! 15 220 

108A . 5 -3.7 • 6.0 240 

. 108B so -1.9 3. 3 320 

109 15 -3.9 . ., 6.3 304 

110 20 -~.9 6.3 305 

111 15 -3.8 6.2 304 

112 25 -3.7 6.0 305 

113 28 - 1.9 3.3 295 

114 10 . -2.2 3.7 241 
.·-"\:'' 
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T~b1e F.2.i continued. 

t 
oc Th °C SPECIMEN Incl. t VoL% Vap. Tm ice Salinity\ l 

Q-720~10 122 l2 -3 . 6 . 5.9 287 ' ~ . 
123 28 -3.9 6 . 2 ; 304 

l 
124 35 316 1 

i 
Q-688-10 155 15 -5.4 a ·. 3 269 

f 156• 15 -5.2 8.0 294 :: .• 

157 
/ 

20 -2.4 4 . 1 283 

158 15 -4.4 7 . 0 245 

<(· 159 20 -4 :(9 7.6 322 

160 10 -4.1 6.4 234 

161 ' • 10 -3.'7 6.0 ·235 

162 15 -4.1 6.4 255 

163 10 -~ 240 \. .. 
164 1.5 -4.8 7. 5 65 

·; 

7. 6 .· ~12 -. Q-450-10 170 3'0 -4.9 
. ' 

171 20 -4.7 7.4 319 

172 20 -4.6 7.3 309 

173 2~ -4.7 7.4 330 
·. ~- . ~ 

174 20 -5.1 7 . 8 317 

175 30 -5.0 7.7 315 

176 20 .. -4.9 7.6 32~ 

177 20 .-5.o 7. 7"' 336 . • 0 

c 178 35 -4.~ 6.9 32'0 

179 25 313 

180 25 -3.5 5.6 · 306 

181 20 -3.9 6.2 347 

182 20 -4 . 4 7 . 0 319 

183 25 -:4.0 6.3 307 

184 l.S -3.4 5.3 294 . 

185' 30 -4.2 6.4 331 

· 186 -~· 25 -3.9 6.2 328 

187 20 -4.0 6.3 327 

- 188 40 -3.9 6 . 2 n6 

. 1 
~ 

~. 

. ' J 
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Table F. 2. i continued. 

SPECIMEN Incl. I Vol.% Vap. Tm ice oc Salinity% Th °C 

Q-450-.10 189 20 -3.5 5 . 6 311 

190 20 -4.2 6 . 4 303 

191 30 -4.0 6.3 300 

192 30 -4.1 6.4 324 

o-685-1 1g3 20 -4.9 7.6 287 

. 194 15 -i.9 3.3 257 

195 20 -4.4 6.9 277 

196 20 -4.4 6.9 289 

• 197 20 -4.7 7 . 5 

198 15 -3.5 5.6 257 

~ 

' 199 10 -o.5 1.0 256 
'~ 

200 20 -4.9 7.6 286 

I: 
\ Q- 687:.... 5 . 205 30 -6.0 9.2 306 

206 20 -5 . 9 '9.1 290 

207 20 -6.0 9.2 289 

208 15 - 291 
1 ' 

i 

209 10 -4.7 7 . 5 276 
.; 

210 15. -4.4 6.8 280 

211 20 -4.0 6. 3 . 282 

213 ao -4.2 6.5 282 

' 214 20 -4.3 6.6 281 

;· -4.3 
\ 

215 15 6.6 284 

Q- 240-1 242 7 . 221 

l 243 10 269 

t 244 7 - 219 

' . 245 20 259 
t: 

t 246 ·25 266 

t 
247 15 "'- 2 64 
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Table F.2.ii 

Type IIA Inclusions - Clathrate Data 

Tn oc Tm 
0 c Th oc 

Volt 
SAMPLE Vap. clathrate clathrate Th C02 Th co

2
+H

2
o 

Q-709-10 20 -:-43 -4.6 +5.8 

25 -48 -35 -4.9 

20 -45 -3~ -4.9 

i_, 20 -so -48 -4.4 
~ r . 

l · ·20 -47 -46 -4.7 +6.1 
.. V' 

·t 25 -48 -35 -4 . 9 +7.8 .... 
\0 

30 -49 -35 -5.1 +7.6 

! 20 -52 -38 -5.5 +7.1 

:30 -49 -37 -5.0 +7.5 

Q-687-5 30 -6.0 +7.9 306 

25 -5.9 +7.9 290 

20 -6.0 289 

25 +7.8 298 

20 -4.2 282 

Q-249-5 26 +7.6 272 

- 22 +7.5 287 
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' F. 3 TYPE IIB SAND IIB*) INCLUSIONS 

·, Table F.3.i 
Microthermetric Data 

Vol.' Tn °c Tm oc Th°C 
SAMPLE. Vlt:P· 

1 I I clathrate l co2+H 20 - co co
2

(s) ice · !clathrate co2 ice co2 2 

i.: 
Q-253A-3 25 +30.9 

· . . 

l' 15 -94 -57.0 +7.9 +30.4 >270* 
V'l 

•• 18 +30.3 N 

J 
0 

73 -100 -~0.0 +7 .1 +30.4 >275 
27 +30.9 

17 -103 -62.0 +7.2 +30.9 
: .53 +7.9 +30.9 .. 

Q-249A-5 13 +7.9 +31. 0 

30 +7.7 

43 +30.8 

29 +30.8 

14 +30.1 
18 +30.9 

30 +30.9 

35 +30.1 
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Table F.3.i continued. 

\ 
\ Tn °C Tm°C Th oc 

Vol.' 
SAMPLE vap. 

\ .,ice 1 clathrate l jclathrate I C02+H20 
C02 co2 (s} . co2 

ice co 2 

+30.8 290 (H) 
0-2498-5 18 . 

+30.2 >263 
22 

+30.9 >262 
10 

+30.0 
Q:-385A 20 

+31. 0 
25 

+31. 0 
I· ' 42 
,~ ' 29 

+29.6 
1.11 

"' 

J 

f-J 

33 
+30.8 

.~ 42 
+30.5 

c 40 
+30.7 

41 
+30.7 

45 
+30.5 311 (CP) 

Q-38SB 45 
+30.6 >296 

+30.9 >296 
40 

+30.8 361 (c) 
35 

+30.9 )276 
38 

+30.6 359 (c) 
45 . -
47 -98 -60.0 +27.6 >298 

48 -100 -59.0 +7.1 +30.1 >284 

+27.6 :>274 
• 54 

·"' .. . 0 

·· ·mrrnrn1•tn 1JLJ 
j 
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Table F.3.i continued . 

.. Tn °C 
Tm. ac Th °C 

0-38SB . 60 -95 -61 +7.0 +30.9 346 (CP) 

+30.4 )313 +7.0 

Vol.\ 
SAMPLE Vap. 

\ 
ice. \ clathrate l -l clathrate -l 

. co2 
co2 (s) co2 

ic~ 
co2 

C02+H20 

........ 41 +7. 6 +26.0 284 (C) 

65 +7.1 +30.3 298 {C) 

~ 
Q-385C 54 

48 
+7.0 +30.4 > 250 

.. .......... 

V1 

' 
............... 45 

+30.2 > 325 N 
N 

~ - 40 
+7.2 +30.5 320 (C) 

'~ --
· Q-38SD 

. 35 
+30.8 > 282 

+30.9 > 263 

52 +30.3 > 240 

24 +30. 9 . 352 (H) 

54 +30.3 )253 

0-385E 33 +30.2 330 ( H) 

20 +30.7 >323 

21 +30.7 ")289 

25 +30.9 > 295 

313 . 

0-253A-3 20 -98 
. -59. 2 

+30.0 

+28.6 ')230 

40 



• 

Table F.3 i continued • .. 

Vol.' 
Tn °c Tm oc Th oc 

SAMPLE Vap. ~ 
. 

co2 
co2 (s) } ice jclathrate C02 I ice jclathrate co2 I C02+H2o 

Q-38SF 40 -3.6 ' - +7.1 +30.9 · . 
45 -104 -33 -58.1 +7.5 +30.9 

35 - +7.4 +30.9 
60 . ' +7.1 +39.8 

35 +7.0 +l0.8 VI ..., 
0-709-10 80 -107 -32 -58.2 +8.7 +21. 5 (V) w 

80 -94 ~30 -57.5 +10.0 +20.5(V) 308.6(H) 

30 -so -42 -4.9 +9.1 +17.4(V) 

40 ~1. +9.0 +17.9(V) 

50 -52 ~Jo +9.1 +17. 6 (V) 

* decrepitated. 

• . 
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F.4 TYPE IIC INCLUSIONS (ASSOCIATED WITH TYPE ~iB 

INCLUSIONS) 

SAMPLE von 
Vap. 

0-249-5 18 

26 

22 

0-385 20 
0-687-5 30 

25 

20 
c 

25 

20 

0-709-lO 30 

80 

75 

Q-249-5 20 
22 

0 - 246-1 20 . 

0-709-10 17 

20·; 
I 

3~ 

1t 
t 

0-249-5 20 

23' 

.Q-709-10 20 

26 
20. 

25 

Table F.4.i 

Microthermetric Data 

.. 
Tm oc 
• 

I 
/ 

C02 1 ice / fc1athrate 

I 

+7.6 
1- +7.5 

-6.0 +7.9 

-5.9 +7.9 

-6.0 
+7.8 

-4.2 
..... +5.4 

' - +10 

-
-4.4 
-6.5 

-4.9 

.,. 

.tJJ.. ·.~--

Th °C 

C02 I H20+C02 

272 

287 

261 

306 

290 

289 

298 

. 282 

309 

315 

283 

275 

304 

316 

318 

290 
' 283 

323 

317 

297 

325 

.\· 

' 

I 
'· i 
1 
I 

i 
! · 
i 
l 
I 
i 

< 

' 
' 

I 
i 
l 
I 

' ' j 
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SAMPLE 
VoU 
Vap. 

C02 I ice 
' 

Q-709-10 25 

Q-385 15 

20 

\ 
20 

25 

, 20 

Q-709-10 30 

15 

20 

'. 

/ 

oc . Th °C 

lc1athrat~ CC?21 H20+CO~ 
286 

215 

30 

290 

324 

302 

339 
..,. 294 

320 

f 

1 
! 
·' i 

i 

l • 
I 
j 
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SAMPLE - v 

0-709-10 

.! 

' t 
1 

pll 
~P· 

25 

20 

25 
20 

20 

30 
20 

20 

20 

30 
32 

35 

40 

co2 1 

-
-

-

Table F.4.ii 

Type IIC - Clathrate 

Tn °C ' 

ice ]clathrate co2 

-50 

-47 

-44 
-48 

-49 

-49 

-47 

-so 

-47 

-44 

-49 
-49 

-45 

-30 -
-35 -
-37 
-35 

-39 
-37 

-37 

-41 

-35 

-38 

-39 
-37 

-37 

; 

. 

Data 

Tm °C Th 

ice l clathrate co2 

-4.9 +7.1 -
- \ -4.5 +7.0 

-4.6 

-4.7 +7.0 

-4.8 +7.1 

-4.6 +7.0 

- '4. 8 

-4.6 +7.1 

-4.8 +7.4 

-4.4 +7.1 

-4.5 +6.8 

-4.7 +7.4 

-4.9 +7.3 

....... ,. ...... ~!·---· ........ l .......... ---·-· .... ,. __ ..... .,... ..• _ .. _rl> ........ --"t . l·~ 'i;l' ··;,-···"j tsi • . • 

'-~. 

oc 

j co2+a2o 

-
-

1.11 
N 
0'1 

. • "'!!. .. 

.;e 5 . HlHlf'i' ..• it:C J 
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F.S TYPE I, GALENA 11 VEIN 

Table F. 5 .. i 

Microthermetric D~~a 

Vol.%. Vapour Th oc 

0-528 ,JS 346 

22 200 

20 254 

35 255 

\. 
22 308 

35 308 

30 345 

30 307 ) 
35 332 

35 363 

36 368 

30 . 323 

12 279 

15 198 

15 195 

15 196 .. 
15 198 

15 203 

} 
t 

15 201 

J 
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APPENOI.X G 

EQpiLIBRIUM TEMPERATURES (°C) 

OF NaCl-H
2

0 SOLUTIONS {5-30 WEIG~% NaCl) 

AS A FUNCTION OF FLUID DENSITY AND PRESSURE 

(From Rich, 1975) 

NOTE: Fluid densities were calculated from the data given 

by Lemmlein and Klevtsqv (1961) and Washburn (1926-

1930). 

. .. , 
·~ 

;I .... ; 

... 
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Table G.i continued. 

/-'\ 
r ( 

10 WEIGHT% NaCl SOLUTION 
p (atm) 

250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 
l. 00 172 192 212 232 252 272 292 

.96 205 226 247 268 ~ 288 308 329 

.94 231 253 275 297 318 ' 340 360 

.91 255 277 301 324 347 370 391 
-· ., 

• 88 277 300 325 
' . 86 296 321 346 372 386 395 419 

Fluid p • 83 313 339 365 392 417 421 445 

(g/cc) . 80 329 356 383 411 437 443 468 
.78 344 373 400 428 456 464 491 
.75 358 387 416 445 475 484 511 
.72 370 401 431 462 492 503 · 
.70 381 412 445 477 508 522 
• 67 390 424 458 49_3 525 
• 62 431 467 503 

J 

15 WEIGHT% NaC1 SOLUTION 
p (atm) 

250 500 75() ' 1000 1250 1500 1750 

l. 03 175 195 216 237 258 280 299 
l. 00 209 231 253 275 296 318 339 

.97 238 261 283 306 328 350 372 

.94 266 289 312 335 359 382 403 
Fluid p .9~ 290 314 339 

(g/cc) • 89 312 336 36~ 386 411 409 432 
.86 330 356 381 408 433 435 460 
• 83 349 375 401 429 455 459 482 
.80 364 393 419 446 476 480 506 
.78 378 407 436 465 495 501 
.75 392 423 452 480 513 522 

l 

j 
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Table G. i continued. ' 

20 WEIGHT% NaCl SOLUTION \ p (atm) 

250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 

l. 06 178 199 221 243 265 287 308 
1.04 213 235 258 280 30~ 325 348 
l. 01 245 268 291 314 33 359 38, 

.98 . 276 299 322 345 369 391 415 

Fluid p .95 303 327 351 

(g/cc) .92 328 .150 375 400 423 421 445 j 

• 89 341} .372 397 422 446 446 471 :l 

.86 368 393 413 445 469 •470 515 t . 83' 381 . ~1'0 436 464 490 495 ~20 

.80 398. 4~6 4_53 480 516 
. 

.509 . ' 

25 WEIGHT\ NaC1 SOLUTION 
p (atm) 

250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 

1.10 181 203 226 247 269 292 312 i J 1. 07 217 239 262 285 308 332 354 ~ 

1. 04 251 ·'275 298 321 345 368 392 .. 
Fluid p 1. 01 ~86 309 332 356 381 404 428 1 
(g/cc) 

.98 316 341 365 ; 

.95 344 368 39~ 418 439 438 462 
• 92 365 389 413 440 465 . 465 492 
. 89 38"5 410 434 462 487 489 
.86 399 425 450 482 508 512 

-
30 WEIGHT\ NaCl, SOLUTION 

p (atm) 

250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 

1.13 184 207 229 250 273 296 316 
1.10 221 244 26~ 290 313 336 360 
1.07 258 281 3.04 327 353 376 399 

Fluid p 1. 04 - 296 319 342 367 392 416 441 

(g/cc) 
1.01 332 355 379 

.98 362 386 411 . 436 462 454 ' 479 

.95 382 407 431 458 483 486 511 
• 92 - 401 427 453 47~ 505 509 

,. 

' I 

} 
.. :J 

'lf fl'· ·.,. ~ ~.:..--... - - . 
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APPENDIX H 

CA1.CU.LA'J:,ED SPECifiC VOLUMES (ccjg) 
. ,, 

OF IDEAL co
2
-H

2
0¥IXTURES (XCO = 0.100 TO 0.900) 

• ' 4 2 
FOR TEMPERATuRES 50-S00°C AND TOTAL PRESSURES 200-4000 BARS 

(From Rich, 1975) 

·-
0 

Note: Calculations were peJtformed uSing the data of 

... 
' 

I 

. 
Burnham et , al., 

rennedy ({954), 

,1· - . 
' .. 

' ~ 

' ' 
I • 

· ,. 

• b ·., 

. l 

(1969), Juza et al., (19.65), 

and Kennedy and' Bolser ll966). 

., 

.. 
. ' 
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Table H.i 

xco = 0.100 
·2 

"· 
pt (bars) 

I> 

(OC} 
. 

'Jj ill !!!! 600 !Q.Q. . 1000 . 1400 !ill 
' 

50 1.061 '1• 014 • 9913 .9757 .9639 .9442 .9408 

·. 100 i.25i 1;,081: 1.046 1.021 1. 004 .9786 .9738 .. 
·15() ' 1. 502 . 1.191 1.116 1.080 1.055 1. 022 1.014 

200 1.720 " 1.310 . 1.201 1.148 1.116 1.072 1. 063 

250 . . . ;:. 934 1.447 1.299 1. ~29 . 1.186 1.130 1.119 

·100 · ·2.1.80 1. 607 . 1. 418 1.326 1.268 1.196 1.182 

'350 2.572 '1. 125 1.57ol 1. 448 1.372 1. 274 1. 255 

•oo -9.20.4 . 2.224 1.798 1.·609 1.502 1. 366 

450 11.f9 3~ 6$0 2.203 1.848 1.671 1. 482 

500 . 13. 23 5~278 2. 927 . ·2~ 204 1.903 1.621 .. 

t 

~ ~ 1Q.QQ. 3500 4000 

.9495 

.9859 • 9631 . V'l 
.. I w 

1. 028 1. 000 .9778 1\J 

1.076 1. 043 1.016 .9932 .. 

1.129 1. 089 1. 057 1.-.031 1 , 008 

1.189 1.141 1.102 1. 07i ,{. 045 
I 

1. 256• 1.197 1.152 '1.115 

1.334 1. 260 1. 206 1.162 

· · ·i .. 
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Table B.i cOntinued. 

xco • 0.200 
2 • Pt .(bars) 

T (0C.) ' 204 '--. 600 ·aoo 1000 1400 1500 - - - - -• 
5(J . 1.10. 1.021 .9944 - .9560 :9298 •9255 

~ 100 1.430 1.137 1.069 1.007 • 9716 .9651 
150 ·1. 13.0 1.286 1.163 . J.. 069 1. 022 . 1. 012 
200 2.171 1,.45~ 1.272 1.142 1.079 1. .,066 
250 2.411 1.640 

.• 
1.395 1.220 1.142 . 1.126 

300 2.71~ 1~83_9 • 1.533 1.310 1. 211 1.192 
350 3.252 ' .2.012' 1.702 1.417 1.290 1.267 

400 8.608 2.463 1.924 1,545 1.380 
\ 

450 10.53 3.659 2..288 1. 703 1.489 

500 12.01 s. o.4o· 2.901 1.91'0 1. 616 
'~ 

... 

2000 2500 3000 - - -
.9345 

.9'754 .9470 
1. 021 .9871 . 9603 

1.071 1.031 .9991 
1.126 1.078 1. 041 
1.185 1.129 1.086 

1.250 1.182 1.133 
1. 322 1.241 1.184 

.. 

3500 
~ 

.9733 

1.011 
1.051 

1.093 
• 

1.137 

, 
.. . 

· t 

40.00 

U1 
w 
w 

.9854 
1. 022 

.. 

. . 
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Table B.i continued • . 

xco ""' 0.400 
2 

Pt (bars) 

'1' (OC) 200 400 600 lli ~ ~ ~ !QQQ. 2500 3000 ~ !Q.Q.Q. 

- - -
50 1.171 1.050 .9986 .9673 .9444 .9088 .9032 

100 l.6JO 1.208 1.102 l. 048 1.011 .9620 • 9528 .9130 
V1 • ru 150 2.307 1.425 1.231 1.144 L089 1. 022 1. 009 .9599 .9243 

200 2.824 1.665 1.377 1.251 1.178 1. 088 1. 070 1.010 .9680 .9349 

250 3. 2.91 1.919 1.533 1.270 1.159 1.136 l. 064 l. 014 . 9750 .9437 
.. 

300 3.742 2. 176 1. 701 1.491 1.372 1. 233 1.207 1.120 1 . 061 L017 .9820 . 9514 

350 4. 234. 2.455 1.888 1.629 1. 484 1.314 1. 283 1.179 1.111 l. 061 l. 021 .9877 

400 7.751 2.808 2.107 l.J85 1.608 1.402 1.241 1.161 1.106 1.060 

I 

450 9.141 3.657 2.410 1.979 1.749 1. 500 1.304 1.212 1. 512 1.100 

sao. 10.25 4.590 2.861 2.230 l. 920 1.608 



• 

. I 

p 

· Tab1e· H.i cOntinued. 

X = co2 .. 
0.600 

pt (bars) 

T (oC) ill 400 600 800 1000 1400 - 1500 2000 2500 1Q.QQ 3500 4000 - .. . --
50 .. 1.215 '1.064 1.00~ .9634 .9357 .8944 .8875 

100 1.853 1.257 1.126 1.057 1.014 • 9554 .9444 .8985 
U1 
(,oJ 

• U1 

150 2.636 1:521 ~- 278 . L110 1~104 1. o22 1.006 .9494 .9081 .. 
200 ' 3.276 1.810 1.449 1.293 1.204 1.094 1.073 1.004 ·• 9542 .9167 

~250 3.847 2.112 1.628 1. 423 1.305 1.170 1.143 1. 059 1. 002 ·. 9580 .9232 
r 

300 4.377 2.408 1.816 1.558 1. 414- 1. 248 1.).17 1.117 1. 050 1.001 .9619 .9289 

350' 4.918 2.712 2.016 1.702 1.530 1.330 1.294 1.175 1. 098 1.044 1.001 .9643 
' 

: 4-00 7.156 3.047 2.234 1.856 1. 656 1.416 1.234 1.1-46 1. 087 1. 038 

450 8.179 3.654 2.495 2.033 1. 781 1.507 1. 292 1.19). 1.130 1. 075 

500 9.036 4.305 2.83? 2.240 1.927 1.603 

• .. 

· . . ' . . 
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!'able B. i continued. 
c 

xco 
2 - 0.800 

"' 
pt (bars) 

T (°C)- lli. .wl ~ ill 1000 1400 1500 2000 .illQ 3000 3500 4000 ---- -
50 1~241 ·1. 075 1.00t .9608 .9299 .8838 .8763 

. - 100 .1. 980 1.293 1.142 1.065 1.016 .9505 .9382 .8876 
U1 
w 

150 2.878 . 1.591 1.312 1.189 1.114 l. 022. 1.004 .9415 .8967 
C7'l 

200 3. 605· 1.916 1.502 1.324 1.222 1.099 l. 075 .9977 • 9446 .9039 

• 4.251 . 250 2.253 1. 672 1.464 1.330 1.178 1.149 1. 055 .9933 .9461 .9083 

300 "4.844 ' 2.527 1.901 1.608 1. 446 1.259 1. 225 1.114 1. 042 .9889 .9474 .9119 
.. 

1. 302 
. 35(1 5.416 2.901 2.110 1. 756 1. 5_64 1.342 1.172 1.089 1.031 .9856 • 9469" 

400 6.722 3.223 2.326 1.909 1.783 1.427 1.228 1.135 1. 073 . 1.022 

450 7.475 . 3. 654 2.556 2.072 1.805 1.513 1. 282 1.178 1.113· 1. 056 

500 8.150 8.812 2.819 2. 248 1.932 l. 599 
. ' 

\ 

\..,; ~.......,...._, ._..._.. ....... - - _,_ _______ .. _~ .. ----- ··-·--·----·-·-·------..__---------------·- - -· ... . . - ··- ···- .. · "·-----··, llllt•s•tililllli.ilil'H •• 'iwillilllilMIIIIM. eiW·'•ttti:·!J 
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Table B.i cont~ued. 
' 

., " xco • 0.900 
2 

pt (bars) 
., 

T · '°Cl ill lli !.2! ~ 1000 !!Q.Q. illQ. 2000 . 2500 3000 3500 4000 

50 1.261 1.079 1.004 .9598 • 9274 .8796 .a11a- V1 
w 

100 2.031. 1. 308 . 1.149 1.068 1.017 .9483 .9356 .8832 -.J 

150 2.974 1.620 1.326 1.197 1.118 ·1. 022 1. 004 .9384 .8918 

200 -3.739 1/960 1.523 1 .• 336 1. 230"- 1.101 1. 076 • 9956 .9407 .9986 

250 4_.~17 2.310 1.727 1.481 1.340 1.182 1.151 1.054 ;9898 .9410 .9023 

300 5.034 ~ .. , .. ' l.t35 1.628 1.458 1.263 1.228 1.113 1.038 .9839 ."9414 • • 9048 _. 
350 5.618 2,977 2.148 1.778 1.577 1.347 1.306 1:171 1.086 1.026 .9792 .9400 

400 6._546 3.293 2.36!5 1.930 1.696 1.431 1. 226 1.131 1. 067 1.015 

450 ' 7.192 3.651 2.581 2.088 1.814 1.515 1.279 1.173 1.107 1.049 
~ 

- 580 7. 786 4.017 2.812 1.150 1.934 1.598 

I 

... 
~. 

. ..... 
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